2060002  26/11/2010
TATA CONSULTANCY SERVICES LIMITED
NIRMAL BUILDING, 9 TH FLOOR, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI - 400 021.
Service Providers

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :01/02/2002

MUMBAI
Consultancy in environment protection & energy saving; Planning of buildings & infrastructure systems for buildings; Architectural designing; Drawing, engineering drawing; Interior decoration; Gardening & landscape gardening; Research & development of new technology & new products used in building and construction industry and consultancy thereof; Geological research and survey; Authenticating works of art; Creation, hosting & maintenance of websites, design & development of computer software.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2062272.
2152199  31/05/2011
SUYATI TECHNOLOGIES PVT LTD
trading as ;SUYATI TECHNOLOGIES PVT LTD
2ND FLOOR, B-WING, INFOPARK, KAKKANAD, KERALA-682030.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT OF 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARKS &RIGHTS
42/2421,THALIATH BUILDING , ST. BENEDICT ROAD, KACHERIPPADY KOCHI-682 018.
Used Since :01/02/2010

CHENNAI
COMPUTER SERVICES; COMPUTER PROGRAMMING; COMPUTER CONSULTANCY AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT; ALL RELATING TO THE DESIGN AND USE OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS, COMPUTERS, COMPUTER HARDWARE AND COMPUTER SYSTEMS; PROGRAMMING, DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, ANALYSIS, IMPLEMENTATION, MANAGEMENT, INTEGRATION DEPLOYMENT, MAINTENANCE, UPDATING AND REPAIR OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR OTHERS; HOSTING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICES FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE; DEVELOPMENT AND UPDATING OF DATABASE APPLICATIONS; CREATING WEBSITES FOR OTHERS; MAINTAINING COMPUTER PROGRAMS; INSTALLING AND UPDATING COMPUTER SOFTWARE; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF PRODUCTS; RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT FOR NEW PRODUCTS; CONSULTANCY IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE, COMPUTER NETWORKS AND COMPUTER-AIDED RESEARCH; DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF ONLINE ELECTRONIC BUSINESS SOLUTIONS.
FIRM MANAGER

2153904    02/06/2011
RELX INC.
Seventh Floor, 230 Park Avenue New York, New York 10169
SERVICE PROVIDER
A corporation organized and existing under the laws of the state of Massachusetts

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COVERING SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE (SAAS) SERVICES FEATURING SECURED SOFTWARE FOR LAW OFFICE
OPERATION FUNCTIONS IN THE AREAS OF DATA CONTROL AND ADMINISTRATION, SCHEDULING, COMMUNICATION,
CONTACTS ADMINISTRATION, TIME AND EXPENSE ADMINISTRATION AND CONFLICT OF INTEREST DATABASE
SEARCHING
Priority claimed from 22/12/2010; Application No. : 2568042 ;United Kingdom
2162568   20/06/2011
DE BEERS UK LIMITED
20 Carlton House Terrace,London SW1Y 5AN, United Kingdom.
MANUFACTURERS TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
a company incorporated under the laws of England and Wales
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES: DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE ALL RELATING TO THE GRADING, IDENTIFICATION, OBSERVATION, MEASURING AND TESTING, CHECKING, ANALYSIS, INSPECTION, INSCRIPTION AND CERTIFICATION OF DIAMONDS, JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS AND SEMIPRECIOUS STONES.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING IN THE LABEL.
2281895    13/02/2012
NSB BPO SOLUTIONS PVT LTD
PLOT NO 1 -C BLOCK B SECTOR 10 NOIDA 201301
SERVICE & PROVIDER
Used Since :10/04/2005
DELHI
COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, MANAGEMENT, UPDATION, COMPUTER SOFTWARE RESEARCH
2317609   19/04/2012
RT-MEDIBUS TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;RT-MEDIBUS TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
H.NO. 1-111/4B/103, FLAT NO. B-103, B-BLOCK, APARNA TOWERS, KONDAPUR, KONDAPUR, KOTHAGUDA POST, HYDERABAD - 500084.
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DVMGOPAL & ASSOCIATES
#6/3/154-159, FLAT NO.303, 3RD FLOOR, ROYAL MAJESTIC, PREM NAGAR COLONY, NR. CARE HOSPITAL, ROAD NO.1, BANJARA HILLS, HYDERABAD - 500 004.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND SOLUTIONS IN HEALTHCARE INDUSTRY.
Priority claimed from 09/03/2012; Application No. : 010714749 ;European Union

2341097  31/05/2012

TENCENT HOLDINGS LIMITED
P.O. BOX 2681 GT, CENTURY YARD, CRICKET SQUARE, HUTCHINS DRIVE, GEORGE TOWN, GRAND CAYMAN, ISLANDS
Manufacturers and traders.

A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF CAYMAN ISLANDS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA
Advisory services relating to computer software; computer hardware and software consultancy services; computer programming and software design; research and design services relating to network security software; computer software research; design of computer software for use with wireless networks and devices; development of software for secure network operations; development, design, and implementation services in the field of security, access, authorization, authentication encryption, and identification systems for computers, and computer networks; computer systems analysis in the field of security, access, authorization, authentication encryption, and identification systems for computers and computer networks; design of software for protection of computer network firewalls, servers and other network devices from unauthorized access; design of software for the purpose of scanning, detection and removal of viruses, worms, adware and spyware or any other type of malware; software as a service for use in scanning networks and websites to detect and identify vulnerabilities and malware; computer security consultancy in the field of scanning and penetration testing of computers and networks to assess information security vulnerability; computer security service, namely, restricting access to and by computer networks to and of undesired web sites, media and individuals and facilities; provision of security services for computer networks, computer access and computerised transactions.
SAFE NET

2347611  13/06/2012

SAFEXPRESS PVT. LTD
SAFEX CARGO COMPLEX NH-8 MAHIPALPUR EXTENSION NEW DELHI 110037
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R.K.DEWAN & CO.
236/237, VARDHMAN FASHION MALL, NEAR MAHAVIR HOSPITAL, LSC ROAD NO. 43, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34

Used Since : 17/09/2011

DELHI

INTERACTIVE WEB PORTAL SERVICES, HOSTING & MAINTAINING COMPUTER WEBSITE SERVICES; SCIENTIFIC AND
TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND
RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
2388177    03/09/2012
DISH TV INDIA LTD
B-10 LAWRENCE ROAD INDUSTRIAL AREA NEW DELHI 110035.
SERVICES PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LAW FIRM LLP
C-139, Defence Colony, New Delhi - 110024
Used Since :01/01/2012
DELHI
SERVICES PERTAINING TO DIGITIZING, CATALOGING & ENABLING THE SEARCH, RETRIEVAL, DECRYPTION, AGGREGATION, TURNAROUND, ENCRYPTION AND OVER THE TOP (OTT) SERVICES.
MOSTFIT

2425233    07/11/2012
INTELLECAP SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
8-2-682/1, 4TH FLOOR, ROAD NO.12, BANJARA HILLS, HYDERABAD-500034 (ANDHRA PRADESH)
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMART BRAIN
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92
Used Since :14/07/2011

DELHI
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE INCLUDED IN CLASS-42
homeshop18.org

2428622  16/11/2012

TV18 HOME SHOPPING NETWORK LTD
503-504 & 507 5TH FLOOR, MERCANTILE HOUSE, 15 KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI-110001
MANUFACTURER, TRADER, SERVICE PROVIDER
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DUA ASSOCIATES.
202 - 206, TOLSTOY HOUSE 15, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.
Used Since :18/09/2006

DELHI

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH & DESIGN RELATING THERETO, DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
2429363   19/11/2012
MR. V.S. SHIVAR
trading as ;SIXTH SENSE SERVICES
A-I/179 MADHU VIHAR UTTAM NAGAR NEW DELHI 59
SERVICES & CONSULTANCY PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since : 25/10/2012
DELHI
WEB DESIGN & WEB DEVELOPMENT, WEB SOLUTIONS & WEB RATED SERVICES, SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL
SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES;
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE.
Priority claimed from 23/10/2012; Application No. : 85760849 ;United States of America
2431732    22/11/2012
MYPOINT, INC.
200 CORPORATE BLVD., SUITE 201 LAFAYETTE LOUISIANA 70508 USA
SERVICE PROVIDER
LOUISIANA CORPORATION
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ALG INDIA LAW OFFICES,
30 SIRI FORT ROAD, NEW DELHI-110049.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE FEATURING SOFTWARE FOR USE IN COLLECTING, AGGREGATING AND ANALYZING FEEDBACK FROM PATIENTS IN A HEALTHCARE SETTING, NOTIFYING RELEVANT CONSTITUENTS OF THE FEEDBACK AND ITS ANALYSIS, AND RECORDING AND REPORTING SERVICE RECOVERY ACTIVITIES PERFORMED BY CLINICAL WORKERS AND ADMINISTRATORS BASED ON THE FEEDBACK TO ENSURE THAT APPROPRIATE FOLLOW-UP IS MONITORED AND REPORTED
MY POINT

Priority claimed from 04/10/2012; Application No. : 85745375 ;United States of America
2431733    22/11/2012

MYPOINT, INC.
200 CORPORATE BLVD., SUITE 201 LAFAYETTE LOUISIANA 70508 USA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A LOUISIANA CORPORATION

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ALG INDIA LAW OFFICES.
30 SIRI FORT ROAD, NEW DELHI-110049.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE FEATURING SOFTWARE FOR USE IN COLLECTING, AGGREGATING AND ANALYZING FEEDBACK FROM PATIENTS IN A HEALTHCARE SETTING, NOTIFYING RELEVANT CONSTITUENTS OF THE FEEDBACK AND ITS ANALYSIS, AND RECORDING AND REPORTING SERVICE RECOVERY ACTIVITIES PERFORMED BY CLINICAL WORKERS AND ADMINISTRATORS BASED ON THE FEEDBACK TO ENSURE THAT APPROPRIATE FOLLOW-UP IS MONITORED AND REPORTED
2432733    26/11/2012
GMR SPORTS PVT.LTD.
4TH FLOOR BIRLA TOWER 25 BARKHAMBA ROAD NEW DELHI-01
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LINK LEGAL ADV.,
THAPAR HOUSE, CENTRAL WING, 1ST FLOOR, 124 JANPATH, NEW DELHI-110001
Used Since: 21/02/2008
DELHI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO. INDUSTRIAL
ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES, DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOLBVARE AND
RELATED SERV ICES IN CLASS 42
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2432721,1656598. NO EXCLUSIVE
RIGHT OVER THE TERM "DELHI" APPEARING ON LABEL..
BRAZZERS

2433745  27/11/2012

LICENSED IP INTERNATIONAL S.A.R.L.
32 BOULEVARD ROYAL, L-2449 LUXEMBOURG, LUXEMBOURG
Manufacturers, Merchants & Service Providers
a Luxembourg Limited Liability Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Used Since:01/01/2004

DELHI

PROVIDING A WEBSITE ALLOWING USERS TO DOWNLOAD VIDEOS IN THE FIELD OF ADULT ENTERTAINMENT.
2434787  29/11/2012
ONAIR SWITZERLAND SARL
AVENUE LOUIS CASAI 71 PO BOX 42 COINTRIN /GENEVA 1216 SWITZERLAND
SERVICE PROVIDERS.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
TECHNICAL RESEARCH IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTERS, DATA COMMUNICATIONS AND MOBILE TELEPHONY; CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE; CONDUCTING ENGINEERING STUDIES, ALL IN RELATION TO AIRCRAFT CONNECTIVITY SYSTEMS AND SERVICES; CREATION, INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE, UPDATING AND RENTAL OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2438434    06/12/2012
QUALITY PRODUCTIS LAB PRIVATE LIMITED
C-78, SECTOR-83, PHASE-2, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NOIDA-201301(U.P), INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
YUDHISH KUMAR GUPTA
SANTOSH & CO., 1ST FLOOR, UNION BANK BUILDING, KHUNIPUL, BEGUM BRIDGE ROAD, MEERUT- 250001 (U.P.)
Used Since :01/10/2012
DELHI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL
ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF AYURVEDIC, UNANI, SIDDHA, HERBS AND HOMOEOPATHY
INCLUDED IN CLASS-42
Trade Marks Journal No: 1846, 23/04/2018 Class 42

2441235 12/12/2012
MAYANK JAIN
AKSHAY JAIN
trading as; GREENWAYS DESIGNS
E-25 CONNAUGHT PLACE NEW DELHI 110001
TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BRANDWYN ASSOCIATES
58, SULTANPUR NEAR SHIV MANDIR (NEAR SULTANPUR METRO STATION) NEW DELHI-30
Used Since: 16/02/1956
DELHI
DRESS DESIGNING; TEXTILE TESTING; MATERIAL TESTING; JEWELLERY DESIGN; WEB PORTAL SERVICES;
PROVIDING INTERNET SEARCH ENGINE FOR WEBSITE; QUALITY CONTROL; SURVEYING; HOSTING COMPUTER SITES
(WEB SITES).
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
Extramarks Smart Learn Class

2446255  21/12/2012

EXTRAMARKS EDUCATION INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
506, Surya Kiran Building, 19, K.G. Marg, Connaught Place, New Delhi-110001, India

SERVICE PROVIDER
A Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALBA LAW OFFICES
FLAT NO. 3D, GIRDHAR APARTMENT 28, FIROZSHAH ROAD NEW DELHI-110001
Used Since :12/02/2009

DELHI

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
INFORMING.LE

Priority claimed from 12/12/2012; Application No.: 85/800,882; United States of America

2447030  21/12/2012

INFOR (US), INC.
13560 MORRIS ROAD, SUITE 4100, ALPHARETTA, GEORGIA 30004, USA

SERVICE PROVIDER
A MICHIGAN CORPORATIONS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
2447026, 2447028

DELHI

SOFTWARE as a service (SAAS) services featuring a computer software component for use with and sold as a component of enterprise resource planning software, namely, software that allows users to communicate on and about business processes managed by the application, and to post and share information with other users, receive alerts and notifications, review analytics and business key performance indicators pulled from the software, thereby allowing the user to make decisions and execute/take actions based on the information obtained instead of Software as a service featuring software for business use, namely, software framework and engine for enterprise business applications for collaboration with people, objects, business systems and business processes in a unified environment.
2447839  24/12/2012
VIACOM 18 MEDIA PVT. LTD.
ZION BIZWORLD, 461/462, 5TH FLOOR, SUBHASH ROAD-A, NEXT TO GARWARE INSTITUTE, VILE PARLE (EAST),
MUMBAI-400057.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND
FLAT NO. GA, AR VILLA, 31, III MAIN ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR, ADAYAR, CHENNAI 600 020
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL
ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
STARGEMS TAJ 2012

2454096    03/01/2013

STAR GEMS & JEWELLERY PVT. LTD.
17/5, SECTOR-A, BDA COLONY, KHO-E-FIZA, BHOPAL - 462 001 (M.P.)
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :01/04/2011

MUMBAI
Jewellery Design
2553383   24/06/2013
PHOENIX KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO.5, S.NO. 15A, AUNDH SOMESHWARADI ROAD, PUNE-411008, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVINDRA SARASWAT, ADVOCATE
Office no.17, 1st floor, Chandhere Complex, Next to CTR Co., Nagar Road, Pune-14
Used Since: 28/09/2005
MUMBAI
DESIGN AND CUSTOMIZE SOFTWARE PRODUCTS, IT CONSULTANCY, IT INFRASTRUCTURE SUPPORT, SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT, SOFTWARE MANAGEMENT AND SOFTWARE MAINTENANCE
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2571000    26/07/2013
INFINITIVE MEDIA AGENCIES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;INFINITIVE MEDIA AGENCIES PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.116/1, 3RD FLOOR, DR. NATESAN ROAD, TRIPLICANE, CHENNAI- 600005
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :09/01/2013
CHENNAI
WEB DESIGNING, WEB DEVELOPMENT, GRAPHIC DESIGNING.
2591404  05/09/2013
BODHTREE CONSULTING LTD.,
trading as ;BODHTREE CONSULTING LTD.,
VEGA BLOCK THE V, 10TH FLOOR, PLOT NO.17, UNIT NO-2, (RIGHT WING), ASCENDAS, SOFT UNITS LAYOUT, HITECH CITY MADHAPUR, HYDERABAD - 500081
SERVICE PROVIDER
INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO,
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :01/02/2009

CHENNAI
DATA COMPLETENESS ACCURACY AND INTEGRITY PROBLEM FINEST DATA CENTRE, STAFFING LEVELS SUPPORT BOTH ON DATA PROCESSING AND ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT
ASHIANA HERITAGE HOTELS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;HOTEL ASTOR
NEAR AAJ PRESS, FRASER ROAD, PATNA - 800 001, BIHAR.
SERVICE PROVIDER(S).
AN INDIAN COMPANY.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78,N.S.C. BOSE ROAD,1ST FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 040,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :01/06/2013
KOLKATA
Hosting Computer Sites (Web Sites); Providing Search Engines for the Internet; Computer Programming; Software as a Service (SaaS); Surveying; Quality Control.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD ASTOR.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER. THIS IS SUBJECT TO AMENDING THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE STATES OF FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE STATE OF BIHAR IN INDIA.
2602114  25/09/2013

ASPIRE INFINITE (I) PVT. LTD
2/35, RAJESHWAR BHUVAN, 16TH ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI- 400071, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REKH VISHAKHA A SINGH
ALFA A5/603, KALPAK ESTATE, S.M.ROAD, ANTOP HILL, MUMBAI-400037
Used Since :18/07/2009

MUMBAI

SERVICES FOR PROVIDING SOFTWARE APPLICATION FOR OPERATIONS PLANNING

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE aspire and other descriptive matters.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE.
ASPIRE INFINITE (I) PVT. LTD
2/35, RAJESHWAR BHUVAN, 16TH ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI- 400071, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
REKHI VISHAKHA A SINGH
ALFA A5/603, KALPAK ESTATE, S.M.ROAD, ANTOP HILL, MUMBAI-400037
Used Since :18/07/2009
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING SOFTWARE APPLICATION FOR PROJECTS PLANNING
2602116   25/09/2013

ASPIRE INFINITE (I) PVT. LTD
2/35, RAJESHWAR BHUVAN, 16TH ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI- 400071, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
REKH VISHAKHA A SINGH
ALFA A5/603, KALPAK ESTATE, S.M.ROAD, ANTOP HILL, MUMBAI-400037
Used Since :18/07/2009

MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING SOFTWARE APPLICATION FOR MATERIALS AND DISTRIBUTION PLANNING
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE aspire and other descriptive matters.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE.
2602117    25/09/2013

ASPIRE INFINITE (I) PVT. LTD
2/35, RAJESHWAR BHUVAN, 16TH ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI- 400071, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
REKHI VISHAKHA A SINGH
ALFA A5/603, KALPAK ESTATE, S.M.ROAD, ANTOP HILL, MUMBAI-400037
Used Since :18/07/2009
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING SOFTWARE APPLICATION FOR SALES PLANNING
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE aspire and other descriptive matters..
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE..
2602118    25/09/2013

ASPIRE INFINITE (I) PVT. LTD
2/35, RAJESHWAR BHUVAN, 16TH ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI- 400071, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
REKH VISHAKHA A SINGH
ALFA A5/603, KALPAK ESTATE, S.M.ROAD, ANTOP HILL, MUMBAI-400037
Used Since :18/07/2009

MUMBAI

SERVICES FOR PROVIDING SOFTWARE APPLICATION FOR TASKS PLANNING

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE aspire and other descriptive matters..

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE.
2602119  25/09/2013
ASPIRE INFINITE (I) PVT. LTD
2/35, RAJESHWAR BHUVAN, 16TH ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI- 400071, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
REKHI VISHAKHA A SINGH
ALFA A5/603, KALPAK ESTATE, S.M.ROAD, ANTOP HILL, MUMBAI-400037
Used Since : 18/07/2009
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING SOFTWARE APPLICATION FOR DASHBOARD AND MIS PLANNING
2602120  25/09/2013
ASPIRE INFINITE (I) PVT. LTD
2/35, RAJESHWAR BHUVAN, 16TH ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI- 400071, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
REKH VISHAKHA A SINGH
ALFA A5/603, KALPAK ESTATE, S.M.ROAD, ANTOP HILL, MUMBAI-400037
Used Since :18/07/2009
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING SOFTWARE SUITE OF APPLICATIONS FOR OPERATIONS AND BUSINESS PLANNING
2602121  25/09/2013
ASPIRE INFINITE (I) PVT. LTD
2/35, RAJESHWAR BHUVAN, 16TH ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI- 400071, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
REKHI VISHAKHA A SINGH
ALFA A5/603, KALPAK ESTATE, S.M.ROAD, ANTOP HILL, MUMBAI-400037
Used Since :18/07/2009
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING SOFTWARE SUITE OF APPLICATIONS FOR ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING
2641560  12/12/2013
SANJAY DESHPANDE
MRS. PRADNYA DESHPANDE
trading as ; CHAITANYA SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGIES
CHAITANYA 9/ A. KAPILA HOUSING SOCIETY, GOKHALE NAGAR, PUNE 411 016
SERVICE PROVIDER
REGISTERED PARTNERSHIP CONCERN
Used Since: 09/10/1999
MUMBAI
DEVELOPMENT OF SOFTWARE AND IT SERVICES IN CLASS 42
2641663  
12/12/2013

SUBRATA GHOSH
SWAPAN CHAKRABORTY
SUBHABRATA GHOSH

trading as ; ESS DEE INTERNATIONAL

23,NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD,4 NO. COMMERCIAL BUILDING,1ST FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 001,WEST BENGAL
SERVICE PROVIDER(S).
INDIA CITIZEN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78,N.S.C. BOSE ROAD,1ST FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 040,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Used Since : 24/12/2001

KOLKATA

Hosting Computer Sites (Web Sites); Providing Search Engines for the Internet; Computer Programming; Server Hosting; Software as a service (SaaS); Quality Control; Surveying; Digitization of Documents (Scanning); Conversion of Data or Documents from Physical to Electronic Media.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
INTELLIGENCENODE CONSULTING PRIVATE LIMITED
306, SIMRAN PLAZA, 3RD FLOOR, PLOT NUMBER 16. 4TH ROAD, KHAR WEST, MUMBAI-400052
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since : 14/09/2012
MUMBAI
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING, COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN, COMPUTER SYSTEM ANALYSIS, SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE
2673586 06/02/2014
CITRUS PAYMENT SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as; CITRUS PAYMENT SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
H-203, BUILDING NO.1, GREENWOODS, GERMAN REMEDIES, A. K. ROAD, CHAKALA, ANDHERI EAST, MUMBAI - 400093
SERVICE PROVIDERS
REGISTERED PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMAYA SINGH
LexOrbis, Unit No.606-607, 6th Floor, Gamma Block, Sigma Soft Tech Park, No.7 Whitefield Main Rd., Ramagondanahalli Village, Varthur Hobli, Bangalore-560066
Used Since: 28/04/2011
MUMBAI
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE; CLOUD COMPUTING; COMPUTER PROGRAMMING; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN; COMPUTER SOFTWARE CONSULTANCY; RENTAL OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; DATA CONVERSION OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS AND DATA (NOT PHYSICAL CONVERSION) MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; OFF-SITE DATA BACKUP; SERVER HOSTING; SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 2673585..
ASESA GLOBAL CONSULTING PVT. LTD.
10-3-311/5/2/7/A, Castle Hills, Hyderabad, Pin - 500028, Andhra Pradesh.
Service Providers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C/6, Sunderrachana Society, Bh. Shiv Pushpa Park Soc., Anandnagar, Sinhagad Road, Pune- 411051
Used Since :27/02/2007

CHENNAI
Development of software application and mobile application, IT enabled services, web designing, IT consulting, New product design services, Graphic design services, Animation design for others.
2678737  14/02/2014
SIX DEE TELECOM SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD
#8, J.P. Nagar Phase-III Bannerghatta Road, Bangalore, Karnataka, pin 560 076, India
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027
Used Since: 23/07/2003

CHENNAI
computer software development services, Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software

Mark substantially as shown in the representation considered.
MAGIK

2678798   14/02/2014

SIX DEE TELECOM SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD
#8, J.P. Nagar Phase-III Bannerghatta Road, Bangalore , Karnataka, pin 560 076, India

Service provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027

Used Since : 01/09/2013

CHENNAI

computer software development services, Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software
2680164    17/02/2014
P. ESAIAMUTHU
trading as ;SHINE TECH
NO.55, RAKACHI GARDENS, MANLYAKARA PALAYAM, GANAPATHY, COIMBATORE 641006, COIMBATORE DIST,
TAMILNADU.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.
Used Since :01/02/2014

CHENNAI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL
ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
No separate claim except substantially as shown on the form of representation...
2681538    18/02/2014
DILIIGENT POWER PRIVATE LIMITED
BLOCK 1A, 5TH FLOOR, CORPORATE BLOCK, DB CITY PARK, DB CITY, ARERA HILLS OPP. M.P. NAGAR ZONE-1,
BHOPAL - 462016 (M.P.)
SERVICE PROVIDER
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES.
405, KAPADIA CHAMBERS, 599, J.S.S. ROAD, MARINE LINES, MUMMBAI - 400 002.
Used Since :01/05/2010
MUMBAI
PLANNING. AND MONITORING TO GENERATE ELECTRICAL POWER FOR SUPPLYING PURPOSES; ENGINEERING AND
CONSULTANCY, IN PARTICULAR PROJECT PLANNING, CONSTRUCTION, MONITORING (SUPERVISION) AND OF POWER
HOUSES FOR GENERATE ELECTRICAL POWER; PROVIDING OF GEOLOGICAL AND GEOTECHNICAL EXPERTISE;
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN THE FIELD OF ELECTRICAL POWER GENERATION; PLANNING AND DESIGN OF
POWER PLANT GENERATION, MEASURING AND TESTING TECHNOLOGY SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF ELECTRICAL
POWER GENERATION AND TECHNOLOGY; CONSULTANCY IN THE FIELD OF ENERGY SAVING.
2695834  10/03/2014
MILIND MADHAVRAO DESHMUKH
trading as : KITCHEN DÉCOR
Shop No.3&4, Sarthak Tower, Near Shivaji Statue, Kothrud, Pune 411038 in the State of Maharashtra within the Union of India
Service Provider
A sole proprietary concern

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRL.
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.
Used Since : 22/01/2003

MUMBAI
the design and engineering of interior décor, more particularly modular kitchens, kitchen accessories and equipment; architectural consultancy; providing information and design solutions in respect of customized kitchens; kitchen fittings and equipment
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2695833.
2699534 14/03/2014
RAGESH WARRIER
trading as ;THE SIGN-STRATEGIC BRANDING AND DESIGN
405, SANJAR ENCLAVE, S.V. ROAD, ABOVE MAHINDRA SHOWROOM, OPP. MILAN THEATRE, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400067, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMU & ASSOCIATES.
253, SHANTIVAN CO-OP HOUSING SOCIETY, NEW LINK ROAD EXTN., ANDHERI (W) MUMBAI 400 053
Used Since :01/04/2012
MUMBAI
GRAPHIC DESIGNING, BRAND IDENTITY DESIGN, INTEGRATED BRANDING SOLUTIONS, BRAND MANUAL DESIGN, OUTDOOR MEDIA DESIGN, PRINT DESIGN, IN STORE BRAND DESIGN, PACKAGING DESIGN, SOFTWARE DESIGNING, WEBSITE DESIGN, INTEGRATED DIGITAL MARKETING DESIGNING, CORPORATE IDENTITY DESIGNING AND COMMUNICATION DESIGNING
2715574   10/04/2014
MAINSOFT BANGALORE SOFTWARE PVT. LTD.
815 A, Gokulam Complex, Doddakallasandra, Kanakapura Road, Bangalore - 560062
Service Providers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRIJA DESHPANDE
Flat No 408,Runwal Seagull Housing Society,Handewadi Road,Hadapsar,Pune-28
Used Since :30/05/2012

CHENNAI
Software development services and IT enabled Services included in class 42.
2717413  12/04/2014

R.TAMIL AMUTHAN

trading as ;service provider

AUIEO. No.94, 86th Street, 13th Sector, Sivalingapuram, K.K. Nagar, Chennai-600078., Tamilnadu., India

service provider

proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

ADV VENKATACHALAM

# 11/6 Ground Floor, Bharathi Nagar 4th Street, T.Nagar, Chennai - 600017. Tamilnadu, India.

Used Since :01/01/2011

CHENNAI

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT, IT ENABLED SERVICES, WEB DESIGNING, WEB DEVELOPMENT, WEB APPLICATIONS, MOBILE APPLICATION, IT CONSULTING, TRAINING, SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO, INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES, DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE, RESEARCH IN THE FIELD OF INTELLIGENCE AND SECURITY TECHNOLOGY, INDUSTRIAL AND GRAPHIC ART DESIGN

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2722574    22/04/2014
MAHESH CHITLANGI
trading as ;SPA DE-SIGN
15-7-555, BEGUM BAZAR, BANGALWALA COMPLEX, HYDERABAD - 500 012 (ANDHRA PRADESH),
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since :14/06/2010
CHENNAI
INTERIOR DESIGN SERVICES
INTERNATIONAL STEMCELL SERVICES LTD
trading as :INTERNATIONAL STEMCELL SERVICES LTD
NO: 117, VENKATESHWARA NAGARA, JAKKUR POST, BANGALORE - 560 064, KARNATAKA
SERVICES PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.
Used Since :02/04/2013
CHENNAI
SERVICES RENDERED IN THE FIELD OF STEM CELL RESEARCH AND APPLICATIONS
CREATIVE GEOMETRY
2727547    29/04/2014
B.K.CHANDRAKANT
ABHILASH.C.BALDOTA
AKHILESH.C.BALDOTA
trading as ;OYSTER REAL ASSETS
NO. 45/11, 1ST FLOOR, KUMARA PARK EAST, NEAR ICICI BANK, BANGALORE - 560 001, KARNATAKA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHOK KUMAR J. DAGA, ADVOCATE
NO.36, VEERAPPAN STREET, SECOND FLOOR, SOWEARPET, CHENNAI - 600 079, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
INTERIORS DESIGNING AND ARCHITECTURE.
no exclusive right over the descriptive matter appearing on the label..
2727787  30/04/2014

A AMAINUDEEN
82, Bains Compound, Nandancode, Kaudiar, Thiruvananthapuram 695003, Kerala
Service Provider
Indian National

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Creating an on-line community for Muslim population for the purpose of their welfare and for providing supporting services by uniting them; hosting an online website featuring a detailed snapshot of the population and its characteristics, containing recorded information about the members of a given population and their attributes; providing a web site featuring technology that enables users to view a variety of statistical information on different characteristics of the people of a community
APPSGURU

2730721  05/05/2014

APPSGURU BUSINESS IT CONSULTING PVT LTD
trading as : APPSGURU BUSINESS IT CONSULTING PVT LTD
4TH AND 5TH FLOORS, GOVARDHAN KUNJ, PLOT NO:13/A, NEAR COMMUNITY HALL, S.R. NAGAR, HYDERABAD-500038, AP

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).

To be associated with:
2475456

CHENNAI

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF SOFTWARE ENGINEERING, COMPUTER SUPPORT SERVICES, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (IT) SERVICES (COMPUTER HARDWARE AND PERIPHERALS DESIGN AND TECHNICAL CONSULTANCY), INSTALLATION, REPAIR AND MAINTANANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE
2731455   05/05/2014
SHAIK SADIQ
trading as ;STAR CERAMIC DECOR
# PLOT NO-105, VALASAPALLE, INDUSTIRAL PARK, CHITTOR (DIST), MADANAPALLE - 517325, AP
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJENI RAMADASS
NEW NO. 323, LINGHICHETTY STREET, 1st FLOOR GEORGE TOWN, CHENNAI-1
Used Since :01/11/2013
CHENNAI
DESIGNING TILES
2731469  05/05/2014
B.K.CHANDRAKANT  
ABHILASH.C.BALDOTA  
AKHILESH.C.BALDOTA  
trading as ;OYSTER REAL ASSETS
NO.45/11, 1ST FLOOR, KUMARA PARK EAST, NEAR ICICI BANK, BANGALORE - 560 001 KARNATAKA  
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHOK KUMAR J. DAGA, ADVOCATE  
NO.36, VEERAPPAN STREET, SECOND FLOOR, SOWEARPET, CHENNAI - 600 079, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2727547

CHENNAI  
INTERIORS DESIGNING AND ARCHITECTURE.  
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
CUTTING EDGE

2732117  06/05/2014
RANJEET SINGH GULATI
trading as ;CUTTING EDGE
B-2, DEVASANDRA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, MAHADEVAPURA, WHITEFIELD, BANGALORE - 560048
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHENDRA BHANSALI
FLAT NO.2A, SIDDHART SIYAJEE APTS, NO.72, CHOOLAI HIGH ROAD, CHOOLAI, CHENNAI 600 112.
Used Since :01/09/1994
CHENNAI
'WEBSITE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT, NEW PRODUCT DESIGNING AND DEVELOPMENT'
2732118  06/05/2014
RANJEET SINGH GULATI  
trading as : CUTTING EDGE
B-2, DEVASANDRA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, MAHADEVAPURA, WHITEFIELD, BANGALORE - 5600048
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHENDRA BHANSALI
FLAT NO.2A, SIDDHART SIYAJEE APCTS, NO.72, CHOOLAI HIGH ROAD, CHOOLAI, CHENNAI 600 112.
Used Since :01/09/1994
To be associated with:
2732117
CHENNAI
'WEBSITE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT, NEW PRODUCT DESIGNING AND DEVELOPMENT'
MICROGENESIS

2732122  06/05/2014
MICROGENESIS CADSOFT PVT LTD
trading as :MICROGENESIS CADSOFT PVT LTD
522,335 CROSS. JA\ ITNAGAR 4"BLOCK. ITANGALORE - 560011
SERVICE PROVIDER
 Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHENDRA BHANSALI
FLAT NO.2A, SIDDHART SIYAJEE APTS, NO.72, CHOOLAI HIGH ROAD, CHOOLAI, CHENNAI 600 112.
Used Since :01/12/1997
CHENNAI
SERVICES OF DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE DESIGNING OF SOFTWARE PROGRAMS CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE, UPDATING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND INTEGRATION.
DELINE
2732126  06/05/2014
DELINE LIVING INDIA PVT LTD
trading as ;DELINE LIVING INDIA PVT LTD
BALAVANA, NO. 61, 5TH BLOCK, KORAMANGALA, BANGALORE - 560095
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHENDRA BHANSALI
FLAT NO.2A, SIDDHART SIYAJEE APTS, NO.72, CHOOLAI HIGH ROAD, CHOOLAI, CHENNAI 600 112.
Used Since :06/02/2014
CHENNAI
DESIGN SERVICES, INTERIOR DESIGN SERVICES; ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO DESIGN ENGINEERING;
ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO INTERIOR DESIGN; COMMERCIAL DESIGN SERVICES; DOMESTIC DESIGN
SERVICES; BATHROOM AND KITCHEN DESIGN SERVICES'
2734960  09/05/2014
SKEW INFOTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
2/327, Vedapatti, Vedapatti Post Madathukulam (Tk), Udumalpet, Tirupur - 642203, Tamil Nadu India.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
558E, V.M. COMPLEX, ERODE ROAD, VELLAKOVIL - 638 111, DIST. - TIRUPUR.
Used Since :01/08/2013
CHENNAI
Design and Development of Computer Hardware and Software.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
Logix PACE
2738654   16/05/2014
LOGIXHEALTH, INC.
8 Oak Park Drive, Bedford, Massachusetts 01730, USA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNAMURTHY & CO.
4th Floor, Prestige Takt No. 23, Kasturba Road Cross Bangalore - 560 001
Used Since :13/02/2013

CHENNAI
Providing online non-downloadable software for analyzing data concerning medical procedures and assigning medical billing codes.
Platform for Assured Coding Excellence

2738655  16/05/2014
LOGIXHEALTH, INC.
8 Oak Park Drive, Bedford, Massachusetts 01730, USA
Service Providers
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNAMURTHY & CO.
4th Floor, Prestige Takt No. 23, Kasturba Road Cross Bangalore - 560 001
Used Since :26/04/2011
CHENNAI
Providing online non-downloadable software for analyzing data concerning medical procedures and assigning medical billing codes.
2742554  23/05/2014
FURION ANALYTICS RESEARCH & CONSULTING LLP
trading as ;FURION ANALYTICS RESEARCH & CONSULTING LLP
Flat No. 202, Lotus Pond Bldg. Gafoor Nagar, Madhapur, Hyderabad-81, Andhra Pradesh, India.
PROVIDING SERVICES REGARDING MARKET RESEARCH & ANALYTICAL INFORMATION.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PUVVULA VINAY KUMAR
Plot No: 201, H No: 6-3-347/22/8, Near Sai Baba Temple, Dwarakapuri Colony, Panjagutta, Hyderabad, AP - 500 082
Used Since :01/05/2014
CHENNAI
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services;
design and development of computer hardware and software.
2746902  29/05/2014
VIRATECH SOFTWARE & COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
trading as ;VIRATECH SOFTWARE & COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
THE REGENCY -5TH FLOOR, 6 HUNGERFORD STREET, KOLKATA - 700 017.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT.
AN INDIAN COMPANY.
Used Since :01/04/2012
KOLKATA
Software programmes used for technical analysis of financial & Futures markets.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF WORD "ATM &
PowerScreener" AND ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTER APPEARING ON THE LABEL.
2747596  30/05/2014
NIKHILON INDIA PVT LTD
# 593, "NAVANEETH", 2ND FLOOR, 27TH MAIN, 1ST PHASE, 2ND STAGE, BTM LAY OUT, BANGALORE, KARNATAKA, PIN 560076
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463, 13TH CROSS, 10TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN, BANGALORE, 560027
Used Since: 30/05/2014

CHENNAI
DESIGNING; HARDWARE/SOFTWARE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT, TECHNICAL DESIGNING, COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN SERVICES, COMPUTER PROGRAMMING; MAINTAINANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE, HARDWARE; CONSULTANCY IN THE FIELD OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY; CREATING AND MAINTAINING OF INTERNET SITES; HOSTING WEB SITES ON THE INTERNET; RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN THE FIELD OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND ENGINEERING SERVICES
ILEAD FOUNDATION
trading as ;ILEAD FOUNDATION
113J, MATHESWARTOLA ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 046, WEST BENGAL.
SERVICE PROVIDER(S).
A PUBLIC CHARITABLE TRUST.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78,N.S.C. BOSE ROAD,1ST FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 040,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :01/01/2010
KOLKATA
Design and Development of Computer Hardware & Software; Installation & Maintenance of Computer Software; Computer Programming; Updating of Computer Software; Providing Search Engines for the Internet; Hosting Computer Sites (Web Sites); Software As a Service (SaaS); Surveying; Quality Control; Rental of Computer Software; Server Hosting; Rental of Web Servers.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
ILEAD FOUNDATION trading as ;ILEAD FOUNDATION
113J, MATHESWARTOLA ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 046, WEST BENGAL.
SERVICE PROVIDER(S).
A PUBLIC CHARITABLE TRUST.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78,N.S.C. BOSE ROAD,1ST FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 040,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Used Since :01/01/2010

To be associated with:
2753927

KOLKATA
Design and Development of Computer Hardware & Software; Installation & Maintenance of Computer Software; Computer Programming; Updating of Computer Software; Providing Search Engines for the Internet; Hosting Computer Sites (Web Sites); Software As a Service (SaaS); Surveying; Quality Control; Rental of Computer Software; Server Hosting; Rental of Web Servers.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
MEGABYTE E-PARK LTD.
3RD FLOOR, RAWAL BLDG NO-2, 418, LAMINGTON ROAD, OPP. INDUSTRIAL BANK, ABOVE SUPREME MOTOR,
MUMBAI-400708.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS. 31, HAJJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSİ FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD,
DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/06/2013

MUMBAI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERE TO, INDUSTRIAL
ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES, DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
INCLUDED IN CLASS 42
2763961    27/06/2014
MEGABYTE E-PARK LTD.
3RD FLOOR, RAWAL BLDG NO-2, 418, LAMINGTON ROAD, OPP. INDUSTRIAL BANK, ABOVE SUPREME MOTOR,
MUMBAI-400708.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD,
DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/06/2013
To be associated with:
2763960
MUMBAI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERE TO, INDUSTRIAL
ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES, DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
INCLUDED IN CLASS 42
2778625   22/07/2014
NOUVASYS GLOBAL PVT. LTD.
INDIAMCO HOUSE, 54 HUGHES ROAD, MUMBAI-400007.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJJI HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :11/04/2008
MUMBAI
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 42
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE other descriptive matters..
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE..
AGS TRANSACT TECHNOLOGIES LTD.
601/2, TRADE WORLD, B-WING, KAMALA CITY, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI-400013
Service Provider
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAYSER AND COMPANY,
RAJA BAHADUR MANSION, 20 AMBALAL DOSHI MARG, FORT, MUMBAI- 400 023.

Used Since :21/07/2014

To be associated with:
2784907

MUMBAI

INSPECTION, QUANTITY AND QUALITY CONTROL, SUPERVISION AND VERIFICATION OF THE QUALITY AND QUANTITY OF RAW MATERIALS, COMMODITIES, MANUFACTURED, SEMI-MANUFACTURED AND TRANSFORMED GOODS OR GOODS OF ANY OTHER NATURE AND THEIR CONFORMITY WITH NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL NORMS, LAWS, RULES, PRACTICE AND STANDARDS AND WITH CLIENTS’ CONTRACTUAL REQUIREMENTS
2785778 04/08/2014

NOVATEUR ELECTRICAL AND DIGITAL SYSTEMS PRIVATE LIMITED
61/ 62, 6TH FLOOR, KALPATARU SQUARE, OFF. ANDHERI-KURLA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI- 400059
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED IN INDIA.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :01/09/2013

MUMBAI

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING TO UNINTERRUPTABLE POWER SUPPLY (UPS); ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC GOODS, ELECTRICAL SWITCHES, SOCKETS, REGULATORS, PLUG, ADAPTORS, CAPACITORS, CIRCUIT BREAKERS, INVERTORS, DISTRIBUTION BOARD AND FUSES, SWITCHGEARS, CHANGEOVER, ISOLATORS, CUT OUTS AND BUSBAR CHAMBERS, INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF UPS SYSTEMS BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 42
eriixis

2788655  08/08/2014
MAHINDRA EPC SERVICES PVT. LTD.
trading as ;MAHINDRA EPC SERVICES PVT. LTD.
5TH FLOOR, MAHINDRA TOWERS, DR. G.M. BHOSALE MARG, P.K.KURNE CHOWK, WORLI, MUMBAI-400018, INDIA
Manufacturers, merchants and Service Providers
A Company incorporated under the Companies Act.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
DRAFTING, DESIGNING AND CREATION OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE AND CONSULTANCY; CREATION,
HOSTING AND MAINTENANCE OF WEBSITES; RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT OF NEW PRODUCTS, TECHNOLOGY AND
METHODS OF OPERATIONS IN THE FIELD OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY; COMPUTERISED ANALYSIS OF
DATA; COMPUTER-AIDED SCIENTIFIC ANALYSIS SERVICES; SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE (SAAS) SERVICES FEATURING
CLOUD-BASED COMPUTER SOFTWARE PLATFORM FOR USE IN DATA OR INFORMATION ANALYSIS AND
PROCESSING, BUSINESS OR STRATEGY PLANNING AND DECISION MAKING; CONSULTING IN THE FIELD OF CLOUD
COMPUTING NETWORKS AND APPLICATIONS.
machinepulse
2788657 08/08/2014
MAHINDRA EPC SERVICES PVT. LTD.
trading as ;MAHINDRA EPC SERVICES PVT. LTD.
5TH FLOOR, MAHINDRA TOWERS, DR. G.M. BHOSALE MARG, P.K.KURNE CHOWK, WORLI, MUMBAI-400018, INDIA
Manufacturers, merchants and service providers
A Company incorporated under the Companies Act.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
DRAFTING, DESIGNING AND CREATION OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE AND CONSULTANCY; CREATION, HOSTING AND MAINTENANCE OF WEBSITES; RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT OF NEW PRODUCTS, TECHNOLOGY AND METHODS OF OPERATIONS IN THE FIELD OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY; COMPUTERISED ANALYSIS OF DATA; COMPUTER-AIDED SCIENTIFIC ANALYSIS SERVICES; SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE (SAAS) SERVICES FEATURING CLOUD-BASED COMPUTER SOFTWARE PLATFORM FOR USE IN DATA OR INFORMATION ANALYSIS AND PROCESSING, BUSINESS OR STRATEGY PLANNING AND DECISION MAKING; CONSULTING IN THE FIELD OF CLOUD COMPUTING NETWORKS AND APPLICATIONS.
2791452   14/08/2014
SANJAY GHODAWAT
2549, YASHWANT CO-OPERATIVE HOUSING SOCIETY, JAYSINGHPUR-416101, P. B. NO. 118, DIST.KOLHAPUR
Service Provider
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIR & ASSOCIATES
# 16 JEDHE PARK, 248 RASTA PETH,BEHIND SHANTAI HOTEL,PUNE-411011
Used Since :07/08/2014
MUMBAI
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software
Trade Marks Journal No: 1846, 23/04/2018 Class 42

2794435 21/08/2014
MAHINDRA EPC SERVICES PVT. LTD.
trading as MAHINDRA EPC SERVICES PVT. LTD.
5TH FLOOR, MAHINDRA TOWERS, DR. G.M. BHOSALE MARG, P.K.KURNE CHOWK, WORLI, MUMBAI-400018, INDIA
Manufacturers, Merchants and Service Providers
A Company incorporated under the Companies Act.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2788657
MUMBAI
DRAFTING, DESIGNING AND CREATION OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE AND CONSULTANCY; CREATION, HOSTING AND MAINTENANCE OF WEBSITES; RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT OF NEW PRODUCTS, TECHNOLOGY AND METHODS OF OPERATIONS IN THE FIELD OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY; COMPUTERISED ANALYSIS OF DATA; COMPUTER-AIDED SCIENTIFIC ANALYSIS SERVICES; SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE (SAAS) SERVICES FEATURING CLOUD-BASED COMPUTER SOFTWARE PLATFORM FOR USE IN DATA OR INFORMATION ANALYSIS AND PROCESSING, BUSINESS OR STRATEGY PLANNING AND DECISION MAKING; CONSULTING IN THE FIELD OF CLOUD COMPUTING NETWORKS AND APPLICATIONS.
SUSHILKUMAR AGRAWAL
15-AMEETA BLDG, J. BHONSALE MARG, OPP. MANTRALAY, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI- 400021, MAHARASHTRA INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE; SOFTWARE APPLICATION, MOBILE APPLICATION AND INCLUDES ALL THE AFORESAID SERVICES

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE MOVIES.
2795643    22/08/2014
VSERV DIGITAL SERVICES PVT. LTD.
605, ECO HOUSE, VISHWESHWAR NAGAR, OFF. AAREY ROAD, GOREGAON (EAST), MUMBAI-400063.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEEPALI K. SARVAIYA
9, LALKRUPA, 251, HINGWALA X LANE, GHATKOPAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 077.
Used Since :01/07/2014
MUMBAI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL
ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
2796028 23/08/2014
SANGEETA SHARMA
trading as; SANTS GARMENT
KAPISH HOUSE, KHARE TOWN, DHARAMPETH, NAGPUR - 440 010. MAHARASHTRA. INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
SINGLE OWNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK LODHA
C/O SHRI SAI TRAVELS, OPP. ASHOKA HOTEL, SADAR, NAGPUR - 440 001 1
Used Since: 01/01/2014
MUMBAI
DRESS DESIGNING INCLUDED IN THIS CLASS.
2797217    25/08/2014
LARSEN & TOUBRO INFOTECH LIMITED
L&T TECHNOLOGY CENTRE, GATE NO.5, SAKI VIHAR ROAD, Powai, MUMBAI - 400 072
SERVICE PROVIDER
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES.
405, KAPADIA CHAMBERS, 599, J.S.S. ROAD, MARINE LINES, MUMBAI - 400 002.
Used Since :01/07/2014
MUMBAI
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING AND SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT; APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE (ADM), ONSITE AND OFFSHORE PROJECTS FOR IT DEVELOPMENT, OFFSHORE DEVELOPMENT CENTRES (ODCS); PROVIDING SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS TO DIFFERENT INDUSTRIES; RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT RELATING TO TRAINING AND EDUCATION IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY; ADVISING THEREON.
Tech Mahindra Cubes
2797311  26/08/2014
TECH MAHINDRA LIMITED
trading as ;TECH MAHINDRA LIMITED
PLOT NO. 01, RAJIV GANDHI INFOTECH PARK, PHASE III, HINJEWADI, PUNE SPECIAL ECONOMIC ZONE, PUNE 411 057, MAHARASHTRA.
Manufacturers, merchants and service providers
A Company incorporated under the Companies Act.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2787902, 2796892
MUMBAI
PLATFORM AS A SERVICE (PAAS) FEATURING COMPUTER SOFTWARE PLATFORMS FOR MONITORING, INFORMING, ANALYSING, EVALUATING, CORRECTING, TRANSFORMING, OPERATING, REPORTING, TESTING, TRACKING AND CHECKING OF SERVICE OPERATIONS AND MANAGING PERFORMANCES, HANDLING ERRORS, EXCEPTIONS AND CHANGES, DATA PROCESSING, IMPROVING QUALITY AND PROVIDING CONSULTANCY, TECHNICAL SUPPORT AND PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT; RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT OF NEW PRODUCTS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, TECHNOLOGY AND METHODS OF OPERATION IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY; COMPUTER NETWORK MANAGEMENT; COMPUTER SERVER HOSTING AND MANAGEMENT.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2796892.
2797331    26/08/2014
SUPRIYA GANDHI
A/5 KUMKUM APPTS, S.V ROAD, VILE PARLE WEST, MUMBAI 400056
SERVICE PROVIDER
A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX MANTIS
D-4, B-Wing, 4th Floor, Barodawala Mansion, 81, Dr. Annie Besant Road, Worli, Mumbai 400018
Used Since: 01/08/2014

MUMBAI

ARCHITECTURAL CONSULTATION; INTERIOR DESIGN AND DECORATION SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF
ARCHITECTURAL SOFTWARE.
2797501   26/08/2014
SHAIKH MOHAMMED SAAD
trading as ;GREEN AND COBALTA
267 IRANI BLDG., 2/30, R.B.MARG, REAY ROAD (WEST), MUMBAI 400010, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SALIM AHMED SHAIKH,
DUDHWALA HOUSE, 292, BELLASIS ROAD,BETWEEN HOTEL SAHIL AND ST DEPOT, MUMBAI CENTRAL, MUMBAI-400008.
Used Since :01/04/2014
MUMBAI
PROVIDING SERVICES OF INTERIORAND EXTERIOR DECORATION
Trade Marks Journal No: 1846 , 23/04/2018    Class 42

2798961  27/08/2014
VINESH P. RAGHAVAN
trading as ;VINESH P. RAGHAVAN
701/4B, GREEN MEADOWS CHS, LOKHANDWALA TOWNSHIP, KANDIVALI (EAST), MUMBAI-400 101
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIVIDUAL-AN INDIAN RESIDENT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE KAVITA V, RAIPURE.
LEONARD CORPORATE SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD. OFFICE No. 8, LUCKY MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, ABOVE HEERA LAB.
VAKOLA MARKET, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400 055

Used Since :01/01/2011

MUMBAI
SERVICES PROVIDING FOR, SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
2799377  28/08/2014
NAVINKUMAR SATYAPRAKASH SINGH
trading as : M/s. ACROSYSINFO
Shop No. 4, Farid Estate, Phase 3, N. G. Suncity, Thakur Village, Kandivali (E), Mumbai-400 101
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since : 15/09/2013

MUMBAI
Software design & development and web designing services
Greenway Appliances
2799449  28/08/2014
GREENWAY GRAMEEN INFRA PVT LTD
301, CHAWLA COMPLEX, SECTOR 15, CBD-BELAPUR, NAVI MUMBAI - 400614
TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABHISHEK PANDURANGI
CLOSER2PATENTS, A-403, ATHENE BUILDING, LODHA PARADISE, MAJIWADA, THANE(W), MAHARASHTRA, INDIA - 400601
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE.
Node X1
2801045   01/09/2014
MAHINDRA EPC SERVICES PVT. LTD.
trading as : MAHINDRA EPC SERVICES PVT. LTD.
5TH FLOOR, MAHINDRA TOWERS, DR. G.M. BHOSALE MARG, P.K.KURNE CHOWK, WORLI, MUMBAI-400018, INDIA
Manufacturers, merchants and service providers
A Company incorporated under the Companies Act.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since : 01/08/2014

MUMBAI
DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE AND CONSULTANCY IN RELATION THERETO; COMPUTER PROGRAMS AND THEIR PROGRAMING INCLUDING THEIR DUPLICATION; INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE, UPDATING AND RENTAL OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; DESIGN, ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH OF COMPUTER SYSTEM; COMPUTER SOFTWARE THAT COLLECT DATA FROM DEVICES, PUTS IT ON CLOUD COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY AND WHICH ENABLES ANALYSIS AND PROCESSING OF DATA FOR USE IN PLANNING, DECISION MAKING AND IMPLEMENTATION OF BUSINESS STRATEGIES; COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE CONSULTANCY INCLUDING IN THE FIELD OF CLOUD COMPUTING.
ADROIT CORPORATE SERVICES PVT.LTD.

2803747    04/09/2014
ADROIT CORPORATE SERVICES PVT. LTD.
17-20, Jafferbhoy Industrial Estate, 1st Floor, Makhwana Road, Marol Naka, Andheri (E), Mumbai-400 059
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :23/06/1994
To be associated with:
2803744
MUMBAI
Quality Evaluation, Software programming and Development
2803995  04/09/2014
AJAY RAMSAMHAR VISHWAKARMA
trading as ;PLAN AN DESIGN
B-503, RAHUL BUILDING, NEAR POISAR GYMKHANA, BORSAPADA ROAD, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400067
SERVICE PROVIDER
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Used Since :28/08/2008
MUMBAI
INTERIOR DESIGNER AND INTERIOR DECORATOR SERVICES
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF WORD Plan an Design.
2804101 04/09/2014
TRAVELLECT GLOBAL HOLIDAYS PRIVATE LIMITED
FLAT NO 406, 4TH FLOOR, PANCHSHEEL 4 B, RAHEJA TOWNSHIP, MALAD (EAST), MUMBAI 400097, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.
Used Since: 30/11/2013
MUMBAI
CREATING AND MAINTAINING WEBSITES, HOSTING WEBSITES, DESIGNING AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE BY TRAVEL AGENTS
2804896  05/09/2014
ALIF IT SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
Block No. 15, 4th Floor, JB Wing, Mangalwari Complex, Sadar, Nagpur 440001 (Maharashtra)
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH TARWANI
A/102, Ashirwaad Apts, Near Lamba Petrol Pump, Kamptee Road, Nagpur - 440017
Used Since :17/07/2013

MUMBAI
creating and maintaining web sites for others, hosting computer sites [web sites], web site design consultancy, design and development of computer hardware and software included in Class 42
2805575    08/09/2014
WONDERCHEF HOME APPLIANCES PVT. LTD.
SUPREME HOUSE, 7TH FLOOR, OPP. IIT, POWAI, MUMBAI-400076, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY FORMED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHAILENDRA THATTE & ASSOCIATES
1/9, DNYANAYOG SOC., PARANJAPE NAGAR, VAZIRA NAKA, L. T. RD., BORIVALI (W), MUMBAI-400 091
Used Since :29/04/2009
To be associated with:
1812796
MUMBAI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL
ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE.
ONE UP ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT PVT.LTD.

2805610  08/09/2014

ONE UP ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT PVT.LTD.
ALMAS HOUSE, J X7, OFF. NO.101, YAMUNA NAGAR, OPP. MILLAT GYM, LOKHANDWALA ANDHERI (WEST) MUMBAI-400 053, MAHARASHTRA INDIA.

SERVICE PROVIDERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:

Santosh Yashwant Sakpal Chandrakant & Co. Viceroy Bldg., B-Wing, 404, S.N. Dubey Road, Nr. Kokanipada Bus Stop, Rawalpada, Dahisar (E), Mumbai 400 068, Maharashtra.

Used Since :10/03/2011

MUMBAI

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE, SERVICES BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-42
DHIRAJ D GALA
A/503, PRATHAMESH RESIDENCY, PLOT NO.9, DADABHAI ROAD NO.1, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 058
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST),
MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL
ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
2812595 19/09/2014
RAJEN R. BHATT
301, B WING SHAH ARCADE PHASE 2, RANI SATI MARG, MALAD EAST, MUMBAI-400097
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMCHANDRA R. MANDHANE, ADVOCATE.
NANURAM MANSION, OPP. PATHARE NURSERY, DR. AMBEDKAR ROAD, KALYAN(W) - 421 301, (M.S).

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING, COMPUTER SERVICES; DESIGNING/ CREATION MAINTENANCE OF WEBSITE; PLANNING/DESIGNING/ INTRODUCTION AND MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE, HARDWARE AND CONSULTANCY THEREOF; UPDATING OF COMPUTER PROGRAM; MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS; CONSULTANCY IN THE FIELD OF INSTALLATION/ EXPANSION/ CONFIGURATION/ UPDATE OF COMPUTER PROGRAM; SYSTEMS ANALYSIS; ARCHITECTURE, SURVEYING, DESIGNING OF MACHINES/ APPARATUS/ INSTRUMENTS (INCLUDING THEIR PARTS) OR SYSTEMS COMPOSED OF SUCH MACHINES/APPARATUS/INSTRUMENTS; CONSULTANCY IN THE FIELD OF DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER NETWORK; COMPUTER NETWORKING RELATED TO ECOMMERCE; CONSULTANCY IN THE FIELD OF INTERNET SERVICE; DESIGNING OF WEBSITES; TECHNICAL MANAGEMENT OF WEBSITES AND MAINTAINING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTER..
SUSTEN

2813001    18/09/2014
MAHINDRA EPC SERVICES PVT. LTD.
trading as ;MAHINDRA EPC SERVICES PVT. LTD.
5TH FLOOR, MAHINDRA TOWERS, DR. G.M. BHOSALE MARG, P.K.KURNE CHOWK, WORLI, MUMBAI-400018, INDIA
Manufacturers, Merchants and Service Providers
A Company incorporated under the Companies Act.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Engineering- in Class 42
2827999  16/10/2014
PHOENIX BINARY SYSTEM PVT. LTD.
9/B, RAINBOW PARK , KARAMSAD VIDHYA NAGAR ROAD, KARAMSAD, ANAND, GUJARAT,
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
COPY HART
106, GURUNAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. BARODA PRESTIGE, VARACHHA ROAD, SURAT 395006
Used Since : 22/04/2013
AHMEDABAD
SERVICES OF SOFTWARE, WEBSITE AND IT WORKS
2862445    15/12/2014
PANKAJ KHANDELWAL
trading as J B TECHNOLOGIES
B - 104, SHYAM RESIDING, NEAR NATURE VALLEY APPARTMENT, KUMBHARIA GAAM, SURAT - 395 010, GUJARAT, INDIA
MANUFACTURING, TRADING AND MARKETING
Used Since 30/04/2011
AHMEDABAD
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 42.
2866489    20/12/2014
AVINASH JAIN S/O. LATE SH. VIMAL CHAND JAIN
trading as ;CONCEPT TEK SOLUTION
B-129, SETHI COLONY, JAIPUR-302004, RAJASTHAN

Service Provider as
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)

Used Since :01/04/2006

AHMEDABAD

Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; Design and Development of Computer Software and Hardware, Software Applications, Mobile Apps, Web Sites, Desktop Application and IT Service, & Accounting Analysis Services.
SHILPKALA
2871818   29/12/2014
SANSKRITI SYNTHETICS PRIVATE LIMITED
B-1003, 1ST FLOOR, NEW T.T. MARKET, RING ROAD, SURAT - 395 002 - GUJARAT
Services Provider, Distributor, Manufacturer & Merchant
A INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KARNI TRADE MARKS.
4024, WORLD TRADE CENTRE, RING ROAD, SURAT-395 002.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Designing Services included Fabrics, Dress, Graphics Art, Computer Graphic, Advertising, Packaging, Interior decor, Computer Software and Industrial; Dress Rental; Drafting; Drawing; Testing and Analysis of Material; Consultancy, Testing, Research and Development services including in field of Textile; as included in Class - 42.
2878110  07/01/2015
SINGHAL INFOSYSTEMS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;SINGHAL INFOSYSTEMS PVT. LTD.
NEAR GPO, SAWAI MADHOPUR ROAD, TONK-304001 (RAJASTHAN) INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJEEV JAIN
17, BHARAT MATA PATH, JAMNA LAL BAJAJ MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - 302 001- RAJASTHAN
Used Since :19/12/2012
AHMEDABAD
ESTABLISH, MAINTAIN, RUN, DEVELOP AND DESIGN WEBSITE, WEB PORTAL, SOFTWARE, HARDWARE WHICH ARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 42
2882797  14/01/2015
JAY SALES CORPORATION
GF - 6, VARDHAMAN COMPLEX, SUBHANPURA, VADODARA - 390023
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THANE (E)-400603
Used Since: 06/11/2014
AHMEDABAD
DESIGN FOR INTERIOR & EXTERIOR OF OFFICE, HOME & TURNKEY PROJECTS OF HOME & OFFICES
2897375  10/02/2015
ABHISHEK LAKHPATRAJ BHANSALI S/O. SH. LAKHPATRAJ SOHANRAJ BHANSALI
trading as ;SPAN DESIGN ORGANIZATION
304-305 SNS SQUARE BUSINESS ZONE ABOVE SBI BANK VESU MAIN ROAD VESU SURAT - 395007
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUSHIL TATER
112, University Plaza, Vijay Cross Roads, Navrangpura, Ahmedabad
Used Since :21/11/2005
AHMEDABAD
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO, ALL TYPES OF
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, INTERIOR DESIGN, PRODUCT DESIGN.
2905316    19/02/2015
GUNEENA EDUCATION PVT. LTD.
GROUND FLOOR, 53, PASHCHIMI MARG, VASANT VIHAR NEW DELHI 110057
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEXPORT
R-1, NO. 401-402, PARK VIEW APARTMENTS HAUZ KHAS ENCLAVE, NEW DELHI 110016
Used Since :08/02/2015
To be associated with:
2905311
DELHI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
2911946  26/02/2015
SUNNY BHARATBHAI PATEL
RUTU PARTH PATEL
JAY DILIPKUMAR PATEL
PARTH TULSIBHAI PATEL
MITUL DHIRUBHAI PORIYA
trading as ;M/S. EARTH INFOSOLUTION

C-13, SUDARSHAN APARTMENT, NEAR SAIBABA TEMPLE, OPP.-BHUMINAGAR, GHATLODIA, AHMEDABAD-380 061.
GUJARAT. INDIA.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D. C. DANI & ASSOCIATES
908, SUKH SAGAR COMPLEX, NEAR HOTEL FORTUNE LANDMARK, ASHRAM ROAD, USMANPURA, AHMEDABAD-380 013. GUJARAT. INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

SERVICES OF SOFTWARE DESIGNING AND DEVELOPMENT INCLUDED IN CLASS-42
EXXON MOBIL CORPORATION
5959 LAS COLINAS BOULEVARD, IRVING TEXAS 75039-2298 U.S.A.

SERVICE PROVIDERS
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY, USA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL LAHIRI & SALHOTRA
C-235, DEFENCE COLONY NEW DELHI 110024, INDIA

Used Since: 31/12/2009

To be associated with:
2915473

DELHI

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
2918683  10/03/2015
MR. SHRI MEIHOL KULINBHAI JHAVERI
trading as ;M/s. GATISOFTTECH
202, SAI DARSHAN APARTMENT, BHIM KACHCHHI STREET, Nr. CENTRAL BANK OF INDIA, NANPURA, SURAT CITY,
GUJARAT STATE, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R.B.JOGANI & CO.,
RAJESH B. JOGANI ADVOCATE, 118, LALBHAI CONTRACTOR COMPLEX, NANPURA, SURAT - GUJARAT
Used Since :01/04/2012
AHMEDABAD
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 42
2923976   16/03/2015
GENIUS PUBLICATION PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;GENIUS PUBLICATION PRIVATE LIMITED
68-69, SUNDER SINGH BHANDARI NAGAR, SODALA, JAIPUR-302015, RAJASTHAN
SERVICE PROVIDER
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE ANIL KUMAR SHARMA
PLOT N.J-17D, J-17E, OFFICE NO. F-103 EARTH DESIGN TOWER, RAMESH MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
IT SERVICES, WEB SERVICES, CLOUD SERVICES, SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT,MOBILE APP DEVELOPMENT, NETWORK SOLUTION INCLUDED IN CLASS 42
NKonnect

2928814   24/03/2015

NKONNECT INFOWAY PVT LTD

trading as ;NKonnect Infoway Pvt Ltd

VINOD, 4/6, KISHAN PARA, BESIDE COSMO COMPLEX, RAJKOT - 360 001, GUJARAT, INDIA

SERVICE PROVIDER

Private Limited Company, BODY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANY ACT 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

HIREN THAKKAR & ASSOCIATES

510, ANAND MILAN COMPLEX, OPP. JAIN DERASAR, NEAR NAVRANGPURA BUS STOP, NAVRANGPURA, AHMEDABAD - 380 009

Used Since :29/03/2011

AHMEDABAD

UBIQUITOUS COMPUTING, PERVERSIVE COMPUTING, HUMAN-COMPUTER INTERACTION, AMBIENT INTELLIGENCE, HAPTIC COMPUTING, SENSOR NETWORK, BODY NETWORK, TELEMETRIC SOLUTIONS, EMBEDDED SOFTWARE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT, COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT, WEB SOFTWARE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT, MOBILE SOFTWARE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT, ENERGY MEASUREMENT AND SAVING, CONTROLLING AND MANAGING DEVICES FROM WEB, MOBILE, COMPUTER, TABLET AND KIOSKS.BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 42.
Doodha Sab Se joodha
2935725  07/04/2015
ACCURON FOODS PVT.LTD.
602, SINCLAIR APTS.HILL ROAD, BANDRA (WEST),MUMBAI - 400050, MAHARASHTRA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
RESEARCH, TESTING, AUTHENTICATION AND QUALITY CONTROL SERVICES RELATED TO FOOD AND BEVERAGES; SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; WEBSITE CREATION, DESIGN, HOSTING AND MAINTENANCE SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE; AND RENTAL, HIRE AND LEASING IN CONNECTION WITH THE AFORESAID, INCLUDED IN THE CLASS; AND ADVICE, CONSULTANCY AND INFORMATION FOR THE AFORESAID.
ROHINI NILEKANI PHILANTHROPIES

3678909  15/11/2017

ROHINI NILEKANI
NO.856, 13 MAIN, 3RD BLOCK, KORAMANGALA, BANGALORE – 560034.
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JACOB KURIAN
NEW NO 21 (OLD NO 11), 2ND AVENUE, HARRINGTON ROAD, CHETPET, CHENNAI- 600031.
Used Since :06/08/2017

To be associated with:
3678906

CHENNAI

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES, INCLUDING RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN EDUCATIONAL, CULTURAL, SOCIAL, ENVIRONMENT, MEDICAL, HEALTH, SANITATION AND RELATED FIELDS, DEVELOPMENT, DESIGN, PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE INCLUDING MOBILE AND CLOUD-BASED APPLICATIONS, PUBLISHING AND PRINTING EDUCATIONAL AND INSTRUCTIONAL LITERATURE IN PRINT AND DIGITAL FORM RELATING TO THE SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 42.
3711062    25/12/2017
CHATOYER TECHNOLOGIES INDIA PVT. LTD.
Booth 41, Sector 40C, Chandigarh - 160036.
Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Design and development of computer software, Mobile Application, Creating, designing and maintaining websites.
Navi Mumbai International Airport Private Limited

3711304   26/12/2017

NAVI MUMBAI INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT PRIVATE LIMITED
Office of the Airport Director, Terminal 1-B, CSI Airport, Santacruz Mumbai, 400099.

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M/S. V.A. ASSOCIATES
204, Pratik Avenue, 2nd Floor, Nehru Road, Vile Parle (East), Mumbai–400 057.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software.
Tripper Technologies

3715450  29/12/2017

TRIPPER TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
1, 4th Floor, Plot - 130, Apeejay House, Samachar Marg, Kala Ghoda Fort, Mumbai - 400001
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AASIM MEHDI SYED
A-24/7, Road No.6, Parksite Colony, Vikhroli (W) Mumbai 400079
Used Since :20/10/2017

MUMBAI

Computer and software programming and services that cannot be classified in other classes, namely, design and development of computer hardware, software and hosting website.
3715451  29/12/2017
TRIPPER TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
1, 4th Floor, Plot - 130, Apeejay House, Samachar Marg, Kalu Ghoda Fort, Mumbai - 400001
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AASIM MEHDI SYED
A-24/7, Road No.6, Parksite Colony, Vikhroli (W) Mumbai 400079
Used Since : 20/10/2017

To be associated with:
3715450

MUMBAI
Computer and software programming and services that cannot be classified in other classes, namely, design and development of computer hardware, software and hosting website.
3719357  04/01/2018
MY CLOUD BAZAAR DIGITAL SERVICES PVT. LTD.
A-41/3, SFS, Saket, New Delhi- 110017, India.
A Private Limited Company incorporated as per the Laws of India.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYANK GUPTA
StratJuris Partners #302 The Capital “B” Wing Adjacent Regent Plaza, Baner Pashan Link Road Pune 411045, MH, India
Used Since :12/05/2014

DELHI
Software as a service [SaaS]; Consultancy and information services relating to information technology architecture and infrastructure; Cloud computing services; Cloud computing; Consultancy in the field of cloud computing networks and applications; Software design; Software development; Computer software support services; Computer software technical support services.
Orange Salons

3728745  16/01/2018
HAIRPORT AESTHETICS PRIVATE LIMITED
390 A MTH Road, Thirunindravur Chennai – 602024, Tamil Nadu
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANJALI MOTA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai – 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since: 26/12/2014

CHENNAI

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
BIZARRCH

3747486 07/02/2018
BHAVSI AHLUWALIA, TRADING AS: BIZARRCH BY BHAVSI AHLUWALIA
#3, SECTOR 16-A, CHANDIGARH-160015 (U.T.)
SOLE PROP.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. HANDA & CO.
B-XVIII/18 PURIAN MOHALLA BATALA 143505 (PB)

Used Since :10/03/2017

DELHI
PROVIDING OF SERVICE RELATED TO ARCHITECTURE, ARCHITECTURAL CONSULTANCY, DESIGN AND ADVISORY SERVICE, INTERIOR ARCHITECTURAL SERVICE, ARCHITECTURE PLAN AND SPECIFICATION, CONSULTANCY OF INFORMATION AND ADVISORY SERVICES RELATED TO INTERIOR DESIGNING FOR HOMES, BUILDING, OFFICE, SHOPS, SPACE PLANNING, LANDSCAPING, PROVIDING INFORMATION OF INTERIOR DESIGNING VIA WEBSITE INCLUDED IN CLASS 42.
3748085  08/02/2018
TERA SOFTWARE LIMITED
8-2-293/82/A/1107, Plot No: 1107, Road No: 55, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad-500 033, Telangana, INDIA
Public Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GRANDHI NAGA JAYALAKSHMI
3-4-1013/2/3, OPP: ST PETERS PRIMARY SCHOOL, BARKATHPURA, KACHIGUDA, HYDERABAD-500027-AP
Used Since: 26/09/1994
CHENNAI
Research & Design & Development Of Computer Hardware & Software; IT Project Management ; IT Governance, IT Benchmarking; Cloud Seeding, Cloud Computing, Computer rental, Computer programming, Computer software design, Rental of computer software, Computer system analysis & design, computer software consultancy, computer technology consultancy, digitization of documents (scanning), hosting computer sites, Information Technology (IT) Consultancy & Computer Programming Services, Recovery of computer data, Telecommunications Technology Consultancy, Application Development; Appraisal & Maintenance Of Software & Hardware; Maintaining Security & Integrity Of Databases, Data mining; System Analysis/Development Of Computer Networks; Design Of Programs To E-Commerce; Electronic Data Processing; Project Studies; Technical Support; All In Class 42
3750964   12/02/2018

M/S WORLD WEB TECHNOLOGY
C/803, TITANIUM SQUARE, NEAR THALTEJ CROSS ROAD, S.G HIGHWAY, AHMEDABAD-380054
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THAKKAR JIGARKUMAR DILIPBHAI
304, HI-SCAN HOUSE, NR. MITHAKHALI UNDER BRIDGE, NAVRANGPURA, AHMEDABAD - 380 009
Used Since :18/10/2011

AHMEDABAD
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTER APPEARING ON THE LABEL.
UTTAM INTERIORS
3752963   14/02/2018
UTTAM INTERIORS
253, CHANNASANDRA MAIN ROAD, KALKERE, HORMAVU POST, BANGALORE- 560043
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027
Used Since :15/12/2012
CHENNAI
ARCHITECTURAL & INTERIOR DESIGNING
MR. HARSH SABHARWAL PROP OF NARANG HOSPIMEDEQP EXPORTS
7/33, ANSARI ROAD, DARYA GANJ, NEW DELHI – 110002
proprietorship firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
B-83, 3RD FLOOR, DENA BANK BUILDING, LP EXTANTION NEAR MAYUR PUBLIC SCHOOL, DELHI-110092

Used Since: 16/05/1965

DELHI

Scientific and Technological Services and Research and Design Relating Thereto; Industrial Analysis and Research Services; Design and Development of Computer Hardware and Software.
3755286  16/02/2018
IIB PVT. LTD.
Shyam Nagar, Yashwant College Road, Opp. Maharashtra Gramin Bank, Nanded - 431 001
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Hosting of Multimedia educational content
3756215  17/02/2018

DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND COMMUNICATION
IT BUILDING, YOJANA BHAWAN, TILAK MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR-302005 (RAJASTHAN) INDIA
GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJEEV JAIN
17, BHARAT MATA PATH, JAMNA LAL BAJAJ MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - 302 001- RAJASTHAN

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

ESTABLISH, MAINTAIN, RUN, DEVELOP AND DESIGN WEBSITE, WEB PORTAL, HARDWARE, COMPUTER AND
MOBILE APPLICATIONS, SOFTWARE AND SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS WHICH ARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 42
3756969  18/02/2018
DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND COMMUNICATION
IT BUILDING, YOJANA BHAWAN, TILAK MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR-302005 (RAJASTHAN) INDIA
GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJEEV JAIN
17, BHARAT MATA PATH, JAMNA LAL BAJAJ MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - 302 001- RAJASTHAN
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
ESTABLISH, MAINTAIN, RUN, DEVELOP AND DESIGN WEBSITE, WEB PORTAL, HARDWARE, COMPUTER AND MOBILE APPLICATIONS, SOFTWARE AND SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS WHICH ARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 42
MS. SONALI JAIN
trading as UNALOME
A-76, SECOND FLOOR, PUSHPANJALI ENCLAVE, PITAMPURA, DELHI-110034
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PULKIT THAREJA
CHAMBER NO. 246-A, BLOCK-I, DELHI HIGH COURT, NEW DELHI-110003

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
DESIGNING, PLANNING, URBAN PLANNING, FURNITURE DESIGNING, PRODUCT DESIGNING, ARCHITECTURE, INTERIOR DESIGNING, STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING, SURVEYING, LANDSCAPE & OTHER ALLIED SERVICES AS PER CLASS - 42
3757810   19/02/2018
RIMEDO ADVISOR PRIVATE LIMITED
#1302, Tower-3, Indiabulls Finance Centre, Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai - 400 013
Private Limited - Active

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SAURABH ASHOKKUMAR JAIN
29B, MHATRE PLAZA, OPP. DAHANUKAR WADI, M.G. ROAD, KANDIVLI(WEST), MUMBAI-400067.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Providing through online, internet and world wide web, services related to medical and healthcare advisory and information services, online medical and health periodicals and journals, medical and healthcare related databases and data processing, software designing and development for medical and healthcare related activities.
3757813  19/02/2018
RIMEDO ADVISOR PRIVATE LIMITED
#1302, Tower-3, Indiabulls Finance Centre, Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai - 400 013
Private Limited - Active

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SAURABH ASHOKKUMAR JAIN
29B, Mhatre Plaza, Opp. Dahanukar Wadi, M.G. Road, Kandivali(West), Mumbai-400067.

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
3757810

MUMBAI
Providing through online, internet and world wide web, services related to medical and healthcare advisory and information services, online medical and health periodicals and journals, medical and healthcare related databases and data processing, software designing and development for medical and healthcare related activities
JUSPAY TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.817, GANAPATHI TEMPLE ROAD, GIRIJA BUILDING, 3RD FLOOR, KORAMANGALA 8TH BLOCK, BANGALORE-560095, KARNATAKA
Indian Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.

Used Since :01/06/2014

CHENNAI
Design, development and implementation of software; Maintenance and upgrading of computer software; Professional consultancy relating to computer software; Technical advisory services relating to computer programs; Computer software consultancy services; Support and maintenance services for computer software; Computer systems analysis; data warehousing; Application service provider (ASP); Platform as a Service [PaaS]; Software as a service [SaaS]; Hosting of transaction platforms on the internet; Computer services; Custom design services; Customizing computer software; Programming of software for e-commerce platforms; Design and development of software in the field of mobile applications; Hosting of mobile applications.
DSC Signer

3760811   22/02/2018
MR. VIVEK KHOSLA
C-1/193, JANAK PURI, NEW DELHI-110058
SINGLE FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHIV LAW HOUSE.
H-166, VIKAS PURI, NEW DELHI - 110 018.
Used Since :01/01/2006

DELHI

DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT, MAINTAINENCE & UPGRADEATION OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROGRAM, WEBSITE, PORTALS, DIGITALLY SIGNATURE OF DOCUMENTS, AGREEMENT BY DSC-DIGITAL SIGNATURE CERTIFICATE FROM ONLINE CLOUD BASED WEB PORTALS OR THRU OFFLINE DESKTOP/CLIENT UTILITY, ALSO ON SaaS BASIS. ONLINE ELECTRONIC DIGITALLY SIGNATURE AND AUTHENTICATION SERVICE. WEB PORTAL CREATION, HOSTING.
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT AND CONSULTANCY IN COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE, INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE, ANALYSIS, RECOVERY, MANAGEMENT, UPDATING AND CONSULTANCY OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE.
TREE HOUSE

3761384    22/02/2018

NEERAJ AGGARWAL
1-1/304, NEAR ADJCENT MCDONALD, ASHIANA ANGAN BHIWADI, HARCHANDPUR, ALWAR, RAJASTHAN-301019. INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
GOEL NIWAS J-62, STREET NO.-4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
INTERIOR DESIGN SERVICES.
BALARADJOU

3763046   24/02/2018
BALARADJOU TECH LLP
134 Aurobindo Street, Pondicherry-605001, India.
A Limited Liability Partnership as per the laws of India.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYANK GUPTA
StratJuris Partners #302 The Capital “B” Wing Adjacent Regent Plaza, Baner Pashan Link Road Pune 411045, MH, India
Used Since :03/11/2017

CHENNAI

Software design; Software development; Software consultancy; Software design services; Software development services.
ANTPAY LITE

3764061  26/02/2018
MSWIPE TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
9TH FLOOR, ASTRAL CENTRE, N. M. JOSHI MARG, BYCULLA, MUMBAI- 400011, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMIT SIRSIKAR
407, Dalamal Chambers, New Marine Lines, Mumbai- 400020
Used Since : 02/08/2017
To be associated with:
3764054
MUMBAI
LEGACY TERMINAL EMULATION APPLICATION FOR OPERATING SYSTEM - LEGACY TERMINAL EMULATION SOFTWARE FOR MOBILE PHONES; MOBILE APPLICATION TO WORK WITH LEGACY ACQUIRING HOST; COMPUTER SOFTWARE; DESIGNING, DEVELOPING, UPDATING, MAINTAINING, INSTALLING OF SOFTWARE, HARDWARE AND/OR APPLICATION
3767665 01/03/2018
PRAMARG TECH INNOVATIONS LLP
Row House No.11, Fremount Hills, SR. No-29/12/1/2, Amb BK, Katraj, Pune- 411046
Limited Liability Partnership(LLP)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :24/05/2016
MUMBAI
Programming of educational software, Software Development, IT Services.
3771521  07/03/2018
KULIN JEWELLERS
60/A, Bhoiwada, Bhuleshwar, Mumbai – 400 002
Partnership Firm registered under the Indian Partnership Act, 1932
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV. GANESH P. JUVEKAR
17 - 14/B, ZAOBA WADI, THAKURDWAR, MUMBAI - 400002.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3771516
MUMBAI
Providing information on computer technology and programming via a web site; industrial design; packaging design; styling [industrial design]; material testing.
ASESA GLOBAL CONSULTING PVT. LTD.
10-4-1/A/12/1 First floor OPP: Universal Bakers, MMDC Masabtank, Hyderabad-500028
Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Software development, Computer programming, Technical data analysis, Recovery of computer data, IT security services in the nature of protection and recovery of computer data, Back-up services for computer hard drive data, Computer software technical support services.
ASESA GLOBAL CONSULTING PVT. LTD.
10-4-1/A/12/1 First floor OPP: Universal Bakers, MMDC Masabtank, Hyderabad-500028
Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Software development, Computer programming, Technical data analysis, Recovery of computer data, IT security services in the nature of protection and recovery of computer data, Back-up services for computer hard drive data, Computer software technical support services.
3772023    07/03/2018
ASESA GLOBAL CONSULTING PVT. LTD.
10-4-1/A/12/1 First floor OPP: Universal Bakers, MMDC Masabtank, Hyderabad-500028
Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Software development, Computer programming, Technical data analysis, Recovery of computer data, IT security services in the nature of protection and recovery of computer data, Back-up services for computer hard drive data, Computer software technical support services
DENMAKERS SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
75C, Park Street, 3rd Floor, Kolkata, West Bengal -700016

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Used Since: 01/11/2017

KOLKATA
Home inspection and surveying to verify the condition of a property, Consultancy services relating to interior design; Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; Industrial analysis and research services; Design and development of computer hardware and software.
3772206    07/03/2018
BONZOHEADS INTERACTIVE LLP
C1A-24A, JANAKPURI, NEW DELHI-110058.
Limited Liability Partnership (LLP)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
GOEL NIWAS J-62, STREET NO.-4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Design services, Graphic design, Design of audio-visual creative works.
THERMOAXIOM

3772428  08/03/2018
THERMOLAB SCIENTIFIC EQUIPMENTS PVT. LTD.
Thermolab House, Plot no. 19, Vasai Municipal Industrial Area, Umela Road, Vasai (West), Thane 401207, Maharashtra, India
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHAILENDRA THATTE & ASSOCIATES
1/9, DNYANAYOG SOC., PARANJAPE NAGAR, VAZIRA NAKA, L. T. RD., BORIVALI (W), MUMBAI-400 091

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Computer software designing and development; installation of computer software, maintenance of computer software, updating of computer software; research and designing services; technical data analysis services.
3773571  09/03/2018
BRIGHTVISION TECHNOSOFT PRIVATE LIMITED
BRIGHTVISION TECHNOSOFT PRIVATE LIMITED 228 & 228-A VARDHMAN TAWER S/F. PL, COMERCIAL COMPLEX
PREET VIHAR, DELHI - 110092,
A BODY CORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANIKA JAIN
LegalRaasta Technologies Pvt. Ltd, B-300 Saraswati Vihar Pitampura Delhi -110034

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Software repair, Software rental, Software consultancy, Software installation, Software creation, Software development,
Software engineering, Software design, Computer software updating, Software design services, Installation of software,
Developing computer software
FIRSTSTACK

3773800  09/03/2018
FIRSTSTACK TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
1ST FLOOR, 156, NEW JAWAHAR NAGAR, JALANDHAR CITY, PUNJAB STATE, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BOMBAY TRADE MARK CO.
NEW RAILWAY ROAD, JALANDHAR CITY, PUNJAB STATE.
Used Since :06/11/2017

DELHI
ALL TYPES OF I.T.SERVICES INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO DOMAIN NAME REGISTRATION, WEB HOSTING SERVICES, VPS, E-MAIL SERVICES, WEBSITE BUILDER AND WEB DESIGN SERVICES, WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT, HOSTING AND MAINTENANCE OF WEBSITES, SSL CERTIFICATES, CLOUD COMPUTING, RENTING AND MAINTENANCE OF WEB SERVERS, MANAGEMENT AND RECOVERY OF COMPUTER DATA AND DATABASE, I.T.CONSULTING SERVICES, DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF ALL KINDS OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE, HARDWARE AND RELATED SERVICES.
3773877 09/03/2018
BEETRO MANUFACTURING AND TRADERS PRIVATE LIMITED
SHOP NO. 3, MUSKAM CORNER, PLOT NO. 8 SECTOR-9, RAIGARH, MAHARASHTRA-410206, INDIA
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRIYANKA
RZ 18E/2, STREET NO.3, MAIN SAGAR PUR, NEW DELHI-110046

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES, SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL DESIGN, INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH, DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE, DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF SOFTWARE
Trade Marks Journal No: 1846  23/04/2018  Class 42

3773884  09/03/2018
DISCOVERY INFO LABS PRIVATE LIMITED
C1803, Brigade Metropolis, ITPL Main Road, Garudacharpalya, ITPL Main Road, Bangalore – 560048, Karnataka
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. KIRAN
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :16/09/2014

CHENNAI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
3774047   09/03/2018
MANHA SUMAYA SHAIK
# 8-3-319/8A/1-4, FLAT NO. 502B, 5TH FLOOR PRASHANTHI RAM TOWERS, YOUSUGUDA MAIN ROAD, HYDERABAD - 500073
The Trade Marks Act, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Installation of computer software, computer software design, installation of computer software, maintenance of computer software, computer programming; Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; Industrial analysis and research services; Design and development of computer hardware and software
City Dental Laboratory

3774562  09/03/2018
JIBBACH KUMAR SAHU
297, Palhar Nagar, Indore
City Dental Laboratory (Proprietorship)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DINESH JAIN
421-A Prem Trade Center Mahrani Road Indore
Used Since :30/11/2017

MUMBAI
Laboratory services, research, analysis and sample testing.
3775090  12/03/2018
SAKAL PAPERS PRIVATE LIMITED
595, Budhwar Peth, Pune - 411002
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI R. BARGE
M/s. VEDIC IP, E-212, 2nd Floor, Tower No.3, International Infotech park, Vashi, Navi Mumbai- 400703
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1799544, 2950406, 3001262
MUMBAI
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto, industrial analysis and research services, design and development of computer hardware and software.
GOVEVA

3775839  12/03/2018

INTUIT CONSULTING PVT. LTD.
1101, Lodha Supremus, Dr. E Moses Road, Off. Worli Naka, Worli, Mumbai- 400018
An Indian Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRUTIKA GURAV (AS WAYS AND LAWS)
Rosa Gardenia, B3 1004, Behind Hypercity, Near TMC Garden, Kasarvadavli, Thane (W) - 400615

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
Design and development of software for Corporate Governance, evaluation and calculation of data; Software creation, design, development, programming and implementation services; Hosting services and software as a service and rental of software; Evaluation of performance of data-processing against bench-mark references; Industrial analyses and research services; Hosting on-line web facilities for others for managing and sharing on-line content; Advisory and information services relating to computer software; Consultancy and information services in the field of information technology
3775840  12/03/2018
INTUIT CONSULTING PVT. LTD.
1101, Lodha Supremus, Dr. E Moses Road, Off. Worli Naka, Worli, Mumbai- 400018
An Indian Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRUTIKA GURAV (AS WAYS AND LAWS)
Rosa Gardenia, B3 1004, Behind Hypercity, Near TMC Garden, Kasarvadavli, Thane (W) - 400615

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3775839

MUMBAI
Design and development of software for Corporate Governance, evaluation and calculation of data; Software creation, design, development, programming and implementation services; Hosting services and software as a service and rental of software; Evaluation of performance of data-processing against bench-mark references; Industrial analyses and research services; Hosting on-line web facilities for others for managing and sharing on-line content; Advisory and information services relating to computer software; Consultancy and information services in the field of information technology
3776210  13/03/2018
SHRI. GIRISH NANDU KHADKE TRADING AS :- M/S. HEERA AGRO INDUSTRIES
M-119, M.I.D.C., JALGAON - 445002. MAHARASHTRA. INDIA.
SINGLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK LODHA
"WHITE HOUSE", STATION ROAD, GANDHI WARD, HINGANGHAT - 442301. DISTT:- WARDHA. MAHARASHTRA.
INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Computer system design & analysis, monitoring of computer systems, computer programming, computer
software design & updating, installation of computer software, consultancy in design & development of
computer hardware & Software, hosting & Designing web sites, providing search engines, server hosting,
software as a service, information technology services, recovery of computer data, conversion of data or
documents from physical to electronic media, data conversion of computer programs, digitization of
documents, Mobile apps & mobile game development services.
ACIES CONSULTING LLP
808, 8TH FLOOR, TRADE WORLD B-WING, KAMALA MILLS, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400 013
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SOFTWARE CONSULTING SERVICES, COMPUTER SOFTWARE CONSULTING SERVICES, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (IT) CONSULTING SERVICES, COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE CONSULTING SERVICES, CONSULTING SERVICES RELATING TO COMPUTER SOFTWARE, CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF CLOUD, COMPUTING CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE (SAAS) INCLUDED IN CLASS 42
3776440  13/03/2018
ASACHS SOFTWARES PRIVATE LIMITED
208, KESAR NAGAR SANGANER, JAIPUR-302029 RAJASTHAN
Pvt. Ltd. Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Software maintenance, Software development services & consultancy services in class 42.
DR. SHRIMP
3776823    13/03/2018
MAYANK AQUA PRODUCTS
205, Suryadarshan Complex, Beside CNG Station, Jahangirpura, Rander Road, Surat – 395005
partnership firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP & ASSOCIATES
B - 13, NEW YOGESHWAR SOCIETY, NR. PARAS PRABHU SOCIETY, OPP. VISHAL NAGAR, ISANPUR, AHMEDABAD - 382443, GUJARAT
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF SOFTWARE IN THE FIELD OF AQUA CULTURE MOBILE APPLICATION
3776847   13/03/2018
WNS GLOBAL SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
PL-10, Godrej & Boyce Complex, Pirujshanagar, L.B.S. Marg, Vikhroli (W), Mumbai - 400079, India
An Indian company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for employee performance and engagement monitoring, reporting, analysing, tracking and rewarding and for the uploading, downloading, streaming, posting, displaying, linking, sharing or otherwise providing electronic media or information over communication networks; Software as a service (SAAS) services in relation to software for human resource management, employee training, employee performance and evaluation
3777153  14/03/2018
LNB SOFTECH PRIVATE LIMITED ; INNOVATION WITH SIMPLICITY
C6, KRISHNAPINGAKSHA CHSL, PLOT – 407, RSC-37, SECTOR-4,CHARKOP, KANDIVALI WEST, MUMBAI-400067
The Trade Marks Act, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; Industrial analysis and research services;
Design and development of computer hardware and software
CONTINENTAL SHELF INDIA LIMITED
A/P POTNIS PARISAR SOC., BUILDING, A1, S.NO. 29/2 KARVENAGAR, PUNE-411052
SERVICE PROVIDER
PUBLIC LIMITED
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES
ALKCE
3777534  14/03/2018
ALKCE FASHION PRIVATE LIMITED
E - 22, Sector - 8, Noida, Udyog Marg, Noida-201301, Uttar Pradesh, India.
A Private Limited Company incorporated as per the laws of India.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYANK GUPTA
StratJuris Partners #302 The Capital “B” Wing Adjacent Regent Plaza, Baner Pashan Link Road Pune 411045, MH, India
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Fashion design consultancy; Fashion design services; Fashion design consulting services.
HODL

3777860  14/03/2018
ASACHS SOFTWARES PRIVATE LIMITED
208, KESAR NAGAR SANGANER, JAIPUR-302029 RAJASTHAN
Pvt. Ltd. Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Software maintenance, Software development services & consultancy services in class 42.
Stingg

3777927  14/03/2018

PRIYA SHAH
508B, Jal Darshan, Ruia Park, Juhu, Mumbai - 400028, Maharashtra, India
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV. GANESH P. JUVEKAR
17 - 14/B, ZAOBA WADI, THAKURDWAR, MUMBAI - 400002.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Providing information on computer technology and programming via a web site; Cosmetic research; chemical analysis; industrial design; packaging design; quality control, surveying.
Hygeeze
3777932  14/03/2018
PRIYA SHAH
508B, Jal Darshan, Ruia Park, Juhu, Mumbai - 400028, Maharashtra, India
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV. GANESH P. JUVEKAR
17 - 14/B, ZAOBA WADI, THAKURDWAR, MUMBAI - 400002.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Providing information on computer technology and programming via a web site; Cosmetic research; chemical analysis; industrial design; packaging design; quality control, surveying.
LSAC LEARNING CENTER

Priority claimed from 15/09/2017; Application No. : 87609595 ;United States of America
3777955  14/03/2018

LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION COUNCIL, INC.
662 Penn Street, Newtown, Pennsylvania 18940, United States
a Delaware corporation

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, South Extension Part - 2, New Delhi - 110049

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Providing an online learning management system consisting of online non-downloadable software for delivering eLearning training courses
IBUILD INNOVATIONS INDIA LTD.
Plot # 30 & 31, West Wing, First Floor, Nanakramguda, Financial District, Gachibowli, Hyderabad – 500032

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA GRANDHI
No. 2404, Tower No. 17LH, Lanco Hills Technology Park Pvt. Ltd., Manikonda, Hyderabad - 500089, Telangana, India

Used Since : 13/08/2017

To be associated with:
3706754

CHENNAI
Design and development of computer gaming software and hardware using advanced technologies such as virtual reality, augmented reality, and Internet of Things.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD CRICKET.
TICKER EOD
3777990  14/03/2018
TICKERPLANT LIMITED.
FT Tower, CTS No.256 & 257, Suren Road, Chakala, Andheri (East), Mumbai – 400 093.
A company registered in India.

Address for service in India/Agoents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Computer and technology services for securing personal and financial information; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for analyzing financial data and generating reports; computer and technology services for securing personal and financial information; providing information, advice and consultancy services in the field of computer software; providing temporary use of online applications and software tools; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software applications accessible via a website; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable computer software for use in broadcast monitoring applications; hosting computerized data, files, applications and information; design of information systems relating to finance; providing on-line information about industrial analysis and research services; developing and updating computer software; consultancy and information services relating to the design, programming and maintenance of computer software; design, development, maintenance and updating of computer software for word processing, data processing and process control; hosting of mobile applications; design and development of software in the field of mobile applications; meteorological information; weather information & weather forecasting services; weather reporting services being services included in class 42.
3777995  14/03/2018
TICKERPLANT LIMITED.
FT Tower, CTS No.256 & 257, Suren Road, Chakala, Andheri (East), Mumbai – 400 093.
A company registered in India.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1843188, 1843189

MUMBAI
Computer and technology services for securing personal and financial information; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for analyzing financial data and generating reports; computer and technology services for securing personal and financial information; providing information, advice and consultancy services in the field of computer software; providing temporary use of online applications and software tools; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software applications accessible via a website; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable computer software for use in broadcast monitoring applications; hosting computerized data, files, applications and information; design of information systems relating to finance; providing on-line information about industrial analysis and research services; developing and updating computer software; consultancy and information services relating to the design, programming and maintenance of computer software; design, development, maintenance and updating of computer software for word processing, data processing and process control; hosting of mobile applications; design and development of software in the field of mobile applications; meteorological information; weather information & weather forecasting services; weather reporting services being services included in class 42.
TICKER ENERGY

3778000  14/03/2018

TICKER PLANT LIMITED.
FT Tower, CTS No. 256 & 257, Suren Road, Chakala, Andheri (East), Mumbai – 400 093.
A company registered in India.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT, 132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Computer and technology services for securing personal and financial information; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for analyzing financial data and generating reports; Providing information, advice and consultancy services in the field of computer software; Providing temporary use of online applications and software tools; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software applications accessible via a website; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for analyzing financial data and generating reports; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for analyzing financial data and generating reports; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable computer software for use in broadcast monitoring applications; Hosting computerized data, files, applications and information; Design of information systems relating to finance; Providing information on computer programming via a website; Providing on-line information about industrial analysis and research services; Providing information on computer technology and programming via a website; Developing and updating computer software; Consultancy and information services relating to the design, programming and maintenance of computer software; Design, development, maintenance and updating of computer software for word processing, data processing and process control; Hosting of mobile applications; Design and development of software in the field of mobile applications; meteorological information; weather information & weather forecasting services; weather reporting services being services included in class 42.
3778004   14/03/2018
TICKERPLANT LIMITED.
FT Tower, CTS No.256 & 257, Suren Road, Chakala, Andheri (East), Mumbai – 400 093.
A company registered in India.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1843188, 1843189

MUMBAI
Computer and technology services for securing personal and financial information; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for analyzing financial data and generating reports; Providing information, advice and consultancy services in the field of computer software; Providing temporary use of online applications and software tools; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software applications accessible via a website; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for analyzing financial data and generating reports; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for use in broadcast monitoring applications; Hosting computerized data, files, applications and information; Design of information systems relating to finance; Providing information on computer programming via a website; Providing on-line information about industrial analysis and research services; Providing information on computer technology and programming via a website; Developing and updating computer software; Consultancy and information services relating to the design, programming and maintenance of computer software; Design, development, maintenance and updating of computer software for word processing, data processing and process control; Hosting of mobile applications; Design and development of software in the field of mobile applications; meteorological information; weather information & weather forecasting services; weather reporting services being services included in class 42.
TICKER INTELLIGENCE

3778008  14/03/2018
TICKERPLANT LIMITED.
FT Tower, CTS No.256 & 257, Suren Road, Chakala, Andheri (East), Mumbai – 400 093.
A company registered in India.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Computer and technology services for securing personal and financial information; Providing use of non-downloadable software for analyzing financial data and generating reports; Providing information, advice and consultancy services in the field of computer software; Providing use of online applications and software tools; Providing use of non-downloadable software applications accessible via a website; Providing use of non-downloadable software for analyzing financial data and generating reports; Providing use of on-line non-downloadable computer software for use in broadcast monitoring applications; Providing use of non-downloadable business software; Hosting computerized data, files, applications and information; Design of information systems relating to finance; Providing information on computer programming via a website; Providing on-line information about industrial analysis and research services; Providing information on computer technology and programming via a website; Information services relating to the safety of manures used in agriculture; Information services relating to the safety of chemicals used in agriculture; Developing and updating computer software; Consultancy and information services relating to the design, programming and maintenance of computer software; Design, development, maintenance and updating of computer software for word processing, data processing and process control; Hosting of mobile applications; Design and development of software in the field of mobile applications; meteorological information; weather information & weather forecasting services; weather reporting services; consultancy relating to technological services in the field of power and energy supply; Development of energy and power management systems being services included in class 42.
TICKER WEALTH
3778016    14/03/2018
TICKERPLANT LIMITED.
FT Tower, CTS No.256 & 257, Suren Road, Chakala, Andheri (East), Mumbai – 400 093.
A company registered in India.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT, 132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1843188, 1843189

MUMBAI
Computer and technology services for securing personal and financial information; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for analyzing financial data and generating reports; Providing information, advice and consultancy services in the field of computer software; Providing temporary use of online applications and software tools; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software applications accessible via a website; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable computer software for use in broadcast monitoring applications; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable business software; Hosting computerized data, files, applications and information; Design of information systems relating to finance; Providing information on computer programming via a website; Providing on-line information about industrial analysis and research services; Providing information on computer technology and programming via a website; developing and updating computer software; Consultancy and information services relating to the design, programming and maintenance of computer software; Design, development, maintenance and updating of computer software for word processing, data processing and process control; Hosting of mobile applications; Design and development of software in the field of mobile applications; meteorological information; weather information & weather forecasting services; weather reporting services; consultancy relating to technological services in the field of power and energy supply; Development of energy and power management systems being services included in class 42.
TICKER AGRI

3778077  14/03/2018

TICKERPLANT LIMITED.
FT Tower, CTS No.256 & 257, Suren Road, Chakala, Andheri (East), Mumbai – 400 093.
A company registered in India.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
1843188, 1843189

MUMBAI

Computer and technology services for securing personal and financial information; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for analyzing financial data and generating reports; Providing information, advice and consultancy services in the field of computer software; Providing temporary use of online applications and software tools; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software applications accessible via a website; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable computer software for use in broadcast monitoring applications; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable business software; Hosting computerized data, files, applications and information; Design of information systems relating to finance; Providing information on computer programming via a website; Providing on-line information about industrial analysis and research services; Providing information on computer technology and programming via a website; Developing and updating computer software; Consultancy and information services relating to the design, programming and maintenance of computer software; Design, development, maintenance and updating of computer software for word processing, data processing and process control; Hosting of mobile applications; Design and development of software in the field of mobile applications; meteorological information; weather information & weather forecasting services; weather reporting services; consultancy relating to technological services in the field of power and energy supply; Development of energy and power management systems being services included in class 42.
3778084    14/03/2018
TICKERPLANT LIMITED.
FT Tower, CTS No.256 & 257, Suren Road, Chakala, Andheri (East), Mumbai – 400 093.
A company registered in India.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT, 132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1843188, 1843189

MUMBAI
Computer and technology services for securing personal and financial information; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for analyzing financial data and generating reports; Providing information, advice and consultancy services in the field of computer software; Providing temporary use of online applications and software tools; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software applications accessible via a website; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable computer software for use in broadcast monitoring applications; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable business software; Hosting computerized data, files, applications and information; Design of information systems relating to finance; Providing information on computer programming via a website; Providing on-line information about industrial analysis and research services; Providing information on computer technology and programming via a website; Developing and updating computer software; Consultancy and information services relating to the design, programming and maintenance of computer software; Design, development, maintenance and updating of computer software for word processing, data processing and process control; Hosting of mobile applications; Design and development of software in the field of mobile applications; meteorological information; weather information & weather forecasting services; weather reporting services; consultancy relating to technological services in the field of power and energy supply; Development of energy and power management systems being services included in class 42.
POKER

3778114  14/03/2018
KUDU INDUSTRIES LIMITED
B-XXXII-1106, TURN GAHLEWAL, RAHON ROAD, LUDHIANA (PB.)
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :02/04/2008

DELHI
Computer programming and services that cannot be classified in other classes, namely, providing an online, interactive bulletin board for the posting, promotion, sale and resale of items via global computer network, and for the collection and dissemination of statistical, quantitative and qualitative information regarding the sale and resale of items via a global computer network; website hosting.
3778128  14/03/2018
OMSR MEDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
E 15, First Floor, Vipul world, Sector 48, Gurgaon 122018 India
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALETHEIAA LEGAL
GH-6, 2B, Orchid Garden, Sun City, Gurgaon Sector 54, 122002

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; Industrial analysis and research services; Design and development of computer hardware and software
GermSafe
3778374    14/03/2018
PRIYA SHAH
508B, Jal Darshan, Ruia Park, Juhu, Mumbai - 400028, Maharashtra, India
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV. GANESH P. JUVEKAR
17 - 14/B, ZAOBA WADI, THAKURDWAR, MUMBAI - 400002.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Providing information on computer technology and programming via a web site; Cosmetic research; chemical analysis; industrial design; packaging design; quality control, surveying.
HerbaScent

3778378  14/03/2018

PRIYA SHAH
508B, Jal Darshan, Ruia Park, Juhu, Mumbai - 400028, Maharashtra, India

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV. GANESH P. JUVEKAR
17 - 14/B, ZAOBA WADI, THAKURDWAR, MUMBAI - 400002.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Providing information on computer technology and programming via a web site; Cosmetic research; chemical analysis; industrial design; packaging design; quality control, surveying.
Spray Off

3778408    15/03/2018

PRIYA SHAH
508B, Jal Darshan, Ruia Park, Juhu, Mumbai - 400028, Maharashtra, India
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV. GANESH P. JUVEKAR
17 - 14/B, ZAOGA WADI, THAKURDWAR, MUMBAI - 400002.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Providing information on computer technology and programming via a web site; Chemical research; chemical analysis; industrial design; packaging design; quality control.
BOROSIL VISION
3778627  15/03/2018
BOROSIL GLASS WORKS LTD
Crescenzo, 1101, 11th Floor, G Block, Plot No. C 38/39, Bandra Kurla Complex, Bandra (East), Mumbai - 400 051
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAYSER AND COMPANY,
RAJA BAHADUR MANSION, 20 AMBALAL DOSHI MARG, FORT, MUMBAI- 400 023.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PROVIDING SERVICES OF DESIGNING OF (PACKAGING DESIGN, INDUSTRIAL DESIGN, COMPUTER SOFTWARE
DESIGN, GRAPHIC ART DESIGN); STYLING (INDUSTRIAL DESIGN); CALIBRATION; CONSULTANCY IN THE FILED OF
ENERGY SAVING;
3778678  15/03/2018
SANJAY NUTAN SINGH
RZ-1/341, GALI NUMBER 9, MOTHER DAIRY, MADANPURI, WEST SAGARPUR, SAGARPUR, NEW DELHI-110046
SERVICE PROVIDER
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE [SAAS] INCLUDED IN CLASS 42
3778694 15/03/2018
TAM MEDIA RESEARCH PVT. LTD.
1st floor, Awfis Space Solution, Poddar Chambers, Mathuradas Mill Compound, Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower Parel(west),Mumbai-400013
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AGNIHOTRI & JHA ASSOCIATES
Agnihotri & Jha Associates®; A-27, Gr. Floor, Ram Kutir Bungalow, Pushtikar Society, Jogeshwari (W), Mumbai- 400102
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1706622, 1706638
MUMBAI
PRODUCT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERE FOR TELEVISION VIEWER SHIP RADIO AUDIENCES AND PRINT MEDIA READERSHIP INTERNET WEBSITE VISITORS; RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT BAND PROJECT ANALYSIS IAMB THE FEUDED OF MEDIA AND ENTERTAINMENT AND OTHER COMPUTER RELATED TECHNOLOGIES TECHNOLOGIES RESEARCH WORK SHALL CONSISTS OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH TECHNICAL RESEARCH TESTING ANALYSIS AND EVOLUTION OF THE SECURES OF OTHERS FOR THE PURPOSE OF CERTIFICATION; MEASUREMENT EVOLUTIONS IN THE FIELD OF MEDIA ENTERTAINMENT WHICH SHALL INCLUDE TELEVISION RADIO, NEWSPAPER AND INTERNET; CONVERSION OF DATA OR DOCUMENTS FORM PHYSICAL TO ELECTRONIC MEDIA; DEVELOPMENT OF INTERACTIVE MULTIMEDIA SOFTWARE; PROGRAMMING OF MULTIMEDIA SOFTWARE.
BHARATHI HOMES AND REALTORS P LTD
trading as ;BHARATHI HOMES AND REALTORS P LTD
OLD NO.52, NEW NO.36, I BLOCK -10TH STREET, ANNA NAGAR EAST, CHENNAI-600102, TAMILNADU. INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PROGETT CORPORATE SOLUTIONS
14/14,2ND FLOOR,NARASINGAPURAM,1ST STREET,MADVANKARAI,GUINDY,CHENNAI-600032
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SERVICE PROVIDING IN CADD DESIGNING, ARCHITECT DESIGN, INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR DESIGN, DESIGN, INDUSTRIAL DESIGN.
BOROSIL HYDRA

3778921   15/03/2018
BOROSIL GLASS WORKS LTD.
Crescenzo, 1101, 11th Floor, G Block, Plot No. C 38/39, Bandra Kurla Complex, Bandra (East), Mumbai - 400 051
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAYSER AND COMPANY.
RAJA BAHADUR MANSION, 20 AMBALAL DOSHI MARG, FORT, MUMBAI- 400 023.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
providing services of designing of (packaging design, industrial design, computer software design, graphic art design); styling (industrial design); calibration; consultancy in the field of energy saving
3778983  15/03/2018
NANTEQ BUSINESS SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
FLAT 302, ARYA SEVERIA, SHIVAGANGA LAYOUT, MAHADEVPURA, BANGALORE-560048

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; Industrial analysis and research services; Design and development of computer hardware and software
MR. RAJESH R. PATKAR TRADING AS: CLOUDINGALE
SHOP NO. 25, PATEL SHOPPING CENTER, GROUND FLOOR, SAINATH ROAD, MALAD(W), MUMBAI- 400064,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL
ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
Cloudify Your Business

3779310  15/03/2018
MR. RAJESH R. PATKAR TRADING AS: CLOUDINGALE
SHOP NO. 25, PATEL SHOPPING CENTER, GROUND FLOOR, SAINATH ROAD, MALAD(W), MUMBAI-400064,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
TICKER MARKET

3779436  15/03/2018
TICKERPLANT LIMITED.
FT Tower, CTS No.256 & 257, Suren Road, Chakala, Andheri (East), Mumbai – 400 093.
A company registered in India.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT, 132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1843189

MUMBAI
Computer and technology services for securing personal and financial information; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for analyzing financial data and generating reports; Providing information, advice and consultancy services in the field of computer software; Providing temporary use of online applications and software tools; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software applications accessible via a website; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable computer software for use in broadcast monitoring applications; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable business software; Hosting computerized data, files, applications and information; Design of information systems relating to finance; Providing information on computer programming via a website; Providing on-line information about industrial analysis and research services; Providing information on computer technology and programming via a website; Information services relating to the safety of manures used in agriculture; Information services relating to the safety of chemicals used in agriculture; Developing and updating computer software; Consultancy and information services relating to the design, programming and maintenance of computer software; Design, development, maintenance and updating of computer software for word processing, data processing and process control; Hosting of mobile applications; Design and development of software in the field of mobile applications; meteorological information; weather information & weather forecasting services; weather reporting services; consultancy relating to technological services in the field of power and energy supply; Development of energy and power management systems being services included in class 42.
3779440  15/03/2018
TICKERPLANT LIMITED.
FT Tower, CTS No.256 & 257, Suren Road, Chakala, Andheri (East), Mumbai – 400 093.
A company registered in India.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1843188, 1843189

MUMBAI
Computer and technology services for securing personal and financial information; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for analyzing financial data and generating reports; Providing information, advice and consultancy services in the field of computer software; Providing temporary use of online applications and software tools; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software applications accessible via a website; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable computer software for use in broadcast monitoring applications; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable business software; Hosting computerized data, files, applications and information; Design of information systems relating to finance; Providing information on computer programming via a website; Providing on-line information about industrial analysis and research services; Providing information on computer technology and programming via a website; Information services relating to the safety of manures used in agriculture; Information services relating to the safety of chemicals used in agriculture; Design, development, maintenance and updating of computer software for word processing, data processing and process control; Hosting of mobile applications; Design and development of software in the field of mobile applications; meteorological information; weather information & weather forecasting services; weather reporting services; consultancy relating to technological services in the field of power and energy supply; Development of energy and power management systems being services included in class 42.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1846 ,  23/04/2018           Class 42

3779448    15/03/2018
TICKERPLANT LIMITED.
FT Tower, CTS No.256 & 257, Suren Road, Chakala, Andheri (East), Mumbai – 400 093.
A company registered in India.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1843188, 1843189

MUMBAI
Computer and technology services for securing personal and financial information; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for analyzing financial data and generating reports; Providing information, advice and consultancy services in the field of computer software; Providing temporary use of online applications and software tools; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software applications accessible via a website; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable computer software for use in broadcast monitoring applications; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable business software; Hosting computerized data, files, applications and information; Design of information systems relating to finance; Providing information on computer programming via a website; Providing on-line information about industrial analysis and research services; Providing information on computer technology and programming via a website; Information services relating to the safety of manures used in agriculture; Information services relating to the safety of chemicals used in agriculture; Developing and updating computer software; Consultancy and information services relating to the design, programming and maintenance of computer software; Design, development, maintenance and updating of computer software for word processing, data processing and process control; Hosting of mobile applications; Design and development of software in the field of mobile applications; meteorological information; weather information & weather forecasting services; weather reporting services; consultancy relating to technological services in the field of power and energy supply; Development of energy and power management systems being services included in class 42.

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
TICKER MVT

3779452  15/03/2018

TICKERPLANT LIMITED.
FT Tower, CTS No.256 & 257, Suren Road, Chakala, Andheri (East), Mumbai – 400 093.
A company registered in India.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1843188, 1843189

MUMBAI
Computer and technology services for securing personal and financial information; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for analyzing financial data and generating reports; Providing information, advice and consultancy services in the field of computer software; Providing temporary use of online applications and software tools; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software applications accessible via a website; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable computer software for use in broadcast monitoring applications; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable business software; Hosting computerized data, files, applications and information; Design of information systems relating to finance; Providing information on computer programming via a website; Providing on-line information about industrial analysis and research services; Providing information on computer technology and programming via a website; Information services relating to the safety of manures used in agriculture; Information services relating to the safety of chemicals used in agriculture; Developing and updating computer software; Consultancy and information services relating to the design, programming and maintenance of computer software; Design, development, maintenance and updating of computer software for word processing, data processing and process control; Hosting of mobile applications; Design and development of software in the field of mobile applications; meteorological information; weather information & weather forecasting services; weather reporting services; consultancy relating to technological services in the field of power and energy supply; Development of energy and power management systems being services included in class 42.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1846, 23/04/2018 Class 42

3779457  15/03/2018
TICKERPLANT LIMITED.
FT Tower, CTS No.256 & 257, Suren Road, Chakala, Andheri (East), Mumbai – 400 093.
A company registered in India.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1843188

MUMBAI
Computer and technology services for securing personal and financial information; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for analyzing financial data and generating reports; Providing information, advice and consultancy services in the field of computer software; Providing temporary use of online applications and software tools; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software applications accessible via a website; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable computer software for use in broadcast monitoring applications; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable business software; Hosting computerized data, files, applications and information; Design of information systems relating to finance; Providing information on computer programming via a website; Providing on-line information about industrial analysis and research services; Providing information on computer technology and programming via a website; Information services relating to the safety of manures used in agriculture; Information services relating to the safety of chemicals used in agriculture; Developing and updating computer software; Consultancy and information services relating to the design, programming and maintenance of computer software; Design, development, maintenance and updating of computer software for word processing, data processing and process control; Hosting of mobile applications; Design and development of software in the field of mobile applications; meteorological information; weather information & weather forecasting services; weather reporting services; consultancy relating to technological services in the field of power and energy supply; Development of energy and power management systems being services included in class 42.
3779464   15/03/2018
TICKERPLANT LIMITED.
FT Tower, CTS No.256 & 257, Suren Road, Chakala, Andheri (East), Mumbai – 400 093.
A company registered in India.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT, 132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1843188

MUMBAI
Computer and technology services for securing personal and financial information; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for analyzing financial data and generating reports; Providing information, advice and consultancy services in the field of computer software; Providing temporary use of online applications and software tools; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software applications accessible via a website; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable computer software for use in broadcast monitoring applications; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable business software; Hosting computerized data, files, applications and information; Design of information systems relating to finance; Providing information on computer programming via a website; Providing on-line information about industrial analysis and research services; Providing information on computer technology and programming via a website; Information services relating to the safety of manures used in agriculture; Information services relating to the safety of chemicals used in agriculture; Developing and updating computer software; Consultancy and information services relating to the design, programming and maintenance of computer software; Design, development, maintenance and updating of computer software for word processing, data processing and process control; Hosting of mobile applications; Design and development of software in the field of mobile applications; meteorological information; weather information & weather forecasting services; weather reporting services; consultancy relating to technological services in the field of power and energy supply; Development of energy and power management systems being services included in class 42.
3779549    15/03/2018
BURSTO MULTIMEDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
D – 104, Parasmani Bldg, Premium Park, Agashi Road, RL-8971, Bolinj, Virar West, Thane, Maharashtra - 401303
Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Design and development of multimedia products, Animation design, Design of computer graphics, Product design, Rendering of computer graphics, Design of software, Software Development, Development and design of mobile applications.
3779661  16/03/2018
PETROCIL ENGINEERS & CONSULTANTS PRIVATE LIMITED
PETROCIL ENGINEERS & CONSULTANTS PRIVATE LIMITED, KOMAL NIVAS, MELVETOOR.P.O, VARKALA, TRIVANDRUM, KERALA-695312
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
EXCELLA GLOBAL SOLUTIONS
TC:17/1254 (20), SL COMPLEX, OPP.SK HOSPITAL, EDAPAZHINJI, TRIVANDRUM-695006.
Used Since :15/07/2008
CHENNAI
ENGINEERING DESIGN CONSULTANCY OF OIL AND GAS SECTOR.
8 BALL POOL

3779715  16/03/2018

PRADEEP TOMAR
Flat No-2, First Floor, U-135, Nand Lal Apartment, Shakarpur, Delhi-110092

PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV KESWANI
29/135 West Patel Nagar, New Delhi-110008

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SERVICES, SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE AND VIRTUAL REALITY SOFTWARE; PROGRAMMING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; PROGRAMMING OF VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE; VIDEO GAME DEVELOPMENT SERVICES; VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE DESIGN; DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE FOR COMPUTER GAMES INCLUDED IN CLASS 42
TIMEPASS KING

3779736   16/03/2018

VIKAS SINGH
U-135, Flat No-2, First Floor, Nand Lal Apartment, Shakarpur, Delhi-110092

PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV KESWANI
29/135 West Patel Nagar, New Delhi-110008

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
SERVICES, SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE AND VIRTUAL REALITY SOFTWARE; PROGRAMMING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; PROGRAMMING OF VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE; VIDEO GAME DEVELOPMENT SERVICES; VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE DESIGN; DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE FOR COMPUTER GAMES INCLUDED IN CLASS 42
3779799 16/03/2018
HEERA CONSTRUCTION COMPANY PRIVATE LIMITED
Heera Park, M.P. Appan Road, Vazhuthacaud, Thiruvananthapuram- 695014
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUP JOACHIM T, ADVOCATE
JOACHIM & JANSON, SRSRA-2, CC44/2476, SANTHIPURAM ROAD, COCHIN-682025, KERALA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Construction design; construction planning; architectural services; structural engineering services; house design; interior design; design of building exteriors; construction drafting.
3779863  16/03/2018
PETRATECH SOFTWARE PRIVATE LIMITED
2/439, GROUND FLOOR, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110092
PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRINCE
B-2/58 SECTOR -18 ROHINI DELHI 110085
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Design and Development of Computer Hardware and Software
AABIR AKRE
trading as M/S 4A DESIGN STUDIO
73 A, ABHAY KHAND-I, INDIRAPURAM GHaziabad-201014
SERVICE PROVIDER
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ARCHITECTURAL AND INTERIOR DESIGNING AND SERVICES
SMAAASH LABS
3780110  16/03/2018
SMAAASH ENTERTAINMENT PRIVATE LIMITED
2nd Floor, Trade View Building, oasis complex PB Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai 400013
Service Providers
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KIRAN DESAI
JEHANGIR BLDG., 3RD FLOOR, 133, MAHATMA GANDHI RD., MUMBAI - 400 023.
Used Since :21/07/2017
To be associated with:
2374494
MUMBAI
Research and development activities.
INAYA LIVING
3780253  16/03/2018
CHANDLER AND PRICE (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
412, Nirman Kendra, Famous Studio Lane, Off. Dr. E Moses Road, Mahalaxmi West, Mumbai – 400 011
A Company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES; ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, PLANNING, CONSULTANCY AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT; CONSTRUCTION PLANNING AND DRAFTING; RESEARCH RELATING TO BUILDING CONSTRUCTION; ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES FOR THE DESIGN OF INDUSTRIAL, COMMERCIAL AND OFFICE BUILDINGS, HOTELS, MALLS, SHOPPING CENTRES, RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS; INTERIOR DESIGN SERVICES; DESIGN OF BUILDING INTERIORS AND EXTERIORS; CONSULTANTS AND PLANNERS OF BUILDINGS, LANDSCAPES; ENGINEERING SERVICES; CONDUCTING TECHNICAL PROJECT STUDIES FOR CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS; PROVIDING QUALITY ASSURANCE IN THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY; COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN SERVICES RELATING TO ARCHITECTURE; CREATION, HOSTING & MAINTENANCE OF WEBSITES, PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN VIA A WEB SITE; SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO.
3780256   16/03/2018
CHANDLER AND PRICE (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
412, Nirman Kendra, Famous Studio Lane, Off. Dr. E Moses Road, Mahalaxmi West, Mumbai – 400 011
A Company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3780253

MUMBAI
ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES; ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, PLANNING, CONSULTANCY AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT; CONSTRUCTION PLANNING AND DRAFTING; RESEARCH RELATING TO BUILDING CONSTRUCTION; ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES FOR THE DESIGN OF INDUSTRIAL, COMMERCIAL AND OFFICE BUILDINGS, HOTELS, MALLS, SHOPPING CENTRES, RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS; INTERIOR DESIGN SERVICES; DESIGN OF BUILDING INTERIORS AND EXTERIORS; CONSULTANTS AND PLANNERS OF BUILDINGS, LANDSCAPES; ENGINEERING SERVICES; CONDUCTING TECHNICAL PROJECT STUDIES FOR CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS; PROVIDING QUALITY ASSURANCE IN THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY; COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN SERVICES RELATING TO ARCHITECTURE; CREATION, HOSTING & MAINTENANCE OF WEBSITES, PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN VIA A WEB SITE; SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO.
3780519  16/03/2018
SIGMA INFOSOLUTIONS LIMITED
#66/A, 13th Cross, 6th Main, J P Nagar, 3rd Phase, Bengaluru, Karnataka 560078
A company duly incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANANAIP COUNSELS
No.40, 2nd Floor, 3rd Main Road, JC Industrial Estate, Kanakapura Road, Bangalore- 560062
Used Since : 23/11/2010
To be associated with:
1949141, 2063217
CHENNAI
Software design and development; Customization of computer software; Computer system design and development; Installation, maintenance and updating of computer software; Website development services; Computer software consultation; Computer software programming services; Product design and development consultation; Product development services; Advisory services in the field of product development and quality improvement of software
3780530  16/03/2018
KUMARAVEL M
#96,1st Floor, Maniam Kalliappa Gounder Street, KK Pudur, Coimbatore -641038
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. KIRAN
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :01/11/2012

CHENNAI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
3780638   16/03/2018

NISHANT GUPTA
C-241, Second Floor, Defence Colony, New Delhi - 110024
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. KIRAN
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :22/04/2017

DELHI

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL
ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
3780671  16/03/2018
DIVYANSHU VARSHNEY
HR-55 C, PUL PEHLADPUR, BADARPUR, NEW DELHI 110044
Proprietorship

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
RLABS ENTERPRISE SERVICES

3780793    17/03/2018

RLABS ENTERPRISE SERVICES LIMITED
# 6-3-883/6/B, 2nd Floor, Singhania Towers, Greenlands, Hyderabad – 500 082, in the state of Telangana, India

Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MUDDU KRISHNA VEMANA
FLAT NO.107, JAGADAMBA APARTMENTS, # 1-1-538, GANDHI NAGAR, NEAR HEBRON CHURCH, HYDERABAD - 500 080.
STATE OF TELANGANA. INDIA.

Used Since :06/03/2013

CHENNAI

Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software.
RLABS ENTERPRISE SERVICES LIMITED
# 6-3-883/6/B, 2nd Floor, Singhania Towers, Greenlands, Hyderabad – 500 082, in the state of Telangana, India Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MUDDU KRISHNA VEMANA
FLAT NO.107, JAGADAMBA APARTMENTS, # 1-1-538, GANDHI NAGAR, NEAR HEBRON CHURCH, HYDERABAD - 500 080.
STATE OF TELANGANA, INDIA.

Used Since :06/03/2013

CHENNAI
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software.
BDS STZ TECHNO SYSTEMS PVT LTD
SHED NO.1-B, GALA NO.1-B (12), GROUND FLOOR, SAROAGI ESTATE, L.B.S MARG, OPP. HUMA MALL, KANJURMARG (WEST), MUMBAI - 400078, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINAYAK WAIDANDE
39, 1ST FLOOR, MAULI VYAPAR SANKUL, SECTOR - 5, NEAR DATTA MANDIR, AIROLI , NAVI MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Used Since :21/07/2016

MUMBAI

WEBSITE DESIGN, DESIGN, CREATION AND PROGRAMMING OF WEB PAGES , DESIGN AND GRAPHIC ARTS DESIGN FOR THE CREATION OF WEB SITES, SOFTWARE FOR DESIGNING ONLINE ADVERTISING ON WEBSITES, PROMOTING THE DESIGNS OF OTHERS BY MEANS OF PROVIDING ONLINE PORTFOLIOS VIA A WEBSITE
3781229    17/03/2018
LGW INDUSTRIES LIMITED.
PS SRIJAN CORPORATE PARK, PLOT NO.G-2, BLOCK-GP, UNIT-III, TOWER-1, 18TH. FLOOR, SECTOR-V, SALT LAKE CITY, KOLKATA-700091, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
AN INDIAN REGISTERED COMPANY.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MITRA & ASSOCIATES
FIRST FLOOR, PARIVAR APPARTMENT, ABOVE AMUL SHOP, NEAR WEBEL, RAJARHAT, KOLKATA 700 135, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since : 01/01/2013
KOLKATA
DESIGNING OF ALL SORTS OF TEXTILE MACHINERY AND PARTS THEREOF AND ALL SORTS OF PACKAGING ITEMS.
3781288  17/03/2018
VIDYA DEEPAK RAMAMURTHI
H-106 PRATEEK LAUREL SECTOR-120, NOIDA GAUTAM BUDDHA NAGAR UP 20130
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHALU AGARWAL
ratan kumar ashok kumar, near ghanta ghar, gandhi chowk, nohar, rajasthan

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES, SOFTWARE
3781349  17/03/2018
SCIBLE INFOTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
CITY THANA ROAD, GULAB SINGH CHOWK, HISSAR-125001, HARYANA
COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.G. MAHESHWARI AND ASSOCIATES
7-A, TRIBUNE COLONY, AMBALA CANTT-133 001 (HARYANA)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COMPUTER DEVELOPMENT, DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN OF MOBILE APPLICATIONS; SCIENTIFIC AND
TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO INCLUDING DEVELOPMENT AND
OPERATION OF COMPUTER & MOBILE APPLICATIONS; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN
AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
3781384  18/03/2018
VINIT BHARAT JAIN
FLAT NO. 6, KUNDAN HOUSE, 460/A, ELPHINSTONE ROAD, KHADKI, PUNE - 411003, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
PROPRIETORSHIP BUSINESS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SHARADCHANDRA DESHPANDE
C/o. Gaurav Deshpande, 7, Mrunmayee Society, Behind Bank of India, Near Nal Stop, Karve Road, Erandwane, Pune – 411004, Maharashtra, India

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Computer software for tracking fitness, health, physical activities, sleep, weight management, nutrition, computer software for displaying, aggregating, analyzing, organizing, upload, access, manage, retrieval data and information related to fitness, health, wellness, design and development of computer hardware and software, scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto.
PASUBOLI

3781415  18/03/2018
NARPAL SINGH
VILLAGE KALTA POST OFFICE KASUHAN TESHIL NARWANA DISTRICT JIND-126115
individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHUSHI TRADE MARK CO.,
A1/140 SEC-6 ROHINI DELHI 110085

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software.
B-SQUIRE

3781567    19/03/2018
BSQUIRE CONSULTANCY SERVICES LLP
GROUND FLOOR, PLOT NO 2252/3089/67, JHARAPADA BUDHESWARI BHUBANESWAR KHORDA - 751006

The Trade Marks Act, 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; Industrial analysis and research services; Design and development of computer hardware and software
3781584  19/03/2018
SH. JUGRAJ JAIN TRADING AS VIKAS CABLE INDUSTRIES.
458/466, SHAMBHU NATH COMPOUND, GALI NO.-8, FRIENDS COLONY INDUSTRIAL AREA, G. T. ROAD, SHAHDARA,
DELHI-110095, INDIA.
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Computer programming services relating to multimedia and interactive applications, Providing software on a global
computer network, Hosting an online website for creating and hosting micro websites for businesses, Hosting the
websites of others on a computer server for a global computer network, Computer programming and computer software
design, Providing online information about industrial analysis and research services.

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
MILLTEC

3781586 19/03/2018
SH. JUGRAJ JAIN TRADING AS VIKAS CABLE INDUSTRIES.
458/466, SHAMBHU NATH COMPOUND, GALI NO.-8, FRIENDS COLONY INDUSTRIAL AREA, G. T. ROAD, SHAHDARA,
DELHI-110095, INDIA.

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Computer programming services relating to multimedia and interactive applications, Providing software on a global computer network, Hosting an online website for creating and hosting micro websites for businesses, Hosting the websites of others on a computer server for a global computer network, Computer programming and computer software design, Providing online information about industrial analysis and research services.
MILLION

3781589  19/03/2018

SH. JUGRAJ JAIN TRADING AS VIKAS CABLE INDUSTRIES.
458/466, SHAMBHU NATH COMPOUND, GALI NO.-8, FRIENDS COLONY INDUSTRIAL AREA, G. T. ROAD, SHAHDARA,
DELHI-110095, INDIA.

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Computer programming services relating to multimedia and interactive applications, Providing software on a global
computer network, Hosting an online website for creating and hosting micro websites for businesses, Hosting the
websites of others on a computer server for a global computer network, Computer programming and computer software
design, Providing online information about industrial analysis and research services.
3781739    19/03/2018
NITHIN JAGANATHAN
OLD NO.: 9/174, NEW NO.: 165, RAILWAY STATION ROAD, PERIYANAYICKENPALAYAM COIMBATORE RURAL 641020
THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; Industrial analysis and research services; Design and development of computer hardware and software
SPIDERNINE TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED
PUSHPAK,III RD FLOOR OFFIC NR.MY CAR,BHOOMKAR WASTI PUNE Pune MH 411057 IN
Active
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL DAHAPUTE
Office No 403, 4th floor, Pinnacle Pride, Opp. Cosmos Bank, Tilak Road, Sadashiv Peth, Pune 411030

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; Industrial analysis and research services; Design and development of computer hardware and software.
360HEALTH
3782211  19/03/2018
METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
200 Park Avenue New York, New York 10166 United States of America
a New York Corporation
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI & SALHOTRA
PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cross-platform conversion of digital content into other forms of digital content.
WOFR

3783557  20/03/2018
OMNIA INFORMATION PRIVATE LIMITED
H.No.290, Sector-A, Pocket-C, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi-110070
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHIMA CHALIA
EDIPLIS COUNSELS, G1 (Ground Floor), Building No. 1542/A, 28th Cross, 28th Main, Banashankari 2nd Stage Bangalore 560070

Used Since :07/12/2017

DELHI

Scientific and technological services and development of computer hardware and software; cloud computing; computer programming; computer software design; rental of computer software; computer software consultancy; data conversion of computer programs and data; electronic data storage; maintenance of computer software; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; software as a service [SaaS]; telecommunications technology consultancy; updating of computer software.
OMNIA INFORMATION PRIVATE LIMITED
H.No.290, Sector-A, Pocket-C, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi-110070

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHIMA CHALIA
EDIPLIS COUNSELS, G1 (Ground Floor), Building No. 1542/A, 28th Cross, 28th Main, Banashankari 2nd Stage Bangalore 560070

Used Since : 07/12/2017

DELHI

Scientific and technological services and development of computer hardware and software; cloud computing; computer programming; computer software design; rental of computer software; computer software consultancy; data conversion of computer programs and data; electronic data storage; maintenance of computer software; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; software as a service [SaaS]; telecommunications technology consultancy; updating of computer software.
SUPREME UNIVERSAL PVT LTD

1656059  20/02/2008
SUPREME UNIVERSAL PVT. LTD.
301, EVEREST CLASSIC, ABOVE ESPRIT SHOWROOM, LINKING ROAD, KHAR (WEST), MUMBAI-400052.
SERVICES PROVIDERS
(A PVT LTD COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN COMPANYS ACT, 1956).

Address for service in India/Agents address:
WADIA GHANDY & CO.
N.M. WADIA BUILDING, 123, MAHATMA GANDHI ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since: 12/10/2007

MUMBAI
ACCOMMODATION BUREAUX (HOTEL, BOARDING, HOUSES) ACCOMMODATION RESERVATION (TEMPORARY), BUILDINGS (RENTAL OF PORTABLE) CAFES, AFETERIAS, CAMP SERVICES (LODGING), CANTEENS, CATERING, COCKTAIL LOUNGE SERVICES, HOLIDAY CAMP SERVICES (LODGING), HOMES (RETIREMENT) HOMES (TOURIST), HOTEL RESERVATION, LAWN CORE, MOTELS, RESTAURANTS.
1727060  29/08/2008
SHYAM UDYOG PVT.LTD.
trading as ;SHYAM UDYOG PVT.LTD.
PT.MURLIDHAR SHARMA ROAD, GUWAHATI 781001, ASSAM.
TRADERS.
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NORTH EAST TRADE MARK BUREAU
17 REHMAN VILLA, DR. S.K. BHUYAN ROAD, DIGHALIPUKHURI (EAST), GUWAHATI 781001, ASSAM.
Used Since: 01/01/1981
KOLKATA
PROVIDING OF FOOD AND DRINK, TEMPORARY ACCOMODATION.
PILAF

1918299  05/02/2010
ADANI WILMAR LIMITED
FORTUNE HOUSE, NEAR NAVRANGPURA RAILWAY CROSSING, AHMEDABAD 380 009, GUJARAT
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PROVIDING OF FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
Raisina Homz

2011634   20/08/2010

M/S. SHEEL FOODS LTD.
PLOT NO. 6 & 7, SECTOR - 29, GURGAON, HARYANA
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN ORIGIN COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

LAKSHYA LAW GROUP
B-28, SECTOR-53, NOIDA, U.P-201304

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

HOTELS, MOTELS, RESTAURANT, CAFETERIA, LOUNGE, BAR, RESORT, LODGING, CONFERENCES, EXHIBITIONS,
TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION* BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 43
2142117  10/05/2011
VINOD KUMAR AGARWAL
trading as ;M/S. NASTA
P-52,CIT ROAD,SCHEME VIIM,KOLKATA 700054.
MANUFACTURERS, SERVICE PROVIDER, TRADERS
INDIAN CITIZEN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78,N.S.C. BOSE ROAD,1ST FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 040,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :04/10/1984

KOLKATA
Restaurants, providing food and drink, Hotels, Cafes, Snacks-Bar, Tea Stall, Tea Parlour; Banquet Services; Cafeterias;
Accommodation; All being services included in Class - 43.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD NASTA.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER. THIS IS SUBJECT TO
AMENDING THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE STATES OF FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE
STATE OF WEST BENGAL IN INDIA.
2199929  05/09/2011
AMARENDRA. T. VED
PARIMAL. A. VED
VIKRAM. A. VED

trading as ;HOTEL SAI CHHATRA

HOTEL SAI CHHATRA, OPP. S.T. BUS STAND, A NAGAR-MANMAD HIGHWAY, SHIRDI, MAHARASHTRA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:

VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.

Used Since: 20/12/1990

MUMBAI
HOTEL AND RESTAURANT INCLUDED IN CLASS 43
2287663  23/02/2012
VEERAS KITCHEN PVT.LTD.
MAX HOUSE 1 DR JHA MARG OKHLA PHASE-III NEW DELHI-20
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
PLOT NO. A-8 SECTOR-4 NOIDA 201301

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
"RESTAURANTS, BAKERIES, HOTELS, CAFE’, TAVERN, BEER-HOUSE; CATERING SERVICES; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, REFRESHMENT-ROOM, LODGING"
2343885  06/06/2012
SHIVANAND BANAN
161A GAUTAM NAGAR NEW DELHI 29
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, 1ST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17
Used Since :18/02/2012

DELHI
PROVIDING OF FOOD AND DRINKS, RESTAURANTS, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, CATERING SERVICES, HOTELS, RESORTS, FAST FOOD CENTER, CATERERS, BANQUET HALLS, CONFERENCE HALLS

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2351658 21/06/2012
MUGHALS CATERERS
trading as :MUGHALS CATERERS
9-4-76/3/1, Yousuf Tekdi, Tolichowki, Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh, India
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANOHAR REDDY VALLAPUREDDY
6-3-596/7/A-1, NAVEEN NAGAR, ERRAMANZIL, HYDERABAD, A. P., INDIA - 500004
Used Since :17/03/2009

CHENNAI
Services for providing food and drink and Catering Services
Tiny Village

2386736    30/08/2012

HANGOVER BEVERAGES AND FOODS PRIVATE LIMITED

trading as ;Hangover Beverages and Foods Private Limited

Plot No.168, Phase I, Saket, Kapra, Ranga Reddy, Andhra Pradesh-500062

manufacturer ,distributor and service provider

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:

M. VIJAYA KUMAR

C/O I-WIN SERVICES, A-199 1ST PHASE, ALLWYN COLONY, KUKATPALLY HYDERABAD-37

Used Since :12/01/2012

CHENNAI

Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation.
KITCHEN CENTRAL

2407182 05/10/2012
FOBSTERS HOSPITALITY PVT. LTD
PLOT NO 262 WESTEND MARG SAIDULLAJAB NEW DELHI 30
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Used Since: 17/08/2012

DELHI
PREPARATION OF MEALS AND RESTAURANT SERVICES; ARRANGING, BOOKING, RENTALS AND RESERVATIONS OF TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION; HOTEL, MOTEL, BANQUETING AND CATERING SERVICES; RENTAL OF ROOMS FOR HOLDING FUNCTIONS, CONFERENCES, CONVENTIONS, EXHIBITIONS AND MEETINGS; CAFES; HOSPITALITY SERVICES (FOOD, DRINK AND ACCOMMODATION); COCKTAIL, WINE LOUNGE & BAR SERVICES;

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING IN THE LABEL.
Dr. Travel

2415711  22/10/2012
FAIRWEALTH SECURITIES LIMITED
651-652, UDYOG VIHAR, PHASE - V, GURGAON - 122001, HARYANA
SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LAW FORTE
1309, PRAGATI TOWER, RAJENDRA PLACE, NEW DELHI-110008
Used Since :01/04/2012

DELHI
"HOTEL BOOKINGS AND RESERVATIONS; RESERVATION / BOOKING OF TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATIONS INCLUDING MOTELS, YACHT, HOUSE BOATS; RESERVATION OF TOURIST HOMES; BOARDING HOUSE BOOKINGS; GUIDE BOOKINGS; HOLIDAY CAMP SERVICES"
Trade Marks Journal No: 1846, 23/04/2018 Class 43

2429273 19/11/2012
CONCORD HOSPITALITY PVT. LTD
1 V.P.O. BAI SIKANDAR AIRPORT ROAD AMRITSAR
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MOHIT NANDA ADVOCATE
RAM KUNJ, 10-A THE MALL, ADJOINING EMINENT MALL, AMRITSAR.
Used Since: 29/09/2005

DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION.

Wall of Asia
IREO FIVERIVER PVT LTD
305 3RD FLOOR KANCHAN HOUSE KARAMPURA COMMERCIAL COMPLEX NEW DELHI 110015
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KHAITAN & CO.
1105, ASHOKA ESTATE (11TH FLOOR), 24, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, N. DELHI.
Used Since : 12/05/2011
DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION INCLUDED UNDER CLASS-43
HOTELS THAT LOVE TO SAY YES!

2431153  21/11/2012
RADISSON HOTELS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
CARLSON PARKWAY, P.O. BOX 59159, MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55459 - 8249, U.S.A

Service Providers
A DELAWARE CORPORATION

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
K & S PARTNERS, 109, SECTOR 44, GURGAON 122 003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

Used Since :01/12/2010

DELHI

Hotel, bar and restaurant services; services for the reservation of rooms.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
PUNEET SARIN
trading as: DELI BITES
G-6 PANKAJ PLAZA 3 L.S.C. NEAR PRINCE APARTMENTS PATPARGANJ DELHI 06
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
C-102 GALI NO. 3 II FLOOR ROOM NO. B-4 UPPAR ASHOKA JIM BHajanPURA DELHI-110053
Used Since: 20/08/2010
DELHI
PROVIDING TH SERVICES FOR FOOD AND DRINK TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION IN CLASS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD DELI
2434435  29/11/2012
MUKESH GARG
B-32 WEST END COLONY NEW DELHI 110021
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADHRITELEGAL
1687, Sector 29, Noida

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
RESTAURANT, PROVIDING OF FOOD AND DRINKS, CAFE, CAFETERIA, SNACKS BAR, BAR, LOUNGE-BARS, CAFFE HOUSE, CARRY-OUT AND TAKE-OUT RESTAURANT SERVICES, SELF-SERVICE RESTAURANT, RESTAURANT FEATURING HOME DELIVERY, CATERING SERVICES, CONTRACT FOOD SERVICES, SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION.
2436147  03/12/2012
KRISHAN BHATEJA
trading as ; JANAK SNACK CORNER
G-3A JANAK PLACE DISTRICT CENTRE, JANAK PURI NEW DELHI 58
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Used Since : 28/02/2003
DELHI
RESTAURANT SERVICES, SELF SERVICE RESTAURANTS SNACK-BARS, BAR SERVICES, CAFES, CAFETERIAS, HOTELS MOTELS
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO., 2078377, 2078376.
IREO HAMLET

2436516  03/12/2012
PUMA REALTORS PVT.LTD.
5 DHANRAJ CHAMBERS 1ST FLOOR SATBARI NEW DELHI-74
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KHAITAN & CO.
1105, ASHOKA ESTATE (11TH FLOOR), 24, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, N. DELHI.
Used Since :29/03/2011
DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK;TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 43.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2437452 05/12/2012

HET SINGH

trading as ; PAARRIJAT PALACE HOTEL

56/11, NEAR VIP ROAD, CHANAKYA NAGAR AGRA 282001 (U.P.) INDIA

SERVICES

Address for service in India/Agents address:

P. K. ARORA

TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

Used Since :01/10/2008

DELHI

PROVIDING OF FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS - 43.
2439713  10/12/2012
FORMULA CORPORATE SOLUTIONS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
2/6, SECOND FLOOR, WEST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI- 110008
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THE CORPORATE GALAXY
17/53, 201 ARYA COMPLEX MALL ROAD TILAK NAGAR NEW DELHI-110018
Used Since :01/04/2011
DELHI
HOTEL RESERVATION, TRAVEL TOURISM. MANPOWER ARRANGEMENTS, CONSULTANCY SERVICES
2440404 11/12/2012
FRENCH BAKERY PVT.LTD
B-126 SEC 2 NOIDA 201301
SERVICES
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MASON & ASSOCIATES
S-145, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, GREATER KAILASH, PART-I NEW DELHI-110048
Used Since: 01/06/2010
DELHI
SERVICES RELATING TO PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; RUNNING RESTAURANTS WITH/ WITHOUT BAR FACILITY;
CAFETERIAS; FAST FOOD COMERS; EATINGJOINTS; PROVIDING CATERING SERVICES; CAFE; SIDEWALK/OPEN AIR
CAFE.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2441924  13/12/2012
ARORA BUILDTECH PVT. LTD
VPO MURTHAL MAIN G.T. KARNAL ROAD NH-1 DIST SONEPAT HARYANA
SERVICES
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANY ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VERMA REGISTRATION SERVICE
E-133, KAMLA NAGAR, DELHI - 110 007.
Used Since :05/04/2009

DELHI
PROVIDE HOTELS, MOTELS, ACCOMODATION SERVICES, BANQUETS, PROVIDING OF FOOD & DRINKS, SELF
SERVICES RESTAURANT, CAFES, FAST FOOD CENTRE, EATING HOUSES, SNACKS BARS, TAKE AWAY OUTLET,
PREPARATION OF FOOD & DRINKS, CATERING SERVICES, FOOD PACKAGING, PARCELLING & DELIVERY SERVICES.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2442024    13/12/2012
NUTRIMAX FOOD PVT. LTD.
655, GURDEV NAGR, LUDHIANA (PB).
SERVICES
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2000

DELHI
PROVISION OF FOOD AND DRINKS, RESTAURANTS, SELF SERVICE RESTAURANTS, FAST FOOD RESTAURANTS, HOTELS, SNACK BARS, TAKE AWAY FOOD OUTLETS, FOOD CATERING AND BANQUET SERVICES, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, CAFES, CAFETERIAS, SHAKE PARLOURS ICE CREAM PARLOURS.
NICHE

2442172   13/12/2012
M/S NICHE HOSPITALITY, MR. VIJAY ARORA
B-108, SWASTHYA VIHAR, DELHI-110092
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2009
DELHI
PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, CAFES, CAFETERIAS, SNACK BARS, HOTELS, MOTELS, RESORTS, RESTAURANTS,
SELF SERVICE RESTAURANTS, FAST FOOD RESTAURANTS, BANQUET HAIL CANTEENS, COFFEE SHOPS, ICE CREAM
PARLORS AND CATERING SERVICES
TASTE IS KING

2442938   14/12/2012
BURGER KING CORPORATION
5505 BLUE LAGOON DRIVE MIAMI FLORIDA 33126 USA
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICES PROVIDERS
A DELAWARE CORPORATION
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
RESTAURANT SERVICES.
KS Kalash Sweets

2444598  18/12/2012

SH Gaurav Chhabra
trading as: KALASH SWEETS

SHOP NO-G-8, BEST MEGA MALL, C S/O C F- 7, SECTOR- 24, ROHINI, DELHI-110085

SERVICES

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

DWARKAJI TRADE MARK CO.,
BUILDING NO 1333 CHAMBER NO 203, 2ND FLOOR, DURGA CHAMBER , D.B. GUPTA ROAD , NAI WALA, KAROL BAGH
NEW DELHI 110005

Used Since: 10/12/2012

DELHI

PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, CAFES, CAFETERIAS, SNACK BARS, HOTELS, MOTELS, RESORTS, RESTAURANTS,
SELF SERVICE RESTAURANTS, FAST FOOD RESTAURANTS, CANTEENS, COFFEE SHOPS, ICE CREAM PARLORS AND
CATERING SERVICES.
TANDOORI TRAIL

2445621   20/12/2012
MOTI MAHAL DELUX MANAGEMENT SERVICES PVT LTD
B 30 A 1ST FLOOR KALKAJI NEW DELHI 110019
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956 WITH LIMITED LIABILITY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049
Used Since :19/11/2003

DELHI
PROVIDING SERVICES OF FOOD AND DRINK; RESTAURANT; CONSULTATION SERVICES RELATING TO FOOD;
CATERING; HOSPITALITY SERVICES; FOOD HYGIENE SERVICES; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION INCLUDED IN
CLASS 43
2446428   21/12/2012
D.S. KULKARNI CONSTRUCTIONS PVT. LTD
1187/60, J.M. ROAD, SHIVAJINAGAR, PUNE, MAHARASHTRA INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHATE AND PONKSHE
12, VENU - MADHAV APPARTMENTS, 5 TH FLOOR, 104/7, OFF LANE NO.14, PRABHAR ROAD, PUNE- 411 004 MHARASHTRA STATE, INDIA
Used Since : 01/01/2012

MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 43
BHARAT TRAVEL SERVICE (P) LTD
trading as BHARAT TRAVEL SERVICE (P) LTD
160 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600001, TAMIL NADU, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :17/02/1950
CHENNAI
PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK AND TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION INCLUDING RESTAURANTS, MOTELS, HOTELS, HOSTELS AND GUEST HOUSES
2555248  26/06/2013
Sree Gokulam Food Products Private Limited
trading as; Sree Gokulam Food Products Private Limited
23, Om Sakthi Nagar, 1st Street, Valsaravakkam, Chennai - 600087, Tamil Nadu, India
Manufacturer & Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UPRIGHT LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NO.9/437-B6, CHALATH TOWER, OPP.COURT COMPLEX GATE, COURT ROAD, KOZHIKODE - 673 001. KERALA
Used Since : 30/12/1986

CHENNAI
Cafés, Cafeterías, Food and drink Catering, Restaurants, Self-service restaurants, Snack-bars
2570040  25/07/2013
GEORGE M. GEORGE
trading as ;PEARL BEACH RESORTS
13A, WHITE WATER APARTMENTS, THEVARA, KOCHI KERALA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARKS &RIGHTS
42/2421,THALIATH BUILDING , ST. BENEDICT ROAD, KACHERIPPADY KOCHI-682 018.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
HOSPITALITY SERVICES-,PROVIDING OF RESORT, CLIMB HOUSE, HOTEL, MOTEL, LODGING AND HOARDING
FACILITIES; PROVISION OF TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, ROOM RENTAL SERVICES, RESTAURANT, CAFE, BAR,
COCKTAIL LOUNGE, PUBLIC HOUSE AND CATERING SERVICES; PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK AND BANQUETING
SERVICES: PROVISIONS FOR CONDUCTING CONFERENCE, SEMINAR, MEETING AND EXHIBITION SERVICES AND
FACILITIES
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD SPICE EXCEPT
SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2573584  31/07/2013
KURIAN VARKEY KANIYAMPARAMBIL
trading as ;COUSINS CATERING
KANIAMPARAMBIL, VADAVATHOOR P.O., KOTTAYAM - 686010, KERALA STATE
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.M GEORGEKUTTY
PMG ASSOCIATES EF7-10, VASANTH NAGAR PALARIVATTOM COCHIN - 682025
Used Since :10/04/1988
CHENNAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, CATERING AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
2583132    21/08/2013
M. MOHAMED ISAK
trading as ;M/s. THIRUMANA BRIYANI
4H/3, CUDDALORE ROAD, (OPP) BUS STAND, PANRUTI - 607106, CUDDALORE DISTRICT, TAMILNADU, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
No.38/13, Desigar Street, Vadapalani, Chennai - 600026, Tamil Nadu, India
Used Since :06/01/2013
CHENNAI
HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
2587288  28/08/2013
PALLAZIO HOTELS AND LEISURE LIMITED
AT PHOENIX MILLS COMPOUND, 462, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION; TOURIST HOMES; ACCOMMODATION BUREAUX (HOTELS, BOARDING HOUSES); MOTELS; RESTAURANTS; HOTELS
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2587286 AND 2587287.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1846 , 23/04/2018 Class 43

2590523 03/09/2013
WASIM SHAIKH IBRAHIM
MUSTAFA BAZAR, HAJI ALLANA COMPOUND, 100/B ROOM NO-7, SANT SAVTA MARG, NEAR MASINA HOSPITAL,
BYCULLA (EAST), MUMBAI-400010
SERVICE PROVIDERS
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :19/05/2011
MUMBAI
PROVIDING OF FOOD AND DRINK, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, FAST FOOD SERVICES, RESTAURANT,
TAKEAWAY SERVICES AND CATERING SERVICES
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE MUMBAI.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2598706 19/09/2013
ASHIANA HERITAGE HOTELS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;HOTEL ASTOR
NEAR AAJ PRESS, FRASER ROAD, PATNA - 800 001, BIHAR.
SERVICE PROVIDER(S).
AN INDIAN COMPANY.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78,N.S.C. BOSE ROAD,1ST FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 040,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :01/06/2013
KOLKATA
Services for Providing Food and Drink; Hotels; Temporary Accommodation; Restaurants; Self- Service Restaurants; Snack-Bars; Cafes; Bar Services; Cafeterias; Hotel Reservations; Tourist Homes; Temporary Accommodation Reservations; Accommodation Bureaux (Hotels); Rental of Meeting Rooms; Food and Drink Catering; Rental of Chairs, Tables, Table Linen, Glassware; Rental of Cooking Apparatus.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD ASTOR.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER. THIS IS SUBJECT TO AMENDING THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE STATES OF FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE STATE OF BIHAR IN INDIA.
STAR CUPS
2601244    24/09/2013
HOLLYHOCKS HOTELS & RESORTS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as :HOLLYHOCKS HOTELS & RESORTS PRIVATE LIMITED
Radha Residency CHS. LTD., D-702, Radha Govind, Siddarth Nagar, Borivali(East), Mumbai-400066, Maharashtra
Manufacturer, Trader & Service Provider
Company Registered Under Indian Companies Act.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAAD ASSOCIATES
343, Dr. Ambedkar Nagar, Indore - 452008, Madhya Pradesh
Used Since :01/09/2013
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, HOTEL, RESTAURANT, BAR & COFFEE SHOP SERVICES.
2637418    04/12/2013
MRS RUPA SADGURU NAIK
trading as ;GURU BAR AND RESTAURANT, PUB AND GUEST HOUSE
ST, ANTHONY PRAIS WADDO AUJUNA, BARDEZ, GOA-403509
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :01/10/1967

MUMBAI
PROVIDING FOOD, DRINK AND TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCT IN THE STATES OF GOA.
2646250    20/12/2013
SHRIRANG ANANDRAO WARE
Railway Station Bazar, Aurangabad-431005
THE SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVI CHAUHAN
A-2/96, SECTOR-16, ROHINI, DELHI-85
Used Since :01/10/2013

MUMBAI
HOTEL SERVICES.
2648213 24/12/2013
SALIM IBRAHIM SINDHI
PATIL NEST #16, GANGAPUR RD, ANANDWALI, NASIK 422013
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since: 19/12/2013
MUMBAI
PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK SERVICES IN CLASS 43
DELHI DARBAR

2654078 03/01/2014
MANSURI CATERERS PRIVATE LIMITED
GROUND FLOOR, DINATH BUILDING, P.B. MARG, GRANT ROAD, MUMBAI 400004.
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL M. KADAM
502, Emerald, Bhakti Park Sector 2, Near Imax, Wadala East, Mumbai 400037
Used Since: 01/09/1964
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING OF FOOD AND DRINK, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, RESTAURANTS, HOTELS, CAFES, CAFETERIAS, CANTEENS, SNACKS-BAR, SELF-SERVICE RESTAURANTS, MOTELS, BAR SERVICES, AND FOOD AND DRINK CATERING
2654079  03/01/2014
MANSURI CATERERS PRIVATE LIMITED
GROUND FLOOR, DINATH BUILDING, P.B. MARG, GRANT ROAD, MUMBAI 400004.
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL M. KADAM
502, Emerald, Bhakti Park Sector 2, Near Inmax, Wadala East, Mumbai 400037
Used Since: 01/01/2004
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING OF FOOD AND DRINK, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, RESTAURANTS, HOTELS, CAFES, CAFETERIAS, CANTEENS, SNACKS-BAR, SELF-SERVICE RESTAURANTS, MOTELS, BAR SERVICES, AND FOOD AND DRINK CATERING
2662108  20/01/2014
SUSHMA SACHDEV
SANJANA BHASIN
trading as ;MUMBAI FAST FOODS & HOSPITALITY PVT. LTD.
#1, CELLAR SAI SHAMIK PLAZA, SITE NO.4, MBSRE ROAD, MATHIKERY, BANGALORE-560097
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SENTHIL KUMAR N
1380, 9th F Cross, Sarakki Gate Main Road, JP Nagar 1st Phase, Bangalore-560 078
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
RESTAURANT
SUBJECT TO NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO THE DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS/WORDS MUMBAI SEPARATELY EXCEPT
SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN ON THE FORM OF REPRESENTATION.
ATCHAYAM BUSINESS SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD
2F, NAVARATHINA GARDEN MAIN ROAD, (ALIAS RAJARAJAN STREET) NAVARATHINA GARDENS, EKKATUTHANGAL, CHENNAI-600033
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH UMAPATHY
ACE LAW FIRM, NO.18/37, 1ST FLOOR, DR. GURUSWAMY ROAD, CHETPET, CHENNAI - 600 032.
Used Since :01/01/2012
To be associated with:
2569519, 2569523, 2661041, 2661042
CHENNAI
SERVICE PROVIDED TO PREPARE AND FACILITATE FOOD AND DRINK FOR CONSUMPTION
2666003  24/01/2014
INTELLISTAY HOTELS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;INTELLISTAY HOTELS PRIVATE LIMITED
708-710, DEV PLAZA, 68, S.V.ROAD, ANDHERI (W), MUMBAI-400 058, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A Company incorporated under the Companies Act.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :01/09/2009
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD & DRINKS; HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, CANTEENS, MOTELS, SNACK-BARS; RESTAURANTS FEATURING SELF-SERVICE AND HOME DELIVERY; SOCIAL CLUBS; CATERING SERVICES; BAR SERVICES; CAFES & CAFETERIAS; ICE CREAM PARLOURS; RENTAL OF TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION & MEETING ROOMS; RESORTS & LODGING SERVICES; BOARDING HOUSES; RENTAL OF CHAIRS, TABLE, TABLE LINEN, GLASSWARE; RENTAL OF TENTS, TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; RESERVATIONS (TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION);TOURIST HOMES; PROVIDING CAMPGROUND FACILITIES.
2668676  29/01/2014
SMT. AMBA GOPAL SHETTY
HARISH GOPAL SHETTY
trading as ;HOTEL GOLDEN CHARIOT
VIRAL APARTMENTS CO-OPERATIVE HOUSING SOCIETY, C-BUILDING, 50, S.V. ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400050.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
TAS & CO.
1 & 2/19, GANGA, SWASTIK PARK, V.N. PURAV MARG, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400 071.
Used Since :01/01/1981
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; HOTEL, MOTEL AND CONCIERGE SERVICES; OPERATING HOTELS; MOTELS AND RESORTS RESTAURANT SERVICES; CANTEEN, CAFE, BAR AND COFFEE SHOP SERVICES; PROVISION OF CONFERENCE AND MEETING SERVICES AND AMENITIES; PROVISION OF BANQUETING FACILITIES; RESERVATION SERVICES FOR HOTEL ACCOMMODATION AND OTHER ACCOMMODATION; PROVISION OF TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION; LETTING OF AND RESERVATION OF TOURIST AGENCY OFFICE SERVICES FOR BOOKING ACCOMMODATION; ALL BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS-43.
OM GANESHA FOOD AND BEVERAGES PVT LTD.
13, SHRI DWARKESH NIKETAN, FLAT-3RD FLOOR, N. S. ROAD, NO.1, AZAD NAGAR SOCIET, JUHU, VILE PARLE, MUMBAI-400056
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, santosh collection, beside jai bharat restaurant, kokari aagar, naik nagar, s.m.road, antophill church, mumbai -400 037.

Used Since : 13/02/2014

MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION IN CLASS 43
Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Services for Providing food and drink; temporary accommodation
2686238  25/02/2014
VAKOJI DATTU PATIL
trading as ;MALVAN KATTA
78/79, B.DD CHAWL, G.M. BHOSALE MARG, NEAR JAMBORI MAIDAN, WORLI, MUMBAI-400018
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Used Since :01/01/2001
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE " Malvankatta ".
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
SURENDRA L. HIRANANDANI
OLYMPIA, CENTRAL AVENUE, HIRANANDANI BUSINESS PARK, POWAI, MUMBAI-400076
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABH LAW LLP
205, 2ND FLOOR, SEKSARIA CHAMBERS, NAGINDAS MASTER ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI-400023

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SERVICES PERTAINING TO PROVISION OF FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION; CAFE SERVICES; CAFETERIA SERVICES; RESTAURANT SERVICES; BAR SERVICES, SNACK BARS AND FAST FOOD SERVICES; HOTEL SERVICES; CATERING SERVICES; ARRANGING OF BANQUETS; AND HOSPITALITY SERVICES
2698448  13/03/2014
BARNABE VAZ
MARIA LOLA VAZ
trading as ;GAYLIN
GAYLIN, 1, SHAR -N- SORAI APARTMENT, V.V. ROAD, MARGOA GOA 403601
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM REGISTERED UNDER THE PARTNERSHIP ACT, 1932
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE KAVITA V, RAIPURE.
LEONARD CORPORATE SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD. OFFICE No. 8, LUCKY MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, ABOVE HEERA LAB.
VAKOLA MARKET, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400 055
Used Since :22/10/1985
MUMBAI
SERVICE PROVIDING FOR SERVICE FOR FOOD AND DRINK
STACKED

2699064    14/03/2014
PRITAM HOTEL & RESTAURANT
20-21, Dharamputra, Pritam Estate, Dadar (E), Mumbai- 400 014
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Providing food & drink, Hotel Restaurant, Outdoor Catering
2700179  16/03/2014
KAILASH KANOJIA
trading as ;HOTEL NATRAJ
102 , Dreamland Circle , Mhow , Dist.-Indore ( M.P.)
Service Providers & Merchants
Sole Prop. Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105 , Mahasagar Corporate , Manormaganj Main Road , Indore (M.P.)Pin-452001

Used Since :29/12/1995

MUMBAI
Restaurant , Hotel , providing foods , snacks and beverages , loading Services
2700401  17/03/2014

SUBHASH ALAVEKAR

trading as ; NIZAM S KITCHEN HYDERABADI BIRYANI


SERVICE PROVIDER

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NIKHIL G TEGGI
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (E), Chennai - 600102

Used Since : 31/12/2013

MUMBAI

SERVICES FOR PROVIDING CATERING, FOOD AND DRINK, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, SELF-SERVICE, RESTAURANTS, HOTEL.

IN USE
2715735  10/04/2014

STERLING HOLIDAY RESORTS (INDIA) LIMITED
trading as ;STERLING HOLIDAY RESORTS (INDIA) LIMITED
NO.7, 3RD FLOOR, CITI TOWERS, 3D CROSS STREET, KASTURIBAI NAGAR, ADYAR, CHENNAI - 600 020, STATE OF
TAMIL NADU, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU
Used Since :01/11/2012

CHENNAI
SERVICES RELATING TO HOLIDAY RESORTS, HOLIDAY CAMP LODGING AND HOLIDAY CAMP SERVICES, TOURIST
CENTERS, HOTELS, MOTELS, INNS, BOARDING, LODGING HOUSES, SERVICES RELATING TO RESTAURANTS,
RESTAURANT CHAINS, TAKEAWAY OUTLETS, SNACK BARS, FAST FOOD OUTLETS, SERVICES RELATING TO
PROCUREMENT AND SALE OF FOOD AND DRINKS, SERVICES RELATING TO CATERING, BAR, HOTEL, COFFEE SHOP,
CAFÉS, CAFETERIAS, CANTEENS, CATERING
STERLING HOLIDAY RESORTS (INDIA) LIMITED
NO.7, 3RD FLOOR, CITI TOWERS, 3D CROSS STREET, KASTURIBAI NAGAR, ADYAR, CHENNAI - 600 020, STATE OF TAMIL NADU, INDIA

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Mohan Associates.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU

Used Since: 01/10/2012

CHENNAI
SERVICES RELATING TO HOLIDAY RESORTS, HOLIDAY CAMP LODGING AND HOLIDAY CAMP SERVICES, TOURIST CENTERS, HOTELS, MOTELS, INNS, BOARDING, LODGING HOUSES, SERVICES RELATING TO RESTAURANTS, RESTAURANT CHAINS, TAKEAWAY OUTLETS, SNACK BARS, FAST FOOD OUTLETS, SERVICES RELATING TO PROCUREMENT AND SALE OF FOOD AND DRINKS, SERVICES RELATING TO CATERING, BAR, HOTEL, COFFEE SHOP, CAFÉS, CAFETERIAS, CANTEENS, CATERING
2715738  10/04/2014
STERLING HOLIDAY RESORTS (INDIA) LIMITED
trading as ;STERLING HOLIDAY RESORTS (INDIA) LIMITED
NO.7, 3RD FLOOR, CITI TOWERS, 3D CROSS STREET, KASTURIBAI NAGAR, ADYAR, CHENNAI - 600 020, STATE OF TAMIL NADU, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU
Used Since :01/10/2011
CHENNAI
SERVICES RELATING TO HOLIDAY RESORTS, HOLIDAY CAMP LODGING AND HOLIDAY CAMP SERVICES, TOURIST CENTERS, HOTELS, MOTELS, INNS, BOARDING, LODGING HOUSES, SERVICES RELATING TO RESTAURANTS, RESTAURANT CHAINS, TAKEAWAY OUTLETS, SNACK BARS, FAST FOOD OUTLETS, SERVICES RELATING TO PROCUREMENT AND SALE OF FOOD AND DRINKS, SERVICES RELATING TO CATERING, BAR, HOTEL, COFFEE SHOP, CAFÉS, CAFETERIAS, CANTEENS, CATERING
Trade Marks Journal No: 1846, 23/04/2018 Class 43

STERLING HOLIDAY RESORTS (INDIA) LIMITED
NO.7, 3RD FLOOR, CITI TOWERS, 3D CROSS STREET, KASTURIBAI NAGAR, ADYAR, CHENNAI - 600 020, STATE OF TAMIL NADU, INDIA

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU

Used Since: 01/10/2012

CHENNAI

SERVICES RELATING TO HOLIDAY RESORTS, HOLIDAY CAMP LODGING AND HOLIDAY CAMP SERVICES, TOURIST CENTERS, HOTELS, MOTELS, INNS, BOARDING, LODGING HOUSES, SERVICES RELATING TO RESTAURANTS, RESTAURANT CHAINS, TAKEAWAY OUTLETS, SNACK BARS, FAST FOOD OUTLETS, SERVICES RELATING TO PROCUREMENT AND SALE OF FOOD AND DRINKS, SERVICES RELATING TO CATERING, BAR, HOTEL, COFFEE SHOP, CAFÉS, CAFETERIAS, CANTEENS, CATERING
2715740  10/04/2014
STERLING HOLIDAY RESORTS (INDIA) LIMITED
trading as ;STERLING HOLIDAY RESORTS (INDIA) LIMITED
NO.7, 3RD FLOOR, CITI TOWERS, 3D CROSS STREET, KASTURIBAI NAGAR, ADYAR, CHENNAI - 600 020, STATE OF TAMIL NADU, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU
Used Since :01/09/2012

CHENNAI
SERVICES RELATING TO HOLIDAY RESORTS, HOLIDAY CAMP LODGING AND HOLIDAY CAMP SERVICES, TOURIST CENTERS, HOTELS, MOTELS, INNS, BOARDING, LODGING HOUSES, SERVICES RELATING TO RESTAURANTS, RESTAURANT CHAINS, TAKEAWAY OUTLETS, SNACK BARS, FAST FOOD OUTLETS, SERVICES RELATING TO PROCUREMENT AND SALE OF FOOD AND DRINKS, SERVICES RELATING TO CATERING, BAR, HOTEL, COFFEE SHOP, CAFÉS, CAFETERIAS, CANTEENS, CATERING
STERLING HOLIDAY RESORTS (INDIA) LIMITED

NO.7, 3RD FLOOR, CITI TOWERS, 3D CROSS STREET, KASTURIBAI NAGAR, ADYAR, CHENNAI - 600 020, STATE OF TAMIL NADU, INDIA

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:

MOHAN ASSOCIATES.

CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU

Used Since :01/08/2013

CHENNAI

SERVICES RELATING TO HOLIDAY RESORTS, HOLIDAY CAMP LODGING AND HOLIDAY CAMP SERVICES, TOURIST CENTERS, HOTELS, MOTELS, INNS, BOARDING, LODGING HOUSES, SERVICES RELATING TO RESTAURANTS, RESTAURANT CHAINS, TAKEAWAY OUTLETS, SNACK BARS, FAST FOOD OUTLETS, SERVICES RELATING TO PROCUREMENT AND SALE OF FOOD AND DRINKS, SERVICES RELATING TO CATERING, BAR, HOTEL, COFFEE SHOP, CAFÉS, CAFETERIAS, CANTEENS, CATERING
GOKUL VEG

2718230   15/04/2014

NEW GOKUL

trading as ;NEW GOKUL

No.142/143,G.R. Plaza,1st Floor, D.V.G Road, Gandhi Bazar, Bangalore- 560 004, Karnataka, India

SERVICE PROVIDER

Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

BANANAIP COUNSELS

No.40,2nd Floor, 3rd Main Road, JC Industrial Estate,Kanakapura Road,Bangalore- 560062

Used Since :03/05/1995

CHENNAI

Restaurants, Hotels, Fast-food restaurants, catering services.
2718231    15/04/2014
NEW GOKUL trading as : NEW GOKUL
No.142/143, G.R. Plaza, 1st Floor, D.V.G Road, Gandhi Bazar, Bangalore- 560 004, Karnataka, India
SERVICE PROVIDER
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANANAIP COUNSELS
No.40, 2nd Floor, 3rd Main Road, JC Industrial Estate, Kanakapura Road, Bangalore- 560062
Used Since : 03/05/1995
CHENNAI
Restaurants, Hotels, Fast-food restaurants, catering services.
2718557  16/04/2014
RESSOURZEN SOLUTIONS AND SERVICES PVT. LTD.
trading as ;RESSOURZEN SOLUTIONS AND SERVICES PVT. LTD.
NO: 6/24, 2ND MAIN ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR, ADAYAR, CHENNAI - 600 020.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/attorney address:
LAW AND RIGHTS (ADVOCATE)
SUITE NO-G-8, A BLOCK, GROUND FLOOR, GOLDEN JUBILEE GARDENS, GURU RAGHAVENDRA FOUNDATIONS, 181,
DARGA ROAD, ZAMIN PALLAVARAM, CHENNAI-600043
Used Since :14/04/2012
CHENNAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
RICE OF RICHES'
2721015  21/04/2014
B.VIJAYA PAVANI
trading as ;RICE OF RICHES
PLOT NO. 11-A, MP'S & MLA'S COLONY, ROAD NO.10-C, JUBILEE HILLS, HYDERABAD-500 034 (AR),
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).
Used Since: 01/04/2014
CHENNAI
HOTELS, MOTELS, RESTAURANTS, SELF-SERVICE RESTAURANTS, SNACK BARS, CAFES CAFETERIAS, CANTEENS,
CATERING SERVICES, COFFEE SHOPS, ICE CREAM PARLOURS, BAR SERVICES, SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD
AND DRINK: TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER. THIS IS SUBJECT TO
RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF ANDHRA PRADESH AND TELANGANA STATES ONLY.
2721022  21/04/2014
B.PALLAVI
trading as ; SRI PADMAVATHI FOODS
D.No.23/8/163/3, New Balaji Colony, Air Bypass Road, Tirupathi (A.P).
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :01/04/2014

CHENNAI
HOTELS, SERVICE FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION AND RESTAURANTS FOR SOUTHERN STATES
HOTEL ATHAM

2721489  21/04/2014

J.SYED NAZAR

trading as : HOTEL ATHAM

NO - 101, THIRUCHENDUR ROAD, PALAYAMKOTTAI, TIRUNELVELI - 627 002

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

K.SHANMUGASUNDARAM ADVACATE
"SRI ANDAL HIAM" NO, 37-1, ARUMUGAM NAGAR, RAMANATHAPURAM, COIMBATORE-641 045.

Used Since : 01/02/2014

CHENNAI

SERVICE PROVIDING FOR VEGETARIAN & NON VEGETARIAN RESTAURANT, CATERING SERVICES, INDOOR & OUTDOOR, HOTELS FOOD & DRINKS

no exclusive rights over the word/descriptive matters appearing on the label..
Banjara Melting Pot

2722540  22/04/2014
BANJARA SARHAND FOODS PVT LTD
trading as : BANJARA SARHAND FOODS PVT LTD

GOLDFINCH HOTELS PVT. LTD, NO: 32/3, CRESCENT ROAD, OFF :RACE COURSE ROAD, HIGH GROUNDS, BANGALORE-560 001, KARNATAKA, INDIA

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

Used Since : 16/11/2012

CHENNAI
MULTI CUISINE AND FINE DINE RESTAURANT SERVICE
2722541    22/04/2014
BANJARA SARHAND FOODS PVT LTD
trading as ;BANJARA SARHAND FOODS PVT LTD
GOLDFINCH HOTELS PVT. LTD, NO: 32/3, CRESCENT ROAD, OFF :RACE COURSE ROAD, HIGH GROUNDS, BANGALORE-560 001, KARNATAKA, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :16/11/2012

CHENNAI
MULTI CUISINE AND FINE DINE RESTAURANT SERVICES SERVICE PROVIDER
2723152    23/04/2014

H. SUSHIL KUMAR
NO 25, 2ND STREET, EVP PRABHU AVENUE, KOLTHUVANCHERRY, P.O. PARNIPUTHUR CHENNAI 600 122
MANUFACTURES AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHOK KUMAR J. DAGA, ADVOCATE
NO.36, VEERAPPAN STREET, SECOND FLOOR, SOWARPET, CHENNAI - 600 079, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SERVICE RELATED TO RESTAURANT AND PROVIDING OF FOOD AND DRINKS
The Berry's
2723982 23/04/2014
THE BERRY'S
trading as ;THE BERRY'S
#82/4B, Next to WIPRO Corporate Office, Doddakanneli, Sarjapur Road, Bangalore-500 035, Karnataka.
Services
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHWANATH & GLOBAL ATTORNEYS
# 42-839, 2ND FLOOR, MAULA ALI, SECUNDERABAD - 500 040.
Used Since :28/03/2014
CHENNAI
Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation.
2723984   23/04/2014
THE BERRY’S
trading as ;THE BERRY’S
#82/4B, Next to WIPRO Corporate Office, Doddakanneli, Sarjapur Road, Bangalore-500 035, Karnataka.
Services
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHWANATH & GLOBAL ATTORNEYS
# 42-839, 2ND FLOORL, MAULA ALI, SECUNDERABAD - 500 040.
Used Since :28/03/2014
To be associated with:
2723982
CHENNAI
Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation.
we are not claiming the wording "the culinary cuisine.."
RAJU MURARILAL SHARMA
trading as ;M/S R.S.ENTERPRISE
RAJKAMAL -1, FIRST FLOOR, PLOT NO. 348, WARD 12/B, OPP. ICICI BANK, BANKING AREA, GANDHIDHAM, KUTCH, GUJARAT, INDIA.
Service Provider
PROPRITERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :01/10/2013

AHMEDABAD
Services for providing food and drink namely Restaurant, hotels, cafe, lounge, temporary accommodation.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE PIZZA.
2724682  25/04/2014
BASIL MOOSA
MANIYOTH HOUSE, PAYYOLI ANGADI P.O, 673523, KOZHIKODE, KERALA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDIER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VP. BIMALDAS
ANJALI HOUSE NO:-33/341, EAST MALAPARAMBA, CALICUT - 673009.
Used Since :29/07/2013

CHENNAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
2724704  25/04/2014
SEYED RAHIM
579, CATCHERRY WARD, KOTTAMUKKU, KOLLAM- 691013, KERALA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJAN T S, ADVOCATE
KBG, THATTIL BUILDING, THIRD FLOOR, OPP SREE ASSOCIATES, CHIRAKKULAM ROAD, STATUE, GPO, TRIVANDRUM-695001, KERALA.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, CHINESE AND ARABIC RESTAURANT, CATERING SERVICE ETC.
2726268    28/04/2014
SHAMEER P.M.
MOHAMMED FAIQUE MUSTHAFI.
trading as ;BURGER SPOT
PANIKKAVEETTIL KURUPPATH HOUSE, THOYAKAVU P.O. THRISSUR DISTRICT, KERALA STATE
SERVICE PROVIDER
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAWYERS’ ARCADE
SUPEX CORNER, 2ND FLOOR, SUB REGISTRAR OFFICE ROAD, NEAR GOVT, TRAINING SCHOOL, KANNUR-670 002.
KERALA, INDIA.
Used Since: 24/02/2014
CHENNAI
RESTAURANT AND FAST FOOD CHAINS, FOOD AND DRINK CATERING, EXCLUSIVE OUTLETS FOR FRIED CHICKEN,
SERVICES OR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINKS, CAFE, CAFETERIAS.
SUBJECT TO NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO THE DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS/WORDS BURGER SEPARATELY EXCEPT
SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN ON THE FORM OF REPRESENTATION AND SUBJECT TO RESTRICTING THE AREA OF USE
TO THE STATE OF KERALA.
2726271  28/04/2014
WOODBINE HOSPITALITY AND RESORTS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;WOODBINE HOSPITALITY AND RESORTS PRIVATE LIMITED
20/960N, Koothrat Towers, Manjeri - 676 121, Kerala State, India
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAWYERS' ARCADE
SupeX Corner, 2nd Floor, Sub Registrar Office Road, Near Govt, Training School, Kannur-670 002.
Kerala, India.
Used Since :31/10/2013

CHENNAI
Hotels, Resorts, Service Apartments, House Boats, Lounges, Pubs, Tea Rooms, Food Courts, Bordin
Houses, Rental of Temporary Accommodations, Cafes, Cafeterias, Holidays Camp Services,
Canteens, Hotel Reservations, Tourist Homes, Motels, Restaurants, Food and Drink Catering,
Rental of Meeting Rooms
2726584  28/04/2014
FAHID ABDU RAHIM
SAFVAN K.C.
KARI PPAYIL ASHARAF AYOOB
SAHEER IQBAL ABDUL RAHMAN
NAEEM RAHIM

trading as ;THE LIGHT HOUSE
NH 17, OPP. METRO CARDIAC HOSPITAL, THONDAYAD BYEPASS, PIN- 673 014
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUNEER AND ASSOCIATES
ROOM NO. 3/480F, NEAR SB OF TRAVANCORE, AREEKKAD, NALLALAM POST, CALICUT 673 027, KERALA.
Used Since :25/02/2014

CHENNAI
SERVICES OF PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, AND CATERING SERVICES
2726585  28/04/2014
NAEEM RAHIM
SAFVAN K.C.
KARIPPAYIL ASHARAF AYOOB
SAHEER IQBAL ABDUL RAHMAN
NAEEM RAHIM
FAHID ABDU RAHIM
trading as: THE LIGHT HOUSE
NH 17, OPP, METRO CARDIAC HOSPITAL, THONDAYAD BYEPASS, PIN- 673 014
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUNEER AND ASSOCIATES
ROOM NO. 3/480F, NEAR SB OF TRAVANCORE, AREEKKAD, NALLALAM POST, CALICUT 673 027, KERALA.
Used Since: 25/02/2014
To be associated with:
2726584
CHENNAI
SERVICES OF PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, AND CATERING SERVICES
2730343  03/05/2014
SHANVATS FOODS PVT. LTD
NO. 131, HOSUR ROAD, MADIWALA, BANGALORE, KARNATAKA, PIN- 560068, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027
Used Since :01/05/2010

CHENNAI
catering services, outside catering services
Subject to restriction with in Karnataka.
2731456  05/05/2014
MOHAMEDJAHANKEER KHAN
trading as : ZEENATH ENTERPRISES
D.NO. 9-1-403, GULSHAN COLONY, 2ND FLOOR, LAXMAN NAGAR SAIKPET, HYDERABAD - 500008, AP
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJENI RAMADASS
NEW NO. 323, LINGHICHETTY STREET, 1st FLOOR GEORGE TOWN, CHENNAI-1
Used Since: 06/09/2013

CHENNAI
FAST FOOD CENTRE
Subject to restriction with in AP and Telangana.
MALLIGI

2732750  07/05/2014
HOTEL MALLIGI PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;HOTEL MALLIGI PRIVATE LIMITED
10/90, J.N. ROAD, HOSPET - 583201. KARNATAKA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANIL KUMAR.H.
2ND CROSS, 2ND MAIN, HANUMANTHAPURA, TUMKUR - 572 103, KARNATAKA
Used Since :09/07/2008

CHENNAI
PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, RESTAURANT, BOARDING AND LODGING.
2733289  08/05/2014
FAZAL RAHMAN PARY
NABEEL THOUFEEQUE
trading as ;NADAN'S RESTAURANT
CALICUT ROAD, NEAR SOUTH INDIAN BANK, DOWN HILL, MALAPPURAM, KERALA, INDIA - 676519
SERVICES PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUP JOACHIM T, ADVOCATE
JOACHIM & JANSON, SRSRA-2, CC43/1983, SANTHIPURAM ROAD, COCHIN-682025
Used Since : 01/01/2011
CHENNAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING AND DRINK; RESTAURANT SERVICES
Subject to no exclusive right to the separate words except substantially as shown on the form of representation...

Trade Mark : Nadan's
2734870  09/05/2014
MONARCH PLAZA COMFORTS PVT LTD
trading as ;MONARCH PLAZA COMFORTS PVT LTD
NO.54, BRIGADE ROAD, BANGALORE - 560001, KARNATAKA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIJX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :02/05/2002
CHENNAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION.
2734901   09/05/2014
K.N. SUBHAGAN
trading as ;STOPOVER@MUZIRIS
NO. XIII/125, V.P. ISLAND, KOTTAPURAM - 680 667, KODUNGALLUR, TRISSUR, KERALA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INPRO TRADE MARK SERVICES.
NEW NO.19,(OLD NO.16), JAYALAKSHMIPURAM - 1st STREET, NUNGAMBAKKAM, CHENNAI 600034

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
"BOARDING SERVICES, HOLIDAY CAMP SERVICES(LODGING), RENTAL OF TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, TOURIST HOME AND PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINKS".
THIS IS SUBJECT TO CONFINING SERVICES ONLY IN THE STATE OF KERALA ALONE..
2735461    12/05/2014
ASHOK KRISHNA
trading as ;OOTTUPURA CATERING SERVICE
MANALAYAM JUNCTION, MALAMUKAL ROAD, KODUNGANOOR P.O., VATTIYOORKAVU, TRIVANDRUM - 695 013, KERALA
SERVICES PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
COLLEGEUM KONSULTANTS
T-15,EMPIRE BUILDINGS, OPP:CENTRAL POLICE STATION,ERNAKULAM, KOCHI-18, KERALA.
Used Since :01/07/2000
CHENNAI
CATERING SERVICE, SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK
D. PURUSHOTHAMAN
trading as; TEA TIME
NO: 06, PPS COLONY, PEELAMEDU, COIMBATORE - 641 004, TN
SERVICES PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.

Used Since: 15/12/2012

CHENNAI
SERVICE RENDERED IN THE FILED OF PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK
SUBJECT TO RESTRICTING THE AREA OF USE TO THE STATES OF SOUTH INDIA..
2738082  16/05/2014
SURYA RAY ELIXIRS PVT. LTD.,
trading as :SURYA RAY ELIXIRS PVT. LTD.,
PLOT NO.40 ROAD NO.7, JUBILEE HILLS, HYDERABAD-500 033.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.BALAJANAKI
168, THAMBUCHETTY ST, PANBUKLIIXPLAZA, 3RD FLOOR, 27 C& D, CHENNAI - 600 001
Used Since :06/05/2008
CHENNAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINKS; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2738083  16/05/2014
SURYA RAY ELIXIRS PVT. LTD.,
trading as ;SURYA RAY ELIXIRS PVT. LTD.,
PLOT NO.40 ROAD NO.7, JUBILEE HILLS, HYDERABAD-500 033.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.BALAJANAKI
168, THAMBUCHETTY ST, PANDUKLIXPLAZA, 3RD FLOOR, 27 C& D, CHENNAI - 600 001
Used Since :06/05/2008
CHENNAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINKS; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
2738394  16/05/2014  
VENU GOPAL REDDY  
trading as :MANGOMIST RESORTS  
SY NO. 33, 37, HARAPANAHALLI, BANNERUGHATTA ANEKAL ROAD, HARAPANAHALLI, BANGALORE  - 560083, KARNATAKA, INDIA  
SERVICE PROVIDER  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
S.BALAJANAKI  
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.  
Used Since :02/12/2010  
CHENNAI  
SERVICE FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; RESTAURANT SERVICES.  
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2738532    16/05/2014
ROSHINI MATHAN
trading as ;ROSHINI MATHAN
KURUVINAKUNNEL HOUSE, THIDANADU P.O. KOTTAYAM DISTRICT PIN - 686 123,KERALA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TOMY PAUL MAMPILLY
XL/6840,KANAKATHARA LANE CONVENT ROAD, COCHIN-35.
Used Since :30/04/2014
CHENNAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK
2739462  19/05/2014
RAJESH V MENON
NO. 001 DUO HARMONY, SURANJAN DAS ROAD, OPPOSITE TO HAL ENGINE DIVISION, BANGALORE 560 075.
SERVICES PROVIDER
A PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INDIA LAW PRACTICE
NO. 7/5, 1st FLOOR, 2nd MAIN, PALACE ROAD, BANGALORE-560 020
Used Since :15/03/2014
CHENNAI
SERVICE IN THE NATURE OF SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINKS FOR CONSUMPTION, SELF SERVICE
RESTAURANT SERVICES, RESTAURANTS, CATERING
Subject to the mark is allowed as whole and no exclusive rights to the descriptive matters except substantially as shown
in the form of representation.
COMMUNITY

2739627  19/05/2014
BOBBY ANTONY
DOMINIC MASCARENHAS
trading as : COMMUNITY INCORPORATION
DOOR NO: 06, 1ST CROSS, 1ST MAIN, MARUTHI NAGAR, BANGALORE - 560 068, KARNATAKA, INDIA
SERVICES PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SERVICE FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK AND TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
SUBJECT TO RESTRICTING THE AREA OF USE TO THE STATES OF SOUTH INDIA.
COMMUNITY BAR

2739628    19/05/2014

BOBBY ANTONY
DOMINIC MASCARENHAS

trading as ;COMMUNITY INCORPORATION

DOOR NO: 06, 1ST CROSS, 1ST MAIN, MARUTHI NAGAR, BANGALORE - 560 068, KARNATAKA, INDIA

SERVICES PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:

C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:

2739627

CHENNAI

SERVICE FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK AND TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION

SUBJECT TO Restricting the area of use to the states of south india.
2740910  21/05/2014
RAJAN.P.G
JJJO.T.O
MARTIN VARGHESE
VINOD KUMAR
SURESH KUTTAPPAN
trading as :BACK N SPICE
KOlenchery tower, mattoor, kAlady post, ernakulam - 683 574, kerala, india
services provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.U. VINOD KUMAR
41/785, SWATHI, C.P. UMMeR ROAD, KOCHI 682 035, KERALA
Used Since :07/03/2014

CHENNAI
restaurant hotel, restaurant, self services, catering services, fast food services, cafeterias,
resort, rest homes, providing food and drink,
This is subject to restricted use within the geographical limit of kerala state only..
This is condition of registration that both/all labels shall be used together..
MR. ALOKE ADHIKARI
trading as :APKI DAWAT
AB-133,GROUND FLOOR,SALT LAKE,SECTOR-I,KOLKATA 700064
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Used Since :02/11/2012
KOLKATA
CATERING SERVICES
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD DAWAT EXCEPT AS DEPICTED.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER. THIS IS SUBJECT TO AMENDING THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE STATES OF FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE STATE OF WEST BENGAL IN INDIA.
2770690  09/07/2014
PARAG DATTATRAY INAMDAR
SHRINIVAS VARAD VASTU, FLAT NO. 802, JAI SHIVGANGA CHS, SURVEY NO. 135/5+6A/8/2, MAYUR COLONY, KOTHrud, PUNE-411038, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHAILENDRA THATTE & ASSOCIATES
1/9, DNYANAYOG SOC., PARANJAPE NAGAR, VAZIRA NAKA, L. T. RD., BORIVALI (W), MUMBAI-400 091
Used Since: 01/07/2006

MUMBAI
PROVIDING OF FOOD AND DRINK, RESTAURANTS, SELF-SERVICE RESTAURANTS, SNACK-BARS, CATERING (FOOD AND DRINK-), TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATIONS, PROVIDING CAMPGROUND FACILITIES, RENTAL OF MEETING ROOMS, RENTAL OF TENTS, RETIREMENT HOMES, TOURIST HOMES, HOTEL RESERVATIONS, LODGING AND BOARDING, HOTELS, IN CLASS 43
2779738  24/07/2014
KULDEEP B. DESHMUKH
trading as ;KAMALAM RESTAURENT
RAKDE LAYOUT, MIDC, HINGNA, NAGPUR - 440016. MAHARASHTRA. INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Single Proprietorship Firm.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK LODHA
C/O SHRI SAI TRAVELS, OPP. ASHOKA HOTEL, SADAR, NAGPUR - 440 001 1
Used Since :01/05/2014
MUMBAI
SERVICE FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, RESTAURANTS, CAFES, SNACKS BARS AND OTHER TYPES
OF FOOD OUTLETS, OUT DOORS CATERING SERVICES, PROVIDING FOOD ORDERING SERVICES,HOTEL
AND RESTAURANT RELATED SERVICES INCLUDED IN THIS CLASS.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF
THE APPLICATION.
2787618 06/08/2014
SHARGEE SYSTEMS INDIA PVT. LTD.
303,304, Prasad Building, Hanuman X Road No 1, Vileparle East, Mumbai - 400057
Service Providers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :05/08/2014

MUMBAI
Fast-food restaurants and snack bars, Café and restaurant services.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE TEA BREAK except substantial shown on label..

THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCT IN THE STATES OF MAHARASHTRA..
BHUSHAN BHURAT
trading as: LONAVALA CARE
LONAVALA CARE, MG ROAD, OPP. SADHANA SHOPPING MALL, LONAVALA - 410 401
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Used Since: 01/05/2014
MUMBAI
PROVIDING HOLIDAY LODGINGS, HOTEL ROOM BOOKING SERVICES IN CLASS 43
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE LONAVALA.
2796301  25/08/2014
NEHA SETHI
207, Samudra Mahal, Worli, Mumbai-400018
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAYSER AND COMPANY,
RAJA BAHADUR MANSION, 20 AMBALAL DOSHI MARG, FORT, MUMBAI- 400 023.
Used Since :01/04/2013

MUMBAI
Providing services of Food and drink catering; snack-bars; cafeterias; canteens; catering services; serving food and drink takeaway services; restaurant services; bars, pub and lounge services; hotel and motel services included in class 43.
2796347  25/08/2014
MAHESH VISHNU KUMTHEKAR
MRS. MANISHA MAHESH KUMTHEKAR
trading as ;MANGO GROUP
G-90, PATESHWAR COMPLEX, MAIN ROAD, SAWANTWADI, DIST: SINDHUDURG, MAHARASHTRA-416510
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since :20/10/2006
MUMBAI
PROVIDING FOOD, DRINKS AND TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
2796356   25/08/2014
SHAILESH LAWU MULIK
trading as ;MAMATA BHEL
SIDHIVINAYAK HOUSING SOCIETY, VETAL NAGAR, EKTA COLONY, KOTHrud, PUNE-411038
SERVICE PROVIDER
A INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since :01/09/2009
MUMBAI
PROVIDING FOOD, DRINKS AND TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
RENT-A-BOX

2797446  26/08/2014
NATHANI INDUSTRIAL SERVICES PVT. LTD.
C-605, NEELKANTH CORPORATE PARK , NATHANI ROAD, VIDYAVIHAR, MUMBAI-400 086
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PVT. LTD. COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JAYA A MANGHWANI
D-7, SHEEL APTS., 16TH ROAD, BANDRA -W, MUMBAI-400050
Used Since :01/01/1990
MUMBAI
ESTABLISHMENTS PROVIDING TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
Trade Marks Journal No: 1846, 23/04/2018 Class 43

2797550  26/08/2014

CHICKEN MAN RESTAURANTS PRIVATE LIMITED
DEMPO NIWAS, VILLA HOUSE 189-C-8, OPPOSITE GOA RESERVE POLICE STATION AND NEXT TO THE BSNL
SUBSTATION NEAR JOGGERS PARK, ALTINHO, PANJIM, GOA-403001
SERVICE PROVIDER
REGISTERED PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUJATA CHAUDHRI IP ATTORNEYS
2106 Express Trade Towers 2, First Floor, B-36, Sector 132, Expressway, NOIDA 201303, Uttar Pradesh, India
Used Since: 19/07/2014

MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION IN CLASS 43
THE MONTANA INTERNATIONAL PRESCHOOL PVT. LTD.
311, Sagar Tech Plaza, 'B', Andheri-Kurla Road, Sakinaka, Andheri (E), Mumbai - 72
Service Providers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Used Since :14/11/2013

MUMBAI
Nurseries and day care centers.
2798836  27/08/2014
TURBAN TADKA HOSPITALITY PRIVATE LIMITED
EMP-30/FLAT NO..802, NEPTUNE CO-OP HOUSING SOCIETY, THAKUR VILLAGE, KANDIVALI (EAST), MUMBAI-400101, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE KAVITA V, RAIPURE.
LEONARD CORPORATE SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD. OFFICE No. 8, LUCKY MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, ABOVE HEERA LAB.
VAKOLA MARKET, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400 055
Used Since :01/08/2014
MUMBAI
SERVICE PROVIDING FOR FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ""TREASURY"".
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
ALLIED BLENDERS AND DISTILLERS PRIVATE LIMITED
394-C, LAMINGTON CHAMBER, LAMINGTON ROAD, MUMBAI-400004
MANUFACTURES AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND
FLAT NO. GA, AR VILLA, 31, III MAIN ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR, ADAYAR, CHENNAI 600 020

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1985822, 2798869, 2798878

MUMBAI
HOTELS, MOTELS, RESTAURANT, CAFETERIA, LOUNGE, TEA-ROOM, CONCIERGE, LODGING AND BAR SERVICES,
HOTEL RESERVATION SERVICES; HOTEL RESORT AND HEALTH SPA SERVICES; ESCORT SERVICES; HAIR DRESSING
SALONS; BEAUTY SALONS; SECURITY SERVICES RELATING TO VALUABLES; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY
PROVIDING ON-LINE INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES; PROVISION OF
TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION; PROVISION OF FACILITIES FOR MEETINGS, CONFERENCES AND EXHIBITIONS;
CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO HOTELS AND RESTAURANTS; SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK;
TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION IN CLASS 43.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1985822,2798869,2798878.
2798895  27/08/2014
ALLIED BLENDERS AND DISTILLERS PRIVATE LIMITED
394-C, LAMINGTON CHAMBER, LAMINGTON ROAD, MUMBAI-400004
MANUFACTURES AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND
FLAT NO. GA, AR VILLA, 31, III MAIN ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR, ADAYAR, CHENNAI 600 020

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2798886

MUMBAI
HOTELS, MOTELS, RESTAURANT, CAFETERIA, LOUNGE, TEA- ROOM, CONCIERGE, LODGING AND BAR SERVICES,
HOTEL RESERVATION SERVICES; HOTEL RESORT AND BEAUTY SALONS, NAMELY PROVIDING ON-LINE
INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES; PROVISION OF TEMPORARY
ACCOMMODATION; PROVISION OF FACILITIES FOR MEETINGS, CONFERENCES AND EXHIBITIONS; CONSULTANCY
SERVICES RELATING TO HOTELS AND RESTAURANTS; SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY
ACCOMMODATION IN CLASS 43.
2799283  28/08/2014
VIRAJ B. SHIRGAONKAR
trading as ;@HOME B AND B
A-FF-6, CAMPAL TRADE CENTER, NEXT TO MILITARY HOSPITAL, CAMPAL, PANAJI-GOA-403001
SERVICE PROVIDER
PROPRIATERY CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since :23/06/2014
MUMBAI
PROVIDING FOOD, DRINKS AND TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2799695   28/08/2014
ADLABS ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED
9TH FLOOR, LOTUS BUSINESS PARK, NEW LINK ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053
SERVICE PROVIDERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED IN INDIA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :25/08/2014
To be associated with:
2731223
MUMBAI
SERVICES RELATING TO PROVIDING OF FOOD AND DRINK; PROVIDING OF FOOD COUNTERS, CATERING AND
RESTAURANT SERVICES; SELF/QUICK SERVICE RESTAURANTS, SNACK BARS, LOUNGE AND BAR SERVICES,
HOTELS, CAFES, CAFETERIAS, CANTEENS; BANQUET SERVICES; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION IN HOTEL, MOTEL,
RESORT; PROVIDING OF BOARDING AND LODGING SERVICES; HOSPITALITY SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 43.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2731223.
2800120    29/08/2014
FARAAZ GAMAR
trading as ;M/S. EQUILIBRIUM GLOBAL ENTERPRISES
38, KIBE COMPOUND, INDORE-452001, M.P.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/10/2013

MUMBAI

Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation.
THE PIZZA CHAIN FACTORY PRIVATE LIMITED

Trade World, 'C' Wing, 16th Floor, Kamala City, Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai - 400 013

Service Provider

Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:

MANOJ G. MENDA, ADVOCATE.

6/7, SORAB BHARUCHA ROAD, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 005.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Restaurants, Provision for Food And Drinks, Hotels, Hotel Reservation and Booking Services, Lounge Bars, Cocktail lounges, Night Clubs, Buffet services, Coffee bars, Juice Bars, Salad bars, Tea bars, Wine bars, Banqueting, Self-Service Restaurants, Snacks Bars, Delicatessens, Cafes, Bistros, Cafeterias, Canteens, Lounges, Coffee Shop Services, Ice Cream Parlours; Pubs; Clubs; Outdoor Catering; Fast Food Restaurants, Self-Service Restaurants Snack Bars; Providing parcel and take away Food and Drink Services, Provision of a variety of cuisines in a food court.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2801926    02/09/2014
M/S SRS HOSPITALITIES
803, Green Ash Tower, Vasant Garden, Mulund (West), Mumbai 400080 (Maharashtra)
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH TARWANI
A/102, Ashirwaad Apts, Near Lamba Petrol Pump, Kamptee Road, Nagpur - 440017
Used Since :01/05/2014

MUMBAI
Services for providing food and drink, cafés, cafeterias, canteens, food and drink catering, hotels, motels, self-service restaurants, restaurants and snack-bars included in Class 43
bookmyshow
2801984  02/09/2014
BIGTREE ENTERTAINMENT PVT. LTD.
trading as ;BIGTREE ENTERTAINMENT PVT. LTD.
GROUND FLOOR, WADEJA HOUSE, GULMOHAR CROSS ROAD 7, JUHU SCHEME, MUMBAI - 400 049.
Manufacturers, merchants and service providers
a company incorporated under the Companies Act

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, CANTEENS, MOTELS, SELF-SERVICE
RESTAURANTS, SNACK-BARS; CATERING SERVICES; BAR SERVICES; CAFES AND CAFETERIAS; RENTAL OF TENTS,
TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION RESERVATIONS; RESERVATION OF HOTEL
ACCOMMODATION; RESERVATION OF RESTAURANTS; RENTAL OF TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION AND MEETING
ROOMS; RESORTS AND LODGING SERVICES; SOCIAL CLUBS; RENTAL OF CHAIRS, TABLES, TABLE LINEN,
GLASSWARE; PROVIDING CAMPGROUND FACILITIES.
Priority claimed from 11/03/2014; Application No. : 86218063 ;United States of America

2803692    04/09/2014

VIKING RIVER CRUISES (BERMUDA) LTD.
CLARENDON HOUSE, 2 CHURCH STREET, HAMILTON, BERMUDA HM 11
SERVICE PROVIDER
A BERMUDA EXEMPT COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANOJ G. MENDA, ADVOCATE.
6/7, SORAB BHARUCHA ROAD, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 005.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1329716, 2261891, 2603711

MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; PROVIDING TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATIONS; HOTEL SERVICES;
RESTAURANT SERVICES; TRAVEL AGENCY SERVICES, NAMELY, MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS FOR
HOTELS, RESTAURANTS AND TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATIONS; RESERVATION AND BOOKING SERVICES FOR
HOTELS, RESTAURANTS AND TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATIONS; CONSULTANCY AND ADVISORY SERVICES
RELATING TO ALL THE AFORESAID

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1329716,2261891,2603711.
2803728  04/09/2014
UNICUS HOSPITALITY
403/1, Sumer Nagar, S.V. Road, Borivali (W), Mumbai-400 092
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :04/06/2014
MUMBAI
Restaurant, Providing of food & drink, hospitality services, temporary accommodation
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2804852 05/09/2014
JAYANT DHARWAL
453, Hiwari Layout, Opp. NIT Ground, Nagpur 440008 (Maharashtra)
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH TARWANI
A/102, Ashirwaad Apts, Near Lamba Petrol Pump, Kamptee Road, Nagpur - 440017
Used Since :01/04/2010

MUMBAI
Services for providing food and drink, restaurants, food and drink catering and canteens included in Class 43
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DOSA.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2807298  11/09/2014
DHIRAJ D GALA
A/503, PRATHAMESH RESIDENCY, PLOT NO.9, DADABHAI ROAD NO.1, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400058
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN INHABITANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST),
MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION.
NATUBHAI MAGANLAL PRAJAPATI
trading as ;M/S GAYATRI RESTAURANT
13, VITTHAL PARK SOCIETY, OPP. URBAN BANK, MALGODOWN ROAD, MEHSANA - 384002, GUJARAT, INDIA.
SERVICES PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since: 01/04/1987
AHMEDABAD
Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation.

Trade Mark : Maganlal Bhakrishakwala (Vadosanwala)
2863779   15/12/2014

MADAN LAL
trading as ;MADAN SWEETS
B-6, GUMAN 2nd, OPP. TPS, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR (RAJASTHAN) INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJEEV JAIN
17, BHARAT MATA PATH, JAMNA LAL BAJAJ MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - 302 001- RAJASTHAN
Used Since : 15/03/1986

AHMEDABAD
PROVIDING FOODS, DRINKS, SWEETS, SNACKS, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, RESORT, CAFE, BAR, RESTAURANT, HOTEL AND MOTEL WHICH ARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 43
REEFS "The Aquatic Dive"

2866498  19/12/2014
AKSHAY BANSAL S/O. SH. SURAJ BHAN BANSAL
GAURAV GUPTA S/O. SH. OM PRAKASH GUPTA
trading as ; A.G. ASSOCIATES (Indian Partnership firm)
25-B-IV AVENUE, LAL BHADHUR NAGAR, DURGAPURA, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN
Service Provider as
An Indian Partnership firm (Registered Under Indian Partnership Act, 1932 )

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :01/04/2014

AHMEDABAD
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION.
THE HOG SPOT
2869098  23/12/2014
VATSAL DEEPAK JOGANI
trading as ;The Hog Spot
G5, Trinity Cygnus, Vesu Cross Road, Vesu, Surat-395007 (Gujarat)
Manufacturer, Trading
Proprietor Ship Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUPERFASTACTION REGN. SERVICE
526, GROUND FLOOR, GOLDEN PLAZA, NEAR KINARY CINEMA, RING ROAD, SURAT-2
Used Since :09/09/2014
AHMEDABAD
Restaurant, Hotel, Self Service Café, Food Catering, Snacks Bar, Fast Food Restaurant, Cafeterias, Ice Cream Parlor
FRESPRESSO

2872553  30/12/2014

FRESPRESSO HOSPITALITY PRIVATE LIMITED
B-135, RAGHUVIR COMPLEX, OPP V I A, CHAR RASTA, VAPO - GUJARAT, INDIA, PIN- 396195
SERVICES PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT

Used Since: 22/09/2010

To be associated with:

2086326

AHMEDABAD

COFFEE BARS, CAFETERIAS, HOTELS, PROVIDING OF FOOD AND DRINKS, MOTELS, CATERING SERVICES, SELF-SERVICE RESTAURANTS.
2879519  10/01/2015
AMIT R MEHTA
38, GOYAL INTERCITY ROWHOUSES, DRIVE IN, AHMEDABAD
SERVICES PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR -
380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since: 01/11/2014

AHMEDABAD
Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation.
2879593  09/01/2015
NIRAV SURESHBHAI KANSAGRA
RUSHIR PARSHOTTAMBHAI RUPAPARA
SANJAY DHIRUBHAI KAKLOTAR
MONAL AMRUTLAL SUKHANANDI
trading as; M/S. DOSA.COM
NEAR H.P. PETROL PUMP, UNIVERSITY ROAD, RAJKOT-360 005. GUJARAT. INDIA.
Service Providers
Manufacturers/ Marketers/ Traders/ Service Providers
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D. C. DANI & ASSOCIATES
908, SUKH SAGAR COMPLEX, NEAR HOTEL FORTUNE LANDMARK, ASHRAM ROAD, USMANPURA, AHMEDABAD-380 013. GUJARAT. INDIA.
Used Since: 04/09/2013
To be associated with:
2618666
AHMEDABAD
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, RESTAURANTS, HOTELS, CAFES, CAFETERIAS, FOOD TAKEAWAY, SNACKS BAR AND CANTENEIN INCLUDED IN CLASS-43.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DOSA.
GHASI MAHARAJ HALWAI

2881208  12/01/2015
MANOJ KUMAR SHARMA
trading as ;GHASI MAHARAJ HALWAI & CATERS
D-111 TO 116, JANTA MARKET, NEAR GOVIND DEVJI TEMPLE, CHANDI KI TAKSAL, JAIPUR (RAJASTHAN) INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJEEV JAIN
17, BHARAT MATA PATH, JAMNA LAL BAJAJ MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - 302 001- RAJASTHAN
Used Since :01/07/1975

AHMEDABAD
PROVIDING FOOD, DRINK, SWEET AND SNACKS, RESTAURANT AND HOTELS WHICH ARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 43
SURESHCHANDRA, MANGALPRASAD SHARMA
JAMNADAS MANGALPRASAD SHARMA
CHANDRAKANT MANGALPRASAD SHARMA
trading as ;MANMOHAN FARSHAN MART
NEAR KOTHI CHAR RASTA,RAOPURA, VADODAR-390001
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D. C. DANI & ASSOCIATES
908, SUKH SAGAR COMPLEX, NEAR HOTEL FORTUNE LANDMARK, ASHRAM ROAD, USMANPURA, AHMEDABAD-380
013. GUJARAT. INDIA.
Used Since :01/01/1977

AHMEDABAD
PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, TEMPORARY ACCOMODATION.
EAT GRAB ENJOY
2900776  12/02/2015
HARESHBHAI M. ANKOLIYA
trading as ;PIZZA POINT
Sellar, Swapnil-5, Nr. Commerce Six Road, Navrangpura, Ahmedabad- 380009
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAULIK ANILKUMAR BHAVASAR
3-KRUSHNAKUNIAPPARTMENT, B/H SARASWATI SCHOOL, RATANPARK ROAD, OPP. MUPPAMNAGAR, NIKOL.,
AHMEDABAD-382350.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
FAST FOOD BUSINESS, BAKERY BUSINESS, TO RUN RESTAURANT, HOTEL MANAGEMENT, PARTY ARRANGEMENT
ROYALE PLEASURE HOTEL

2901254   12/02/2015

LALIT KUMAR SARAWGI

trading as ;ROYALE PLEASURE HOTEL

23-24, RATHORE NAGAR, AMRAPALI MARG, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR (RAJASTHAN) INDIA

SERVICE PROVIDERS

INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

RAJEEV JAIN

17, BHARAT MATA PATH, JAMNA LAL BAJAJ MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - 302 001- RAJASTHAN

Used Since :01/04/2014

AHMEDABAD

PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, HOTEL, MOTEL, RESTAURANT, COFFEE HOUSE

WHICH ARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 43
2901255  12/02/2015
LALIT KUMAR SARAWGI
trading as ;ROYALE PLEASURE HOTEL
23-24, RATHORE NAGAR, AMRAPALI MARG, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR (RAJASTHAN) INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJEEV JAIN
17, BHARAT MATA PATH, JAMNA LAL BAJAJ MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - 302 001- RAJASTHAN
Used Since :01/04/2014
To be associated with:
2901254
AHMEDABAD
PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, HOTEL, MOTEL, RESTAURANT, COFFEE HOUSE WHICH ARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 43
KHANAGADI.COM
2906994  21/02/2015
AMIT KUMAR
trading as ;KHANAGADI.COM
F-/201, CHITRAKOOT SCHEME, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR-302021 (RAJASTHAN) INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJEEV JAIN
17, BHARAT MATA PATH, JAMNA LAL BAJAJ MARG, C-SCHHEME, JAIPUR - 302 001- RAJASTHAN
Used Since :01/12/2014
AHMEDABAD
PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK AT ANY PLACE ON DEMAND, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, HOTEL, MOTEL,
RESTAURANT, COFFEE HOUSE AND CATERING SERVICES WHICH ARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 43
2926949   23/03/2015

AJAY VASANT SOLANKI
trading as ;M/s. AJAY’S TAKEAWAY FOOD
36/G/H, PANCHVATI NAGAR, CHAPRA ROAD, NAVSARI-396445, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R.B.JOGANI & CO.,
RAJESH B. JOGANI ADVOCATE, 118, LALBHAI CONTRACTOR COMPLEX, NANPURA, SURAT - GUJARAT
Used Since :17/11/2014

AHMEDABAD
PROVIDING SERVICES RELATING TO FOOD AND DRINK INCLUDED IN CLASS 43
GARLIC MAGIC

2930610  27/03/2015
KHUSHI FOODS LIMITED.
trading as ;Khushi Foods Limited.
808, 8th Floor, Parshwanath Business Park, Near Prahladnagar AUDA Garden, Prahladnagar, Ahmedabad 380 051, Gujarat, India.
SERVICE PROVIDER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
B. D. SHUKLA & COMPANY .
45-B, NARAYAN NAGAR SOCIETY, PALDI, AHMEDABAD 380 007 .
Used Since :19/03/2015

AHMEDABAD
SERVING OF FOOD AND BEVERAGES, CATERING SERVICES, SNACK BAR AND FOOD OUTLET, REFRESHMENT ROOMS, REATAURANT, RUNNING OF HOTELS, MOTELS AND GUEST HOUSE INCLUDED IN CLASS 43

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE GARLIC.
KHUSHI FOODS LIMITED.
trading as : Khushi Foods Limited.
808, 8th Floor, Parshwanath Business Park, Near Prahladnagar AUDA Garden, Prahladnagar, Ahmedabad 380 051, Gujarat, India.
SERVICE PROVIDER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
B. D. SHUKLA & COMPANY .
45-B, NARAYAN NAGAR SOCIETY, PALDI, AHMEDABAD 380 007 .
Used Since : 19/03/2015
AHMEDABAD
SERVING OF FOOD AND BEVERAGES, CATERING SERVICES SNACK BAR AND FOOD OUTLET, REFRESHMENT ROOMS, RESTAURANT RUNNING OF HOTELS, MOTELS AND GUEST HOUSE INCLUDED IN CLASS 43
DIL TOH ROAMING HAI

2991094    23/06/2015
MAKEMYTRIP (INDIA) PVT.LTD.
243 SP INFOCITY UDYOG VIHAR PHASE-1 GURGAON HARYANA 122016
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LAW FORTE
1309, PRAGATI TOWER, RAJENDRA PLACE, NEW DELHI-110008
Used Since: 27/04/2015

To be associated with:
2991090

DELHI
"HOTEL BOOKINGS AND RESERVATIONS; RESERVATION / BOOKING OF TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATIONS INCLUDING MOTELS, YACHT, HOUSE BOATS; RESERVATION OF TOURIST HOMES; BOARDING HOUSE BOOKINGS; GUIDE BOOKINGS; HOLIDAY CAMP SERVICES"
CAFE DORI
3543836  08/05/2017
NAPPA DORI PVT. LTD.
360 - Sultanpur Village, MG Road, New Delhi, Delhi 110030, India
An Indian company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, South Extension Part - 2, New Delhi - 110049
Used Since :15/12/2016
DELHI
Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation
3553894  22/05/2017
JASBIR SINGH BHAITA
PARAS CONSULTANTS, 3RD FLOOR, CENTAUR COMPLEX, VIJAY CHAR RASTA, NAVRANGPURA, AHMEDABAD - 380 009 - GUJARAT.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESAFE
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE,
AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT

Used Since :22/05/2017

To be associated with:
2928352, 3388256

AHMEDABAD
PROVIDING OF FOOD AND DRINK (RESTAURANT) INCLUDING IN THE CLASS 43.
3604423    02/08/2017
REGAL HOLIDAY HOMES PRIVATE LIMITED
462 A.B.NAIR ROAD, JUHU MUMBAI 400049 INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
Trade Marks Journal No: 1846, 23/04/2018 Class 43

3675630 11/11/2017
IRSHAD KHAN
NO:55/70, BHARATHIYAR STREET, VEERAPURAM MAHINDRA CITY, CHENGAIPATTU,
DISTRICT - KANCHIPURAM, STATE – TAMIL NADU 603002
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANIKA JAIN
LegalRaasta Technologies Pvt. Ltd, B-300 Saraswati Vihar Pitampura Delhi -110034

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Café, cafeteria and restaurant services
3690859    30/11/2017
D.K. MANJUNATH
37/2, WARD-4, KUSHALNAGAR, KODAGU, KARNATAKA
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UMANG SRIVASTAVA
BASEMENT, B-25, LAJPAT NAGAR-III, NEW DELHI- 110024

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINKS; CATERING SERVICES; BANQUET SERVICES; RUNNING OF
RESTAURANTS, SNACK BARS, BARS, HOTELS, REST HOMES, CAFETERIAS, LOUNGE, TEA ROOMS, CANTEENS;
PROVIDING TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, BOARDING AND LODGING IN HOTEL, MOTEL, RESORT
3690860  30/11/2017
D.K.MANJUNATH
37/2, WARD -4, KUSHALNAGAR, KODAGU, KARNATAKA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UMANG SRIVASTAVA
BASEMENT, B-25, LAJPAT NAGAR-III, NEW DELHI- 110024

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINKS; CATERING SERVICES; BANQUET SERVICES; RUNNING OF
RESTAURANTS, SNACK BARS, BARS, HOTELS, REST HOMES, CAFETERIAS, LOUNGE, TEA ROOMS, CANTEENS;
PROVIDING TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, BOARDING AND LODGING IN HOTEL, MOTEL , RESORT .
Trade Marks Journal No: 1846, 23/04/2018 Class 43

EAST SIDE STORY

3709969 22/12/2017
SPECIALITY RESTAURANTS LIMITED
Morya Landmark – 1, 4th Floor, B-25 Veera Industrial Estate, Off New Link Road, Andheri (West), Mumbai - 400 053
a company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
W. S. KANE & CO.
MERCHANT CHAMBER, 6TH FLOOR, 41, SIR VITHALDAS THACKERSY ROAD, CHURCHGATE, MUMBAI-400 020.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION; RESTAURANTS; RESTAURANTS (SELF SERVICES); BARS; SNACK-BARS; LOUNGE SERVICES; HOTELS; CAFES; CAFETERIAS; CANTEENS; CATERINGS; TAKEAWAY OUTLETS; BANQUET HALL; FOOD COURTS
Navi Mumbai International Airport Private Limited
3711303  26/12/2017
NAVI MUMBAI INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT PRIVATE LIMITED
Office of the Airport Director, Terminal 1-B, CSI Airport, Santacruz Mumbai, 400099.
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M/S. V.A. ASSOCIATES
204, Pratik Avenue, 2nd Floor, Nehru Road, Vile Parle (East), Mumbai-400 057.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation.
3740667 31/01/2018
GRILLIANT
D-803, Montvert Belair, Sr.No 8/9, 8/10, Bhugaon, Paud Road, Near Hotel Silver Court, Gurav Vasti, Bhugaon, Pune-412115.
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since: 01/11/2017
MUMBAI
Restaurant services.
3742407  01/02/2018
AYUB SULAIMAN PATEL
102-NAKODA BHAIRAV CHS. PREMISE, KHARKARALI, JAMBLINAKA, THANE - 400601
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM & CO. (TRADE MARKS ATTORNEYS)
103, Om CHSL, Opp. Saint Rock College, Eksar Road, Borivali (West), Mumbai-400 092, Maharashtra, India
Used Since :31/01/2018

MUMBAI
Fast food restaurants, Restaurants, Provision of food and drink, Cafe services, Coffee shops, Ice cream parlour services, Pizza parlors
HOTEL MAHAKAVYA

3749118   09/02/2018
MIRAJ BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT PVT. LTD.
MIRAJ CAMPUS, UPER KI ODEN, NATHDWARA, RAJSAMAND, RAJASTHAN-313301. INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
HOTELS, HOTEL ACCOMMODATION SERVICES, RESTAURANT SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 43
3749808    08/02/2018

MR. AMIT BAHIRAT TRADING AS PUMPKIN RESORTS & HOTELS
Nyati Ethos, Amazon 302, Undri, Near Country Club, Pune – 411 028
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since: 25/11/2017

MUMBAI
PROVIDING FOOD, DRINKS & TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3751388  12/02/2018
WAKE CUP INDIA FOODS PVT LTD
NO.5, PLOT NO.230 & 231, 8TH CROSS STREET, TVS NAGAR, KORATTUR, CHENNAI - 600076
THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Services for providing food and drink; Temporary accommodation
CUISINE ON WHEELS

3752967    14/02/2018

AMIT BURNWAL
Greenwood Sonata, HIG-1, 13C Action Area- 2D Beside New Town City Center New Town Rajarhat Gopalpur (M) Hatiara, West Bengal - 700157
An individual citizen

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
4SEEINGIP
13,Ground Floor, Pocket- E, Sector-17, Dwarka, New Delhi-110078

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Restaurant Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation
3753683  14/02/2018
SEKAR
M/s. SGS SNACKERS, NO 3/1, ANNAI SATHYA STREET, MGR NAGAR, CHENNAI – 600078, TAMILNADU, INDIA
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NEW NO.60, OLD NO.84/2, MOORE STREET, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600001, TAMILNADU.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
RESTAURANT SERVICES, PROVISION OF INFORMATION RELATING TO RESTAURANTS, INN KEEPING (BAR, RESTAURANT AND ACCOMMODATION), PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, SNACK BARS (PROVISION OF FOOD AND DRINK), INTERNET CAFE SERVICES (PROVISION OF FOOD AND DRINK PREPARED FOR CONSUMPTION) AND BAR SERVICES AND ICE CREAM PARLOUR SERVICES
3755311    16/02/2018
SARABJOT SINGH
199 Ward No -15, Kurukshetra -136135
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNNY DAHIYA
53, AMBIKA HOTEL, OPP. BUS STAND, BISHAN SAROOP COLONY, PANIPAT-132103

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Services for providing food and drink; Temporary accommodation
NINAD NACHANE
7-B, Juniper, Eden Woods, Thane, Pin Code-400 610, Maharashtra, India.
An Indian National.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJEEV SHRIKANT NIPHADKAR
2/32, Swanand Anand Nagar, Nehru Road, Santacruz (E), Mumbai - 400 055
Used Since :05/07/2016

MUMBAI
Providing food & drink, cafes, cafeterias, canteens, catering (food & drinks), hotels, restaurants, restaurants (self service) & snack bars, included in Class-43.
WORLD OF MR PENINOZ

3756558  17/02/2018

WORLD OF MR PENINOZ
SHOP NO. 1, 2, 3, SWASTIK SQUARE, GANDHI ROAD, BARDOLI, TA: BARDOLI DIST. SURAT GUJARAT INDIA
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMC INTELLECTUAL SERVICES
First Floor, Aaradhna Building, Near Karnataka Bank, Hiramodi Sheri, Udhna Darwaja, Surat - 395002

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Providing food and beverages, Serving of food and beverages, Preparation of food and beverages, Hotel, restaurant, cafe and bar services;
HAINDAVI ARUNA JYOTHI DANDU
# VILLA NO. 15, ASHOKA ALA MAISON, DULAPALLY ROAD, KOMPALLY, R.R. DISTRICT, MEDCHAL MANDAL, HYDERABAD - 500014, TELANGANA

A proprietorship concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVEEN KUMAR ANUMULA
16-8-746, New MAlakpet, Hyderabad, Telangana-500024, India, Ph:9052012121

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SERVING FOOD AND DRINKS, PREPARATION OF FOOD AND BEVERAGES, RESTAURANTS
3759242    21/02/2018
SYED ISMAIL AHMED, PROPRIETOR OF M/S. MAHARAJA BAWARCHI HOTEL AND FAMILY RESTAURANT
NO. 14-8-286, CHARBOWLI, GIRMAJIPET, WARANGAL – 506002, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA
Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI
Used Since :12/08/2009

CHENNAI
HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES, TAKEAWAY FOOD SERVICES, SERVING FOOD AND DRINKS, FAST
FOOD AND NON-STOP RESTAURANT SERVICES, PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINKS IN INTERNET CAFES AND
MOBILE CAFE SERVICES, PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK CATERING SERVICES FOR SPORTS EVENTS,
CONCERTS, CONVENTIONS AND EXHIBITIONS, SERVING OF TEA, COFFEE, COCOA, CARBONATED DRINKS
OR FRUIT JUICE BEVERAGES
KOLKATA FOOD PLAZA

3759891   21/02/2018
BALARAM KHUNTIA (INDIAN NATIONAL, PROPRIETOR), TRADING AS KOLKATA FOOD PLAZA
A Proprietorship Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Used Since :06/12/2013

CHENNAI

Services for providing food and drink
MastMajaMaadi

3760345  21/02/2018

Mr. JAGADEESH.R

Site No, Old Site No.127, Industrial Suburb, Rajajinagar, Ward No.57, Bangalore – 560010, Karnataka, India

Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:

PRADEESH P.L

TRUMARX, 1ST FLOOR, NO.2, 5TH CROSS, 80 FEET ROAD, INDIRA NAGAR, 1ST STAGE (NEXT CV Raman General Hospital), MICHEL.PALYA, BANGALORE-560038.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Providing food and drink in restaurants and bars; Serving food and drink in restaurants and bars; Pubs; Bars; Bar services; Wine bar services; Restaurant and bar services; Grill restaurants; Bar and cocktail lounge services; Buffet services for cocktail lounges; Restaurant, bar and cocktail lounge services.
3760347 21/02/2018
SAVLEEN KAUR
SHOP NO. 16, BESTECH PARK VIEW ANANDA MARKET, SECTOR-81, GURUGRAM, HARYANA-122001
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GUPTA ITPC AND ASSOCIATES
S-85, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation
3761369  22/02/2018
M/S. ROSEBERRY DEVELOPERS PVT. LTD.
B-7/45, SAFDERJUNG ENCLAVE EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-110029
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation
RAJWADA BITE & MORE
3761388   22/02/2018
SHAUKAT MAREDIA
F/701, USHA DARSHAN CHS. LTD., GREED PARK, OFF. NEW LINK ROAD, NEAR SHANTIVAN MAHADA, ANDHERI (W), MUMBAI-400053, MAHARASHTRA
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Services for providing food and drink
ANGLOW

3772938    08/03/2018

ARPAN GUPTA AND AJIT SINGH
F- 89, SECTOR -39, NOIDA- 201301 (U.P)

Joint Applicant

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BESTONE CONSULTANCY
Office No. 320, 3RD Floor, Vardhman Tower, Preet Vihar, Delhi-110092.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Services for providing food and drink included in class-43
3775036  12/03/2018
M/S DAZTAN CAFÉ PVT. LTD
M/s DAZTAN CAFÉ PVT. LTD, BUILDING NO: 6/814, OPPOSITE KERALA STATE PRODUCTIVITY COUNCIL,
SEAPORT-AIRPORT ROAD,KALAMASSERY, ERNAKULAM - 683 104.
PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRG ASSOCIATES
4TH FLOOR,D.D VYAPAR BHAVAN KADAVANTHRA - 682020, ERNAKULAM, KERALA

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK ACCOMMODATION BY WAY OF RESTAURANTS CAFES REFRESHMENT AND
TEA ROOMS BARS HOTELS COFFEE SHOPS SNACKS AND JUICE BARS ICE CREAM PARLOUR FOOD
KIOSKS (MOVABLE AND IMMOVABLE) CANTENEES OUTLETS BOARDING LODGING CATERING CAFETERIA
COUNTERS LUNCHEON SUPPLIERS HOSPITALITY SERVICES RESORTS BARS DRINKS AND BEVERAGES.
RAGNAR CHAMBERS
3775756  12/03/2018
ANKIT KUMAR RAI
430, Pocket 2, CRPF Camp, Jyoti Kunj Apartments, Sector 16B, Dwarka, New Delhi 110075
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR GUPTA
139, 2nd floor, Engineers Enclave, Pitam Pura, Delhi-110034.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINKS; SNACKS BAR, FAST FOOD RESTAURANT SERVICES, OUTDOOR CATERING, CAFETERIA, TAKE AWAY FOOD SERVICES; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
MONSTERWICHES

3775832    12/03/2018
C.S.ARJUN, SOLELY TRADING AS MONSTERWICHES
No: 22, Mallikarjuna Temple Street, Basavangudi, Bangalore - 560 004, Karnataka, India
Sole Proprietary concern

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Service rendered in the field of Food & Drink
3775843  12/03/2018
KAUSHIK M. PATEL
A-101, SAMRUDHI RESIDENCY, OPP. KRISHNA BUNGALOW-1, MOTERA GANDHINAGAR 100 FEET ROAD, MOTERA, AHMEDABAD – 380 005 (GUJARAT) INDIA.
A INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESAFE
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE, AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT
Used Since :01/12/2017
AHMEDABAD
Services for Providing Food and Drink, Temporary Accommodation.
ROLLSHUB

3776242   13/03/2018
VIKRAM SHARMA HUF
SHOP NO-34,SECTOR-14,FARIDABAD,HARYANA,121007
NEW APPLICATION

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
QSEK INTELLECTUAL SERVICAS PVT LTD
S-193,SCHOOL BLOCK SHAKARPUR,DELHI,110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodations.
DEVAJ FOODS LLP
IDEAL CENTRE, 5TH FLOOR, 9 A J C BOSE ROAD, KOLKATA 700017, WEST BENGAL
Limited Liability Partnership

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
M/s IPR House, Advocates 89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248,
HOOGHY, WEST BENGAL.

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA
Cafeteria, Café, Canteen; food and drink catering; self service restaurants; restaurants, Cafeteria services, Cafeteria and canteen services, Cafeteria and restaurant services, Cafe and cafeteria services, Self-service cafeteria services, Cafe-restaurant and cafeteria services, Café-restaurant and cafeteria services, Café, cafeteria and restaurant services, Café, cafeteria and restaurant services, Catering in fast-food cafeterias, Catering services for company cafeterias.
VINCA HOSPITALITY PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.5, MADANMOHAN BUNGLOWS, BOPAL, AHMEDABAD - 380058, GUJARAT, INDIA

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NITIN SURENRABHAI RAVAL
JKPL CONSULTANTS PVT LTD 216, MADHUPURA VEVAR BHAVAN, NEAR GANJ BAZAR, MADHUPURA, AHMEDABAD - 380004, GUJARAT, INDIA

Used Since :01/09/2016

AHMEDABAD
HOTELS, HOSPITALITY SERVICES [ACCOMMODATION]
3777157   14/03/2018
MAISON DES DESSERTS
T-49-Bs, Ground Floor, Hauz Khas Village, New Delhi – 110016
A Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Used Since :26/04/2012

DELHI
Services for providing food and drinks; Hotel, restaurant, café-restaurant and bar services; hotel, motel, banqueting and catering services; rental of rooms for holding functions, conferences conventions; cafes; hospitality services (food, drink and accommodation); bar and restaurant services;
3777334   14/03/2018
MR. SUDHANSHU SUDHA S/O SH. ASHOK SUDHA.
462/7, ADARSH NAGAR, NEW COLONY, KURUKSHETRA, HARYANA-136118, INDIA.
INDIVIDUAL NAME.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, HOTEL AND RESTAURANTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 43.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1846, 23/04/2018 Class 43

3777487 14/03/2018
PATEL DHAVAL KALYANJI
Plot no. 725/2, Sector 13A, Opposite MRF Tyre Show Room, Gandhinagar-382016
individual person
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHRUTI K. SHAH
409, Kataria Arcade, Nr. Adani School, Off. S. G. Road, Behind Signature 1 Complex, Ahmedabad-51

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
services for providing food and drink (non-alcoholic beverages), café, canteen and cafeteria services, restaurant services, carry out restaurant services, catering services, coffee shop, tea shop, snacks bar, juice bar, supplying tea and coffee to offices, fast-food restaurant services, ice cream parlour, milk bar services, pizzeria, providing food preparation in market stalls, providing food and drink via mobile truck, salad bar, self service restaurants, arranging and providing temporary accommodation, hotel services
3777529    14/03/2018
IRONICAL HOSPITALITY PVT. LTD.
A-202, PUNIT TOWER 1, SECTOR 11, CBD BELAPUR, NAVI MUMBAI 400614
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DILIP C. SAROJ
ZHANNA MUKADAM CHAWL, NIKLAW WADI, OLD NAGARDAS ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI 400 069.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

CAFE SERVICES, RESTAURANT SERVICES, SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOODS AND DRINKS INCLUDED IN CLASS 43
3777868  14/03/2018

SRIKANYA INN
78-2-1, Beside RTC Complex, Old Somalamma Temple Road, Syamalanagar, Rajamahendravaram-533 103, East Godavari Dist.(A.P)
Partnership Firm.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :29/09/2016

CHENNAI
Hotels ,motels, restaurants, cafes, canteens providing food and drink; temporary accommodation and catering services
3777869   14/03/2018
SRIKANYA INN
78-2-1, Beside RTC Complex, Old Somalamma Temple Road, Syamalanagar, Rajamahendravaram-533 103, East Godavari Dist.(A.P)
Partnership Firm.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P).
Used Since :29/09/2016
CHENNAI
Hotels ,motels, restaurants, cafes, canteens providing food and drink; temporary accommodation and catering services
3778116    14/03/2018
99 HEALTHLOUNGE PRIVATE LIMITED
SHOP NO. 46 A/2, SOUTH BLOCK, BAHU PLAZA, GANDHI NAGAR, JAMMU - 180014 (J&K)
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :03/11/2017
DELHI
Providing Food & Drink, Restaurant Services, Fast-food Restaurant Services, Take-away Food Services, Self-service Restaurants, Snack-bar Services, Food & Drink Catering, Cafes & Ice Cream Parlours
3778149  14/03/2018
MOHAMMED SHAHID
Arafa Manzil, Ayyangol, Kalanad (PO), Kasaragod, Kerala - 671317
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAMMED HUSSAIN S.
45/1, NOOR MAHAL, SIVARAM NAGAR, 2ND CROSS, SUNGAM, RAMANATHAPURAM, COIMBATORE-45.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
RESTAURANT, HOTELS, RESORTS, CANTEENS, FOOD COURTS, MOBILE FOOD COUNTERS, EATING HOUSES, KIOSKS, OUTLETS, CAFETERIAS, DINE IN FACILITY, TAKE AWAY, CATERERS, CAFES, REFRESHMENT ROOMS.
3778277  14/03/2018
MRS. SHRUTI PAI TRADING AS SIMPLY SAGE
Esencia, Block – 1B, Jakkur Plantation Village Main Road, Yealhanka Jakkur Hobli, Bangalore – 560 064.
A proprietorship firm.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Serving food and drink in retail and takeaway establishments.
THE SIMPLY SAGE

3778278  14/03/2018
MRS. SHRUTI PAI TRADING AS SIMPLY SAGE
Esencia, Block – 1B, Jakkur Plantation Village Main Road, Yelahanka Jakkur Hobli, Bangalore – 560 064.
A proprietorship firm.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3778277
CHENNAI
Serving food and drink in retail and takeaway establishments.
3778498  15/03/2018
VINOD D DEVNANI
trading as ;SUPER SPICE VICTORY HOSPITALITY
A3 SHEWA BHAWAN, 48 A 10TH ROAD, KHAR (WEST), BOMBAY 400052
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK
CLCkaran
3778517    15/03/2018
T.SATHIYA trading as ;DARIUS FOOD SERVICES
#31, 7TH STREET, CHAMBERS COLONY, CHROMEPET, CHENNAI - 600 044
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SERVING FOOD AND DRINK
3778549   15/03/2018
AMIT KUMAR SINGH
J-1202, JAIPURIA SUNRISE GREENS, AHINSA KHAND-1, NEAR HABITAT CENTRE,INDIRAPURAM, DISTT-
GHAZIABAD, UTTAR PRADESH - INDIA PIN - 201014
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK TIWARI
883 AKSHARDHAM APPTS. PKT.-3, SEC-19, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110075
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Services provided by persons or establishments whose aim is to prepare food and drink for consumption
3778600   15/03/2018
MR. YOGESH R DESHPANDE
Flat No. 12, Tirupati Balaji Society, 1356 Sadashiv Peth, Near Chimanya Ganpati, Pune - 411 030
Applicant
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIR & ASSOCIATES
# 16 JEDHE PARK, 248 RASTA PETH,BEHIND SHANTAI HOTEL,PUNE-411011
Used Since :03/06/2016
MUMBAI
Providing Food And Drink, Catering Services, Temporary Accomodation
ANILESH YUNAS
396 B MEDICAL COLLAGE ROAD, BASHARATPUR, GORAKHPUR-273004, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURENDRA PRATAP SHAHI
1ST FLOOR, PRATIBHA COMPLEX, IN FRONT OF JUBILEE INTER COLLEGE, BUXIPUR, GORAKHPUR -273001

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
HOTEL, RESTAURANT, CAFE AND BAR SERVICES, ARRANGING AND BOOKING HOTELS AND ACCOMODATION SERVICES, PROVISION OF FACILITIES FOR MEETING, FUNCTIONS, CONFERENCES AND CONVENTIONS, CATERING SERVICES.
3778992  15/03/2018
KAMNA CHAUHAN
FG - 1, 12 - C, VIKASPURI, NEW DELHI - 110018
THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Services for providing food and drink; Temporary accommodation.
3779138    15/03/2018
SMAAASH ENTERTAINMENT PRIVATE LIMITED
2nd Floor, Trade View Building, Oasis Complex PB Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai 400013,
Service Providers

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KIRAN DESAI
JEHANGIR BLDG., 3RD FLOOR,133, MAHATMA GANDHI RD., MUMBAI - 400 023.
Used Since :17/03/2016

To be associated with:
3278780

MUMBAI
Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation; hospitality services; catering services; banquet and conference facilities; food delivery services; bar and restaurant services; bars; cafes; cafeterias; canteens; food kiosks and/or stalls; hotels; motels; night clubs; pubs; restaurants (including sit-down service of food and take-out restaurant services).
3779497  15/03/2018
NEERU AGARWAL
W/o DINESH KUMAR, R/o PLOT NO-145, POCKET-2, JASOLA, DELHI-25
INDIVIDUAL SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVEEN BHARDWAJ
S-5, SECOND FLOOR, MANISH PLAZA, AJANTA MARKET, OPPOSITE BROTHERS APARTMENT, IP EXTENSION, DELHI - 110092

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3325818
DELHI
Services of providing food, tea, coffee and drinks.
3779552  15/03/2018
KIRAN KAMLAKAR YEDMAL
Plot No. 15, Khilarewadi, Karve Road, Pune - 411004
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Restaurant services, Services for providing food and drink
3779794   16/03/2018

SOCIAL JUNK
BOOTH NO. 75, SECTOR 8 B, CHANDIGARH
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIHARIKA SHARMA
HOUSE NUMBER 2565, 1ST FLOOR, SECTOR 35-C, CHANDIGARH-160035
Used Since :15/12/2016

DELHI
restaurant, cafe, take away outlet
3779795  16/03/2018
REBEL HOSPITALITY
SCO 3 A, BACKSIDE, SECTOR 7 C, CHANDIGARH
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIHARIKA SHARMA
HOUSE NUMBER 2565, 1ST FLOOR, SECTOR 35-C, CHANDIGARH-160035
Used Since : 22/02/2018
DELHI
Restaurant, Cafe, Bar, Lounge
DAILY DOZE

3779879  16/03/2018
M/S DAILY DOZE CAFE AND JUICE
SHOP NO. 10, IKDC MARKET, 2/2, OLD PALASIA, INDORE - 452018
Proprietorship firm proprietor Mr. Tosif Mohammad

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANURADHA AGRAWAL
103, LABBAIG, REGENCY 4/2 OLD PALASIA, INDORE-452001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CAFE AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
KARAMCHAND

3779952  16/03/2018

BASANT PHERUMAL MAHIJA TRADING AS : M/S. SATYAM SHIVAM SUNDARAM
302- STERLING PLAZA, ABOVE AXIS BANK, J. M. ROAD, PUNE-411004
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURESH & CO.
11 PRABHA KUNJ PLOTNO 498 24TH ROAD KHAR (WEST) MUMBAI-400052.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SERVICES OF HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION SERVICES IN CLASS-43.
3780175  16/03/2018
GAURAV BAHL, PROPRIETOR OF M/S KOOLCHAS,
100/8, SILVER OAKS APARTMENTS, DLF PHASE-1, GURGAON, HARYANA
proprietorship firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIPAN JAIN (ADVOCATE)
C/O. CAPITAL REGISTRATION SERVICE, 145/B, CD BLOCK, DDA FLATS, PITAM PURA, DELHI-110088
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation
3780178  16/03/2018
GAURAV BAHL, PROPRIETOR OF M/S KOOLCHAS,
100/8, SILVER OAKS APARTMENTS, DLF PHASE-1, GURGAON, HARYANA
proprietorship firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIPAN JAIN (ADVOCATE)
C/O. CAPITAL REGISTRATION SERVICE, 145/B, CD BLOCK, DDA FLATS, PITAM PURA, DELHI-110088

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation
3780425  16/03/2018
MRS. PRADNYA DEEPAK DULE
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Providing of Food & Drinks.
3780539  16/03/2018
PRAJAPATI XITIJ NATVARLAL PROPRIETOR OF SHINE FOODS
Ground Floor, Shop No. 12 New Shop - B/6, SY No. 41/B-1, Plot -2, Golden Plaza, Jashukakani Wadi AK road, Surat, Gujarat
A Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANIKA JAIN
LegalRaasta Technologies Pvt. Ltd, B-300 Saraswati Vihar Pitampura Delhi -110034

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Serving of food and drinks, Takeaway food services, Fast-food restaurant services, Fast-food restaurant services
EGGWELL

3780643    16/03/2018
MR ADITYA ARVIND JHAJHARIA
SHOP NO. 19, SHREE BALAJI DARSHAN, NEW GOLDEN NEST, MIRA BHAYANDER HIGHWAY, BHAYANDER (EAST) THANE – 401105
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADARSH SUBHASH PANDEY
101/A, Somnath CHS Ltd., Opp. Asha Nagar, S.V. Cross Road, Bhayander East, Thane-401105.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PROVIDING SERVICE OF FOOD AND DRINKS, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
3780644  16/03/2018  
MR ADITYA ARVIND JHAJHARIA  
SHOP NO. 19, SHREE BALAJI DARSHAN, NEW GOLDEN NEST, MIRA BHAYANDER HIGHWAY, BHAYANDER (EAST) THANE – 401105  
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
ADARSH SUBHASH PANDEY  
101/A, Somnath CHS Ltd., Opp. Asha Nagar, S.V. Cross Road, Bhayander East, Thane-401105.  
Proposed to be Used  
MUMBAI  
PROVIDING SERVICE OF FOOD AND DRINKS, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
3780747  17/03/2018
MR. PRATEEK CHITKARA.
348/L, MODEL TOWN, YAMUNA NAGAR, HARYANA-135009, INDIA.
INDIVIDUAL NAME.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Providing Food and Drink, Temporary Accommodation, Cafes, Cafeterias, Bars, Hotels, Club, Motels, Resorts, Restaurants, Canteens, Banquet Hall, Coffee Shops, Ice Cream Parlours, Takeaway and Catering Services included in class 43.

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
3780841  17/03/2018
BENNETT, COLEMAN & COMPANY LIMITED
THE TIMES OF INDIA BUILDING, DR. D.N ROAD, FORT MUMBAI-400 001
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTTL ADVOCARE
803, Arcadia, NCPA Marg, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400 021, Maharashtra

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation.
3780843  17/03/2018
BENNETT, COLEMAN & COMPANY LIMITED
THE TIMES OF INDIA BUILDING, DR. D.N ROAD, FORT MUMBAI-400 001
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTTL ADVOCARE
803, Arcadia, NCPA Marg, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400 021, Maharashtra

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3780841
MUMBAI
Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation.
RAAJSIK

3780984  17/03/2018
M/S UMRAO HOTELS & RESORTS PVT. LTD.
National Highway No. 8, Village Samalkha, Near Rajokri Crossing, New Delhi- 110 037
A Company incorporated under Indian Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DELHI REGISTRATION SERVICE.
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI-110 025.
Used Since :01/04/2003

DELHI
Services for providing of food & drink, temporary accommodation and restaurant services.
3781134  17/03/2018
THERPUP INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.13/1 WHITE ROSE LAYOUT, WHITEFIELD BENGALURU, KARNATAKA -560066, INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NEW NO.60, OLD NO.84/2, MOORE STREET, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600001, TAMILNADU.

Used Since :22/12/2016

CHENNAI
CAFE SERVICES, HOTEL RESTAURANT SERVICES, TAKE-OUT RESTAURANT SERVICES, MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS FOR RESTAURANTS AND MEALS, SERVING FOOD AND DRINK FOR GUESTS IN RESTAURANTS, PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK FOR GUESTS IN RESTAURANTS.
3781152  17/03/2018
MR. KAYYUM SIDDIK MOTIWALA TRADING AS TAKDIR ICE CREAM & JUICE CORNER
Shop No. 4, Jagat Arcade Queta Colony, Nagpur - 440 002
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since :01/01/2011

MUMBAI
Providing of Food & Drink
3781199   17/03/2018
HARISH DHYANI
FLAT NO. 6373, F-6, ALOK VIHAR - 2, SECTOR-50, NOIDA, UTTAR PRADESH - 201301
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHINDRA SINGH & CO.
Office No. 110, 1st Floor, Vardhman Plaza Tower, Plot No. H-3, Netaji Subhash Place, Pitam pura, Delhi - 110034

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
HOTELS, HOTEL RESTAURANT SERVICES, HOTEL ACCOMMODATION SERVICES, HOTELS AND MOTELS, RESORT HOTELS
3781233    17/03/2018
SAHIL MAHENDRA KHIMAVAT
THE MESSY HOUSE, SHOP NO.31/32, BHOOMI ENCLAVE, MAHAVIR NAGAR, KANDIVALI WEST, MUMBAI-400067
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, santosh collection,beside jai bharat restaurant,kokari aagar, naik nagar, s.m.road, antophill church, mumbai -400 037.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Cafe, cafeteria and restaurant services & Ice cream parlors
SHRI RAMESHWAR KHICHDI

3781344   17/03/2018
SHAILESH DIPSINHBHAI BARIA
Shop No. A14 to B16, Karishama Garden, Kolasana, Maroli Char Rasta, Maroli, Navsari – 396436.
a sole proprietor of SHRI RAMESHWAR KHICHDI

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KARNI TRADE MARKS.
4024, WORLD TRADE CENTRE, RING ROAD, SURAT-395 002.
Used Since :04/12/2016

AHMEDABAD
Services for providing Food and Drink; Temporary Accommodation; Restaurant, Canteen, Cafe, Catering and Coffee shop
Services; Rental of Temporary Accommodation; Reservation Services for Temporary Accommodation; Provision of
Conference, Exhibition and Meeting Services and Amenities; Providing Banquet and Social Function Facilities for Special
Occasions; as included in Class - 43.
RAMESH KUMAR (PROPRIETOR) TRADING AS THE SOUTH WIND
F-Block, GF-105,106 Sobo center, South Bopal, Ahmedabad-380058, Gujarat.

PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSHIKCHANDRA AMBALAL BAROT
11 SHUKAN FLAT, NEAR KUM KUM SCHOOL, UTTAMNAGAR, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD 380008 (GUJARAT) INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Restaurant Services
Rushd Corner
3781901  19/03/2018
ROHINI PRAFULLACHANDRA BHAGWAT
104,Ashwa Apex,namdewadi,Dharamvir Marg,Opp Gurukul Society,Panchpakhadi,Thane
Fast Foods and snacks
Proprietor
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
restaurants,Cafes and fast foods.,snack-bars.
3781982    19/03/2018
SURAJ BHAN SAINI
trading as ; SAINI GROUP OF INDUSTRIES (S.G.I)
HATHWALA ROAD SAMALKHA DISTT PANIPAT HARYANA 132101
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIKHIL PRUTHI
69-R, MODEL TOWN, SONEPAT, HARYANA-131001

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
RESTAURANTS, CAFETERIAS, SELF SERVICES RESTAURANTS, BANQUETS, MARRIAGE HALLS, FOOD OUTLETS, FOOD AND DRINK CATERING AND HOSPITALITY SERVICES AS INCLUDED IN CLASS 43
3782001  19/03/2018
SHENZHEN MEIXIXI CATERING MANAGEMENT CO., LTD.
1203-4-2, Dachong Business Centre, No.9672, Nanshan Road, Yuehai Street, Nanshan District, Shenzhen, China
A COMPANY IS INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF CHINA.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADEMARK JURIS
412 - A, KIRTI SHIKHAR, ANSAL TOWERS, DISTRICT CENTRE, JANAK PURI, NEW DELHI - 110058
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Café services; Cafeteria services; Canteen services; Restaurant services; Snack-bar services; Mobile catering services;
Tea room services; Food and drink catering; Hotel services; Bar services.
GULNAR BANO
1100, PRATAP NAGAR, GANDHI BHAWAN, NEAR T.T.T.I GATE ROAD, SHAMLA HILLS, BHOPAL, (M.P.) - 462003.
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, santosh collection,beside jai bharat restaurant,kokari aagar, naik nagar, s.m.road, antophill church, mumbai -400 037.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation
GARBHA GUDI

2132528  20/04/2011
GARBHA GUDI IVF CENTRE PVT. LTD.
trading as ;GARBHA GUDI IVF CENTRE PVT. LTD.
210 / A1, 1ST FLOOR, SHUBHASRI COMPLEX, 14TH MAIN, 50FT ROAD, BSK 1ST STAGE (ABOVE MADHURA SAGAR),
BANGALORE -560050, KARNATAKA, INDIA.

SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU
Used Since :31/03/2011

CHENNAI
INVITRO FERTILIZATION (TEST TUBE BABY).
DENT CERAM

2292062  29/02/2012

RENU BHARGAVA
285, DDA PLOT, POCKET-1, SECTOR-23, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110075

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMART BRAIN
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92

Used Since: 05/08/1997

DELHI
DENTAL LABORATORY SERVICES
POWER URMIND

2314590  12/04/2012

DR. USHA DHAWAL
trading as ;POWERURMIND
1722 SEC 43B CHANDIGARH
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

ADVOCATE SANGEETA PAL
C/310, ANTOPHILL WAREHOUSING COMPANY LTD., V.I.T COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI - 400 037

Used Since :26/09/2006

DELHI

PROVIDING HEALTH CARE SERVICES
2318950 20/04/2012
MS NEETU KHULLAR
FLAT NO 1268 SEC-B POCKET NO 1 VASANT KUNJ NEW DELHI 70
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANDEEP BISHT
B-7, ASHADEEP BUILDING, 9-HAILEY ROAD, NEW DELHI-1
Used Since :27/02/2012

DELHI
FLOWER ARRANGING, FLOWER BOUQUET ARRANGING, GARLAND ARRANGING, GARDENING, HORTICULTURE
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
RUCHITA TANWAR
trading as ; DR. SURGICAL
B-8 & 9 COMPLEX NANGAL RAYA NEW DELHI 46
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUDHIR BALYAN & ASSOCIATES
FLAT NO. 504, SHIVASHISH TOWER, SHALIMAR CITY, DELHI WAZIRABAD ROAD, SHAHIBABAD, GHAZIABAD U.P.- 201005

Used Since : 01/06/2004

DELHI
Medical Services, Veterinary Services, Hygienic and Beauty Care for Human Beings or Animals; Agriculture, Horticulture and Forestry Services included in class 44

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2375024  06/08/2012
SANT PARMANAND BLIND RELIEF MISSION
18 SHAMNATH MARG CIVIL LINES DELHI
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KARAN JAIN (ADV.)
A - 003, JHULELAL APARTMENTS, ROAD NO. 44, PITAMPURA, DELHI - 110034
Used Since : 31/03/2001

DELHI
ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION SERVICES BLOOD BANK SERVICES, IC (MEDICAL-) SERVICES, DENTISTRY, HAIR
IMPLANTATION, HEALTH CARE, HEALTH CENTERS, HEALTH SPA SERVICES, HOMES (NURSING-), HOSPITALS, IN
VITRO FERTILIZATION SERVICES, MASSAGE, MEDICAL ASSISTANCE, MEDICAL CLINIC SERVICES, MEDICAL
EQUIPMENT RENTAL, NURSING HOMES, NURSING, MEDICAL, OPTICIANS SERVICES, PHARMACEISTS SERVICES TO
MAKE UP PRESCRIPTIONS, PHARMACY ADVICE, PHYSICAL THERAPY, PHYSIOTHERAPY, PLASTIC SURGERY,
PSYCHOLOGIST (SERVICES OF A-), REHABILITATION FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSE PATIENTS, SURGERY (PLASTIC-),
TELEMEDICINE SERVICES, THERAPY SERVICES, HOSPITALS AND NURSING HOMES.
SANT PARMANAND HOSPITAL

2375026   06/08/2012
SANT PARMANAND BLIND RELIEF MISSION
18 SHAMNATH MARG CIVIL LINES DELHI
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KARAN JAIN (ADV.)
A - 003, JHULELAL APARTMENTS, ROAD NO. 44, PITAMPURA, DELHI - 110034
Used Since : 31/03/2001

DELHI

ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION SERVICES, BLOOD BANK SERVICES, IC (MEDICAL -) SERVICES, DENTISTRY, HAIR IMPLANTATION, HEALTH CARE, HEALTH CENTERS, HEALTH SPA SERVICES, HOMES (NURSING -), HOSPITALS, IN VITRO FERTILIZATION SERVICES, MASSAGE, MEDICAL ASSISTANCE, MEDICAL CLINIC SERVICES, MEDICAL EQUIPMENT RENTAL, NURSING HOMES, NURSING, MEDICAL, OPTICIANS’ SERVICES, PHARMACISTS’ SERVICES TO MAKE UP PRESCRIPTIONS, PHARMACY ADVICE, PHYSICAL THERAPY, PHYSIOTHERAPY, PLASTIC SURGERY, PSYCHOLOGIST (SERVICES OF A -), REHABILITATION FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSE PATIENTS, SURGERY (PLASTIC -), TELEMEDICINE SERVICES, THERAPY SERVICES, HOSPITALS AND NURSING HOMES.
TEJAS URJA
2433138  26/11/2012
TEJAS URJA PVT LTD
KRIPALU BAGH KAKKHAL HARIDWAR 249408 UTTARAKHAND
SERVICES
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICAL SERVICES, VETERINARY SERVICES, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS,
AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
TEJAS

2433154    26/11/2012
TEJAS URJA PVT LTD
KRIPALU BAGH KAKKHAL HARIDWAR 249408 UTTARAKHAND
SERVICES
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2433138
DELHI
MEDICAL SERVICES, VETERINARY SERVICES, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS,
AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES.
YOG SE BHOG

2434971   29/11/2012

AJAY ARYA
C-2/87, Ashok Vihar, Phase-II, New Delhi-110052

The Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

RAVI CHAUHAN
A-2/96, SECTOR-16, ROHINI, DELHI-85

Used Since : 01/11/2012

DELHI

Healing services for human beings.
2436363   03/12/2012
EMPATHY MEDCARE PVT. LTD
SHOP NO 8 BLOCK A-3, MAIN MARKET SEC-110 NODIA U.P
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOKA LAW OFFICE
8, CENTRAL LANE, BENGALI MARKET, CONNAUGHT PLACE, NEW DELHI - 110 001
Used Since :01/09/2012
DELHI
MEDICAL SERVICES, MULTI SPECIALITY POLY CLINIC AND HEALTHCARE CLINIC; INCLUDED IN CLASS 44
MRS. POOJA MEHLRA
trading as : DENTAL LOUNGE
683 PATEL NAGAR CEMETERY ROAD CIVIL LINES LUDHIANA 141001 PUNJAB
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since : 01/04/2009

DELHI
DENTAL HOSPITAL, DENTAL CLINIC & DENTAL CARE SERVICES.
ROOTACTIV

2448276  24/12/2012

VITAL CLINIC PVT. LTD.
L-3, SOUTH EXTENSION-2, NEW DELHI- 110049.
MANUFACTURES AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT OF 1956.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/04/1997

DELHI
MEDICAL SERVICES, VETERINARY SERVICES, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE IPX HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS;
AGRICULTURE, FIORTICULTURE ARID FORESTRY SERVICES; INCLUDED IN^LASS 44

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
ATTICH

2521154  27/04/2013

ATTICH

MR. SACHIN KAMALKUMAR KANOJIYA
MR. MUKESH PURSHOTTAM URKUDE
MRS. SUNITA MADHUSADAN FUNDE
ETERNITY MALL, GROUND FLOOR, SHOP NO. G-9, NAGPUR
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:

MAKHJA & ASSOCIATES,
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

SALON SERVICES
SEHAT SCALP AND HAIR CLINIC

2572874       30/07/2013
MR. SALIM IQBAL
trading as ;M/S. SEHAT SCALP AND HAIR CLINIC
14, PARK STREET, KILPAUK GARDEN COLONY, KILPAUK, CHENNAI-600010, TAMILNADU, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
No.38/13, Desigar Street, Vadapalani, Chennai - 600026, Tamil Nadu, India
Used Since :01/01/1997

CHENNAI
HEALTH AND MEDICAL CLINIC SERVICES, MEDICAL COUNSELING, ADVISORY AND ANALYSIS SERVICE, SKIN , HAIR AND SCLAP TREAT MENT AND MEDICAL NURSING
SEHAT SKIN AND HAIR CLINIC

2572923  30/07/2013
MR. SALIM IQBAL
DR. MRS. TALAT SALIM
trading as ;M/S. SEHAT SKIN AND HAIR CLINIC
14, PARK STREET, KILPAUK GARDEN COLONY, KILPAUK, CHENNAI - 600010, TAMILNADU, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
No.38/13, Desigar Street, Vadapalani, Chennai - 600026, Tamil Nadu, India
Used Since :01/01/1997

CHENNAI
HEALTH AND MEDICAL CLINIC SERVICES, MEDICAL COUNSELING, ADVISORY AND ANALYSIS SERVICE, SKIN , HAIR AND SCLAP TREATMENT AND MEDICAL NURSING
2641664   12/12/2013
Dr. ARUP CHAKRABORTY
trading as : AMULYA JYOTI EYE FOUNDATION
105, MONOHARPUKUR ROAD, KOLKATA 700029, WEST BENGAL
SERVICE PROVIDER(S)
INDIA CITIZEN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78, N.S.C. BOSE ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA 700 040, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since : 22/10/2007
KOLKATA
Opticians Services; Medical Services; Hospitals; Nursing Homes; Health Care; Health Centres; Medical Clinic Services; Health Counseling; Medical Assistance; Nursing (Medical); Blood Bank Services; Medical Nursing; Pharmacy Advisory Services; Pharmacists’ Services to make up Prescriptions; Rental of Medical Equipment; Telemedicine Services.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF WORD "AMULYA JYOTI EYE FOUNDATION" AND ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTER APPEARING ON THE LABEL..
2644900  18/12/2013
MRS. MEETA PRADYUMAN MEHTA
trading as ;APPLE HEARING AID CENTRE
E-104, NEMI-KRISHNA SOCIETY, V.L.ROAD, OPP. MUNICIPAL SCHOOL, KANDIVALI (WEST) MUMBAI-400067.
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KUSHAL MEHTA
1104-A, Vastu Siddhi, Near Parsi Colony, Off rajmata Jijabai Road, Pump House, Andheri (E). Mumbai 400093.
Used Since :01/04/2001
MUMBAI
SERVICES PROVIDING HEARING ANALYSIS AND PARAMEDICAL SERVICES FOR DEAF
2673448  06/02/2014

P.S. RAJAN
108 C BLOCK, VIJAYA HYDE PARK, PEELAMEDU, COIMBATORE 641004, TAMILNADU, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SENTHIL KUMAR N
INTEPAT IP SERVICES PVT. LTD., 176, INDRA COMPLEX, SARAKKI MAIN ROAD, SARAKKI, JP NAGAR 1ST PHASE,
BANGALORE - 560 078, KARNATAKA

Used Since :05/02/2014

CHENNAI
HOSPITAL AND OTHER MEDICAL SERVICES

Subject to no exclusive right to the separate words except substantially as shown on the form of representation...
2674527    07/02/2014
R.DHANABALAN
trading as QUALITY CARE DIAGNOSTIC CENTRE
SHRI MOHAN HOSPITAL PREMISES, NO.703, BASEMENT FLOOR, MADURAI ROAD, TENI - 625 531, TN
SERVICE PROVIDERS
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.
Used Since :01/01/2008

CHENNAI
MEDICAL LABORATORY SERVICES, BLOOD BANK SERVICES, HEALTH CARE, INVITRO FERTILIZATION SERVICES, X-RAY, SCANNING, DIAGNOSTIC SERVICES AND MEDICAL CLINICS.

Subject to no exclusive right to the separate words except substantially as shown on the form of representation...and subject to restriction with in Tamil Nadu.
2685358  24/02/2014
SADHAN PHARMA PVT. LTD.
PL 6/8/8 SECTOR NO. 17 NEW PANVEL DIST. RAIGADH PIN 410206.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :19/02/2014
MUMBAI
PROVIDING MEDICAL SERVICES
2688849   28/02/2014
THYROCARE TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED
D- 37/1, TTC MIDC, TURBHE, NAVI MUMBAI 400703
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CEREBRAL DIMENSIONS
S-01, Haware”s Fantasia Business Park, Plot No. 47, Sector - 30A, Vashi, Navi Mumbai - 400 705.

MUMBAI
MEDICAL, HYGIENIC AND HEALTHCARE SERVICES; MEDICAL CLINICS AND HOSPITALS; SURGICAL SERVICES FOR REPLACEMENT OF JOINTS; PROSTHETIC AND ORTHOPEDIC IMPLANTATION SERVICES AND PROVIDING INFORMATION THEREOF AND THEIR CONSULTANCY SERVICES; FITTING OF ARTIFICIAL LIMBS; CLINICAL AND PHARMACY ADVICE; MIDWIFE SERVICES, OPTICIAN SERVICES; PHYSICAL AND PHYSIOTHERAPY; PLASTIC SURGERY; BEAUTY SALONS; HAIR IMPLANTATION; AROMATHERAPY SERVICES
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2715745  10/04/2014
STERLING HOLIDAY RESORTS (INDIA) LIMITED
trading as ;STERLING HOLIDAY RESORTS (INDIA) LIMITED
NO.7, 3RD FLOOR, CITI TOWERS, 3D CROSS STREET, KASTURIBAI NAGAR, ADYAR, CHENNAI - 600 020, STATE OF TAMIL NADU, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU
Used Since :01/05/2013
CHENNAI
SERVICES RELATING TO HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS, HEALTH SPA SERVICES
2718983  16/04/2014
WALTZ HOSPITALS PVT LTD
trading as ;WALTZ HOSPITALS PVT LTD
MANNARKAD ROAD, PERINTHALMANNA, MALAPPURAM DISTRICT, KERALA, INDIA-679322
SERVICE PROVIDIER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUP JOACHIM T, ADVOCATE
JOACHIM & JANSON, SRSRA-2, CC43/1983,SANTHIPURAM ROAD,COCHIN-682025
Used Since :01/08/2013
CHENNAI
MEDICAL SERVICES; PHARMACEUTICAL SERVICES IN THIS CLASS; PROVISION OF INFORMATION, ADVICE AND CONSULTATION RELATING TO MEDICINE, MEDICAL MATTERS, HEALTH CARE AND PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS AND MATTERS.
2720674    18/04/2014
SUPPLY AIR INTERNATIONAL PVT. LTD.
126/Old No: 55, Park Street, Salem - 636001, Tamil Nadu
Service Providers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :02/02/2014

CHENNAI
Human hygiene and beauty care, Beauty salons, Hairdressing salons.
2720952  20/04/2014

A.W. SALAUDEEN

trading as ;DR. WAHAAB'S PRANIC ACUPUNCTURE

F-2, ZION COMPLEX, 3, THIRUMALAIPILLAI ROAD, T. NAGAR, CHENNAI-600 017, TAMIL NADU.

SERVICE PROVIDER

AN INDIAN SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:

L.R. SWAMI CO.

NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Used Since :02/02/2002

CHENNAI

MEDICAL SERVICES, MEDICAL ASSISTANCE, HOSPITALS; MEDICAL CLINIC SERVICES; NURSING,
MEDICAL; MEDICAL EQUIPMENT RENTAL; BLOOD BANK SERVICES; HEALTH COUNSELLING; HEALTH
CENTRES; HEALTH CARE; PHYSIOTHERAPY; PHYSICAL THERAPY; THERAPY SERVICES; ALTERNATIVE
MEDICINE SERVICES; HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS

SUBJECT TO NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO THE DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS/WORDS EXCEPT SUBSTANTIALLY AS
SHOWN ON THE FORM OF REPRESENTATION..
2722381  22/04/2014
TRIVANDRUM MEDICAL SPECIALITY SERVICES LIMITED.
trading as ;TRIVANDRUM MEDICAL SPECIALITY SERVICES LIMITED.
SUT ROYAL HOSPITAL CAMPUS, ULLOOR, MEDICAL COLLEGE POST, TRIVANDRUM - 695 001, KERALA SERVICES PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE BUSINESS CYTALYST.
CATALYST VILLA KANIYAPURAM POST TRIVANDRUM, KERALA - 695301
Used Since :01/04/2010

CHENNAI
SUPER SPECIALITY HOSPITAL
2723890 23/04/2014
NARAYANA HRUDAYALAYA PVT LTD
trading as ;NARAYANA HRUDAYALAYA PVT LTD
258/A.BOMMASANDRA INDUSTRIAL AREA,ANEKAL TALUK,BANGALORE-560 099
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAGAR CHANDRA & ASSOCIATES
2/48, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, SARVAPRIYA VIHAR, NEW DELHI 16
Used Since :01/09/2013
CHENNAI
MEDICAL SERVICES; VETERINARY SERVICES; HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS;
AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES
2725083  25/04/2014
BATHRUDEEN
trading as : HERO ELECTRONIC
NO.55, EAST VELI STREET, MADURAI - 625 001, MADURAI DIST.TN
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.
Used Since : 09/04/2014
CHENNAI
CLINIC FOR HEARING AID AND SALES, HEARING LOSS EVALUATIONS, SPEECH THERAPY AND ALL RELATED TO
HEARING CARE INDUSTRY
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHOULD BE USED AS A WHOLE.
VIENNI

2726872   28/04/2014
VIENNI TRAINING & CONSULTING LLP
#246,10th cross, telecom layout ,Vijayanagar, Bangalore , Karnataka, pin 560023
Service provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027
Used Since :12/02/2010

CHENNAI
HEALTH CONSULTANCY/ PHARMACEUTICAL CONSULTANCY
2738697  17/05/2014
MAPMYGENOME INDIA LIMITED
trading as ;MAPMYGENOME INDIA LIMITED
Ground floor, Royal Demeure, PlotNo.12/2, Sector-1, HUDA Techno Enclave, Madhapur, Hyderabad-500081, Andhra Pradesh, India
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt. Ltd, #6-3-200/A, Moparthy Towers, 1st Floor, Prem Nagar, Road No.1, Banjara Hills, Hyderabad-34, A.P., India
Used Since :16/05/2014
CHENNAI
Diagnostic services, Genetic testing, Disease and traits early detection, Drug response, Carrier testing, Molecular diagnostics, Prognostics, Pharmacogenomics, Diabetes testing, Cardiovascular testing.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
NOVA ENT HOSPITAL
2739640  19/05/2014
DR. M.MOHAN REDDY
trading as ;NOVA ENT HOSPITAL
6-3-652, 1st Floor, Kautilaya Block, Adjt. to Medinova, Somajiguda, Hyderabad-500082, Andhra Pradesh, India.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt. Ltd, #6-3-200/A, Moparthy Towers, 1st Floor, Prem Nagar, Road No.1, Banjara Hills, Hyderabad-34, A.P., India
Used Since :01/05/1997

CHENNAI
Medical services, hygienic and beauty care for human beings, health care, hospitals, medical assistance, medical clinic services.
NOVA ENT & HEAD AND NECK SPECIALITIES HOSPITAL

2739641  19/05/2014
DR. M.MOHAN REDDY
trading as ;NOVA ENT & HEAD AND NECK SPECIALITIES HOSPITAL
6-3-652, 1st Floor, Kautilaya Block, Adjt. to Medinova, Somajiguda, Hyderabad-500082, Andhra Pradesh, India.

Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt. Ltd, #6-3-200/A, Moparthy Towers, 1st Floor, Prem Nagar, Road No.1, Banjara Hills, Hyderabad-34, A.P., India

Used Since :03/05/2014

CHENNAI

Medical services, hygienic and beauty care for human beings, health care, hospitals, medical assistance, medical clinic services.

no exclusive rights over the word/descriptive matters appearing on the label..
2739844   19/05/2014
SHREE GANPATLAL AGARWAL MEMORIAL AYUSH HOSPITAL AND RESEARCH CENTRE PRIVATE LIMITED
B. BAGEWADI ROAD, VIVEK NAGAR, BIJAPUR-586109
SERVICE PROVIDER
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMART BRAIN
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92
Used Since :04/02/2013

CHENNAI
HOSPITAL SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS-44.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD ayush EXCEPT SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF KARNATAKA STATE ONLY.
ASTER MARS

2740360  20/05/2014
ASTER DM HEALTHCARE PVT LTD
trading as ;ASTER DM HEALTHCARE PVT LTD
ASTER MEDCITY, KUTTISAHIB ROAD, NEAR KOTHAD BRIDGE, SOUTH CHITTOOR P. O, CHERANALLOOR, KOCHI - 682 027, KERALA
SERVICES PROVIDER
AN INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARKS &RIGHTS
42/2421,THALIATH BUILDING, ST. BENEDICT ROAD, KACHERIPPADY KOCHI-682 018.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICAL ASSISTANCE AND CLINICAL SERVICES, IN PARTICULAR ALL TYPES OF ADVANCED ROBOTIC SURGERY; ADVISORY, CONSULTANCY, REHABILITATION AND MEDICAL TREATMENT DONE BY ATTACHING ONTO THE HUMAN BODY A ROBOT, MACHINE, EQUIPMENT, APPARATUS OR INSTRUMENT TO ACTUALIZE AMPLIFICATION, EXPANSION, ASSISTANCE, IMPROVEMENT, REGENERATION OF HUMAN PHYSICAL FUNCTIONS; THERAPEUTIC AND SURGICAL TREATMENT SERVICES AND LABORATORY ANALYSIS SERVICES RELATING TO THE TREATMENT OF PERSONS.
2742448   23/05/2014

ADCS CENTER

trading as Service Provider

Plot No.95-III, Road No.72, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad - 500033, Andhra Pradesh

Service Provider

Address for service in India/Agents address:

M. VIJAYA KUMAR

C/O I-WIN SERVICES, A-199 1ST PHASE, ALLWYN COLONY, KUKATPALLY HYDERABAD-37

Used Since :02/04/2014

CHENNAI

Medical services, veterinary services, hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; agriculture, horticulture and forestry services

Subject to no exclusive right to the separate words except substantially as shown on the form of representation...
2745213  28/05/2014
HOSUR SUPER SPECIALITY HOSPITALS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as :HOSUR SUPER SPECIALITY HOSPITALS PRIVATE LIMITED
SURVEY NO: 120/B2B, OPPOSIDE TO GOVERNMENT HOSPITAL, DENKANIKOTTAI ROAD, HOSUR - 635 109, TN
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.R. NANDHAKUMAR
SITE NO.170, DOOR NO.4/6, VKL STREET, NGGO COLONY, COIMBATORE-641 022.T.N.
Used Since : 01/11/2013

CHENNAI
SUPER SPECIALITY HOSPITAL
SONALI SHIVLANI

2785930  02/08/2014

SONALI SHIVLANI
trading as ;M/s. SONALI SHIVLANI

11A, Sanjukta Apartment, off S.V. Road, Bandra (W), Mumbai-400 050
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Used Since :01/05/2005

MUMBAI

Providing medical services related to Medical Care, Counseling related to child, Nutrition, Lactation & pediatric, Psychological Therapy, Rehabilitation for mentally or physically challenged patients (adult/child)
2787393  06/08/2014
DR. ZUBEIDA TUMBI
trading as ;HEALTHWATCH CLINIC.
402 COSMOS PLAZA OPP. INDIAN OIL NAGAR. J. P. ROAD. FOUR BUNGLOWS, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053 (M.S.)
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMCHANDRA R. MANDHANE, ADVOCATE.
NANURAM MANSION, OPP. PATHARE NURSERY, DR. AMBEDKAR ROAD, KALYAN(W) - 421 301, (M.S).
Used Since :01/01/2001
MUMBAI
SERVICES RELATING TO THERAPEUTIC NUTRITION, MEDICAL NUTRITION THERAPIST, HOLISTIC NUTRITION FOR TOTAL HEALTH, CLINICAL CONDITION IN THE HUMAN BODY, NUTRITION AND DIET, NUTRITION SUPPLEMENT WITH FITNESS IDEA
ZUICCH
2795055  21/08/2014
VISHHAL GAALA
103, LIKHITE TOWER, NEHRU ROAD, DOMBIVLI (E), THANE-421 201
Service Provider
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since : 24/11/2013
MUMBAI
Health Spa Services, Salons for Beauty and Hairdressing
2796004  22/08/2014
TRENT LIMITED
BOMBAY HOUSE, 24, HOMI MODY STREET MUMBAI-400001
Service Providers
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2662223, 2738310, 2738311
MUMBAI
Providing of services relating to hygienic and beauty care for human beings.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE maaya and other descriptive matters..
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE..
2796670  25/08/2014

GANGAR OPTICIANS PRIVATE LIMITED
162, CHINOY MANSION, WARDEN ROAD, MUMBAI-400036
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMCHANDRA R.MANDHANE, ADVOCATE.
NANURAM MANSION, OPP. PATHARE NURSERY, DR. AMBEDKAR ROAD, KALYAN(W) - 421 301, (M.S).
Used Since :01/01/2007

MUMBAI

OPTICIANS SERVICES (OPTICIANS)
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2796829  25/08/2014
STEMRX BIOSCIENCE SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.
1ST FLOOR, R-831, DR. MAHAJAN HOSPITAL, TTC RABALE, THANE BELAPUR ROAD, NAVI MUMBAI-400 708,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :11/04/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICAL SERVICES
STEMRX BIOSCIENCE SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.
1ST FLOOR, R-831, DR. MAHAJAN HOSPITAL, TTC RABALE, THANE BELAPUR ROAD, NAVI MUMBAI 400 708,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :11/04/2012
To be associated with:
2796829
MUMBAI
MEDICAL SERVICES
2797650    26/08/2014
UPL LTD.
UNIPHOS HOUSE, MADHU PARK, 11TH ROAD, KHAR (WEST), MUMBAI-400052, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST),
MUMBAI - 400 058.
Used Since :01/01/1999
To be associated with:
2695839, 2695840
MUMBAI
MEDICAL SERVICES; VETERINARY SERVICES, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS;
AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.,APP.NO.2695839.
2799154  27/08/2014

VINOD GANGASHAI TRIVEDI
B1/ 101, ANKUR SHANTI NAGAR CHS LTD SECTOR NO4 SHANTI NAGAR, MIRA ROAD(E) THANE 401107

Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AGNIHOTRI & JHA ASSOCIATES
FLAT NO. 102, TULSI NIWAS, PUSHTIKAR SOCIETY, JOGESHWARI (W), MUMBAI 400 102

Used Since :01/08/2014

MUMBAI

Services Related To Hygienic Care; Hospitals, Clinics, Pathology, Laboratories, Nursing Home, Dispensaries And Medical Camps, Health Consultancy, Beauty Centre, Veterinary Services, Beauty Care For Human Beings
2799848    28/08/2014
SHAILENDRA RAMDAS PATIL
13, Navkar Residency, Opp. Jain Mandir, Racca Colony, Nashik - 422002, Maharashtra
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :01/01/2014
MUMBAI
Medical clinic services, Providing laser therapy for treating medical conditions.
2800672  30/08/2014
M/S JAKSON HOSPITALITY PVT LTD.
trading as ;M/s Jakson Hospitality Pvt Ltd.
Jakson Hospitality (P) Ltd., New Bridge Business Centre, C38 & C39, G Block, 1st Floor, Parinee Crescenzo, Bandra Kurla Complex, Bandra (East), Mumbai - 400 051. Maharashtra - India.
Service Provider
Company Registered with Registrar of Companies
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MOTKARI & ASSOCIATES
1102 - Blossom, Dosti Acres, Antop Hill, Wadala (E), Mumbai - 400037
Used Since :25/11/2011
MUMBAI
Medical services, veterinary services, hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; agriculture, horticulture and forestry services, massage.
SIRFKEVAL PURWAVE
2802846 03/09/2014
SIRFKEVAL MARKETING PVT. LTD.
trading as SIRFKEVAL MARKETING PVT. LTD.
AZB HOUSE, PENINSULA CORPORATE PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL(WEST), MUMBAI-400013, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Service providers
A company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AZB & PARTNERS.
EXPRESS TOWERS, 23RD FLOOR, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI - 400 021.
Used Since: 29/08/2014
To be associated with:
2802836, 2802841
MUMBAI
Medical and analysis services, chiropractic services, healthcare, clinics, health clinic services, health centres, monitoring of patients.
2803552    04/09/2014
CHATRARAM NEMARAM GEHLOT
trading as :PREM MEHANDI CENTRE
FLAT NO.101, SHREE VAYAD HEIGHTS APPARTMENT, HIRAWADI ROAD, PANCHAVATI, NASHIK-422003
SERVICES
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. P. MIRCHANDANI & CO.
RAM MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, ROOM NO.4, N.F. ROAD, NEAR CITY WALK, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
HAIR AND BEAUTY SALONS, HAIR AND SKIN CARE SERVICES, AROMATHERAPY SERVICES, BATHS (TURKISH), HAIR IMPLANTATION, HAIRDRESSING SALONS, HEALTH SPA SERVICES, MANICURING, MASSAGE, PHYSICAL THERAPY, PHYSIOTHERAPY, SAUNA SERVICES, MEDICAL SERVICES
2804097  04/09/2014

UPL LTD.
UNIPHOS HOUSE, MADHU PARK, 11TH ROAD, KHAR (WEST), MUMBAI-400052, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.
Used Since : 09/08/2014

To be associated with:
2695839, 2695840, 2695841, 2797650

MUMBAI
MEDICAL SERVICES; VETERINARY SERVICES, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS; AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2829509  20/10/2014
VIJAY DNYANDEO PATIL
12TH FLOOR, SIDDHARTH BUILDING, OPP. WATUMUL COLLEGE, R G THADANI MARG, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI-400018, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
AN INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHAILENDRA THATTE & ASSOCIATES
1/9, DNYANAYOG SOC., PARANJAPE NAGAR, VAZIRA NAKA, L. T. RD., BORIVALI (W), MUMBAI-400 091
Used Since :01/06/2014
To be associated with:
2827846, 2827847, 2827848, 2827849, 2827850
MUMBAI
MEDICAL SERVICES; VETERINARY SERVICES; HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS; AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES
2866081  18/12/2014

DR. KAMLESH AGRAWAL S/O. SH. RADHA KRISHAN GUPTA

trading as ;RADHA KRISHAN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL & RESEARCH CENTRE
C/o. RADHA KRISHAN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL & RESEARCH CENTRE, KOTA ROAD, BARAN, RAJASTHAN

Service Provider as

PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:

G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)

Used Since :07/07/2005

AHMEDABAD

HOSPITAL, MEDICAL SERVICES, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS.
2907110 21/02/2015
DR. AVTAR GURJAR
ANITA AGARWAL
trading as ;RE-LIFE
PLOT No. 4, SHREE RAM COLONY, SIKAR ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJASTHAN) INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJEEV JAIN
17, BHARAT MATA PATH, JAMNA LAL BAJAJ MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - 302 001- RAJASTHAN
Used Since :05/11/2014
AHMEDABAD
MEDICAL SERVICES, PSYCHOTHERAPY, SLIMMING, WELLNESS, CENTRE, HYPERBARIC OXYGEN (HBOT) THERAPY, OBESITY, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN AND ANIMAL WHICH ARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 44
SHELL DAWN PROFESSIONALS

2910895  26/02/2015
KINJAL V. KYADA
trading as ;SHELL DAWN PROFESSIONALS
55-KAILASH KEVLAM GREEN LAND, B/H VRUNDAVAN SOCIETY, NR RANI TOWERS, PRABHAT MARG, KALAWAD ROAD, RAJKOT-360001, GUJARAT
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :02/10/2013

AHMEDABAD
SERVICE PROVIDING IN RESPECT TO BODY CARE CENTER, BEAUTY PARLOR, MASSAGE PARLOR, SALON SERVICES, BEAUTY SPA SERVICES, BEAUTY CONSULTATION SERVICES IN RESPECT TO SELECTION AND USE OF COSMETICS, FRAGRANCES, BEAUTY AIDS, PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS, BODY AND BEAUTY PRODUCTS AND PERSONALIZED AND CUSTOMIZED BEAUTY TREATMENT SERVICES.
CORONA
2929047  24/03/2015
CORONA REMEDIES PVT. LTD.
CORONA HOUSE, C- MONDEAL BUSINESSPARK, NEAR GURUDWARA, S. G. HIGHWAY, THALTEJ, AHMEDABAD-380 059.
GUJARAT. INDIA.
Service Providers
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D. C. DANI & ASSOCIATES
908, SUKH SAGAR COMPLEX, NEAR HOTEL FORTUNE LANDMARK, ASHRAM ROAD, USMANPURA, AHMEDABAD-380 013. GUJARAT. INDIA.
Used Since :13/10/2000
AHMEDABAD
MEDICAL SERVICES, VETERINARY SERVICES, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS,
AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS-44.
2929054    24/03/2015
CORONA REMEDIES PVT. LTD.
CORONA HOUSE, C- MONDEAL BUSINESSPARK, NEAR GURUDWARA, S. G. HIGHWAY, THALTEJ, AHMEDABAD-380 059.
GUJARAT. INDIA.

Service Providers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D. C. DANI & ASSOCIATES
908, SUKH SAGAR COMPLEX, NEAR HOTEL FORTUNE LANDMARK, ASHRAM ROAD, USMANPURA, AHMEDABAD-380 013. GUJARAT. INDIA.

Used Since: 13/10/2000

AHMEDABAD
MEDICAL SERVICES, VETERINARY SERVICES, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS,
AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS-44.
3630421  08/09/2017
RAMESH SHAMJIBHAI DIHORA
trading as ;NICE CHILDREN HOSPITAL
201/202, JIVANDEEP DOCTOR HOUSE, UNAPANI ROAD, LAL DARWAJA, SURAT 395003 GUJARAT STATE INDIA
Used Since :14/03/2011
AHMEDABAD
MEDICAL SERVICES TOWARDS THE CHILDREN [PEDIATRICIAN].
3690703  30/11/2017
A G DIAGNOSTICS PRIVATE LIMITED
204, PRAGATI TOWERS, OPP SHIVAJINAGAR S T STAND, SHIVAJINAGAR, PUNE 411005
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICAL SERVICES
3705511    18/12/2017
KERZNER INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
Coral Towers - Executive Offices, P.O Box N4777, Coral Towers Executive Office, Nassau, Bahamas
A corporation existing under the laws of Bahamas

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, South Extension Part - 2, New Delhi - 110049
Used Since :31/12/2002

DELHI
Health spa and beauty salon services, making reservations and bookings for others for treatments at health spas and beauty salons.
Orange Salons

3728746  16/01/2018
HAIRPORT AESTHETICS PRIVATE LIMITED
390A MTH Road, Thirunindravur Chennai – 602024,Tamil Nadu
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANJALI MOTHA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai – 600102, Tamil Nadu

Used Since :26/12/2014

CHENNAI
MEDICAL SERVICES; VETERINARY SERVICES; HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS, HEALTH SPA SERVICES; BEAUTY SALON SERVICES
NATIONAL HOSPITAL

3740660  31/01/2018

NATIONAL HOSPITAL
Big D Building, Opposite To Konark E Square, Main Kondhwa Road, Kondhwa Khurd, Pune -411048
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Used Since :30/05/2017

MUMBAI
Health care services.
3741298  31/01/2018
KONICA ARORA PROPRIETOR OF KRUSHHH BY KONICA
F-19/3, SECTOR-8, ROHINI, DELHI-110085
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KULDEEP PATHAK & ASSOCIATES
S-557, 3RD FLOOR, OFFICE-10, HEERA COMPLEX, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since: 15/12/2009
DELHI
SALON AND BEAUTY PARLOUR.
3747359  07/02/2018
O2 PATHLABS P.LTD
Z - 51, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE - II, NEW DELHI - 110020
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUPAM PORWAL
Intellect IPR Consulting F-8 & 9, 1st Floor, Ansal Tower, Opp. Jwala Heri Market, Paschim Vihar, New Delhi - 110063
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICAL ANALYSIS SERVICES, DIAGNOSTIC SERVICES
3750138  09/02/2018
AMEESHA MAHAJAN
314, A BLOCK, RANJIT AVENUE, AMRITSAR - 143001
Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNIL
37, NEW MARKET BEHIND NARINDER CINEMA JALANDHAR

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICAL SERVICES
3752214    13/02/2018
UMAMAHESHWARI P.
OLD NO:8, NEW NO:17, 3RD FLOOR, VENKATACHALA MUDALI STREET, PURASAWALKAM, CHENNAI-600 007
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R. OVIA
REGAL ENCLAVE, FLAT C, NO.2, 69/47, BAJANAI KOIL STREET, CHOLAIMEDU, CHENNAI-600094.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
BEAUTY SALON, HAIR AND SKIN CLINIC.
3753383  14/02/2018
DR.VAIBHAV MEHTA
Juhu Sagar Building, Ground Floor 104, Juhu Versova Link Road, Kapaswadi, Andheri West, Mumbai - 400058, Maharashtra

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANJALI MOTA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai – 600102, Tamil Nadu

Used Since :11/01/2018

MUMBAI
MEDICAL SERVICES; VETERINARY SERVICES; HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS,
MEDICAL CLINIC SERVICES, MEDICAL ASSISTANCE, HOSPITAL SERVICES, HEALTH CENTRE SERVICES / HEALTH
CENTER SERVICES
3757472  19/02/2018
LITTLE STARS HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
8-2-693/2/26 & 27, 1ST FLOOR, ROAD NO 12, BANJARA HILLS, HYDERABAD-500034, TELANGANA, INDIA

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NEW NO.60, OLD NO.84/2, MOORE STREET, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600001, TAMILNADU.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Medical services, Advisory services relating to medical services, Hospital services, Medical clinic services
Organic Terrain

3760980  22/02/2018

JIRRA PRADYUMNA
H.No. 5-144, Chandanagar, Hyderabad – 500050, Telangana
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANJALI MOTHA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai – 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :01/12/2017

CHENNAI
MEDICAL SERVICES; VETERINARY SERVICES; HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS;
AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES, AQUACULTURE SERVICES
3764895 26/02/2018

RELIANCE HEALTH SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
B/702, Raheja Point-1, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru Road, Vakola, Santa Cruz (E), Mumbai 400055, Maharashtra
An Indian company.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3764890, 3764891

MUMBAI
Medical Services.
PARKVIEW SUPER SPECIALITY HOSPITAL

3771511  07/03/2018

ANKUSH MEDICARE PRIVATE LIMITED
CL-121, SALTLAKE CITY, SECTOR:- II, KOLKATA, PIN:- 700091, WEST BENGAL
AN INDIAN PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUNIL KUMAR SINGH
S.K. SINGH AND ASSOCIATES, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO.4(P),36, GANESH CHANDRA AVENUE, KOLKATA-700013.

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

HOSPITAL SERVICES, MEDICAL TREATMENT SERVICES PROVIDED BY CLINICS AND HOSPITALS, PROVIDING BED PANS FOR PATIENTS WITHIN THE HOSPITAL ENVIRONMENT, HOSPITAL SERVICES FOR PERSONS WITH PHYSICAL AND/OR COGNITIVE DISABILITIES OR IMPAIRMENTS.
Cafuné Salon

MANASI TELANG
E-1, 4 Bhadran Nagar, Opp Pvr Milap, Near Ayushakti Health Centre, Bhadran Nagar Road No.2, Malad West, Mumbai -400064, Maharashtra

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. KIRAN
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Used Since :01/11/2017

MUMBAI
MEDICAL SERVICES; VETERINARY SERVICES; HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS; AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES, HEALTH SPA SERVICES, HEALTH COUNSELLING / HEALTH COUNSELING, HEALTH CENTRE SERVICES / HEALTH CENTER SERVICES, HAIR IMPLANTATION, HAIRDRESSING
SOUKYA
3772598   08/03/2018
SOUKYA HOSPITAL
17, NTI Layout, 7th Main, Vidyaranyapura, Bengaluru - 560097
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :01/05/2001
CHENNAI
Hospital services, Medical and surgical services.
WALUJ Hospital

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.

MUMBAI
HEALTH CARE SERVICES
3774573    09/03/2018
JEEVAN SAHARA HOSPITAL PVT. LTD.
RAJDHANI ROAD TAJPUR, SAMASTIPUR BIHAR INDIA
NEW APPLICATION
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
QUALITY REGISTRATION CO.
R-7, Gali 15, Garima Garden Near St. Mary School Sahibabad Ghaziabad (U.P.) 201005

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
MEDICAL SERVICES, VETERINARY SERVICES, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS;
AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES.
3774688  10/03/2018
DR. RAJASHEKAR Y. L.
No. 633, 100 Feet Ring Road, 15th Cross, JP Nagar III Phase - 560078
Sole Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJIV K.
WAUM, 3rd floor, Springdew, Karingachira, Kochi-682 301, Kerala
Used Since :01/01/2016

To be associated with:
3774687

CHENNAI
Hospital services Medical treatment services provided by clinics and hospitals Clinics Health clinic services Medical clinic services Mobile medical clinic services Medical and healthcare clinic services Disease diagnosis services Medical and surgical diagnostic services Optical imaging for medical diagnostic use Medical testing for diagnostic or treatment purposes Medical analysis for the diagnosis and treatment of persons Eye bank services Eyeglass fitting services Fitting of eyeglasses Ophthalmology services Optician services Opticians' services Fitting of contact lenses Fitting of optical lenses Information services relating to contact lenses Medical clinics Medical clinic day care services for sick children Advice relating to the medical needs of elderly people Advisory services relating to health care
3775393  12/03/2018
MARROW MATTERS PRIVATE LIMITED
Olety Landmark, Alkya Block, FL No. A1 504, 9/1-11, Pipeline Road, Kurubarahalli Main Road, Bangalore -560086
Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THIRUPAL GORIGE
#87, 2ND FLOOR, 7TH MAIN, 21ST CROSS, N.S. PALYA, B.T.M. 2ND STAGE, BANGALORE-560076.
Used Since :13/11/2017
CHENNAI
Stem cell Storage & Medical services relating to the removal, treatment and processing of stem cells
3775746  12/03/2018
SHASHI BHUSHAN SHARMA
1A/702, Green Meadows, Akruli Road, Lokhandwala Township, Kandivali - East, Mumbai- 400101 IN
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Medical treatment services provided by clinics and hospitals, Rental of hospital equipment, Hospital services.
ARTHYUKSH

3775778  12/03/2018
MR. TUSHAR DATTARAM AGRE
Shop No 3, Trupti Apartment, Khalchi Ali, Ratnagiri- 415612
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AMAR DATTATRAY PATIL
FLAT NO.203, DC ELEGANCE APARTMENT, NAGALA PARK, KOLHAPUR-416002.
Used Since: 07/03/2018

MUMBAI
Agriculture, Horticulture and Forestry services included in class No 44.
RITTZ VENTURES
1B, FIRST FLOOR, VINOD CASTLE, NO. 25, KRISHNABAI STREET, T. NAGAR, CHENNAI-600 017, TAMIL NADU.
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
BEAUTY TREATMENT; BEAUTY THERAPY; BEAUTY CONSULTANCY; BEAUTY CARE SERVICES; PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT BEAUTY; HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS; HEALTH SPA SERVICES; MASSAGE; SAUNA SERVICES; BEAUTY SALON SERVICES; AROMATHERAPY SERVICES; MEDICAL SERVICES; MEDICAL ASSISTANCE; HOSPITALS; MEDICAL CLINIC SERVICES; NURSING, MEDICAL; MEDICAL EQUIPMENT RENTAL; HEALTH COUNSELLING; HEALTH CENTRES; HEALTH CARE; THERAPY SERVICES.
3777577    14/03/2018
ARCHANA MISHRA
trading as ;AR HAIR N BEAUTY STUDIO
493/C/A,VIVEKVIHAR,G.T. ROAD (S),SHIBPUR,HOWRAH-711102,WEST BENGAL,INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JP TRADE MARK SERVICES
"APARNA BUSINESS CENTRE",5,CLIVE HOUSE (STRAND ROAD),ROOM NO.C-3,KOLKATA 700 001,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :02/04/2011

KOLKATA
PROVIDING SERVICES IN RELATION TO MAKEUP HAIR, SKIN CARE, BODY CARE, NAIL & MEHANDI AND DESIGNING,
LASER TREATMENT AND ALL OTHER BEAUTY CARE SERVICES.
Healing Hastha

377769   14/03/2018

MASTHAN BOLIGALA
Plot No.17, Movva Nest Building, Nizampet Road, Kukatpally, Hyderabad - 500073
Goods and Services Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA GRANDHI
No. 2404, Tower No. 17LH, Lanco Hills Technology Park Pvt. Ltd., Manikonda, Hyderabad - 500089, Telangana, India
Used Since :05/05/2010

CHENNAI
Medical diagnosis and treatment for various ailments, including but not limited to joint pains, arthritis, neck pain, back pain, and shoulder pain, and medical consultation in relation to the use of dietary supplements and foods.
377770    14/03/2018
MASTHAN BOLIGALA
Plot No.17, Movva Nest Building, Nizampet Road, Kukatpally, Hyderabad - 500073
Goods and Services Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA GRANDHI
No. 2404, Tower No. 17LH, Lanco Hills Technology Park Pvt. Ltd., Manikonda, Hyderabad - 500089, Telangana, India

Used Since :05/05/2010

CHENNAI

Medical diagnosis and treatment for various ailments, including but not limited to joint pains, arthritis, neck pain, back pain, and shoulder pain, and medical consultation in relation to the use of dietary supplements and foods.
TICKER AGRI

3778078  14/03/2018

TICKERPLANT LIMITED.
FT Tower, CTS No.256 & 257, Suren Road, Chakala, Andheri (East), Mumbai – 400 093.
A company registered in India.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Agriculture, horticulture and forestry services included in class 44.
3778085  14/03/2018
TICKERPLANT LIMITED.
FT Tower, CTS No.256 & 257, Suren Road, Chakala, Andheri (East), Mumbai – 400 093.
A company registered in India.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Agriculture, horticulture and forestry services included in class 44.
3778993    15/03/2018
BHARAT HEART & SUPERSPECIALITY HOSPITALS
BHARAT HEART INSTITUTE 55 EC ROAD, NEAR ARGHAR CHOWK, DEHRADUN,UTTRAKHAND -248001
THE TRADE MARK ACT- 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medical services
3779484   15/03/2018
MRS. POONAM CHAUHAN PROPRIETOR OF M/S WOWSOME STUDIO
E-21, HARSWAROOP COLONY, FATEHPUR BERI EXT., NEW DELHI-110074.

PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARK-R
4675/21, FF-2, GANPATI BHAWAN ANSARI ROAD DARYA GANJ NEW DELHI-110002

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BEAUTY SALOON SERVICES, MASSAGE SERVICES, HAIR DRESSING SALOON SERVICES, BEAUTY CARE SERVICES, BEAUTY PARLOUR, HEALTH CARE SERVICES.
3779707  16/03/2018
ANURAG DANG
trading as ;GLAMOUR BEE
B-5, GROUND FLOOR, DLF QUTUB PLAZA, DLF PHASE-1, GURUGRAM-122002, HARYANA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BEAUTY, PARLOUS HEALTH AND HYGIENE SERVICE AS INCLUDED IN CLASS-44
3779921 16/03/2018
M/S. UNILAYAA HERBOCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
NO: 562/2, 1ST FLOOR, M.S ROAD, VETTURNIMADAM , NAGERCOIL-629003, TAMILNADU, INDIA
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
No.38/13, Desigar Street, Vadapalani, Chennai - 600026, Tamil Nadu, India
Used Since :30/01/2018
CHENNAI
HEALTH AND BEAUTY TREATMENT SERVICES, MEDICAL AND HEALTH CARE CLINIC SERVICES, PROVIDING
INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF HEALTH AND WELLNESS CONSULTANCY IN THE FIELD OF BODY, BEAUTY CARE
AND HEALTHCARE , COSMETIC BODY CARE SERVICES PROVIDED BY HEALTH SPAS, PROVISION OF HYGIENIC AND
BEAUTY CARE SERVICES
KARAMCHAND

3779953    16/03/2018

BASANT PHERUMAL MAHIJA TRADING AS : M/S. SATYAM SHIVAM SUNDARAM
302- STERLING PLAZA, ABOVE AXIS BANK, J. M. ROAD, PUNE-411004
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURESH & CO.
11 PRABHA KUNJ PLOTNO 498 24TH ROAD KHAR (WEST) MUMBAI-400052.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

MEDICAL SERVICES, VETERINARY SERVICES, HYGIENIC & BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE & FORESTRY SERVICES IN CLASS 44.
My External Life
3780283    16/03/2018
RAJESH P
# 9-878, Gopalavanam, Srikalahasti, Chittoor, Andhra Pradesh -517644
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. KIRAN
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
MEDICAL SERVICES; VETERINARY SERVICES; HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS; AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES
RAJESH P
# 9-878, Gopalavanam, Srikalahasti, Chittoor, Andhra Pradesh -517644
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. KIRAN
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
MEDICAL SERVICES; VETERINARY SERVICES; HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS;
AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES
LYMPHOTOLOGY

3780541 16/03/2018

MAUSHUMI THAKURTA NAG
B/2, 105, Peerless Housing Society, “Prantik”, Sonarpur Station Road, Sonarpur, Kolkata 700150

PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K.GANAPATHI SNAIDU
Door Number: X-MIG-73, Near Venkateswara Swamy Temple, Ex-Servicemen Colony, Gajuwaka Post, Visakhapatnam - 530026

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

Health spa services for health and wellness of the body and spirit incorporating massage, facial and body treatment services, cosmetic body care services, beauty and hair wellness
HealingWings Homoeopathy Clinic

3780697    17/03/2018
MAHAMUNE ASHWINI SHAILESH
SHARADA NIVASH, VIKAS NAGAR, 554/1, OLD KAUTHA, NANDED 431603
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ZAHEERUDDIN MOINUDDIN SHAIKH
278, UDAY NAGAR, FISH MARKET, OPP. SB.I., SAKINAKA, ANDHERI(E), MUMBAI-400072.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medical services; Veterinary services; Hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; Agriculture, horticulture and forestry services
3780764    17/03/2018
DR. JAYKRISHNA DATTATRAY SHINDE
C- 5, AANANDVAN C.H.S LTD, ANAND PARK, NEAR SHREERANG VIDYALAY, THANE ( WEST) – 400 061, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Single Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINAYAK WAIDANDE
39, 1ST FLOOR, MAULI VYAPAR SANKUL, SECTOR - 5, NEAR DATTA MANDIR, AIROLI , NAVI MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
HUMAN HEALTHCARE SERVICES, MEDICAL SERVICES, MEDICAL ASSISTANCE CONSULTANCY PROVIDED BY DOCTORS AND OTHER SPECIALIZED MEDICAL PERSONNEL
3780779  17/03/2018
M/S.BARREL ‘O’ FISH SPA.
No: 38, 5th Cross, Krishna Colony, Coimbatore-641005, Tamilnadu, India.
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C. MANGAYARKARASI
NO.189, A RATHNAM COMPLEX, POLLACHI MAIN ROAD, SUNDRAPURAM, COIMBATORE- 641024.
Used Since :15/06/2017

CHENNAI
Spa Services, Pedicurist Services (Fish Therapy), Health and Beauty Care Services, Beauty Salons, Hairdressing Salons and Massage Parlours.
WAGPRO PRIVATE LIMITED
NO. 5, EZHIL NAGAR EXTENSION, THORAPADI, VELLORE - 632002
THE TRADE MARK ACT- 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Care of pet animals, Services for the care of pet animals, Advisory services relating to the care of pet animals,
Pet grooming, Pet hospital services
3781031  17/03/2018
SINODIA HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
C-12/402, YAMUNA VIHAR, SHAHDARA, DELHI-110053, INDIA

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
AG-7, Ground Floor, Shalimar Bagh, New Delhi - 110088

Used Since: 22/01/2018

DELHI
Healthcare, Healthcare Services, Animal Healthcare Services, Healthcare Information Services, Healthcare advisory Services, Healthcare Consultancy Services, Human Healthcare Services, Medical and Healthcare Services, Providing medical information in the healthcare sector, Collation of information in the healthcare sector
Mozocare

3781032  17/03/2018

SINODIA HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
C-12/402, YAMUNA VIHAR, SHAHDARA, DELHI-110053, INDIA

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
AG-7, Ground Floor, Shalimar Bagh, New Delhi - 110088

Used Since: 22/01/2018

DELHI

Healthcare, Healthcare Services, Animal Healthcare Services, Healthcare Information Services, Healthcare advisory Services, Healthcare Consultancy Services, Human Healthcare Services, Medical and Healthcare Services, Providing medical information in the healthcare sector, Collation of information in the healthcare sector
3781038    17/03/2018
SINODIA HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
C-12/402, YAMUNA VIHAR, SHAHDARA, DELHI-110053, INDIA

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
AG-7, Ground Floor, Shalimar Bagh, New Delhi - 110088

Used Since : 12/11/2014

To be associated with:
3781035

DELHI

Healthcare, Healthcare Services, Animal Healthcare Services, Healthcare Information Services, Healthcare advisory Services, Healthcare Consultancy Services, Human Healthcare Services, Medical and Healthcare Services, Providing medical information in the healthcare sector, Collation of information in the healthcare sector
3781054 17/03/2018
BYRAPPA SIREGANHALLI DHANALAKSHMI
No.395, 6th Main, 2nd B Cross, 3rd Stage, 3rd Block, Near Mathru Nursing Home, Basaveshwaranagar, Bengaluru North, Bengaluru 560079, Karnataka

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
AG-7, Ground Floor, Shalimar Bagh, New Delhi - 110088

Used Since: 20/02/2018

CHENNAI
Salon and SPA.
T'SAND LOUNGE
3781292  17/03/2018
SANDEEP TRADING AS T'SAND LOUNGE
KACHA MALAK ROAD, OPP. GURU TEG BAHADUR MOHALLA, GREWAL MARKET, JAGRAON - 142026, DISTT.
LUDHIANA (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA, 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/03/2015
DELHI
Beauty Care & Body Care Treatment Services, Health & Beauty Care Services provided by Saunas, Beauty Salons, Sanatoriums, Hairdressing Salons & Massage Parlours, Beauty Therapy & Beauty Consultancy Services.
MRS. MANISHA RAMESH KADAM

trading as ; MNY SALOON AND SPA

RIZVI COMPLEX, SITARAM MALI ROOM NO-L, RAJAN SHERLY ROAD, BANDRA- 400050

SERVICE PROVIDER

A INDIAN NATIONAL

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

MEDICAL SERVICES, VETERINARY SERVICES, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS; AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES
ACCURA POLYTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO. 199/P, KAILASH INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, VILLAGE: IYAVA, TA. SANAND, DIST: AHMEDABAD, Gujarat, India
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP & ASSOCIATES
B - 13, NEW YOGESHWAR SOCIETY, NR. PARAS PRABHU SOCIETY, OPP. VISHAL NAGAR, ISANPUR, AHMEDABAD - 382443, GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PROVIDING PORTABLE TOILETS FOR EVENTS
Silva-Dent

3783561  20/03/2018

VENKATESH RAJU P
118, First Floor, Cubbonpete Main Road, Near Avenue Rd, Bengaluru - 560002, Karnataka
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHIMA CHALIA
EDIPLIS COUNSELS, G1 (Ground Floor), Building No. 1542/A, 28th Cross, 28th Main, Banashankari 2nd Stage Bangalore 560070
Used Since :05/04/2002

CHENNAI
Dentist services, dental assistance, dental clinic services, dental hygienist services, providing information relating to dentistry.
2432565    26/11/2012

VIKAS KUMAR
trading as ;SERVICE PROVIDERS
D-95/A,SOUTH GANESH NAGAR,DELHI,110092,INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIKASH123
D 95,A SOUTH GANESH NAGAR,OPPS MOTHER DAIRY FLAT,DELHI 110092 INDIA

Used Since :19/11/2012

DELHI

legal services,include class 45
ANKIT MALIK
trading as ;INDIAN TAX ARENA
Q-36 OLD DOUBLE STOREY LAJPAT NAGAR IV NEW DELHI 110024
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :08/07/2011
DELHI
SERVICES LEGAL SERVICES IN RELATION TO DIRECT AND INDIRECT TAXATIONS.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD TAX & INDIAN.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2587218  28/08/2013
SRI DEVRAJ CHORDIA CHARITABLE TRUST
trading as ;SRI DEVRAJ CHORDIA CHARITABLE TRUST
AT NO. 607, ANNA SALAI, CHENNAI - 600006
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INDUS LAW, ADVOCATES.
NO.301/302 RAMS INFANTRY MANOR , 70, INFANTRY ROAD, BANGALORE.1
Used Since :15/12/2011
To be associated with:
2587217
CHENNAI
PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS; CHARITABLE
ACTIVITIES; NGO; TRUST ( SOCIAL SERVICES )
2637424  04/12/2013
DINBANDHU MAURYA
SWASTIK, 36A, P.L.KALE GURUJI MARG, DADAR (WEST), MUMBAI- 400028, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CEREBRAL DIMENSIONS
S-01, Haware"s Fantasia Business Park, Plot No. 47, Sector - 30A, Vashi, Navi Mumbai - 400 705.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY INVESTIGATION SERVICES (COPYRIGHT / TRADEMARK / PATENT / DESIGN), INSPECTION OF FACTORIES FOR SAFETY PURPOSES, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY CONSULTANCY, LEGAL SERVICES, COPYRIGHT MANAGEMENT SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 45
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.Mission Copyright Investigation Anti Piracy Bureau.
2647165  23/12/2013
ABHAY NEVAGI AND ASSOCIATES
OFFICE NO.2.1, 3.1 AND 3.2, DR. HEREKAR PARK-RAJYOG, 2ND FLOOR, C OFF.BHANDARKAR ROAD, NEAR KAMLA NEHRU PARK, SHIVAJINAGAR, PUNE-411004
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABHAY NEVAGI & ASSOCIATES
DR. HEREKAR PARK, OFFICE NO.2.1/3.1/3.2, 2ND FLOOR, C WING, NEAR KAMLA NEHRU PARK, OFF. BHANDARKAR ROAD, PUNE-411004, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Used Since :01/01/2013
MUMBAI
ALL TYPES OF LEGAL SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 45
2697689  12/03/2014
AJIT KRISHNA TUKDEO
G-604, SAPTASOOR, DSK VISHWA, DHAYARI, PUNE, MAHARASHTRA
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AISHWARYA AMBIKE
214, NIRMAN VYAPAR KENDRA, SECTO-17, VASHI, NAVI MUMBAI-400706
Used Since :08/04/2010
MUMBAI
SPIRITUAL, RELIGIOUS SERVICES, CONSULTANCY, GUIDANCE, CONDUCTING LECTURES IN THE SAME,
COUNSELLING FOR PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT, SELF-IMPROVEMENT, MEDITATION, PROVIDING WEBSITE FEATURING
INFORMATION, EMOTIONAL, MATERIAL AND SPIRITUAL DISCOVERY, PERSONAL EMPOWERMENT, PUBLISHING
BOOKS-ARTICLES ON SPIRITUALITY, SAVE AND NURTURE COWS, CONDUCTING HEATH CAMPS AND SPORTS
TOURNAMENTS, REJUVENATION OF TEMPLES AND HISTORIC PLACES, PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES
RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS
CHENNAI

CHARITABLE TRUST, PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS, CHARITY BASE SOCIAL SERVICES (PROVIDING FREE EDUCATION, FOOD DISTRIBUTION, MEDICAL AND HEALTH SERVICES) AND AMBULANCE SERVICES, LEGAL CONSULTANCY SERVICES,
KALYAN ASTRO RESEARCH CENTER

2722745    22/04/2014
A.KALYAN
trading as ;KALYAN ASTRO RESEARCH CENTER
# H.NO.5-70-44, SAPTHAGIRI STREET, 6/21, BRADIPET, GUNTUR - 522 014 AP
SERVICES PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PERSONAL SERVICE RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS (ASTROLOGY SERVICES)
GUARD INDIA SECURE SERVICES PVT LTD,
trading as ;GUARD INDIA SECURE SERVICES PVT LTD,
# 13, 1ST FLOOR, 59TH CROSS, 5TH BLOCK, BASHYAM CIRCLE, RAJAJINAGAR, BANGALORE - 560010.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX EXIGO
23 TO 29, WHITE HOUSE, FIRT FLOOR, FF6, ST. MARKS ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 001.
Used Since :10/02/2014
CHENNAI
PROVIDING THE SERVICES OF SECURITY SERVICES, SAFETY CONSULTANTS, SECURITY CONTRACTORS, SUPPLY WATCH AND WARD STAFF, SECURITY GUARDS.
SUBJECT TO NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO THE DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS/WORDS GUARD AND INDIA SEPARATELY EXCEPT SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN ON THE FORM OF REPRESENTATION.
2740058  20/05/2014
SANEESH SUKUMARAN
trading as ; WEDETERNA
THRIPPAKKAL H, S N NAGAR, P.O. NADATHARA, THRISSUR DISTRICT, 680751, KERALA, INDIA
SERVICES PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
TOMY PAUL MAMPILLY.
XL/6840, KANAKATHARA LANE, CONVENT ROAD, COCHI - 35, KERALA.
Used Since: 01/04/2013
CHENNAI
PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS; MATRIMONIAL SERVICES
2740927  21/05/2014
CONTINENTAL MERCANTILE CORPORATION PVT LTD
trading as :CONTINENTAL MERCANTILE CORPORATION PVT LTD
CONTINENTAL TOWERS, KARAKKAMURI CROSS ROAD, ERNAKULAM SOUTH, COCHIN - 682 011, KERALA, INDIA, SERVICES PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.U. VINOD KUMAR
41/785, SWATHI, C.P. UMMER ROAD, KOCHI 682 035, KERALA
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
LEGAL SERVICES; SECURITY SERVICES FOR THE PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS; PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..THIS IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF KERALA STATE ONLY..
2745896    28/05/2014
GULABCHAND LALCHAND TIMBERS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;GULABCHAND LALCHAND TIMBERS PRIVATE LIMITED
211/A, B. B. Ganguly Street, Kolkata 700 012, West Bengal.
SERVICE PROVIDER (S).
AN INDIAN COMPANY.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78,N.S.C. BOSE ROAD,1ST FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 040,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :05/02/2008

KOLKATA
Licensing of Intellectual Property.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
GULABCHAND LALCHAND

2748300 02/06/2014
G. L. TIMBER PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;G. L. TIMBER PRIVATE LIMITED
5, Nimtolla Ghat Street, Kolkata 700 006, West Bengal.
SERVICE PROVIDER (S).
AN INDIAN COMPANY.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78, N.S.C. BOSE ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA 700 040, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since :13/09/2001

KOLKATA
Licensing of Intellectual Property.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD GULABCHAND LALCHAND EXCEPT AS DEPICTED.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
ILEAD FOUNDATION
trading as :ILEAD FOUNDATION
113J, MATHESWARTOLA ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 046, WEST BENGAL.
SERVICE PROVIDER(S).
A PUBLIC CHARITABLE TRUST.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78,N.S.C. BOSE ROAD,1ST FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 040,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :01/01/2010
To be associated with:
2423297, 2753929
KOLKATA
Licensing of Intellectual Property; Licensing of Computer Software (Legal Services); Copyright Management.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2758302  18/06/2014
MD NEYAJUDDIN
trading as ;MD NEYAJUDDIN SECURITY SERVICES
KENDUA,P.O.LALMATIA,DIST.GODDA-814165,JHARKHAND
SERVICE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SKYLINE.
3RD FLOOR, ROOM NO.312, SHANTI BHAWAN, BANK MORE, DHANBAD-826001, JHARKHAND.
Used Since :01/04/2012
KOLKATA
LEGAL SERVICES, SECURITY SERVICES FOR THE PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS, PERSONAL AND
SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS BEING ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS -
45.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE LETTERS M AND N
EXCEPT AS DEPICTED AND ALL OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2788459   08/08/2014  
BANKE BIHARI AGRAWAL
trading as : ZENX INFO MEDIA
HOUSE NO.- 6 , 2ND FLOOR , SCHOOL ROAD , CHOUBEY COLONY , RAIPUR ( C.G. )
Manufacturer & Merchants .
INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM UNDER PARTNERSHIP ACT THROUGH PARTNER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105 , Mahasagar Corporate , Manormaganj Main Road , Indore (M.P.)Pin-452001
Used Since : 23/05/2014
MUMBAI
Personal and Social Services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals , Services for society .
2790062  12/08/2014

SAKAL PAPERS PVT. LTD.
595, BUDHWAR PETH, NEAR SHANIWAR WADA, PUNE-411002, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL EKNATH MARAL.
Unique Consultants, Flat No. 1, Shivprasad Apartment, 535-536, Kasba Peth, Pune 411 011, Maharashtra.
Used Since :01/07/2010

To be associated with:
2028698

MUMBAI

PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS. CREATING
SOCIAL AWARENESS, CREATING SOCIAL PLATFORM, HUMAN RIGHTS AWARENESS

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
SAKAL PAPERS PVT. LTD.
595, BUDHWAR PETH, NEAR SHANIWAR WADA, PUNE:- 411002, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL EKNATH MARAL.
Unique Consultants, Flat No. 1, Shivprasad Apartment, 535-536, Kasba Peth, Pune 411 011, Maharashtra.
Used Since :01/07/2010
To be associated with:
2028698
MUMBAI
PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS, CREATING SOCIAL AWARENESS, CREATING SOCIAL PLATFORM, HUMAN RIGHTS AWARENESS
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2790072  12/08/2014
SAKAL PAPERS PVT. LTD.
595, BUDHWAR PETH, NEAR SHANIWAR WADA, PUNE-411002, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL EKNATH MARAL.
Unique Consultants, Flat No. 1, Shivprasad Apartment, 535-536, Kasba Peth, Pune 411 011, Maharashtra.
Used Since :01/07/2010
To be associated with:
2028698
MUMBAI
PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS, CREATING
SOCIAL AWARENESS, CREATING SOCIAL PLATFORM, HUMAN RIGHTS AWARENESS
2792024  16/08/2014
NM KIDS CLOTHING PVT. LTD.
901/902, B-Wing, Lotus Corporate Park, Gram Firth Steel Compound, Old Jay Coach Lane, Off. Western Express Highway, Goregaon (E), Mumbai-400 063
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Used Since : 01/07/2013

To be associated with:
2792006, 2792012, 2792015, 2792020

MUMBAI
Legal, Security Services, Personal and Social Services to meet the needs of Individuals in the society, Matrimonial Services, Horoscope Casting

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2792015.
2792729    19/08/2014
GLOBERA CONSULTANCY PVT LTD
104, VASUPUJYA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, OFF LINK ROAD, LAXMI NAGAR, GOREGAON (WEST) MUMBAI 400104. STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & CO.
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PROJECT MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY, PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANCY
2796392 25/08/2014
SMT. ANSARI ZEENAT PARVEEN SAGHIR
SMT. SHAHINA PARVEEN ANSARI
SMT. NAHID KHATOON ANSARI
NAEEM AKHTAR ANSARI
PARVESH SAGIR ANSARI
ABDUL WAHID ABDUL RAHIM SHAIKH
AAMIR HUSSAIN ANSARI
trading as; APNA SANSTHA
06, HAJI BAUGH CHAWL, NEHRU ROAD, VAKOLA PIPE LINE, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400055, STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

SERVICE PROVIDERS
A PUBLIC TRUST REGISTERED UNDER BOMBAY PUBLIC TRUST ACT, 1950.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VEENA C. GVALANI
"ATUR PARK", BLDG. 3/2, 3RD FLOOR, S. T. ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400 071.

Used Since: 01/07/2014

MUMBAI
SERVICES SUCH AS INVESTIGATION AND SURVEILLANCE SERVICES RELATING TO THE SAFETY OF PERSONS AND ENTITIES; SERVICES PROVIDED TO INDIVIDUALS IN RELATION WITH SOCIAL EVENTS, PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS SUCH AS RENDERING HELP TO POOR INDIVIDUALS AND OLD PERSONS (NGO SERVICES) SOCIAL ESCORT SERVICES, MATRIMONIAL AGENCIES, FUNERAL SERVICES, DATING SERVICES, ORGANIZATION OF RELIGIOUS MEETINGS.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2798284  27/08/2014
MAXIM BIZ SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD,
91/27, PARDIWALA PREMISES, SITARAM JADHAV MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
SERVICE PROVIDER
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 2013
Used Since :19/08/2014
MUMBAI
PROVIDING CONSULTANCY FOR INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SERVICES, LEGAL SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY, BUSINESS AND TRADE LICENSES INCLUDED IN CLASS 45
DESTINATION WEDDINGS

2799360    28/08/2014
SHAILESH RAMASWAMY IYER
trading as ;M/s. BEYOND EXPECTATIONS
B-305, Gopinath Smruti CHS. Ltd., Goddeo, Bhayander (E), Thane-401 105
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (Mumbai)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Planning and arranging of wedding ceremony, matrimonial services, marriage agency
bookmyshow
2801986  02/09/2014
BIGTREE ENTERTAINMENT PVT. LTD.
trading as ;BIGTREE ENTERTAINMENT PVT. LTD.
GROUND FLOOR, WADEJA HOUSE, GULMOHAR CROSS ROAD 7, JUHU SCHEME, MUMBAI - 400 049.
Manufacturers, merchants and service providers
a company incorporated under the Companies Act

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PERSONAL CONCIERGE SERVICES FOR OTHERS COMPRISING MAKING REQUESTED PERSONAL ARRANGEMENTS AND RESERVATIONS TO MEET INDIVIDUAL NEEDS, RENDERED IN HOTELS, RESORTS, SERVICED APARTMENTS, RESIDENTIAL COMPLEXES, HOMES, CLUBS AND RECREATION CENTRES; LEGAL SERVICES; PREPARATION OF LEGAL DOCUMENTS INCLUDING LEAVE AND LICENSE, TENANCY, LEASE, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION AND HIRE PURCHASE AGREEMENTS AND CONSULTANCY THEREOF; PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS; SECURITY SERVICES FOR PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..APP.NO.2802057.
2803497  03/09/2014
ADV. SANJEET PUROHIT
trading as; JURIS ORBIS
B-401, DIVYA SRUSHTI, GAURAV GARDENS, BUNDER PAKHADI ROAD, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400067, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISH BHAGNARI
BLOCK NO. A-168/335, NEAR GURU NANAK HIGH SCHOOL, KURLA-CAMP ROAD, ULHASNAGAR-421004, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Used Since: 03/09/2014
MUMBAI
LEGAL SERVICES; LEGAL ADVISORY SERVICES; LEGAL CONSULTANCY SERVICES; LEGAL SUPPORT SERVICES; LITIGATION SERVICES; CONVEYANCING SERVICES [LEGAL SERVICES]; LEGAL INFORMATION SERVICES; LEGAL INVESTIGATION SERVICES; LEGAL RESEARCH; ALTERNATE DISPUTE RESOLUTION SERVICES; ARBITRATION SERVICES; MEDIATION; INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY CONSULTANCY; LICENSING OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY; INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY WATCHING SERVICES; COPYRIGHT MANAGEMENT; LICENSING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE [LEGAL SERVICES]; REGISTRATION OF DOMAIN NAMES [LEGAL SERVICES].
2804455  05/09/2014
MRS CHARULATA V. PATIL
trading as ;MAHILA ADHAR SANSHTHA GLOBAL NGO
B:01, 202, GAVRAV CITY BEVERLY PARK, KANKIAS, MIRA BHAYNDER ROAD, MIRA ROAD (EAST), THANE: 401107,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDERS,
A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CEREBRAL DIMENSIONS
S-01, Haware”s Fantasia Business Park, Plot No. 47, Sector - 30A, Vashi, Navi Mumbai - 400 705.
Used Since :20/06/2014
MUMBAI
SOCIAL SERVICES
2807300  11/09/2014

DHIRAJ D GALA
A/503, PRATHAMESH RESIDENCY, PLOT NO.9, DADABHAI ROAD NO.1, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400058
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN INHABITANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST),
MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
LEGAL SERVICES, SECURITY SERVICES FOR THE PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS; PERSONAL AND
SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS.
2807340   11/09/2014
SULA VINEYARDS PRIVATE LIMITED
901, Hubtown Solaris, N. S. Phadke Marg, Andheri (East), Mumbai - 400 069.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT, 132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
LEGAL SERVICES, SECURITY SERVICES FOR THE PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS; PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS
2838286  05/11/2014
MAHENDRA KUMAR CHHIPA NAMA
trading as : M/S TRAMBKESHWAR JYOTISH KARYALAYA
POST SARDARNAGAR - 311401, TEHSIL - BANERA, DIST. BHIWDWARA, RAJASTHAN, INDIA.
SERVICES PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since : 11/01/2009
AHMEDABAD
Astrological Forecasting And Astrology Consultation.
YOU ARE YOUR BEST TRAINER

2966442    19/05/2015
BRIGHT LIFECARE PVT. LTD
trading as :BRIGHT LIFECARE PVT. LTD
E-1, BANDHU VIHAR APARTMENTS, PLOT NO. 11, SEC-10, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-75
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MR. KESHAV SAINI (ADV.)
17, GAUTAM NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110049
Used Since :01/05/2015

DELHI
PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS
3675794  11/11/2017

A.K. SHARMA
OLD RAM LILA GROUND, DR. NANAK CHAND WALI GALI, MURADNAGAR, GHAZIABAD, UTTAR PRADESH- 201206.
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
GOEL NIWAS J-62, STREET NO.-4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Legal services; Security services for the physical protection of tangible property and individuals; Personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals.
Providing information about temple, religion and its eco system around these; Providing a web site and mobile application through Social Network Platform featuring information about temple, religion and its eco system; Charitable outreach services, namely, providing counseling services in the field of spirituality. Charitable outreach services, namely, providing counseling services in the field of spirituality to the needy; Prayer Services and Prayer Meetings/Events. Providing faith-based devotionals via social networks. Assisting the devotees to contribute, donate and conduct their choice of spiritual related activities to their desired place of worship through services & offerings that are listed in website, Mobile Applications and Social Media; Enabling the common public to offer their donation and contributions, book pooja, support spiritual events digitally and instantaneously through mobile application platform connected with payment gateway. Offerings to Gods through Social Business Platform. Assisting the devotees to track and see the list of temples and other details about the tracked temples. Acting as a platform for the desired devotees to channelize their monetary, voluntary services, support to the temple of their choice. Disseminating the information and other details about the special functions, events and devotional programmes of temples in advance to the devotees.
SRSJM
3745309  05/02/2018
SHREE RANI SATIJI MANDIR
Stephen House, Room No. 80, 5th Floor, 4, BBD Bag, East, Kolkata – 700001
A society registered under the Societies Registration Act, 1860
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Used Since : 23/02/2015
KOLKATA
Social services; religious services.
3748105 08/02/2018
VIJAY VAMAN JADHAV
PLOT-11, SHREE HARI BUNGLOWS, OPP. SHREEJI PARTY PLOT, SAYAJIPURA, VADODARA
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DINESH MEHTA
207, ARIES COMPLEX, NEAR PREMIER CHAMBERS, PRODUCTIVITY ROAD, ALKAPURI, VADODARA-390007.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

guard services including night guard services and personal body guarding, security consultancy
3748877 09/02/2018
MR. PAWAN KUMAR SINGH TRADING AS: SINGH SERVICES
C- 701, IRAISA, OPP. RBK SCHOOL, BEVARLY PARK, MIRA ROAD (E),DIST- THANE- 400107, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Used Since :18/03/2011

MUMBAI
SECURITY SERVICES FOR THE PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS, PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS
RKY AND ASSOCIATES
3766316  28/02/2018

YAMINI KURRA
D.No: 6-16-7, 2nd Floor, 16/3, Arundelpet, Guntur -522002, Andhra Pradesh
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Ageants address:
RAMAKRISHNA KURRA
D.NO.6-16-7, 2ND FLOOR, 16/3, ARUNDELPET,GUNTUR-52

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

3767634 01/03/2018
PRAJAPATHI (LAW FIRM)
No:162, Y Block, 2nd Street, Anna Nagar, Chennai - 600040
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Legal services.
3772605  08/03/2018
VISHWABANDHU RAI TRADING AS MODERN SECURITY AND ALLIED SERVICES
M-7, Chandralok Complex, Chanod, Vapi - Silvassa Road, Vapi (E), Gujarat - 396195
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Security services.
UMESH BABULAL VANI
SR NO 89, DHAYARKAR VASTI, MUNDHWA, PUNE CITY
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HEMANT SURESHRAO PAWAR
Shop No. B-2, KPCT Mall, Adjacent to Vishal Mega Mart, Fatimanagar, Wanwadi, Pune -411 040.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Personal services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1846, 23/04/2018  Class 45

3776033  13/03/2018
NIMIT MEHTA
trading as :WORLD WEDDINGS
G-7/4, DLF, PHASE-1, GURGAON, HARYANA-122002
SERVICE PROVIDER
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
45. WEDDING PLANNERS, MARRIAGE AGENCIES, WEDDING AND MATRIMONIAL AGENCIES, SUPERVISION, CONTROL
AND MANAGEMENT SERVICES OF WEDDING FUNCTIONS, PLANNING AND EXECUTION SERVICES RELATING TO
WEDDING AND OTHER SOCIAL FUNCTIONS INCLUDING GLOBAL DESTINATION WEDDINGS, ROYAF WEDDINGS,
BEACH WEDDINGS, HIMALAYAN WEDDINGS, ADVENTURE WEDDINGS, RELIGIOUS VENUE WEDDINGS, ROMANTIC
WEDDINGS, METROPOLITAN WEDDINGS. DREAM WEDDINGS AND EXOTIC WEDDINGS.
NUCLEUS EDUCATION
SHOP NO-105, TEXTILE TRADE CENTER, 1ST FLOOR, GANDHI NAGAR, BHILWARA (RAJ)
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT JAIN, ADVOCATE
F1/163, GANDHI PATH, CHITRAKOOT, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN - 302021
Used Since :07/12/2016
AHMEDABAD
Legal services; Security services for the physical protection of tangible property and individuals; Personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals under class 45.
3776832   13/03/2018
KUVAR ARHANT JAIN
HOUSE NO 158 MEHALI GATE, ARTIAN MOHALLA, PHAGWARA- 144401
THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Legal services; Security services for the physical protection of tangible property and individuals; Personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals
B2C

3776875  13/03/2018

ARAVINTH PALANISWAMY
NO.141, VINAYAGAR KOIL ST-1, KRISHNAPURAM, SINGANALLUR, COIMBATORE - 640 005, COIMBATORE DIST,
TAMILNADU.

INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Online social networking services, Online social networking services accessible by means of downloadable mobile applications.
B2C NETWORK

3776876  13/03/2018

ARAVINTH PALANISWAMY
NO.141, VINAYAGAR KOIL ST-1, KRISHNAPURAM, SINGANALLUR, COIMBATORE - 640 005, COIMBATORE DIST,
TAMILNADU.

INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:

S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Online social networking services, Online social networking services accessible by means of downloadable mobile applications.
3777405  14/03/2018
PURULIA METAL CASTING PRIVATE LIMITED
Village - Bongabari, Barakar Road, P.O.-Vivekananda Nagar, Purulia – 723 147, West Bengal, India.
An Indian Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES 38/4, NABAPALLY, NEAR RANJANNAGAR P.O-JOKA, KOLKATA - 700104 WEST BENGAL
Email - legal@goldfinn.com Mobile - 9874710123
Used Since :20/05/2011

KOLKATA
Licensing of intellectual property; Licensing services; Copyright management; Copyright licensing; On-line social networking services; Legal administration of licences; Licensing of franchising concepts; Licensing authority services; Licensing of computer software.
3777481 14/03/2018
GAURAV ARORA
BLOCK QU FLAT NO 180 C PITAMPURA
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV ARORA
T-27, TIS HAZARI COURT, DELHI - 110054

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
LEGAL SERVICES
3778885    15/03/2018
MR SACHIN SIKKA
I-1603, Prateek Wisteria, Sector 77, Noida-201301
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JYOTHI A.C.
B 160, Sector 44, Noida -201301,(U.P)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Astrological forecasting, Astrological services, Provision of personal tarot readings, Astrological and spiritual services, Mentoring [spiritual], Astrology consultation, Horoscope forecasting, Providing horoscope information via computer networks, Fortune-telling, Matchmaking services, Internet based matchmaking services
ROM

3779278   15/03/2018

OMPAL SHOKEEN
House No. 384, Mangol Pur Kalan, Delhi-110085
individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMIT TOMAR
268 3rd Floor, Bhai Parmanand Colony, Delhi-110009

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Legal Services
3779302    15/03/2018
OMPAL SHOKEEN
House No. 384, Mangol Pur Kalan, Delhi-110085
individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMIT TOMAR
268 3rd Floor, Bhai Parmanand Colony, Delhi-110009

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Legal Services
3779355  15/03/2018
AKHAND JYOTI FOUNDATION
AT POST LONAND BESIDE ABHAY EYE HOSPITAL PUNE-SATARA ROAD, TAL-KHANDALA, LONAND-415521
THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Legal services; Security services for the physical protection of tangible property and individuals; Personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals
3780016  16/03/2018
RAMA LAKSHMI SECURITY SERVICES PVT. LTD.
D-181/51, FIRST FLOOR, PUNJABI BASTI, JHANDEWALAN CHOWK, BALJEET NAGAR, DELHI-110008
SERVICE PROVIDER

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES
3780137    16/03/2018
NILKAMAL CRATES AND CONTAINERS
77/78, NILKAMAL HOUSE, STREET NO. 13/14, M.I.D.C.,ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400 093
A REGISTERED PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS; PROVIDING SPIRITUAL REHABILITATION SERVICES; SOCIAL SERVICE, SPIRITUAL COUNSELLING, SPIRITUAL HYPNOTHERAPY SERVICES; CHARITABLE SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING CLOTHING TO NEEDY PERSONS, CHILDREN AND THE HOMELESS; ORGANIZATION OF RELIGIOUS MEETINGS.
United by Ink

3780538  16/03/2018

SAPNA KEKRE
198, Mahashweta Nagar, Ujjain – 456010, Madhya Pradesh
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. KIRAN
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :02/02/2018

MUMBAI
LEGAL SERVICES; SECURITY SERVICES FOR THE PHYSICAL PROTECTION OF TANGIBLE PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS; PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS
3781073  17/03/2018
HOPOUT INNOVATIVE PROJECTS LLP
DSC-319, DLF SOUTH COURT, SAKET, NEW DELHI-110017
Limited Liability Partnership (LLP)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
AG-7, Ground Floor, Shalimar Bagh, New Delhi - 110088
Used Since :01/01/2018
DELHI
Internet based personal introduction services, Internet based matchmaking services
SANJEEV SINGH BAGHEL  
URRAHAT REWA, HUZUR 486001 M.P.  
SOCIAL WELFARE  
PROPRIETORSHIP  

Proposed to be Used  
MUMBAI  
PROVIDING SOCIAL WELFARE AND SOCIAL SECURITY .  
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
KAUSHAMBI PROTECTION & INTELLIGENCE SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
VILL & POST- SHAMSABAD TEH-SIRATHU KAUSHAMBI UP 212217 INDIA
private limited company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURENDRA PRATAP SHAHI
1ST FLOOR, PRATIBHA COMPLEX, IN FRONT OF JUBILEE INTER COLLEGE, BUXIPUR, GORAKHPUR -273001
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SECURITY AND GAURD SERVICES FOR THE PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS, PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES AND MANPOWER SUPPLY
3783533  20/03/2018
SHYAM SINGH
B-44, FRIENDS COLONY WEST, NEW DELHI-110065
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS
3/112, GROUND FLOOR, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SECURITY SERVICES.
modern house

1752535 10/11/2008
MH & CO. LTD.
77 SEOGANG-RO, MAPO-GU, SEOUL, REPUBLIC OF KOREA (SOUTH KOREA)
MANUFACTURERS and MERCHANTS
A KOREAN COMPANY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF REPUBLIC OF KOREA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. SEN & CO.
6, OLD POST OFFICE STREET, GROUND FLOOR, CALCUTTA - 700 001.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD MODERN AND HOUSE EXCEPT AS DEPICTED.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..

**Cl.21:** HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THEREWITH); COMBS AND SPONGES; BRUSHES (EXCEPT PAINT BRUSHES); BRUSH-MAKING MATERIALS; ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; STEELWOOL; UN WORKED OR SEMI-WORKED GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING); GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; CAULDRONS; CRUETS, NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL; GRIDDLES (COOKING UTENSILS); BOWLS; SPOONS (TABLEWARE); TABLEWARE NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL; GLASS BOTTLE (CONTAINERS); PORCELAIN FOR EVERYDAY USE, INCLUDING BASINS, BOWLS, PLATES, KETTLES, TABLEWARE, JARS, JUGS, AND POTS; GOBLETs, NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL; DRINKING GLASSES; SOAP CASE; FLAT IRON STANDS; CLOTHES RACKS; COMBS; TOOTH BRUSHES; TOOTHPICKS; COSMETIC UTENSILS; INSULATING FLASKS; MOPS

**Cl.24:** TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; BED AND TABLE COVERS; UPHOLSTERY FABRICS; COTTON FABRICS; SILK FABRICS FOR PRINTING PATTERNS; WOOLEN CLOTH; FABRICS FOR MAKING MOSQUITO NETS; DAMASK; HANDKERCHIEFS OF TEXTILES; BED COVERS; QUILTS; BED SHEETS (FABRICS); MATTRESSES; TABLE CLOTH (NOT OF PAPER); COASTERS (TABLE LINEN); COVERS (LOOSE) FOR FURNITURE
Priority claimed from 16/06/2010; Application No.: 56230/2010; Switzerland

2068924  15/12/2010

TPRESSO, S.A.
ROUTE DU VILLAGE 76, CH-1040 ST-BARTHELEMY, SWITZERLAND.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT, AND DISTRIBUTORS.
A JOINT STOCK COMPANY DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF SWITZERLAND

Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. P. AHUJA & CO.
53, SYED AMIR ALI AVENUE, 4TH FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 019, WEST BENGAL.

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE LETTER T.

Cl.11; APPARATUS FOR THE PREPARATION OF HOT DRINKS, IN PARTICULAR PRESSURISED HOT WATER AND VAPOR INJECTION APPARATUS FOR THE PREPARATION, FROM CAPSULES, OF TEAS AND NON MEDICINAL INFUSIONS.

Cl.30; TEA AND NON MEDICINAL INFUSIONS IN CAPSULES
Priority claimed from 16/06/2010; Application No.: 56231/2010; Switzerland

2068925      15/12/2010

TPRESSO, S.A.
ROUTE DU VILLAGE 76, CH-1040 ST-BARTELEMY, SWITZERLAND.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT, AND DISTRIBUTORS.
A JOINT STOCK COMPANY DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF SWITZERLAND

Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. P. AHUJA & CO.
53, SYED AMIR ALI AVENUE, 4TH FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 019, WEST BENGAL.

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

Cl.11; APPARATUS FOR THE PREPARATION OF HOT DRINKS, IN PARTICULAR PRESSURISED HOT WATER AND VAPOR INJECTION APPARATUS FOR THE PREPARATION, FROM CAPSULES, OF TEAS AND NON MEDICINAL INFUSIONS.

Cl.30; TEA AND NON MEDICINAL INFUSIONS IN CAPSULES.
NETWORKED SOCIETY

Priority claimed from 26/01/2011; Application No.: 2011/00692 ;Sweden

2163893   22/06/2011

TELEFONAKTIEBOLAGET L M ERICSSON
SE-164 83 STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN.

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
(A COMPANY ORGANISED UNDER THE LAWS OF SWEDEN.)

Address for service in India/Agents address:

REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Used Since :14/02/2011

DELHI

CL.9; APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR DATA COMMUNICATION, SATELLITE COMMUNICATION AND TELECOMMUNICATION; APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR WEIGHING, MEASURING, SIGNALING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION) AND TEACHING; APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND, IMAGES OR LIGHTS; DATA CARRIERS; DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT, COMPUTERS, COMPUTER PROGRAMS PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT FOR COMPUTERS; OPTICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR MONITORING OF TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORKS AND DATA COMMUNICATION NETWORKS - INSTALLATION APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR DATA COMMUNICATION NETWORKS AND TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORKS; BATTERIES; ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS FOR COMPUTERS; ELECTRICAL AND OPTICAL CABLES, ELECTRICAL WIRES; BASE STATIONS; RADAR EQUIPMENT; CIPHERING EQUIPMENT, CRYPTO-AID EQUIPMENT; DISPLAY EQUIPMENT; SCANNER EQUIPMENT; AERIALS; PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR ALL THE AFORESAID GOODS.

CL.16; PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY STATIONERY, INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS), PERIODICALS, MANUALS, BROCHURES, BUSINESS CARDS, PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS

CL.35; ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS

CL.38; TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES; PROVISION OF ACCESS TO DATABASES AND ELECTRONIC REGISTERS WITHIN THE AREAS OF MUSIC, VIDEO, RADIO, TELEVISION, NEWS, SPORTS, GAMES, CULTURAL EVENTS, ENTERTAINMENT AND ARTS AND LEISURE VIA COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; CONSULTANCY SERVICES WITHIN THE DATA COMMUNICATION AREA, THE SATELLITE COMMUNICATION AREA AND THE TELECOMMUNICATION AREA

CL.41; EDUCATION WITHIN THE DATA COMMUNICATION AREA, SATELLITE COMMUNICATION AREA AND TELECOMMUNICATION AREA, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, CONFERENCES, SEMINARS, CONGRESSES, CORRESPONDENCE COURSES; INFORMATION SERVICES WITHIN THE AREAS OF MUSIC, VIDEO, RADIO, TELEVISION, NEWS, SPORTS, GAMES, CULTURAL EVENTS, ENTERTAINMENT AND ARTS AND LEISURE VIA COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS, IN THE FORM OF AUDIO, VIDEO, GRAPHICS, TEXT AND OTHER MULTIMEDIA, PROVIDING OF INFORMATION WITHIN THE AREAS OF INFORMATION TECHNIQUES AND DATA PROCESSING

CL.42; RESEARCH WITHIN PHYSICS, CHEMISTRY AND ENGINEERING; PROGRAMMING OF COMPUTER PROCESSING EQUIPMENT; CUSTOMER SERVICES, NAMELY TECHNICAL ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION; CONSULTANCY SERVICES WITHIN COMPUTER DIAGNOSTIC SERVICES; REMOTE AND/OR ON-SITE MONITORING OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS, ALL IN THE FIELD OF DATA COMMUNICATION, SATELLITE COMMUNICATION AND TELECOMMUNICATION
TATTVA

2206660  16/09/2011
DESIGNWISE INDIA PVT.LTD

PLOT# 400, PACE CITY-2, SECTOR-37, GURGAON, HARYANA - 122 001.
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :16/07/1998

DELHI

CI.11; APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES.

CI.20; FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; GOODS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) OF WOOD CORK, REED, CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUM AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, OR OF PLASTICS

CI.35; ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
2238618    23/11/2011

VIACOM 18 MEDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
5TH FLOOR, ZION BIZWORLD, SUBHASH ROAD-A, VILE PARLE (EAST), MUMBAI-400057, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURER, TRADER, MERCHANT AND SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE PROVISION OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANAND AND ANAND
FLAT GA, AR VILLA, OLD NO. 13, NEW NO. 31, 3RD MAIN ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR, ADYAR, CHENNAI - 600 020, INDIA

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Cl.9; PHOTOGRAPHIC AND CINEMATOGRAPHIC APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ANIMATED CARTOONS;
APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, EDITING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES (INCLUDING
TELEVISION PROGRAMS): COMPACT DISC PLAYERS, COMPUTER GAME PROGRAMS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND
PROGRAMS, AUDIO AND VIDEO COMPACT DISC, TAPES AND CASSETTES, DVD PLAYERS, FILMS, EXPOSED, JUKE
BOXES FOR COMPUTERS, JUKE BOXES, MUSICAL, PROJECTION SCREENS, ELECTRIC PUBLICATIONS
DOWNLOADABLE, RADIOS, RECORD PLAYERS, RECORDING DISCS, TELEVISION APPARATUS, EDITING, APPLIANCES
FOR CINEMATOGRAPH FILMS.

Cl.16; STATIONERY, PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, BOOKLETS, MAGAZINES,
MANUALS, NEWSLETTER, NEWSPAPERS, PAMPHLETS, PHOTOGRAPHS, PICTURES, POSTERS, PRINTED MATTER AND
PUBLICATIONS.

Cl.35; ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION IN THE FIELD OF TELEVISION
BROADCASTING, OFFICE FUNCTION: OPINION POLLING, ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS AND TRADE FAIRS FOR
COMMERCIAL OR ADVERTISING PURPOSES, OUTDOOR ADVERTISING, RADIO ADVERTISING AND COMMERCIALS,
RENTAL OF ADVERTISING TIME ON COMMERCIAL MEDIA: PRESENTATION OF GOODS ON COMMUNICATION MEDIA
FOR RETAIL PURPOSES, TELEVISION ADVERTISING, TELEVISION COMMERCIAL.

Cl.38; TELEVISION AND RADIO BROADCASTING, TELECOMMUNICATIONS, CABLE TELEVISION BROADCASTING,
CELLULAR TELEPHONE COMMUNICATIONS, PROVIDING TRANSMISSION OF GRAPHICS, VIDEO FOR CELLULAR
TELEPHONE VIA COMPUTER AND TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORKS, PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, SATELLITE TRANSMISSION, TRANSMISSION OR MESSAGE AND
IMAGES INCLUDING TRANSMISSION OF GRAPHICS, VIDEO IMAGES, RING TONES, VOICE, MUSIC, MP3S FOR
CELLULAR TELEPHONE VIA COMPUTER AND TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORKS.

Cl.41; MEDIA, ENTERTAINMENT, CINEMA PRESENTATIONS, FILM PRODUCTION, MOVIE STUDIOS, MOVIE THEATRE
PRESENTATIONS, NEWS REPORTER SERVICES, PRODUCTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION PROGRAMMES,
PRODUCTION OF SHOWS AND FILMS, PUBLICATION OF BOOKS AND TEXTS, PROVIDING ON-LINE ELECTRONIC
PUBLICATIONS, NOT DOWNLOADABLE, PRODUCTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION PROGRAMMES, RECORDING
STUDIO SERVICES, MOVIE STUDIOS, TELEVISION ENTERTAINMENT.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1846 , 23/04/2018 Class 99

HITACHI CONSTRUCTION MACHINERY CO. LTD
5-1 KORAKU 2-CHOME BUNKYOU- KU TOKYO 112-0004 JAPAN
MANUFACTURES, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A JAPANESE CORPORATION

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.

Cl.7; CRAWLER -TRACKED LOADERS; POWER SHOVELS
Cl.9; VEHICLE-MOUNTED ELECTRIC MONITORING APPARATUS
Cl.12; LUGGAGE TRUCKS; DUMP TRUCKS

Priority claimed from 14/02/2012; Application No. : 2012-10173 ;Japan

2295492 06/03/2012
EVERCOR
2336455  23/05/2012
CASSIDIAN SAS
1 BOULEVARD JEAN MOULIN, ZAC DE LA CLEF SAINT PIERRE, 78990 ELANCOURT, FRANCE
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
A SOCIETE PAR ACTIONS SIMPLIFIEE ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF FRANCE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cl.9; DIGITAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; DIGITAL PRIVATE AUTOMATIC EXCHANGES, INPUT AND OUTPUT
(COMPUTER) INTERFACES AND PERIPHERAL DEVICES FOR THE AFORESAID AUTOMATIC EXCHANGES, IN
PARTICULAR FOR INTERNET TELEPHONY, INTER-NETWORK GATEWAYS, CALL CENTER SERVERS, MULTIPLEXERS,
DEMULTIPLEXERS, NETWORK CONTROL AND ADMINISTRATION APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; APPLICATION,
OPERATING AND ADMINISTRATION RECORDED COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE AFORESAID PRIVATE AUTOMATIC
EXCHANGES; FIXED OR MOBILE TERMINALS, STATIONS; APPARATUS FOR COMMUNICATING, TRANSMITTING,
RECEIVING AND OPERATING VOICES, IMAGES, DATA AND MULTIMEDIA DATA; INTER-NETWORK GATEWAYS;
NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURE (BASIC EQUIPMENT) AND INTERFACES FOR ACCESS TO IP NETWORKS (INTERNET
PROTOCOL); COMPUTER SOFTWARE (RECORDED PROGRAMS); ALL THE AFORESAID GOODS BEING FOR DIGITAL
RADIOCOMMUNICATION NETWORKS; RECORDED COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR COMMUNICATION AND
RADIOCOMMUNICATION NETWORKS BY WIRE, CABLE, FIBER OPTICS, RADIO OR SATELLITE; MANAGEMENT,
ADMINISTRATION, ARCHITECTURE, CONFIGURATION AND PROTECTION OF RECORDED COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR
LOCAL OR REMOTE VOICE, IMAGE, DATA AND MULTIMEDIA DATA COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; APPARATUS AND
RECORDED COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR SECURE ACCESS TO COMPUTER NETWORKS AND TO IP NETWORKS
(INTERNET PROTOCOL); ENCRYPTION AND DECRYPTION RECORDED COMPUTER SOFTWARE; ENCODING AND
DECODING RECORDED COMPUTER SOFTWARE; ARCHITECTURE, ADMINISTRATION AND SECURE ACCESS RECORDED
COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR COMPUTER NETWORKS AND IP NETWORKS (INTERNET PROTOCOL).
Cl.38; TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES
Cl.42; RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND ADAPTATION OF TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORKS AND RADIOCOMMUNI-
CATION NETWORKS; DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND UPDATING (FOR OTHERS) OF MANAGEMENT, ADMINISTRATION,
ARCHITECTURE, CONFIGURATION AND PROTECTION OF RECORDED COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR LOCAL OR
REMOTE VOICE, IMAGE, DATA AND MULTIMEDIA DATA COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND
UPDATING (FOR OTHERS) OF DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, MANAGEMENT AND SECURE ACCESS RECORDED COMPUTER
SOFTWARE FOR COMPUTER NETWORKS AND IP NETWORKS (INTERNET PROTOCOL)
2341879 01/06/2012
O.F.A.S.S.P.A
VIA DANTE AKLIGARH 25 36025 MUSSOLENTE VI
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN ITALIAN JOINT STOCK COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Cl.7: DISCS, PLOUGHSHARES, MOULDBOARDS, HOES, KNIVES, BLADES FOR AGRICULTURAL MACHINES; MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS; MOTORS AND ENGINES (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); MACHINE COUPLING AND TRANSMISSION COMPONENTS (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); AGRICULTURE IMPLEMENTS OTHER THAN HAND-OPERATED; INCUBATORS FOR EGGS

Cl.8: GARDEN TOOLS, HAND TOOLS (HAND-OPERATED), SPADES, HOES, FORKS, SHOVELS FOR CHIMNEYS, SAWS AND SMALL FILES, SHOVELS, RAKES, TRANSPLANTERS WITH HANDLES, WHETTING ANVILS, PICKS, WOODCUTTERS, AXES AND HATCHETS, SHOVELS AND SMALL SHOVELS, LEVERS, SLEDGEHAMMERS, HAMMERS, GRAVERS, CHISELS AND TIPS FOR MASONRY, TROWELS, SHARPENING INSTRUMENTS, DRILLS, PRUNING SCISSORS, SCYTHES AND SICKLES, LAWN CLIPPERS (HAND INSTRUMENTS), PLANT PARASITE KILLING APPARATUS, PLANES, SCRAPERS, RASPS, WEEDING FORKS, GARDEN SHEARS, PRUNING KNIVES, SCREWDRIVERS, TUBE CUTTERS, GRAFTING TOOLS, KNIVES AND CUTLERY
XIAOMI INC.
trading as ; Xiaomi Inc.

Floor 13, Rainbow City Shopping Mall II of China Resources, No. 68, Qinghe Middle Street, Haidian District, Beijing, China

MANUFACTURE, MERCHANT AND SERVICE PROVIDER
A company incorporated under the laws of CHINA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Proposed to be Used

DELI

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..

Cl.3; CLEANSING EMULSION: CAKES OF TOILET SOAP; CLEANING PREPARATIONS: LAVENDER OIL; COSMETICS: PERFUMES: DENTIFRICES; SCENTED WOOD; AROMATICS.

Cl.5; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE

Cl.8; BEARD CLIPPERS; ELECTRIC OR NON-ELECTRIC NAIL CLIPPERS: FLAT IRONS: CUTLERY

Cl.9; COMPUTER MEMORIES: COMPUTERS; RECORDED COMPUTER PROGRAMS; COMPUTER KEYBOARDS: RECORDED COMPUTER OPERATING PROGRAMS: COMPUTER PERIPHERAL DEVICES; RECORDED COMPUTER SOFTWARE; MONITORS; MOUSE; COMPACT DISCS: PRINTERS FOR USE WITH COMPUTERS; CENTRAL PROCESSING UNITS; DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT NAMELY READERS: SCANNERS: NOTEBOOK COMPUTERS; CALCULATORS: ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS; DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE, NAMELY COMPUTER PROGRAMS; MOUSE PADS: WRIST RESTS FOR USE WITH COMPUTERS: COMPUTER GAME PROGRAMS; DOWNLOADABLE MOBILE PHONE RINGTONES; DOWNLOADABLE MUSIC FILES; DOWNLOADABLE IMAGE FILES: UNIVERSAL SERIAL BUS: PORTABLE COMPUTER; COUNTERS; PHOTOGRAPHIC, ELECTROSTATIC, AND THERMIC PHOTOCOPIERS; SCALES: TELEPHONE APPARATUS; VIDEO TELEPHONES: PORTABLE TELEPHONES: HANDS FREE KITS FOR PHONES: EQUIPMENT OF GPS; MOBILE PHONE STRAP: LOUDSPEAKERS; MICROPHONES; TELEVISION APPARATUS; CABINETS FOR LOUDSPEAKERS: COMPACT DISC: CAMCORDERS: HEADSET, HEADPHONES: DVD PLAYER: PORTABLE MEDIA PLAYER: CAMERAS: STEREOSCOPES; TELESCOPES: WAFERS: INTEGRATED CIRCUIT CHIPS; SUNGLASSES: BATTERY CHARGERS; GALVANIC CELLS.

Cl.11; LAMPS; ELECTRIC POCKET TORCHES: BREAD BAKING MACHINES; REFRIGERATORS: ELECTRIC FANS FOR PERSONAL USE: WATER FILTERING APPARATUS; ELECTRIC RADIATORS: LIGHTERS FOR SMOKERS

6912
Cl.12; ROADSTER; CARS: AUTOMOBILES: BICYCLE STANDS: CYCLES: BICYCLE PUMPS.
Cl.14; ALARM CLOCKS
Cl.16; HYGIENIC PAPER; TOWELS OF PAPER: ALBUMS; NOTE BOOKS; CARDS: GREETING CARDS: WRITING TABLETS: ALMANACS; COMIC BOOKS: BOXES OF CARDBOARD OR PAPER: PAPER KNIVES: ADHESIVE TAPES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES: COMPASSES FOR DRAWING.
Cl.17; BAGS OF RUBBER, FOR PACKAGING.
Cl.18; CARD CASES; PURSES: ALPENSTOCKS.
Cl.20; FURNITURES; MIRRORS: CUSHIONS.
Cl.21; GLASS: STATUETTES OF PORCELAIN, TERRA-COTTA OR GLASS; TEA SERVICES; TRASH BIN: COMBS; TOOTHBRUSHES: ELECTRIC TOOTHBRUSHES; TOOTHPICKS: COSMETIC UTENSILS: GLOVES FOR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES.
Cl.22; BAGS, ENVELOPES, AND POUCHES, OF TEXTILE, FOR PACKAGING.
Cl.24; TOWELS OF TEXTILE: BEDSPREADS: TABLE CLOTHS NOT OF PAPER: WASHING MITTS.
Cl.25; SWEATERS; SHORT-SLEEVED SHIRT; BABIES’ PANTS: CYCLISTS’ CLOTHING: WATERPROOF CLOTHING: FOOTWEAR: HEADGEAR FOR WEAR: SHOWER CAPS.
Cl.26; TRIMMINGS FOR CLOTHING.
Cl.27; CARPETS; MATS: CARPETS FOR AUTOMOBILES.
Cl.28; PORTABLE APPARATUS FOR GAMES WITH LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY: RADIO-CONTROLLED TOY VEHICLES.
Cl.30; CHOCOLATE: SWEETMEATS
Cl.34; LIGHTERS FOR SMOKERS
Cl.35; ADVERTISING ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK; COMMERCIAL ADMINISTRATION OF THE LICENSING OF THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS; SALES PROMOTION FOR OTHERS: MARKETING AND SALES.
Cl.36; FINANCING SERVICES
Cl.38; RADIO BROADCASTING: TELEPHONE SERVICES: COMMUNICATIONS BY TELEPHONE; CELLULAR TELEPHONE COMMUNICATION: COMMUNICATIONS BY COMPUTER TERMINALS; ELECTRONIC MAIL; INFORMATION ABOUT TELECOMMUNICATION: PROVIDING INTERNET CHATROOMS.
Cl.41; INSTRUCTION SERVICES: EDUCATION INFORMATION; PUBLICATION OF TEXTS: PUBLICATION OF ELECTRONIC BOOKS AND JOURNALS ON-LINE.
Cl.42; TECHNICAL RESEARCH; INDUSTRIAL DESIGN: PACKAGING DESIGN SERVICES; STYLING; COMPUTER RENTAL: COMPUTER PROGRAMMING: COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN; UPDATING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE: CONSULTANCY AND DEVELOPMENT IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER HARDWARE: RENTAL OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE: RECOVERY OF COMPUTER DATA: MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE: COMPUTER SYSTEM ANALYSIS; COMPUTER SYSTEM DESIGN; DUPLICATION OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS; CONVERSION OF DATA OR DOCUMENTS FROM PHYSICAL TO ELECTRONIC MEDIA: CREATING AND MAINTAINING WEB SITES FOR OTHERS: HOSTING COMPUTER SITES: INSTALLATION OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE: DATA CONVERSION OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS AND DATA: COMPUTER SOFTWARE CONSULTANCY; RENTAL OF WEB SERVERS: COMPUTER VIRUS PROTECTION SERVICES: PROVIDING SEARCH ENGINES FOR THE INTERNET; DIGITIZATION OF FILES BY SCANNING; REMOTE MONITORING OF COMPUTER.
Cl.43; CAFES; CANTEENS.
Cl.45; LICENCING OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY; LICENSING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE.
2414722  19/10/2012
PARK GIDA ALKOLLU VE ALKOLSUZ ICECEKLER SANAYI VE TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI
ORGANIZE SANAYI BOLGESI ATATURK MAHHELSESİ 7 SOKAK NO 6 KARAAGAC CERKEZKOY TEKIRDAG
MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOBAL JURIX
S-191/C, 3RD FLOOR, MANAK COMPLEX, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-92

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Cl.32; BEERS, MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS, AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS; FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES; SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES
Cl.33; ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES (EXCEPT BEERS)
PHILADELPHIA GEAR

2425270  08/11/2012

TIMKEN GEARS & SERVICES INC.
1835 Dueber Avenue, S.W., Canton, OH 44706, USA
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS and SERVICE PROVIDERS
Ohio Corporation

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
K & S PARTNERS, 109, SECTOR 44, GURGAON 122 003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA
Used Since : 30/06/1960

DELHI

Cl.7; Transmission gears for machines; machinery brakes; machine parts, namely, variable speed drives for machines and power transmissions; synchronizing clutches for machines; clutch and brake units for machinery; self-aligning gear couplings for machines; power driven reduction gear units for reducing the speed of motors; motor drives for mixers and agitators; shaft mounted gear system for driving paper machine dryers; primary motor driven parallel shaft reducers; sprockets, and transmissions for ships, boats and marine vessels; propulsion gear drives, clutches and couplings, and reduction gearing for marine drives; hydroviscous drive used as wet clutches, wet brakes, torque controllers or variable speed drives for machines; machinery and parts of machines, namely, gear motors not for land motor vehicles, gear drives, and replacement parts therefore for all the above; machinery and parts of machines, namely, coal handling and crushing machines for use in mines and coal-fired power plants, and replacement parts therefore; industrial and light commercial mechanical drivers for machines; bevel-helical and bevel-epicyclic roller mill drives; condensate feed and cooling water pump drives; induced draft, forced draft, and air-preheater fan drives for machines; power transmission equipment is used to drive horizontal or vertical pumps for the transportation, storage, or conditioning of treated or untreated water; pumps and drives for natural gas pipeline pumping; gas turbine electrical power-generation, accessory pump and starter drives; high speed drives and transmission equipment to power machinery used in gas and oil gathering and compression; shell pinion gearing, rolling mill drives, and reducers engineered for large loads used in the steel and metal processing industry; wind and hydro-turbine drives and synchronous condenser and cooling tower drives; replacement parts therefore; Lubricant filters and filtrations systems for removing ferrous metal contaminants from lubricant and lubricant systems related to industrial machine gearboxes; structural components and replacement parts for the aforementioned goods.

Cl.37; Installation, repair, overhaul, and modification services for industrial gears, gear boxes, drivers, pumps, speed reducers, speed increasers, transmission equipment, and related goods; maintenance, technical and repair services for mixer drivers.

Cl.42; Engineering and design services involving industrial gears, gear boxes, drivers, pumps, speed reducers, speed increasers, transmission equipment, and related goods; computer-aided design (cad) involving industrial gears, gear boxes, drivers, pumps, speed reducers, speed increasers, transmission equipment, and related goods; inspection services for the aforementioned goods.
LEONA HPA

2427655  15/11/2012

ASAHI KASEI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
1-105 Kanda Jinhocho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101-8101, Japan

MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY ORGANIZED, REGISTERED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF JAPAN

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cl.1; CHEMICALS USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE AND PHOTOGRAPHY, AS WELL AS AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY; UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS; MANURES; FIRE EXTINGUISHING COMPOSITIONS; TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS; TANNING SUBSTANCES; ADHESIVES USED IN INDUSTRY; SYNTHETIC RESIN [UNPROCESSED]; THERMOPLASTIC ELASTOMER, RESIN [UNPROCESSED]

Cl.17; RUBBER, GUTTA-PERCHA, GUM, ASBESTOS, MICA AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PLASTICS IN EXTRUDED FORM FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE; PACKING, STOPPING AND INSULATING MATERIALS; FLEXIBLE PIPES, NOT OF METAL; SYNTHETIC RESIN [SEMI-WORKED] THERMOPLASTIC ELASTOMER RESIN [SEMI-WORKED]; SYNTHETIC RUBBER.
GEOSPATIAL WORLD FORUM

2428733  16/11/2012
GEOSPATIAL MEDIA & COMMUNICATIONS PVT. LTD
A 145 SEC-63, NOIDA U.P
MANUFACTURER, TRADER, SERVICE PROVIDER
AN IDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since: 18/01/2011

To be associated with:
2186584

DELHI

CL.9; SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL SURVEYING, ELECTRIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL WEIGHING, MEASURING, SIGNALING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE-SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CAN-TEERS, RECORDING DISCS; AUTOMATIC VENDING MACHINES AND MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED APPARATUS; CASH REGISTERS AND CALCULATING MACHINES; FIRE EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS; DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT; COMPUTER SOFTWARE, HARDWARE AND PERIPHERALS.

CL.35; ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS.

CL.41; EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT: SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.

CL.42; SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES: DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE.
GEOSPATIAL FORUM

2428734  16/11/2012
GEOSPATIAL MEDIA & COMMUNICATIONS PVT. LTD
A 145 SEC-63, NOIDA U.P
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS & SERVICE PROVIDERS
AN IDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :16/08/2011
To be associated with:
2186584
DELHI
Cl.9;SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL SURVEYING, ELECTRIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL WEIGHING, MEASURING, SIGNALING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE-SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; AUTOMATIC VENDING MACHINES AND MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED APPARATUS; CASH Registers AND CALCULATING MACHINES; FIRE EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS; DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT; COMPUTER SOFTWARE, HARDWARE AND PERIPHERALS
Cl.35;ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE ILINCTIONS.
Cl.41;EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT: SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
Cl.42;SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO: INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE.
UTC AEROSPACE SYSTEMS

Priority claimed from 16/05/2012; Application No. : 85/627,388 ;United States of America

2428736   16/11/2012

HAMILTON SUNDDRAN CORPORATION
ONE HAMILTON RD, 1-1-BC18, WINDSOR LOCK, CONNECTICUT-06096-1010. U.S.A.

MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS & SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Used Since : 26/07/2012

DELHI

Cl.1; SATELLITES

Cl.4; HYDRAULIC FLUIDS; HYDRAULIC FLUIDS FOR AIRCRAFT HYDRAULIC POWER TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS;
LUBRICANTS; HYDRAULIC FLUIDS ACTING AS LUBRICATING AND COOLING

Cl.6; CARGO HANDLING SYSTEMS NAMELY BALL MATS, ROLLER TRACKS, ROLLER CONVEYERS, AND LATCHES;
ELECTRIC ROLLER DEVICES AND ELECTRIC POWER DRIVE UNITS; POWER OPERATED Lifts; VALVES OF METAL
(OTHER THAN PARTS OF MACHINES); HYDRAULIC AND PNEUMATIC VALVES FOR AIRCRAFT AND SPACECRAFT
CONSTRUCTION, THEIR PARTS AND FITTINGS COMPRISED IN THIS CLASS

Cl.7; HOIST AND WINCH SYSTEMS FOR AEROSPACE VEHICLES; HYDRAULIC, ELECTRIC, HYDRO-MECHANICAL,
ELECTRO-MECHANICAL, PNEUMATIC AND ELECTRONIC ACTUATOR SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS, INCLUDING
MOTORS, CONTROLLERS, SENSORS, TRANSUCERS, ACTUATORS, AND COMPUTER INPUT AND OUTPUT
INTERFACES; DRIVE SYSTEMS, INCLUDING DRIVE SHAFTS AND COUPLINGS, TORQUE RODS, AND TAKE-OFF SHAFTS;
TURBINE ENGINE COMPONENTS, NAMELY TURBINE BLADES, FANS, SHAFTS, COMBUSTION CHAMBERS,
COMPRESSORS, AFTERBURNERS AND NOZZLES, EXHAUST NOZZLES AND MANIFOLDS, DISKS, SHROUDS, AIRFOILS,
AND IMPELLERS, ENGINE MOUNTS, FUEL INJECTION SYSTEMS, LIFT FAN CLUTCHES AND DRIVE SHAFTS, NACELLES,
INLETS, COWLS, THRUST REVERSERS, EXHAUST NOZZLES, AND AIR INTAKE INLETS; NOZZLES AND VALVES FOR
FUEL, WATER AND LIQUIDS; FUEL CONTROL, INJECTION, MEASUREMENT AND MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, INCLUDING
NOZZLES AND SPRAY BARS, INJECTORS, SENSORS, DETECTORS, COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE, PUMPS,
FILTERS, REGULATORS AND MANIFOLDS; ELECTRONIC FUEL INJECTION MODULES; FUEL TANK SAFETY EQUIPMENT
COMPRISED SENSORS AND ALARMS; NACELLE SYSTEMS COMPRISED ENGINE COOLING AND RELATED NACELLE
COMPONENTS, NAMELY INLET COWLS, FAN COWLS, THRUST REVERSERS AND EXHAUST NOZZLES; ELECTRIC
POWER MANAGEMENT AND DISTRIBUTION UNITS, ELECTRIC GENERATORS, POWER SUPPLIES, POWER SWITCHES,
POWER DISTRIBUTION AND GENERATION SENSORS; ELECTRONIC CONTROL PANELS, VOLTAGE STABILIZERS AND
REGULATORS, CURRENT MONITORS AND CONTROLLERS; MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS; MOTORS AND ENGINES
(EXCEPT IBR LAND VEHICLES), MACHINE COUPLING AND TRANSMISSION COMPONENTS (EXCEPT FOR LAND
VEHICLES); PUMPS, VALVES (PARTS OF MACHINES); HYDRAULIC PUMPS, MOTORS AND HYDROSTATIC
TRANSMISSION AND CONTROLS THEREFORE; GEARBOXES; ENGINE FUEL PUMPS AND OIL PUMPS; HYDRAULIC AND
PNEUMATIC VALVES; ELECTRO-HYDRAULIC SERVO VALVES; CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS, BLOWERS AND COMPRESSORS;
MOTOR PUMPS; POSITIVE DISPLACEMENT PUMPS; FLUID MOTORS; ELECTRIC POWER GENERATORS; ELECTRIC
POWER GENERATING SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF CONSTANT SPEED DRIVES, GENERATORS AND CONTROLS
THEREFORE; CARTRIDGE AND PNEUMATIC STARTERS NOT FOR LAND VEHICLES; TURBINE POWER SYSTEMS
COMPRISED OF A HOT GAS TURBINE AND A PUMP FOR AUXILIARY AND HYDRAULIC POWER NOT FOR LAND
VEHICLES; RAM AIR TURBINES; TORPEDO ENGINES, THRUST REVERSER ACTUATORS FOR AIRCRAFT TURBINE
ENGINES; PARTICLES SEPARATION MACHINES; ENGINE START MACHINES; MONOFIETIL ENERGY POWER UNITS
COMPRISED OF A HOT GAS TURBINE AND A PUMP, NOT FOR LAND VEHICLES; HYDROMECHANICAL ACTUATORS
FOR AIRCRAFT FLIGHT CONTROLS; FILTRATORS FOR GAS TURBINE ENGINE AIR INLETS; PROPULSION UNITS FOR
CONTROLLING AND PROPPELLING SPACECRAFT; AIR CYCLE MACHINES FOR AIRCRAFT; WATER SEPARATORS FOR
AIRCRAFT PNEUMATIC SYSTEMS AND SPHERES; COUPLINGS AND MANIFOLDS FOR AIRCRAFT ENGINES AND FOR WIND
TUNNELS; ELECTRO-MECHANICAL, ELECTRO-HYDRAULIC AND MECHANICAL ACTUATORS FOR AIRCRAFT ENGINES;
AUXILIARY POWER UNITS IN THE FORM OF GAS TURBINE ENGINES; ELECTRICAL, ELECTRONIC AND
(HYDROMECHANICAL, FUEL CONTROLS, HYDROMECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL ENGINE AIR INLET L CONTROLS;
CENTRIFUGAL WATER SEPARATORS AND BOOTSTRAP MONOPROPELLANT GAS GENERATOR PRESSURIZATION
SYSTEMS FOR SPACE TRAVEL; AIRCRAFT PROPELLERS, THEIR PARTS AND FITTINGS COMPRISED IN THIS CLASS;
HYDRAULIC AND PNEUMATIC VALVES, ADAPTORS, COUPLINGS AND MANIFOLDS FOR AIRCRAFT AND
SPACECRAFTS; HYDRAULIC PUMPS AND CONTROLS THEREFOR; GEARBOXES; ENGINE FUEL PUMPS AND OIL
PUMPS; HYDRAULIC AND PNEUMATIC VALVES; CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS, BLOWERS AND COMPRESSORS; POSITIVE
DISPLACEMENT PUMPS; FLUID MOTORS; ELECTRIC POWER GENERATING SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF CONSTANT
SPEED DRIVES, GENERATORS, AND CONTROLS THEREFORE; CARTRIDGE AND PNEUMATIC STARTERS NOT FOR LAND
VEHICLES; TURBINE POWER SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF A HOT GAS TURBINE AND A PUMP FOR AUXILIARY AND
HYDRAULIC POWER NOT FOR LAND VEHICLES; RAM AIR TURBINES; TORPEDO ENGINES; ENGINE START UNITS;
AND PARTS FOR ALL OF THE FOREGOING GOODS; HYDROMECHANICAL ACTUATORS FOR AIRCRAFT FLIGHT
CONTROLS; AIR CYCLE MACHINES FOR AIRCRAFT; WATER SEPARATORS FOR AIRCRAFT PNEUMATIC SYSTEMS;
CL.9; ELECTRONIC SENSORS, COMPUTERS, COMPUTER PERIPHERALS, HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR USE ON BOARD VEHICLES FOR CALCULATING AND GENERATING DISPLAYS INDICATIVE OF FLIGHT STATUS AND VEHICLE PERFORMANCE; EQUIPMENT COMPRISING SIGNAL TRANSMITTERS AND RECEIVERS, AND COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR GENERATING COMMUNICATION DATA FOR AEROSPACE VEHICLES AND SPACECRAFT; PRIMARY AND SECONDARY FLIGHT CONTROL SURFACES; DATA CONCENTRATORS; DATA RECORDING SYSTEMS COMPRISING COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE, AND INPUT AND OUTPUT INTERFACES; EARTH SENSORS AND STAR TRACKERS; EJECTION SEATS FOR AEROSPACE VEHICLES; ELECTRONIC FLIGHT DISPLAYS INCLUDING VIDEO DISPLAYS, COMPUTER HARDWARE; HYDRAULIC, ELECTRIC, HYDROMECHANICAL AND ELECTRONIC CONTROLS INCLUDING SENSOR INPUT AND OUTPUT, AND COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE; ELECTRONIC SENSORS FOR AEROSPACE VEHICLES, NAMELY AIR INTAKE SENSORS, COMPRESSOR SENSORS, TEMPERATURE SENSORS, FLAME SENSORS, FUEL SENSORS, PRESSURE SENSORS, SPEED SENSORS, MOTION SENSORS, TORQUE AND SPEED SENSORS, WATER PURITY SENSORS; EVACUATION SYSTEMS, NAMELY EVACUATION SLIDES AND LIFE RAFTS; FIRE AND SMOKE DETECTION SYSTEMS; FLIGHT CONTROL AND FLIGHT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS COMPRISING SENSORS, COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE; - ICE DETECTION AND REMOVAL SYSTEMS, INCLUDING SENSING SYSTEMS; CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR DE-ICING; PNEUMATIC, ELECTRIC, ELECTROTHERMAL AND ELECTROMECHANICAL DE-ICERS AND ANTI-ICERS FOR AEROSPACE VEHICLES; ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEMS FOR AEROSPACE VEHICLES, NAMELY VIDEO DISPLAYS AND CONTROL HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE; INERTIAL SENSORS AND RATE GYROSCOPES, GIMBALLS AND GIMBAL SYSTEMS; POWER DISTRIBUTION AND MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, INCLUDING POWER TRANSMITTERS, OPTICAL SENSORS, SPECTRAL FILTERS, AND EQUIPMENT FOR IMAGE DISPLAY AND CONTROL PANELS. ATTEND AEROSPACE VEHICLES, LIGHT LIGHT SWITCHES AND EMERGENCY WARNING LIGHTS; GYROSCOPES AND INERTIAL SENSORS; ROTATION SPEED SENSORS; TEMPERATURE SENSORS; WATER PURITY SENSORS; ^ RECONNAISSANCE INSTRUMENTS AND SENSORS COMPROMISING CAMERAS, RADAR, ^ MICROPHONES, SONAR LISTENING AND RECORDING DEVICES, INFRARED SENSORS AND VISUAL, - SCANNERS, MOTION DETECTORS, AND DISPLAYS; REMOTE SENSING AND SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS, INCLUDING VIDEO IMAGING SYSTEMS, INFRARED SENSORS, THERMAL SENSORS, SENSORS, SPECTRAL SENSORS, INFRARED BASED SENSORS, SHORT WAVE INFRARED SENSORS, AND LASER BASED SENSORS, ACCELERATION AND DECELERATION SENSORS; SENSORS AND ALARMS FOR DETECTING GASES, SECURITY BREACHES, AND MOTION; VIDEO DISPLAYS; SENSORS AND DEVICES FOR MONITORING AND DETERMINING ACCELERATION, AIR DATA, ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALTITUDE, FLAME, ICE, PRESSURE, POSITION, PROXIMITY, SPEED, STALL, TEMPERATURE, FLOW RATE, TORQUE, AND LIQUID LEVEL; SUPPLEMENTAL HEATING SYSTEMS COMPRISING ELECTRICALLY HEATED FLOOR PANELS; NAVIGATION AND TERRAIN AWARENESS SYSTEM COMPRISING COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION AND WARNINGS CONCERNING TERRAIN LOCATIONS; THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEMS, COMPRISING SENSORS AND CONTROLLERS RESPONSIVE TO TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY; HEALTH, USAGE AND DAMAGE MONITORING INSTRUMENTS COMPRISING SENSORS, SWITCHES, TRANSMITTERS, RECEIVERS, WIRING AND DATA RELAYS, COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE; WINDSHIELD WIPER AND WASHER SYSTEMS COMPRISING WIPER ARMS, BLADES, CONTROLS, MOTORS, FLUID RESERVOIRS, PUMPS, HEATERS AND HEATER CONTROLLERS; MEASURING, SIGNALLING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION) APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS; ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC CONTROLS, ELECTRO-HYDRAULIC TRANSDUCERS AND ELECTRICAL SENSORS; FLIGHT CONTROLS FOR SURFACE ACTUATORS; APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR CONDUCTING, SWITCHING, TRANSFORMING, ACCUMULATING, REGULATING OR CONTROLLING ELECTRICITY; MODULARIZED ELECTRICAL POWER SWITCHING APPARATUS; ELECTRIC POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS; AUTOMATIC POWER MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, SOLID STATE POWER CONTROLLERS AND SECONDARY POWER DISTRIBUTION ASSEMBLIES, COMPONENTS AND CONTROLS FOR AIRCRAFT; ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSION APPARATUS, ELECTRONIC SPEED INDICATORS AND SENSORS, ELECTRONIC STABILITY AUGMENTATION SYSTEMS FOR AIRCRAFTS; PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS; TEMPERATURE CONTROLS; CABIN PRESSURE CONTROL SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF CABIN PRESSURE CONTROLLER, CONTROL PANEL, ELECTRONIC AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM FOR SPACECRAFT AND WATERCRAFT; FLIGHT CONTROLS AND FLIGHT DIRECTORS FOR ELECTRONIC OR ELECTRICAL NAVIGATION FOR USE IN AIRCRAFT, SPACECRAFT AND WATERCRAFT; GAS MANAGEMENT ASSEMBLIES; OXYGEN SUPPLY SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF CELL STACKS, DEIONIZER BEDS, CIRCULATING PUMPS, FACE SEPARATORS AND CONTROLS; PORTABLE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS; LIFE SAVING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; CONTAMINANT AND CARBON DIOXIDE REMOVAL CONTROLS, TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY CONTROLS, DISPLAY AND CONTROL MODULES, RADIOS, BATTERIES; SPACE SUITS; ELECTRONIC STATIC POWER INVERTERS; ELECTRONIC STATIC POWER CONVERTERS AND ELECTRIC RUNWAY LIGHT SETS; ELECTROCHEMICAL CELLS, ELECTROCHEMICAL GAS GENERATORS, ELECTROCHEMICAL GAS COMPRESSORS, ELECTROCHEMICAL GAS SENSOR CELLS, ELECTROCHEMICAL POWER GENERATING FUEL UNITS, AUTOMATIC FLUID CONTROL VALVES AND TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE SENSORS FOR GAS TURBINE ENGINES; RAMJET ENGINE FUEL MANAGEMENT UNITS TO DELIVER AND CONTROL THE FLOW OF FUEL TO A RAMJET ENGINE; AUXILIARY MANUFACTURE TEST UNITS, AND ELECTRONIC AND ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS FOR FUEL CONTROL AND.wikipedia:en:cl:9
CONTROLS FOR PRIMARY AND SECONDARY FLIGHT CONTROL SURFACE ACTUATORS; BUILT-IN TEST MODULES AND SOFTWARE THEREFORE; THEIR PARTS AND FITTINGS COMPRISED IN THIS CLASS; ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC CONTROLS, NAMELY, ELECTRO-HYDRAULIC TRANSDUCERS AND ELECTRICAL SENSORS AND PARTS THEREFOR; COMPUTER SYSTEMS, COMPRISING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE FOR FLIGHT CONTROL SURFACES, TEMPERATURE CONTROLLERS AND FLIGHT CONTROLS FOR PRIMARY AND SECONDARY FLIGHT CONTROL SURFACE ACTUATORS; BUILT-IN TEST MODULES AND SOFTWARE THEREFOR; MODULARIZED ELECTRICAL POWER SWITCHING APPARATUS; ELECTRIC POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF AUTOMATIC POWER MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, SOLID STATE POWER CONTROLLERS AND SECONDARY POWER DISTRIBUTION ASSEMBLIES, COMPONENTS AND CONTROLS FOR AIRCRAFT; ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSION APPARATUS, ELECTRONIC SPEED INDICATORS, ELECTRONIC FLIGHT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS FOR AIRCRAFT; PRESSURE AND ALTITUDE SENSOR CELLS; TEMPERATURE CONTROLS; CABIN PRESSURE CONTROL SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF CABIN PRESSURE CONTROLLER, CONTROL PANEL, PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE, OUTFLOW VALVE AND PARTS THEREFOR; ELECTRONIC AUTOMATIC STABILIZATION EQUIPMENT FOR AIRCRAFT, SPACECRAFT AND WATERCRAFT; FIGHT CONTROLS AND FLIGHT DIRECTORS FOR ELECTRONIC OR ELECTRICAL NAVIGATION FOR USE IN AIRCRAFT, SPACECRAFT AND WATERCRAFT; GAS MANAGEMENT ASSEMBLIES; OXYGEN PURIFICATION SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF CELL STACKS, DEIONIZER BEDS, CIRCULATING PUMPS, FACE SEPARATORS AND CONTROLS AND PARTS THEREFORE; PORTABLE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF AN OXYGEN SUPPLY, CONTAMINANT AND CARBON DIOXIDE REMOVAL CONTROLS, TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY CONTROLS, DISPLAY AND CONTROL MODULES, RADIO, BATTERY AND PAITS THEREFORE FOR SPACE TRAVEL; SPACE SUITS; ELECTRONIC STATIC POWER INVERTERS; ELECTRONIC STATIC POWER CONVERTERS; ELECTROCHEMICAL CELLS, NAMELY ELECTROCHEMICAL GAS GENERATORS, ELECTROCHEMICAL GAS COMPRESSORS, ELECTROCHEMICAL GAS SENSOR CELLS, AND ELECTROCHEMICAL POWER GENERATING FUEL UNITS AND PARTS THEREFORE; AUTOMATIC FLUID CONTROL VALVES AND TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE SENSORS FOR GAS TURBINE ENGINES; RAMJET ENGINE FUEL MANAGEMENT UNITS TO DELIVER AND CONTROL THE FLOW OF FUEL TO A RAMJET ENGINE; AUTOMATIC AND MANUAL TESTERS FOR HYDROMECHANICAL AND ELECTRONIC FUEL CONTROLS FOR AIRCRAFT ENGINES; FUEL CONTROLS FOR STATIONARY GAS TURBINE ENGINES; AUTOMATIC AND MANUAL GAS TURBINE AIRCRAFT ENGINE DIAGNOSTIC ANALYZERS; DATA ACQUISITION UNITS FOR COLLECTING, INTEGRATING AND RECORDING OPERATING DATA FOR AIRCRAFT, AND FOR ENGINES USED IN AIRCRAFT, MARINE AND LAND VEHICLES, STATIONARY LAND INSTALLATIONS, AND FOR VEHICLE SYSTEMS NAMELY ELECTRIC AND SUSPENSION SYSTEMS; ENGINE FUEL CONTROL TEST STANDS; ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS FOR SPACE TRAVEL AND SUBSPACE TRAVEL; COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND SOFTWARE-CONTROLLED-electronic COMPONENTS FOR LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS; RATE SENSORS AND GYROSCOPES SOLD AS PART OF GUIDANCE AND/OR CONTROL SYSTEMS USED IN AIRCRAFT, MISSILES AND SPACE VEHICLES; ELECTRONIC OPERATING CONDITION MONITORS; PNEUMATIC, ELECTRONIC AND ELECTRONIC TESTERS FOR AIRCRAFT PROPULSER HUBS, AIR CONDITIONERS, ENGINE FUEL CONTROLS, ENGINE FUEL PUMPS AND AIRCRAFT AND ENGINE ACTUATORS; ELECTRONIC AIR INLET CONTROLS FOR AIRCRAFT; ELECTRONIC AIRCRAFT INTEGRATED DATA ACQUISITION UNITS FOR COLLECTING, INTEGRATING AND RECORDING DATA FOR MONITORING, DIAGNOSING AND PROGNOSTICATING AIRCRAFT SUBSYSTEMS, OVERALL AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE AND THE NATURE OF ELECTRIC CONTACTORS; ELECTRONIC POWER SUPPLIES FOR DRIVING ELECTRIC MOTORS; AND PARTS THEREFORE; RADOMES

Cl.11; CABIN MANAGEMENT AND CLIMATE CONTROL SYSTEMS COMPRISING THERMAL CONTROLLERS, THERMOSTAT, AIR CONDITIONING, HEATING, DRYING, AND VENTILATION CONTROL DEVICES, LIGHTING AND IN-FLIGHT ENTERTAINMENT DEVICES: LIGHTS AND LIGHTING CONTROLS FOR AEROSPACE VEHICLES, INCLUDING CABIN LIGHTS, NAVIGATION LIGHTS, TAXI LIGHTS, FORMATION LIGHTS, WING TIP LIGHTS, CARGO BAY LIGHTS, NIGHT-VISIBILITY LIGHTS, AND COMBINATION LIGHTS; HEATING UNITS; HEAT EXCHANGERS; UNITS FOR CONVEYING, DISTRIBUTING, MONITORING, DIAGNOSING AND PROGNOSTICATING AIRCRAFT SUBSYSTEMS, OVERALL AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE AND THE NATURE OF ELECTRIC CONTACTORS; ELECTRONIC POWER SUPPLIES FOR DRIVING ELECTRIC MOTORS; AND PARTS THEREFORE; RADOMES

Cl.12; SOUNDBOARD PANELS AND MATERIALS; TAIL CONES FOR AEROSPACE VEHICLES AND AUXILIARY POWER UNITS; BRAKE CONTROL SYSTEMS, COMPRISING BRAKES, VALVES, CYLINDERS, ANTI-SKID SYSTEMS, CONTROLLERS, SENSORS, AND ACTUATORS; FUEL LINES FOR AEROSPACE VEHICLES; SEATS FOR AEROSPACE VEHICLES, COMPRISING CREW SEATS, PILOT SEATS AND PASSENGER SEATS; ENGINE BAY DOORS FOR AEROSPACE VEHICLES; EXHAUST NOZZLES; STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS FOR AEROSPACE VEHICLES; LANDING GEAR FOR AEROSPACE VEHICLES; ROTOR AND PROPPELLER BLADES FOR AEROSPACE VEHICLES; PYLON SYSTEMS COMPRISING STRUCTURAL MOUNTS AND FAIRINGS TO ATTACH A POWERPLANT TO THE WING OR FUJIASELAGE OF AN AEROSPACE VEHICLE; REACTION WHEELS FOR AEROSPACE VEHICLES AND SATELLITES; WHEELS AND BRAKES FOR AEROSPACE VEHICLES; INCLUDING BRAKE TEMPERATURE SENSORS AND INDICATORS; APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY AIR; WING SWEEP MECHANISMS FOR AIRCRAFT; FLIGHT CONTROL SURFACE ACTUATORS FOR AIRCRAFT; AIRCRAFT PROPPELLER BLADES; THEIR PARTS AND FITTINGS COMPRISED IN THIS CLASS.

Cl.13; CANOPY REMOVAL SYSTEMS, INCLUDING EXPLOSIVE DEVICES; CANOPY SEVERANCE SYSTEMS FOR AEROSPACE VEHICLE, INCLUDING INITIATOR HANDLES AND TRANSFER LINE ASSEMBLIES.
Cl.19; BATTERY HEATERS; CABINETRY AND WOOD VENEERS, WINDOW SHADES: REINFORCED FLOOR PANELS FOR AEROSPACE VEHICLES: PILOT HANDGRIPS, TRIMS, SWITCHES

Cl.37; MAINTENANCE, REPAIR AND OVERHAUL OF AEROSPACE VEHICLES AND AEROSPACE VEHICLE EQUIPMENT AND COMPONENTS: REPAIR, MAINTENANCE OF AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS; MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF PUMPS, BLOWERS AND COMPRESSORS

Cl.41; PROVIDING TRAINING IN THE SERVICING AND REPAIR OF PUMPS, BLOWERS, COMPRESSORS AND AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS AND DISTRIBUTING RELATED SERVICE MANUALS AND VIDEO MATERIALS THEREWITH
CRIMSON DRAGON

2429607  19/11/2012
MICROSOFT CORPORATION
trading as :MICROSOFT CORPORATION
ONE MICROSOFT WAY, REDMOND, WASHINGTON 98052 - 6399, U.S.A.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
(A CORPORATION ORGANISED,REGISTERED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF STATE OF WASHINGTON, U.S.A.)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJA DODD
113, UDAY PARK, NEW DELHI-110049.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cl.9;GAME SOFTWARE
Cl.41;ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ONLINE VIDEO GAMES.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1846, 23/04/2018 Class 99

2429679 19/11/2012
CARTIER INTERNATIONAL AG
22, Hinterbergstrasse, Postfach 61, 6312 Steinhausen, Switzerland
Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers. A company organized and existing under the laws of Switzerland.
A COMPANY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF SWITZERLAND

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

The mark hereby applied for is a 3-DIMENSIONAL SHAPE as shown in the representation affixed to the form of the application.

Cl.14; Jewelry; precious stones; precious metals and their alloys; pearls; cuff links; tie clips; rings; bracelets; earrings; necklaces; brooches; charms; key rings of precious metal, works of art in precious metal; jewellery cases; boxes of precious metal; horological and chronometric instruments; watches; chronometers; watch movements, clocks, small clocks; watch cases; watch bracelets; watch chains and springs or watch glasses; key rings [trinkets or fobs]; cases for clocks and watchmaking; medals; jewelry for computers; jewelry for bags; coins.

Cl.35; The bringing together, for the benefit of others, of jewelry, works of art, horological instruments, watches, precious stones, precious metals, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods from retail or department stores, from wholesale outlets, through mail order catalogues, or by means of electronic media such as websites; public relations; advertising services for luxury goods, namely, jewelry, works of art, horological instruments, watches, precious stones, precious metals; business management and organization consultancy in the field of luxury goods, namely, jewelry, works of art, horological instruments, watches, precious stones, precious metals; business consultancy on the purchase and sale of jewelry, precious stones, works of art, collectors' objects, horological and chronometric instruments; watches.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1846, 23/04/2018 Class 99

AOD
2431586  22/11/2012
PUBLICIS GROUPE S.A.
133 Avenue des Champs-Elysees, Paris Cedex 08 75008, France
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS and SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON 122003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, HARYANA
Used Since : 23/11/2010
DELHI
Cl.9; Computer software for buying and selling advertising space via computer networks; computer software for disseminating advertisements and promotional material for others via computer networks; computer software for disseminating advertising and promotional materials regarding the brands, goods, and services of others from a single interface to specific audiences via computer networks; computer software for distributing advertising materials from a single interface to specific audiences through a variety of advertising channels; computer software for the consolidation, organization, and provision of advertising space by electronic means and global information networks.

Cl.35; Advertising and advertisement services; advertising and business services, namely, securing advertising opportunities and inventory on all forms of media communications stations, systems, networks, and services for the purpose of promoting the goods and services of others; advertising and promotion services and related consulting; advertising by transmission of on-line publicity for third parties through electronic communications networks; advertising services, namely, disseminating advertisements for the goods and services of others from a single interface to specific audiences through multiple communications means; advertising services, namely, providing information as to the availability of, or facilitating relationships with, publishers, networks, and exchanges through which to place advertisements; advertisement services provided to others via an online web site accessed through a global computer network; business marketing consultation, namely, advice and information about customer services and product management and prices on internet sites in connection with purchases made over the internet; business marketing consulting services; computerized on-line ordering services in the field of advertising; consolidation, organization, and provision of advertising space by electronic means and global information networks; developing strategic tools to identify consumer and marketing information; digital media and mobile marketing buying and planning; dissemination of advertising for others via an on-line communications network; dissemination of advertising for others via the internet; facilitating others in targeting advertisements or promotions; marketing and advertising media management services; marketing consulting; media buying services; on-line advertising on computer communication networks; on-line ordering services featuring consolidation, organization, and provision of advertising space by electronic means and global information networks; operating on-line marketplaces featuring the buying and selling of advertising space; promoting the goods and services of others by distributing advertising and promotional materials from a single interface to specific audiences through a variety of advertising channels; promoting the goods and services of others via a global computer network; promotion and marketing services and related consulting; providing information in the field of marketing and on-line marketing media via the internet; computer services, namely, providing information via an online web site as to the availability of publishers, networks, and exchanges through which to place advertisements; computer services, namely, disseminating advertising and promotional materials regarding the brands, goods, and services of others from a single interface to specific audiences via computer networks.

Cl.42; Computer services, namely, hosting on-line web facilities for on-line ordering services featuring consolidation, organization, and provision of advertising space by electronic means and global information networks; computer services, namely, hosting on-line web facilities for operating on-line marketplaces for buying and selling advertising space; computer services, namely, hosting on-line web facilities for others to buy and sell advertising space; computer services, namely, hosting on-line web facilities for others to order services in the field of advertising; providing on-line software for consolidating, organizing, and provisioning advertising space; providing on-line software for disseminating advertisements for others via an on-line communications network; providing on-line software for disseminating advertisements for others via the internet; providing on-line software for distributing advertising materials from a single interface to specific audiences through a variety of advertising channels.
EPD
Priority claimed from 23/05/2012; Application No.: 56134/2012; Switzerland

2431688 22/11/2012
OERLIKON SURFACE SOLUTIONS AG, PFAFFIKON
CHURERSTRASSE 120, CH-8808 PFAFFIKON, SWITZERLAND
Manufacturers, Merchants & Service Providers
a company organized and existing under the laws of Switzerland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SECTOR 27 GURGAON-122002

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Cl.2; "METALLIC COATINGS FOR GIVING A METALLIC APPEARANCE TO NON-CONDUCTIVE PLASTIC SURFACES; PROTECTIVE COATINGS FOR PLASTIC SURFACES AND METALLISED SURFACES OF PLASTIC COMPONENTS, IN THE FORM OF SPRAY-DEPOSITED LACQUER COMBINED WITH VAPOUR-DEPOSITED COATINGS DEPOSITED UNDER VACUUM"

Cl.7; "VACUUM APPARATUS FOR COATING NON-CONDUCTIVE COMPONENT SURFACES, IN PARTICULAR PLASTIC COMPONENTS, WITH VAPOUR DEPOSITED METALLIC COATINGS; SUCH AS FOR EXAMPLE ARC EVAPORATORS AND SPATTERING APPARATUS; APPARATUS FOR CHEMICAL CLEANING AND/OR IRRADIATION AND/OR MECHANICAL SURFACE TREATMENT OF NON-CONDUCTIVE SURFACES; SPRAYING INSTALLATIONS FOR COATING WORKPIECES WITH LACQUER COMBINED WITH VACUUM MATERIAL DEPOSITION APPARATUS, IN PARTICULAR FOR VAPOUR DEPOSITION"

Cl.40; "GAS PHASE DEPOSITION OF COATINGS UNDER VACUUM, IN PARTICULAR BY CATHODIC SPATTERING, AND THEIR EMBEDDING BETWEEN SPRAY-DEPOSITED LACQUER LAYERS"
Priority claimed from 14/09/2012; Application No. : 30 2012 049 359 ;Germany

2432274   23/11/2012

MOTEL ONE GMBH
TEGRERNSEER LANDSTRASSE 165, 81539 MUNICH GERMANY
SERVICE PROVIDER
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF GERMANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FIDUS LAW CHAMBERS
Flat No. 021, Mahagun Maestro Plot No. F21A Sector 50 Noida - 201301

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
1579836

DELHI

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1579836.

Cl.35;MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY; PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS CONSULTANCY FOR SERVICE ENTERPRISES PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, OR TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION; BUSINESS ECONOMICS AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY FOR THE ADMINISTRATION, SUPERVISION AND CONTROL OF SERVICE ENTERPRISES PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, OR TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION; PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS CONSULTANCY FOR FRANCHISING CONCEPTS

Cl.43;SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION; MOTEL AND HOTEL SERVICES; ACCOMMODATION RESERVATION SERVICES
CELLASIC
Priority claimed from 06/06/2012; Application No.: 011022076; European Union
243371 26/11/2012
MERCK KGAA
FRANKFURTER STR. 250, D-64293 DARMSTADT, GERMANY.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS/TRADEERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CI.7; MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS; MOTORS AND ENGINES (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); MACHINE COUPLING AND TRANSMISSION COMPONENTS (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS OTHER THAN HAND-OPERATED; INCUBATORS FOR EGGS; AUTOMATIC VENDING MACHINES; WRENCHES; MANIFOLDS
CI.9; SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING, MEASURING, SIGNALLING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE-SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR CONDUCTING, SWITCHING, TRANSFORMING, ACCUMULATING, REGULATING OR CONTROLLING ELECTRICITY; APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; COMPACT DISCS, DVDS AND OTHER DIGITAL RECORDING MEDIA; MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED APPARATUS; CASH REGISTERS, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT, COMPUTERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE; FIRE-EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS; PERFUSION MICROFLUIDIC PLATES AND SYSTEMS; SOFTWARE FOR GROWTH IMAGING CELLS IN PERFUSION MICROFLUIDIC PLATES
CI.11; APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES; OBJECTIVE HEATER
MM PURE

2433632   27/11/2012
AMIT MITTAL
C/O TRILOK CHAND NATHIMAL AGGARSEN CHOWK MAIN BAZAR BALLABHGARH HARYANA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANAND SHANKER GUPTA
59 IIND FLOOR KUNDAN NAGAR DELHI 110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Cl.30: COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFERAL COFFEE; FTOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES; HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST BAKING POWDER; SAFT, MUSTANS; VINEGAR, SAUCES, (CONDIMENTS); SPICES; ICE BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 35”

Cl.31; AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS AND GRAINS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, LIVING ANIMALS, FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, SEEDS, LIVE PLANTS AND FLOWER, FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS, MALT, PAN MASALA, MOUTH FRESHENERS, SCENTED SUPARI, BETAHIUTS, SQUASHES, BARLEY, FRESH BEANS, FRESH FRUITS, NUTS (FRUITS) AND VEGETABLES, MALT EXTRACTS, BRAN OIL CAKE, SEASAME NATURAL PLANTS INCLUDING VINE PLANTS AND FLOWERS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 31
2433748  27/11/2012

BAKOMA SP.Z.O.O.,
UL POLCZYNSKA 97A 01-303 WARSZAWA POLAND
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF POLAND

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Cl.29;“MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS, MILK BEVERAGES, YOGHURTS, EDIBLE FATS, ALL ABOVE MENTIONED FOR CHILDREN AND ADULTS”

Cl.30;COCOA BEVERAGES WITH MILK, CHOCOLATE BEVERAGES WITH MILK; FROZEN YOGHURTS, PUDDINGS, GRUEL WITH A MILK BASE FOR FOOD, ALL ABOVE MENTIONED FOR CHILDREN AND ADULTS
NJOY

2434156  27/11/2012
NJOY, INC.
15211 North Kierland Blvd., Suite 200, Scottsdale, AZ 85254, USA
Manufactures & Merchants
a Delaware corporation

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cl.9; Batteries for electronic cigarettes;
Cl.34; Electronic cigarettes
Priority claimed from 07/09/2012; Application No.: 635810; Switzerland

2434541 29/11/2012

RUAG HOLDING AG
Stauffacherstrasse 65, 3000 Bern 22, Switzerland
Manufacturer, merchant and service provider
a corporation organized and existing under the laws of Switzerland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cl.9; Computer apparatus and data processing systems; computer programs; electronic and optical apparatus for the storage and reproduction of data; pulse generating circuits and apparatus; satellite receiving and transmission systems; satellites and parts and accessories thereof, in particular electronics, instruments and equipment for satellite communication services; satellites for scientific and commercial purposes; payload enclosures and structural elements for satellites; electronic apparatus and installations for linking weapons to local installations for controlling aircraft, land vehicles and watercraft; computer software and apparatus for controlling, guiding, monitoring and using weapons and weapon systems; weapon simulators; mine simulators; apparatus and instruments for teaching how to use weapon systems, including picture projecting facilities; flight simulators and flight training simulators; virtual reality displays; apparatus and instruments for teaching how to use machines; telescopes; antennas; semi-conductors; radar apparatus and systems; lasers, not for medical purposes; apparatus for target surveillance; electronic surveillance apparatus; target identification apparatus, target trackers and target measurement instruments; military telecommunication apparatus; apparatus and instruments for scientific research in laboratories; precision measuring apparatus; slip rings; radiation monitors; software for flight data monitoring; aeronautical assistance, in particular landing systems; electronic cable systems; testing installations for military self-protection systems; computer systems for electronic and pyrotechnical defense of airplanes and helicopters; computer systems to support military management processes.

Cl.12; Vehicles; armored vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; space vehicles and parts and accessories thereof; airplanes and parts and accessories thereof, namely wing tips; unmanned vehicles for land forces; payload enclosures, structural elements and parts and accessories for space vehicles; motor and non-powered military vehicles fitted for transporting, firing and operating weapons and/or equipped with weapon controlling and guiding systems, including radar apparatus, target surveillance apparatus, target identification apparatus, target trackers and military telecommunication apparatus; drones; parts of the aforementioned products and accessories for the aforementioned goods (included in this class); aeronautical apparatus, machines and appliances; safety devices for automobiles and airplanes; engines for land vehicles; payload enclosures and structural elements for airplanes.

Cl.37; Assembly, maintenance and repair of computers; installation, maintenance, service, glazing, renovation or repair work for the space industry and the defense sector; service, maintenance, glazing, renovation or repair of airplanes, helicopters, aircraft, drones, spacecraft, land vehicles, weapons, weapon systems, data transmission or processing or telecommunication apparatus, optical and mechanical appliances and instruments and airplane parts as well as accessories for airplanes; servicing of weapon systems and equipment maintenance; maintenance, repair and conversion services for airplanes; establishing theme-based industrial parks; maintenance and repair of aeronautical apparatus and machines; maintenance and repair of weapon systems; installation of weapon systems for modernization and enhanced combat qualities.
MAISON JULES

Priority claimed from 14/11/2012; Application No.: 85/779,453; United States of America

2434608 29/11/2012

MACY'S MERCHANDISING GROUP, INC.
11 PENN PLAZA, NEW YORK, NY 10001, USA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
DELWARE CORPORATION

Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI- 110 025.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cl.14; JEWELRY

Cl.18; BILLFOLDS, BRIEFCASES, HANDBAGS, KEY CASES, PURSES, WALLETS

Cl.20; BATH, BED AND HOME ACCESSORIES, INCLUDING BATH PILLOWS; BED PILLOWS; CHAIR PADS; CURTAIN RODS; CURTAIN HOOKS; CUSHIONS; DECO DECORATIVE PILLOWS; PET CUSHIONS; PICTURE FRAMES; PILLOWS; SHOWER CURTAIN HOOKS; SHOWER CURTAIN RODS;

Cl.24; BATH, BED, AND HOME ACCESSORIES AND LINEN, INCLUDING, BATH SHEETS; BATH TOWELS; BED SHEETS; BED SKIRTS; BED SPREADS; BLANKETS; BLANKET THROWS; COMFORTERS; COVERLETS; CRIB SHEETS AND BUMPERS; CURTAINS; DRAPERIES; DUST RUFFLES; DUVET COVERS; DUVETS; FACE CLOTHS AND TOWELS; MATTRESS COVERS, PADS AND PROTECTORS; PILLOW CASES; PILLOW SHAMS; PLACE MATS; POT HOLDERS; QUILTS ; SHEET SETS; SHOWER CURTAINS; SHOWER CURTAIN LINERS; TABLECLOTHS; TABLE LINEN (FABRIC); TABLE RUNNERS (FABRIC); THROWS;

Cl.25; CLOTHING, SHOES, AND FOOTWEAR FOR MEN AND WOMEN.
LAUREN
2434771   29/11/2012
POPULATION HEALTH SERVICES (INDIA)
IB /2A ASHOK VIHAR PHASE I DELHI 110052 INDIA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUBRAMANIAM, NATRAJ & ASSOCIATES.
E-556, GREATER KAILASH - II, NEW DELHI - 110 048.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cl.3; COSMETICS
Cl.5; PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
SPECIAL DUTY

2434784  29/11/2012
BARDAHL MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
1400 N.W. 52nd Street, Seattle, Washington 98107-0607, United States of America
Manufacturers and Merchants
A corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Washington, USA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY AND SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE, AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR - 27, GURGAON - 22 002.
Used Since :30/11/2001

DELHI

Cl.1; Chemical additives for gasoline, chemical additives for diesel fuel, chemical additives for lubricating oil, chemical additives for motor oil, chemical additives for transmission fluid, and chemical additives for radiator fluids and coolants; chemical engine treatments and additives for engine cooling systems; chemical automotive fuel system cleaners; antifreeze; transmission oils; valve lubricants; power steering fluid; brake fluid; transmission fluid; gas line antifreeze; chemical compositions for radiators for removing and preventing scale and rust; coolants for vehicle engines; radiator flushing chemicals

Cl.4; Motor oil for internal combustion engines containing engine cleaning additives; oil and gasoline additives for internal combustion engines; non-chemical additives for internal combustion engines; lubricating oils and non-chemical additives for lubricating oils; non-chemical additives for motor oil; motor oils; transmission oils; valve lubricants; lubricating greases; water-resistant multi-purpose greases used with industrial and automotive equipment, namely for bearings, joints and the like; non-chemical additives for transmission fluid; transmission and differential lubricants; outboard motor oil; non-chemical additives for transmission fluid; transmission and differential lubricants; outboard motor oil; non-chemical additives for transmission fluid; transmission and differential lubricants; outboard motor oil; non-chemical additives for transmission fluid; transmission and differential lubricants; outboard motor oil; non-chemical additives for transmission fluid; transmission and differential lubricants; outboard motor oil; flush oil and cleaning oils for engines and carburetor injectors; oils for industrial use; water pump lubricants; non-chemical fuel additives; carnauba wax for use on automobiles, non-chemical engine treatments and additives for cooling systems
Trade Marks Journal No: 1846, 23/04/2018  Class 99

2434785  29/11/2012
INTERBASIC HOLDING S.R.L.
trading as : A company organized under the laws of Luxembourg
STRADA SETTECAMINI 116, 63811 SANT ELPIDIO A MARE (FERMO), ITALY
Manufacturers and Merchants
A SOCIERA A RESPONSABILITA LIMITATA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..

Cl.3; Perfumery and cosmetics, namely perfume, eau de cologne, rose water, cologne, after shave lotions, makeup, personal deodorants and antiperspirants, essential oils for personal use, soaps, shaving soaps, bath oils, bath foams, bath cream, bath salts for cosmetic purposes, cleansing soaps for personal hygiene, shower soaps, shaving lotions, shaving creams, beauty creams, vanishing creams, skin lotions, hand creams, lotions, body milk, cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes, sun oils, sun milks, sunscreen lotions, talcum powder, tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions, cotton stick for cleaning ears, cotton wool for cosmetic purposes, eyebrow pencils, eye liners, mascaras; face powder, lip-sticks, eye make-up removers, skin milks, cleansing lotions, hair care preparations, shampoos, hair oils, henna, hair lotions, hair creams, hair sprays, hair colorants, nail polish, depilatories, cosmetic kits, dentifrices; laundry preparations, namely cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, bleach and laundry detergents; shoe and boot creams and polishes

Cl.9; Spectacles, sunglasses, lenses and frames therefor, contact lenses, optical lenses, magnifying glasses, cases, chains and cords for glasses and spectacles, covers (not made from leather), for portable multimedia players, for mobile phones, for DVDs, for CDs, for computer cables, for audio reproduction devices, for palmtops, for electronic agendas, for photographic cameras and for film cameras

Cl.14; Watches and clocks, pendulum clocks, chronographs and chronometers, rough gemstones, precious stones, diamond, coral jewellery, emerald, sapphire, ruby, opal, topaz, aquamarine, earrings, rings, necklaces, bracelets, ornamental pins made of precious metal, shoe ornaments of precious metal, pearl, boxes of precious metal, jewels cases of precious metal, brooches, pins, tie clips, cufflinks, bracelets (not made from leather).

Cl.18; Bags, handbags, traveling bags, briefcases, credit card holders, wallets, document briefcases, key cases, purses, trunks, suit cases, cosmetic bags, sports bags, bags for athletic equipments, evening and shoulder bags for ladies, shopping bags, school bags, garment bags for travel, suit carriers for travel, shoe bags for travel, beach bags, rucksacks, diaper bags, backpacks, Boston bags, traveling trunks, duffel bags, overnight bags, carry-on bags, bags for mountain-climbing, satchels, opera bags, vanity cases (not fitted), hides, cases and boxes not made of leather, bags not made of leather for packaging, straps, umbrellas, leashes, all the aforesaid goods not made of leather

Cl.25; Coats, jackets, trousers, skirts, tops, raincoats, long coats, overcoats, belts, braces for clothing, belts, suits, padded jackets, jackets, stuff jackets, jumpers, trousers, jeans, skirts, dresses, coats, overcoats, cloaks, raincoats, parkas, pullovers, shirts, T-shirts, blouses, sweaters, underwear, baby-dolls being nightwear, bathrobes, bathing costumes, negligee, swim suits, dressing gowns, nightgowns, one-piece dresses, two-piece dresses, evening dresses, shawls, scarves, ties, neckties, gentlemen suits, women’s clothing, dress shirts, aloha shirts, sweat shirts, under shirts, polo shirts, body suits, blazers, shorts, sport shirts; shoes, athletic shoes, slippers, overshoes, low heel shoes, shoes, rubber shoes, galoshes, golf shoes, wooden clog, angler shoes, basketball shoes, dress shoes, heels, hiking shoes, rugby shoes, boxing shoes, base shoes, vinyl shoes, beach shoes, inner soles, soles for footwear, footwear upper, heelpieces for shoes and boots, non-slipping pieces for shoes and boots, tips for footwear, rain shoes, track-racing shoes, work shoes, straw shoes, gymnastic shoes, boots, ski boots, half boots, arctic boots, football boots, lacquered boots, field hockey shoes, hand ball shoes, esparto shoes or sandals, sandals, bath sandals; gloves for protection against cold, gloves, mittens; hats and caps, visor (headgear), hats and caps, all the aforesaid goods not made from leather.
KELVINATOR

2434796   29/11/2012
ELECTROLUX HOME PRODUCTS, INC.,
10200 DAVID TAYLOR DRIVE CHARLOTTE NORTH CAROLINA 28262 USA
MANUFACTURE, MERCHANT AND SERVICE PROVIDER
A DELAWARE CORPORATION

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cl.9; BATTERIES
Cl.11; INDUCTION COOKERS, RICE COOKERS; TORCHES; LANTERNS.
DESIGNA

2435272  30/11/2012
DESIGNA VERKEHRSLEITTECHNIK GMBH
Faluner Weg 3, 24109 Kiel, GERMANY

One of the leading manufacturers of sophisticated software-controlled car park management systems & today our products are known from Dubai to Singapore and from Warsaw to Cape Town

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JITIN TALWAR
413-P SECTOR 6 PANCHKULA HARYANA -134109
Used Since :11/01/1951

DELHI

Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; transportable buildings of metal; materials of metal for railway tracks; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; pipes and tubes of metal; safes; goods of common metal not included in other classes; ores

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, electric, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; automatic vending machines and mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers; fire extinguishing apparatus.
OgilvyRED

2435436  30/11/2012

WPP LUXEMBOURG GAMMA SARL
124, BOULEVARD DE LA PETRUSSE, LUXEMBOURG, L - 2330, LUXEMBOURG

SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF LUXEMBOURG

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SECTOR 27 GURGAON-122002

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cl.35; ADVERTISING, PUBLIC RELATIONS, PUBLICITY, SALES PROMOTION, AND MARKETING SERVICES; ADVERTISING AGENCY SERVICES; DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING MATTER; BRAND CREATION SERVICES; MEDIA RESEARCH AND CONSULTANCY; MEDIA BUYING SERVICES; PLANNING, BUYING AND NEGOTIATING ADVERTISING AND MEDIA SPACE AND TIME; PRODUCTION OF ADVERTISING MATTER AND COMMERCIALS; MARKET RESEARCH AND MARKET ANALYSIS; STATISTICAL ANALYSIS AND COMPILATION; ECONOMIC FORECASTING; BUSINESS AND MARKET RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS; MARKETING RESEARCH; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT; ORGANISING BUSINESS EXHIBITIONS; COMPUTER INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS MARKETING, AND THE PREPARATION OF BUSINESS MARKETING INFORMATION FROM AND INTO COMPUTER DATABASE FORM; PREPARATION OF PRODUCT AND COMPANY LITERATURE FOR OTHERS; ADVISORY AND CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO ALL THE AFORESAID SERVICES

Cl.41; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, TRAINING AND RECREATIONAL SERVICES, EDUCATIONAL AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES THROUGH COURSES, EXHIBITIONS, CONFERENCES, SYMPOSIUMS AND COMPETITIONS, AS WELL AS THE PRODUCTION OF WORKS OF AUTHORS, ALL CONNECTED TO THE ADVERTISING INDUSTRY

Cl.42; DESIGN SERVICES; COMPUTER SERVICES; PRODUCT DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT; ART STUDIO SERVICES; INDUSTRIAL DESIGN SERVICES; DESIGN OF PACKAGING; INFORMATION, RESEARCH AND CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO THE AFORESAID; INTERNET INFORMATION AND CONSULTANCY SERVICES; PROVISION OF INFORMATION RELATING TO THE AFORESAID&quot;
NAT GEO FAN
Priority claimed from 05/10/2012; Application No. : 11244258 ;European Union
2435525 30/11/2012
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY
1145, 17 TH STREET, N. W. WASHINGTON, D. C. 20036, U. S. A.
MANUFACTURERS,& MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
(A DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CORPORATION)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1612032, 1612033, 1612034, 1618997, 1634816, 2035329, 2377494
DELHI
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.2377494,1612032,1612033,1612034,1618997,1634816,1612032,1612033,1612034,1618997,1634816,2035329.
Cl.9;COMPUTER APPLICATION SOFTWARE FOR MOBILE PHONES, COMPUTERS, HANDHELD COMPUTERS, NETBOOKS, TABLETS, PORTABLE IRIEDIA PLAYERS, NAMELY, SOFTWARE FOR USE IN PROCESSING, TRANSMITTING, RECEIVING, ORGANIZING, MANIPULATING, PLAYING, REVIEWING, REPRODUCING AND STREAMLINING AUDIO, VIDEO AND MULTIMEDIA CONTENT, INCLUDING TEXT, DATA, IMAGES, AUDIO, VIDEO AND AUDIO VISUAL FILES; DISTRIBUTION OF DIGITAL VIDEO, VIDEO FILES, AND MULTIMEDIA CONTENTS; DOWNLOADABLE FILMS AND TELEVISION PROGRAMS PROVIDED VIA A VIDEO-ON-DEMAND SERVICE; DOWNLOADABLE SOUND, MUSIC, VIDEO, IMAGES, GAMES AND TEXTS; CD-ROMS, COMPACT DISCS, DVDS, AND OTHER DIGITAL RECORDING MEDIA.
Cl.38;BROADCASTING; COMMUNICATIONS AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS; AUDIO AND VIDEO BROADCASTING VIA THE INTERNET; TELEVISION BROADCASTING SERVICES: CABLE TELEVISION BROADCASTING SERVICES; STREAMING OF AUDIO, VISUAL AND AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIAL VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK OR OTHER COMMUNICATION NETWORKS; TRANSMISSION, BROADCAST, RECEPTION AND CONVEYANCE BY MEANS OF ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS OF AUDIO VIDEO, STILL AND MOVING IMAGES, TEXT, MESSAGES, INFORMATION, AND DATA; MOBILE MEDIA SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION, BROADCASTING AND DELIVERY OF AUDIO, VIDEO AND MULTIMEDIA ENTERTAINMENT CONTENT INCLUDING TEXT, DATA, IMAGES, AUDIO, VIDEO AND AUDIO VISUAL FILES BY MEANS OF THE INTERNET, WIRELESS COMMUNICATION, ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS AND COMPUTER NETWORKS: VIDEO-ON-Demand TRANSMISSION SERVICES.
Cl.41;PRODUCTION OF TELEVISION PROGRAMS, FILMS, MOTION PICTURES, PRE-RECORDED VIDEO TAPES, AUDIO AND/OR VISUAL MATERIAL, PRE-RECORDED VIDEO CASSETTES, DVDS OR PRE-RECORDED VIDEO DISCS: PROVISION OF AUDIO VISUAL CONTENT RELATING TO ENTERTAINMENT, EDUCATION, AND CULTURE; PROVISION OF NON-DOWNLOADABLE TELEVISION PROGRAMS, FILMS, VIDEOS, SOUND, IMAGES OR DATA ACCESSED FROM THE INTERNET OR OTHER COMMUNICATION NETWORKS; PROVISION OF VIDEO-ON-DEMAND ENTERTAINMENT, EDUCATIONAL, AND CULTURAL SERVICES: PROVISION OF NON-DOWNLOADABLE FILMS AND TELEVISION PROGRAMS VIA A VIDEO-ON-DEMAND SERVICE; PROVIDING ON-GOING TELEVISION PROGRAMS, MOVIES, VIDEOS, WEBCASTS, AND IMAGES VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK OR OTHER COMMUNICATION NETWORKS; PROVIDING ONLINE MAPS AND SCHEDULES FOR LIVE EVENTS AND EXHIBITIONS; GAME SERVICES PROVIDED ON-LINE FI-OM A COMPUTER NETWORK AND OTHER COMMUNICATION NETWORKS: ORGANISATION, PRODUCTION, PRESENTATION AND PROVISIONS OF COMPETITIONS, CONTESTS, GAMES, QUIZZES.
2436488 03/12/2012
DISNEY ENTERPRISES, INC.
trading as DISNEY ENTERPRISES, INC.
500, SOUTH BUENA VISTA STREET, BURBANK, CALIFORNIA 91521, U. S. A.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
(A DELAWARE CORPORATION)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
Cl.9; AUDIO DISCS; AUDIO RECORDINGS; AUDIO AND VIDEO RECORDINGS; AUDIO SPEAKERS; BINOCULARS;
CALCULATORS; CAMCORDERS; CAMERAS; CD-ROMS; CD-ROM DRIVES (AS PART OF THE COMPUTER); CD-ROM
WRITERS (AS PART OF THE COMPUTER); CELLULAR TELEPHONES; CELLULAR TELEPHONE ACCESSORIES;
CELLULAR TELEPHONE CASES; CHIPS CONTAINING MUSICAL RECORDINGS; FACE PLATES FOR CELLULAR
TELEPHONES; COMPACT DISC PLAYERS; COMPACT DISC RECORDERS; COMPACT DISCS; COMPUTER GAME
PROGRAMS; COMPUTER GAME CARTRIDGES AND DISCS; COMPUTERS; COMPUTER HARDWARE; COMPUTER
KEYBOARDS; COMPUTER MONITORS; COMPUTER MOUSE; COMPUTER DISC DRIVES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE;
CORDLESS TELEPHONES; DECORATIVE MAGNETS; DIGITAL CAMERAS; DIGITAL VIDEO AND AUDIO PLAYERS; DVDS;
DVD PLAYERS; DVD RECORDERS; DIGITAL VERSATILE DISCS; DIGITAL VIDEO DISCS; PRE-RECORDED OPTICAL AND
MAGNETO-OPTICAL DISCS; OPTICAL AND MAGNETO-OPTICAL DISC PLAYERS AND RECORDERS FOR AUDIO, VIDEO
AND COMPUTER DATA; ELECTRICAL AND OPTICAL CABLES; ELECTRONIC PERSONAL ORGANIZERS; EYEGLASS
CASES; EYEGLASSES; GRADUATED RULERS FOR OFFICE AND STATIONERY; HEADPHONES; KARAOKE MACHINES;
MICROPHONES; MP3 PLAYERS; MODEMS (AS PART OF A COMPUTER); MOUSE PADS; MOTION PICTURE FILMS; MUSICAL RECORDINGS; PAGERS; PERSONAL STEREOS; PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANTS; PRINTERS; RADIOS; SUNGLASSES: TELEPHONES; TELEVISION SETS: VIDEO CAMERAS; VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDERS; VIDEO CASSETTE PLAYERS VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES: VIDEO GAME DISCS: VIDEO CASSETTES VIDEOPHONES; VIDEO RECORDINGS: WALKIE-TALKIES; WRIST AND ARM RESTS FOR USE WITH COMPUTERS, SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, ELECTRIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING, MEASURING, SIGNALLING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS: APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES: MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; AUTOMATIC VENDING MACHINES AND MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED APPARATUS; CASH REGISTERS. CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS; FIRE EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS:

Cl.16; ADDRESS BOOKS; ALMANACS; APPLIQUES IN THE FORM OF DECALS; APPOINTMENT BOOKS; ART PRINTS; ARTS AND CRAFT PAINT KITS; AUTOGRAPH BOOKS; BABY BOOKS; BALL POINT PENS; BASEBALL CARDS; BINDERS; BOOKENDS; BOOKMARKS; BOOKS; BUMPER STICKERS; CALENDARS; CARTOON STRIPS; CRAYONS; CHRISTMAS CARDS; CHALK; CHALK BOARDS; CHILDREN'S ACTIVITY BOOKS; COASTERS MADE OF PAPER; COIN ALBUMS; COLORING BOOKS; COLORING PAGES; COLOR PENCILS; COMIC BOOKS; COMIC STRIPS; COUPON BOOKS; DECALS; DECORATIVE PAPER CENTREPIECES; DIARIES; DISPOSABLE DIAPERS FOR BABIES; DRAWING RULERS; DRY ERASE WRITING BOARDS; ENVELOPES; ERASERS; FELT PENS; FLASH CARDS; GIFT CARDS; GIFT WRAPPING PAPER; GLOBES; GREETING CARDS; GUEST BOOKS; MAGAZINES; MAPS; MARKERS; MEMO PADS; MODELING CLAY; NEWSLETTERS; NEWSPAPERS; NOTE PAPER; NOTEBOOKS; NOTEBOOK PAPER; PAINTINGS; PAPER FLAGS; PAPER PARTY FAVORS; PAPER PARTY HATS; PAPER CAKE DECORATIONS; PAPER PARTY DECORATIONS; PAPER NAPKINS; PAPER PARTY BAGS; PAPERWEIGHTS; PAPER GIFT WRAP BOWS; PAPER PENNANTS; PAPER PLACE MATS; PAPER TABLE CLOTHS; PLASTIC TABLE COVERS; PLASTIC PARTY BAGS; PEN OR PENCIL HOLDERS; PENCILS; PENCIL SHARPENERS; PEN AND PENCIL CASES AND BOXES; PENS; PERIODICALS; PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS; PHOTOGRAPHS; PICTORIAL PRINTS; PICTURE BOOKS; PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PORTRAITS; POSTCARDS; POSTERS; PRINTED AWARDS; PRINTED CERTIFICATES; PRINTED INVITATIONS; PRINTED MENUS; RECIPE BOOKS; RUBBER STAMPS; SANDWICH BAGS; SCORE CARDS; STAMP ALBUMS; STATIONERY; STAPLERS; STICKERS; TRADING CARDS; UNGRADUATED RULERS; WRITING PAPER; WRITING IMPLEMENTS, PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTISTS' MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PLAYING CARDS; PRINTERS' TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS:

Cl.25; ATHLETIC SHOES; BANDANAS; BASEBALL CAPS; BEACH COVER-UPS: BEACHWEAR; BELTS; BIBS; BIKNIS; BLAZERS; BOOTS; BOW TIES: BRAS; CAPS; CHAPS; CLOTH BIBS; COATS; DRESSES; EAR MUFFS; FOOTWEAR; GLOVES: GOLF SHIRTS; HALLOWEEN COSTUMES; HATS: HEAD BANDS: HEAD WEAR; HOISERY; INFANTWEAR; JACKETS; JEANS; JERSEYS; KERCHIEFS: LEOTARDS: LEG WARMERS; MITTENS; NECKTIES; NIGHT SHIRTS: NIGHT GOWNS: OVERALLS: PAJAMAS; PANTS; PANTY HOSE: POLO SHIRTS; PONCHOS; RAINWEAR: ROBES; SANDALS; SCARVES; SHIRTS; SHOES; SKIRTS; SHORTS; SLACKS; SLIPPERS; SLEEPSHIRT: SOCKS; STOCKINGS; SWEATERS; SWEAT PANTS; SWEAT SHIRTS; SWIMSUITS; TANK TOPS; TIGHTS: T-SHIRTS; UNDERWEAR: VESTS; WRIST BANDS, CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR:

Cl.28; ACTION SKILL GAMES: ACTION FIGURES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR; BOARD GAMES; CARD GAMES; CHILDREN'S MULTIPLE ACTIVITY TOYS; BADMINTON SETS; BALLOONS; BASEBALL BATS; BASKETBALLS: BATH TOYS; BASEBALLS; BEACH BALLS; BEAN BAGS; BUILDING BLOCKS, BUBBLE MAKING WANDS AND SOLUTION SETS; CATCHER'S MITTS: CHESS SETS; CHILDREN'S PLAY COSMETICS; CHRISTMAS STOCKINGS; CHRISMAS TREE DECORATIONS; COLLECTABLE TOY FIGURES: CRIB MOBILES: CRIB TOYS; DISC TOSS TOYS; DOLLS; DOLL CLOTHING; DOLL ACCESSORIES; DOLL PLAYSETS; ELECTRIC ACTION TOYS; EQUIPMENT SOLD AS A UNIT FOR PLAYING CARD GAMES; FISHING TACKLE; GOLF BALLS; GOLF GLOVES; GOLF BALL MARKERS; HAND HELD UNIT FOR PLAYING ELECTRONIC GAMES: HOCKEY PUCKS; INFLATABLE TOYS; JIGSAW PUZZLES; JUMP ROPE; KITES: MAGIC TRICKS; MARBLES; MANIPULATIVE GAMES; MECHANICAL TOYS: MUSIC BOX TOYS: MUSICAL TOYS: PARlor GAMES; PARTY FAVORS IN THE NATURE OF SMALL TOYS: PARTY GAMES; PLAYING CARDS; PLUSH TOYS; PUNCHING BALLS; PUPPETS; ROLLER SKATES; RUBBER BALLS; SKATEBOARDS; SNOWBOARDS; SNOW GLOBES; SQUISHY TOYS: SQUEEZ TOYS; STUFFED TOYS; TABLE TENNIS TABLES: TARGET GAMES; TEDDY BEARS; TENNIS BALLS; TOY ACTION FIGURES; TOY BUCKET AND SHOVEL SETS; TOY MOBILES; TOY VEHICLES: TOY SCOOTERS; TOY CARS; TOY MODEL HOBBYCRAFT KITS: TOY FIGURES: TOY BANKS; TOY TRUCKS; TOY WATCHES: WATER SQUIRTING TOYS; WIND-UP TOYS; YO- YOS, GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS, GYMNASTIC AND SPORTING ARTICLES NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES:

Cl.41; PRODUCTION, PRESENTATION, DISTRIBUTION, AND RENTAL OF MOTION PICTURE FILMS; PRODUCTION, PRESENTATION, DISTRIBUTION, AND RENTAL OF TELEVISION AND RADIO PROGRAMS; PRODUCTION, PRESENTATION, DISTRIBUTION, AND RENTAL OF SOUND AND VIDEO RECORDINGS; ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION; ONLINE INTERACTIVE ENTERTAINMENT; PRODUCTION OF ENTERTAINMENT SHOWS AND INTERACTIVE PROGRAMS FOR DISTRIBUTION VIA TELEVISION, SATELLITE, VIDEO, AUDIO AND VIDEO MEDIA, CARTRIDGES, LASER DISC, COMPUTER DISCS AND ELECTRONIC MEANS; PRODUCTION AND PROVISION OF ENTERTAINMENT, NEWS, AND INFORMATION VIA COMMUNICATION AND COMPUTER NETWORKS; AMUSEMENT PARK AND THEME PARK SERVICES; EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES RENDERED IN OR RELATING TO THEME PARKS: LIVE STAGE SHOWS; PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES; THEATER PRODUCTIONS; ENTERTAINER SERVICES, EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES;
2439043    07/12/2012
VISAGE BEAUTY & HEALTH CARE PVT. LTD
B-45 SEC-63 NOIDA 201307
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VUTTS & ASSOCIATES
#704,THE CASTLE,PLOT 36-A,SECTOR 56,GURGAON-122 009,HARYANA,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
Cl.3;COSMETICS INCLUDED IN CLASS 03
Cl.16;PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, PRINTED MATTER, PHOTOGRAPHS, 
BOOK-BINDING MATERIAL, STATIONARY, INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS, PAMPHLETS, 
NEWSLETTERS, MAGAZINES, CARDS, BROCHURES, PUBLICITY MATERIALS, POSTERS, INCLUDED IN CLASS 16.
HERCULITE

Priority claimed from 17/07/2012; Application No. : 11214658 (CLASS18.) ;China

2439105      07/12/2012

SAMSONITE IP HOLDINGS S.A.R.L.,
13-15 AVENUE DE LA LIBERTE L -1931 LUXEMBOURG LUXEMBOURG
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING IN LUXEMBOURG

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SECTOR 27 GURGAON-122002

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cl.9;"CARRYING CASES FOR PORTABLE ELECTRONIC DEVICES; ROLLING CASES ESPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR HOLDING PORTABLE COMPUTERS"

Cl.18;LUGGAGE, ALL-PURPOSE CARRYING BAGS, SUITCASES, TRUNKS, DUFFLE BAGS, WHEELED DUFFLE BAGS, CARRY-ON BAGS, SPORT BAGS, TOTE BAGS, TRAVELING BAGS, RUCKSACKS, KNAPSACKS, VALISES, BOOK BAGS, BACKPACKS, BACKPACKS WITH ROLLING WHEELS, ATTACHE CASES, BRIEF CASES, SHOPPING BAGS, MESSENGER BAGS, BOSTON BAGS; LEATHER, UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED; LEATHER MATS; LEATHER STRAPS; UMBRELLAS; WALKING STICKS; SADDLERY; GUT FOR MAKING SAUSAGES
SECUREWORKS

2442203   13/12/2012
SECUREWORKS CORP.
One Concourse Parkway, Ste. 500, Atlanta GA 30328, United States of America
MANUFACTURER, TRADER AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A DELAWARE CORPORATION
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since: 07/02/2011
DELHI
Cl.9; COMPUTER SECURITY EQUIPMENT, NAMELY SECURITY DEVICES FOR FIREWALL PROTECTION IN COMPUTER
NETWORKS, MONITORING INCOMING AND OUTGOING DATA CARRIED BY A COMPUTER NETWORK, DETECTING AND
REPORTING COMPUTER NETWORK INTRUSIONS, AND COMPUTER NETWORK SECURITY MANAGEMENT.
Cl.41; COMPUTER SECURITY TRAINING SERVICES, NAMELY EDUCATIONAL SERVICES AND CONDUCTING COURSES
AND SEMINARS IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER NETWORK SECURITY.
Priority claimed from 25/06/2012; Application No.: T1208996 J ;Singapore
2443040 14/12/2012
EPIDERMA PTE LTD
trading as: EPIDERMA PTE LTD
302 Orchard Road, Tong Building, # 17-01, Singapore 228862
Merchants and Traders
A company duly organized and existing under the laws of Singapore
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA AND CHADHA
F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Cl.3; Cosmetics, anti-aging creams, body care products (non-medicated), bleaching preparations for cosmetic purposes, lotions for cosmetic purposes, cosmetic preparations for skin care, skin whitening cream, skin cleaners (cosmetic), skin cleansing preparations (cosmetic), skin toners, soap, sunscreens, sunscreen preparations, serum for cosmetic use; all included in Class 3

Cl.44; Advisory services relating to beauty treatment; beauty consultancy; beauty and health care services; health spas; medical spa services; aromatherapy services; cosmetic treatment services; medical clinics; beauty treatment and cosmetic surgery; all included in Class 44
ARTIFACTS

2443392  17/12/2012
KOHLER CO.,
444 HIGHLAND DRIVE KOHLER WISCONSIN USA
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF WISCONSIN, LOCATED AT 444 HIGHLAND DRIVE, KOHLER, WISCONSIN, USA.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUBRAMANIAM, NATRAJ & ASSOCIATES.
E-556, GREATER KAILASH - II, NEW DELHI - 110 048.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Cl.6; CABINET HARDWARE OF METAL; IN CLASS 6

Cl.11; BATHROOM FAUCETS, KITCHEN FAUCETS, VALVE TRIM, SHOWERHEADS, HAND SHOWERS AND BATHROOM LIGHTING; IN CLASS 11.

Cl.21; HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS (NOT MADE OF PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THEREWITH), NAMELY, DRINKING GLASSES, SOAP DISHES, SOAP DISPENSERS, SOAP HOLDERS, PAPER TOWEL DISPENSERS, TOILET PAPER HOLDERS, TOILET PAPER DISPENSERS, TOILET BRUSHES, TOWEL RINGS AND TOWEL BARS, TOWEL RAILS AND HOLDERS, BATH GRIPS, SHOWER RAILS, ROBE HOOKS, TISSUE DISPENSERS, TOILET BRUSH SETS, WASTE BASKETS, KNOBS AND HANDLES OF PORCELAIN OR CERAMIC, TOOTHBRUSH HOLDERS; IN CLASS 21.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1846 , 23/04/2018 Class 99

Priority claimed from 07/12/2012; Application No. : 123966809 ;France
2443503 17/12/2012
YVES SAINT LAURENT
7 AVENUE GEORGE V 75008 PARIS FRANCE
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS & SERVICE PROVIDERS
JOINT STOCK COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI- 110 025.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..

Cl.16; PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; ARTISTS’ MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES. CATALOGS, NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES, LEAFLETS AND MANUALS [HANDBOOKS], BOOKS, MAGAZINES [PERIODICALS]; PERIODICALS; PAMPHLETS; PRINTED PUBLICATIONS; PHOTOGRAPHS [PRINTED]; STATIONERY; POSTERS; STICKERS (STATIONERY); PAPER AND CARDBOARD; WRAPPERS OF CARDBOARD OR PAPER; BAGS [ENVELOPES. POUCHES] OF PAPER FOR PACKAGING; SIGNBOARDS OF PAPER OR CARDBOARD, NOTE BOOKS; PLASTIC; MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING NAMELY: BAGS, SMALL BAGS, POUCHES; SUBSCRIPTION CARDS (NON-MAGNETIC), FOUNTAIN PENS; PENCILS; PENCIL HOLDERS, WRITING INSTRUMENTS, WRITING CASES [SETS] THEIR FITTING CASES, NOTEPADS, WRITING PADS, BUSINESS CARDS, CHEQUEBOOKS, DIARIES, POSTCARDS, ENGRAVINGS, LITHOGRAPHS, PORTRAITS, EMBROIDERY DESIGNS [PATTERNS], PATTERNS FOR MAKING CLOTHES, PATTERNS FOR DRESSMAKING, COASTERS OF PAPER, PLACE MATS OF PAPER, TABLE NAPKINS OF PAPER, TABLECLOTHS OF PAPER, CURTAINS OF PAPER, BLINDS OF PAPER, FACE TOWELS OF PAPER, TABLECLOTHS OF PAPER, MONEY CLIP; HAT BOXES OF CARDBOARD; PAPER KNIVES [CUTTERS] [OFFICE REQUISITES], ENVELOPES [STATIONERY], LABELS, NOT OF TEXTILE; WRITING PAPER; BOOKMARKERS; PASSPORT HOLDERS; HOLDERS FOR CHECKBOOKS [CHEQUE BOOKS]; INDEXES.

Cl.24; FABRICS FOR TEXTILE USE; BED COVERS, FACE TOWELS AND WASHING MITTS OF TEXTILE, BATHROOM LINEN OF TEXTILE; BATH LINEN (EXCEPT CLOTHING); HOUSEHOLD LINEN AND TABLE LINEN (EXCEPT TABLE LINEN OF PAPER); COASTERS (TABLE LINEN); TABLE RUNNERS; HAT LININGS, OF TEXTILE, IN THE PIECE; EIDERROWNS [DOWN COVERLETS], DUVETS, MATTRESS COVERS, PILLOW SHAMS; TEXTILE WALL HANGINGS; CURTAINS OF TEXTILES OR OF PLASTIC, BLINDS OF TEXTILE; HANDKERCHIEFS OF TEXTILE; TRAVELLING RUGS (LAP ROBES), LABELS OF CLOTH; BEDSPREADS; BED LINEN; GLASS CLOTHS [TOWELS]; TISSUES OF TEXTILE FOR REMOVING MAKE-UP; OILCLOTH FOR USE AS TABLECLOTHS; PILLLOWCASES; TABLE NAPKINS OF TEXTILE; SHEETS [TEXTILE]; TABLECLOTHS, NOT OF PAPER; UPHOLSTERY FABRICS; COVERS FOR CUSHIONS; PLACE MATS; NOT OF PAPER

Cl.34; TOBACCO; SMOKER’S ARTICLES, ASHTRAYS FOR SMOKERS, CIGAR HOLDERS, CIGARETTE HOLDERS, LIGHTERS FOR SMOKERS, CIGAR CASES.. CIGARETTE CASES, MATCHES, MATCH BOXES; CIGARS; CIGAR BOXES; CIGAR CUTTERS; CIGAR HOLDERS; CIGARETTE HOLDERS; CIGARETTES; POCKET MACHINES FOR ROLLING CIGARETTES; FIRESTONES; TOBACCO PIPES; MATCH HOLDERS; TOBACCO JARS; SNUFF BOXES; CIGARILLOS; TOBACCO POUCHES

Cl.35; RETAILING SERVICES FOR THE FOLLOWING GOODS ; SPECTACLE FRAMES, SPECTACLES (OPTICS), SUNGLASSES, PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS, JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES, HOROLOGICAL AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS, PRINTED MATTER, PHOTOGRAPHS, STATIONERY, ARTIST’S MATERIALS, PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES), WRAPPERS OF CARDBOARD OR PAPER, WRITING INSTRUMENTS, LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES, BAGS, LUGGAGES, SMALL LEATHER GOODS, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS, UMBRELLAS AND PARASOLS; WALKING STICKS, WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY, TEXTILE, BED LINEN, TABLE LINEN, HOUSEHOLD LINEN, BATHROOM LINEN OF TEXTILE, CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR, TOBACCO, SMOKER’S ARTICLES.

Cl.37; REPAIRING, MAINTENANCE AND CLEANING SERVICES OF SPECTACLE FRAMES; SPECTACLES (OPTICS),
SUNGLASSES; ARTICLES OF JEWELLERY, HOROIOGICAL AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS; LEATHER AND
IMITATIONS OF LEATHER ARTICLES, ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES, BAGS, LUGGAGES, SMALL LEATHER GOODS, TRUNKS
AND TRAVELLING BAGS, WALKING STICKS, WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY; CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR AND
HEADGEAR, SMOKER'S ARTICLES.

Cl.41; ORGANIZATION OF FASHION SHOWS FOR ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF
COLLOQUIUMS, CONFERENCES, CONGRESSES, SEMINARS, SYMPOSIUMS, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF
CONCERTS; ENTERTAINMENT; TEACHING; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS FOR CULTURAL OR EDUCATIONAL
PURPOSES; PRACTICAL TRAINING [DEMONSTRATION]; PROVIDING MUSEUM FACILITIES [PRESENTATION,
EXHIBITIONS]; ARRANGING OF BEAUTY CONTESTS; ORGANIZATION OF SHOWS [IMPERSONARIO SERVICES];
ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF WORKSHOPS [TRAINING]; PHOTOGRAPHY; PHOTOGRAPHIC REPORTING;
PUBLICATION OF BOOKS; PUBLICATION OF TEXTS, OTHER THAN PUBLICITY TEXTS; RENTAL OF THEATER SCENERY.

Cl.43; HOTELS, RESTAURANTS; RESERVATIONS AND RENTAL OF TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION; BAR SERVICES;
CAFES; FOOD AND DRINK CATERING.
WTS

Priority claimed from 30/08/2012; Application No. : 011153129 ;European Union

2444490  18/12/2012

WTS STEUERBERATUNGSGESELLSCHAFT MBH
THOMAS-WIMMER-RING 1-3, 80539, UNCHEN (MUNICH), GERMANY

MERCHANTS, MANUFACTURERS & SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KHAITAN & CO.
1105, ASHOKA ESTATE (11TH FLOOR), 24, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, N. DELHI.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cl.9; COMPUTER SOFTWARE (RECORDED), COMPUTER PROGRAMS (DOWNLOADABLE), ELECTRONIC DATA CARRIERS OF ALL KINDS, INCLUDING DATA RECORDING CARRIERS, IN PARTICULAR IN MACHINE-READABLE FORM

Cl.16; PRINTED MATTER, GOODS MADE OF PAPER AND CARDBOARD (INCLUDED IN CLASS 16), STATIONERY, PROSPECTUSES, BROCHURES, INFORMATION LETTERS AND NEWSLETTERS

Cl.35; NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL TAX CONSULTANCY, NAMELY TAX PREPARATION; PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS CONSULTANCY, IN PARTICULAR RELATING TO BUSINESS APPRAISAL AND BUSINESS CONTRACTS; PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS EXPERTISE; TAX COMPLIANCE AUDITS IN THE CONTEXT OF TAX INSPECTIONS; DRAWING UP BALANCE SHEETS; AUDITING AND TAX INSPECTIONS, IN PARTICULAR TAX AUDITS FOR TAXES OF ALL KINDS, TAX INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT, NAMELY INSPECTION AND MONITORING OF BUSINESS INVESTMENTS FOR DEVELOPING TAX OPTIMISATION CONCEPTS AND PROPOSALS

Cl.36; FISCAL ASSESSMENTS, CONCEPTS AND ESTIMATIONS, PREDOMINANTLY CONCERNING CORPORATE TAX, INDUSTRIAL TAX, VAT AND INCOME TAX; MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS, NAMELY FINANCIAR CONSULTANCY WITH REGARD TO THE BUYING OR SELLING OF BUSINESSES AND BUSINESS INVESTMENTS; FINANCIAL CONSULTANCY FOR PENSION SCHEMES.

Cl.45; LEGAL SERVICES, LEGAL CONSULTANCY AND REPRESENTATION
2444576  18/12/2012
UNILEVER PLC
PORT SUNLIGHT MERSEYSIDE, WIRRAL, CH 62 4ZD UK
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY ORGANIZED, REGISTERED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF ENGLAND

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..

Cl.3; DENTIFRICES, NON-MEDICATED MOUTHWASHES, DENTAL POLISH, TOOTH POWDER.

Cl.21; TOOTHBRUSHES, UTENSILS AND ARTICLES FOR CLEANING AND THE CARE OF TEETH, TONGUES AND RUMS;
TOOTHPICKS, TOOTHBRUSH AND TOOTHPICK HOLDERS, NONE BEING OF PRECIOUS METALS, DENTAL FLOSS,
TOILET UTENSILS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1846, 23/04/2018 Class 99

AEON Financial Service

2444733 19/12/2012
AEON KABUSHIKI KAISHA (ALSO TRADING AS AEON CO., LTD)
trading as ; AEON KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also trading as AEON Co., Ltd)
1-5-1 NAKASE, MIHAMA-KU, CHIBA-CITY, CHIBA 261-8515, JAPAN
Manufacturers, Merchants and Service Providers
A company duly organized and existing under the laws of JAPAN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA AND CHADHA
F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cl.9; Laboratory apparatus and instruments; measuring machines and instruments; machines and implements for controlling or distributing electricity; batteries; measuring implements for electricity or magnetism; electric wires and cables; photographic apparatus and instruments; cinematographic apparatus and instruments; optical apparatus and instruments; eyeglasses; glasses for optical use; glass covered with an electrical conductor; glass substrates; life-saving apparatus and equipment; electric communication machines and implements, records; electronic circuit or CD-ROM with automatically playing program recorded; metronomes; electronic machines and implements including parts; ozonisers; electrolysers; video games for business use; video games for family use; electronic circuits, CD-ROM's and recorded programs for portable video games; slot machines (vending machines); physical skill training simulators; simulators for training driving skill; electric flat irons; electric hair curlers; electric buzzers; vehicle breakdown warning triangles; road signs, luminous or mechanical; apparatus for receiving and transmitting signals for railways; fire alarms; alarms for gas leaks; anti-theft warning apparatus, gloves for protection against accidents; extinguishers; fireplugs; fire hose nozzles; sprinkler systems for fire protection; protective helmets; blue print copying machines for office use; Dressmakers' measures

Cl.16; Glue for stationery or household purposes; sealing wax; printers' reglets; printing type; blue prints; blue print holder; addressing machines; ink ribbons for printing; automatic revenue stamp sealing machines for office use; electric staplers for office use; sealing machines for offices; obliterating stamps; drawing implements; typewriters; mimeographs apparatus and instruments; paper shredders for office use; franking machines; marking templates for office use; electric pencil sharpeners; chalk and pencil sharpeners; painting brushes; containers of paper including boxes, bags, pouches, envelopes of papers for packaging; plastic films for wrapping foods; garbage bags of paper or of plastics; paper patterns for making clothes; tailors' chalk; flags of paper; hygienic hand towels of paper; towels of paper; table napkins of paper; hygienic hand towels paper; handkerchiefs of paper; baggage tags for goods (of paper or cardboard and not encoded); table cloth of paper; papers; stationery; printed matter; paintings and writings including calligraphic works and painting; photographs; photograph stands

Cl.35; Department store retail services; professional business consultancy; marketing research and studies; provision of commercial and business information; import/export agency; document reproduction; business management and administration; management of shopping complexes; management of departmental stores, convenience stores and retail outlets; rental of office machines and equipment; compilation of advertisements for use as web pages on a global computer network (the Internet); dissemination of advertising for others via an on-line electronic communications network; home shopping by means of a global computer network; auctioneering; cost price analysis; rental of advertising space; sales promotion for others; distribution of samples; retail on-line department stores; retail convenience stores; retail on-line convenience stores; computerized on-line ordering featuring general merchandise and general consumer goods; providing a searchable, on-line advertising guide featuring the goods and services of other on-line vendors; computer database processing and management including compilation and systemization of information into computer databases; compilation and rental of mailing lists; business investigation; all included in Class 35

Cl.36; Provision of finance for loans; discount of bills (notes); underwriting securities; non-life insurance agency services; building leasing; building and land information supply; art appraisal; company credit investigations; tax agency services; charitable fund raising; liability guarantee; acceptance of bills; acquisition and transfer of monetary claims; sale of mortgage bills; underwriting insurance designed to indemnify customers against inability to pay charge account balances; credit card services; deposit-taking services; mortgage services; automatic teller machine services; debt factoring; insurance services and insurance brokerage for vehicle hire purchase; insurance brokerage and underwriting services; claim adjustment for non-life insurance; actuarial services; real estate management; agency services or brokerage for leasing, renting, appraisal and evaluation services for real estate, buildings and land; provision of information services relating to leasing and valuations of building and land; banking services; provision of credit facilities; processing of payments, all provided on-line via the Internet and/or a computer database and/or multimedia kiosks and/or computer devices and/or automatic teller machines; pre-paid card services; all included in Class 36

Cl.37; Repair and maintenance of bicycles, motor vehicles, motorcycles, film projectors and photographic apparatus, burners, boilers and pumps, freezers, refrigerators and freezing equipment; repair and maintenance of computers and computer peripheral devices, programmed data carrying electronic circuits or magnetic disks; repair of telephones, radio
and television receivers; furniture restoration; repair of umbrellas and parasols; repair and maintenance of musical instruments; shoes repair services; repair and maintenance of clocks, watches and horological instruments; sharpening of scissors and kitchen knives; fur care, cleaning and repair services; laundering, cleaning, pressing and repair services for clothing; building construction and building construction supervision; building and construction of fair stalls and stands; all included in Class 37

Cl.38: Telecommunication services, including communications by fiber optic networks; data communication; paging services by radio, telephone or other means of electronic communication; rental of modems; wireless communication; VAN communication; message sending; rental of message sending apparatus; tele-video communication; communication via satellite; information about telecommunication; telegram communication; rental of telephones, telephone services; telephone communications; computer aided transmission of messages and images; computer communications; telex services; news agencies; rental of facsimile apparatus; facsimile communication; cellular telephone communication; education radio, television, cable television broadcasting; radio broadcasting; cable television broadcasting; television broadcasting; transmission of information, data and computer programs; electronic mail services; providing telephone, telex, teletex and facsimile user access to the Internet; providing telecommunications connections to the Internet or computer databases; rental and leasing of telecommunications equipment

Cl.39: Transport; freight brokerage; conducting of tours and tourist guide services; travel agency services; warehousing; rental of warehouses; car parking services; rental and leasing of cars; packaging and storage of goods; services for temporary safekeeping of personal belongings; travel arrangement; electricity distribution services; water distribution services; rental of wheelchair

Cl.40: Treatment of materials, including applying finishes to leathers; leather dyeing; rubber processing; fruit and vegetable processing; fruit crushing; optical glass grinding; blacksmithing; custom fashioning of fur; fur dyeing; fur conditioning; wood working; timber processing; tanning; jewelry processing; non-metal mineral grinding; marine products processing; edible oil refining; food freezing; food smoking; shoes dyeing; galvanization; wool treating; cloth dyeing and processing; water treating; window tinting treatment being surface coating; silver-plating; food and drink preservation; milk processing; iron works for others; coffee and tea processing; recycling of waste and trash; offset printing; gravure printing; screen printing; lithographic printing; typographic (antistatic) printing; rental and leasing of knitting machines and/or sewing machines for making clothing, quilts and mattresses; producing telecommunication; transmission of information, data and computer programs; electronic mail services; providing telephone, telex, teletex and facsimile user access to the Internet; providing telecommunications connections to the Internet or computer databases; rental and leasing of telecommunications equipment

Cl.41: Arranging and conducting seminars, conferences and workshops for a wide variety of subjects; education services; schools; provision of facilities for sports, games and athletics; rental and leasing of musical instruments, skiing equipment, and skin diving equipment; production and distribution of movies; presentation of live show performances; rental of audio and visual studio facilities; entertainment booking agency services; rental and leasing of movie projectors and parts and fittings thereof, motion pictures, cine-films, records, pre-recorded magnetic tapes, pre-recorded video tapes, television and radio sets; photography; operating of lotteries

Cl.42: Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto, namely, architectural consultation; architecture design services; bacteriological research; calibration [measuring]; biological research; chemical analysis; chemical research; chemistry services; recovery of computer data; consultation in the field of computer hardware; computer programming; computer rental; duplication of computer programs; installation of computer software; maintenance of computer software; updating of computer software; computer system design; construction drafting; consultation in environment protection; cosmetic research; creating and maintaining websites for others; interior décor design; industrial design; packaging design services; dress designing; graphic arts designing; geological research; industrial design; material testing; mechanical research; packaging design services; quality control; research (of food quality, medicine quality); rental of computer software; surveying; geological surveys; land surveys; material testing; textile testing; industrial analysis in technical, technology and chemical aspects; research services for others; design and development of computer hardware and software

Cl.43: Services for the provision of food and drink; rental of temporary accommodation and lodgings and reservation services relating thereto; restaurant, catering [food and drink] and bar services

Cl.44: Medical services, including medical clinics; convalescent homes; health care; medical assistance; nursing [medical]; chiropractics; dentistry; nursing homes; opticians' services; pharmacy advice; veterinary services, including veterinary assistance; animal breeding; animal grooming; animal grooming; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals, including public baths for hygienic purposes; beauty salons; hairdressing salons; massage; Turkish baths; manicuring; agriculture, horticulture and forestry services, including farming equipment rental; flower arranging; gardening; landscape gardening; lawn care

Cl.45: Adoption agency services; crematorium services; dating services; escorting in society [chaperoning]; marriage agencies; security services for the protection of property and individuals; partner introduction and dating agency services; provision of facilities for wedding ceremonies and receptions; evening dress rental; arbitration services; legal services; intellectual property consultancy; licensing of intellectual property; copyright management
HAWK
2445219  19/12/2012
BAE SYSTEMS PLC.
6 CARLTON GARDENS, LONDON, SW1Y 5AD, UNITED KINGDOM
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS & SERVICE PROVIDER
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF ENGLAND AND WALES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SECTOR 27 GURGAON-122002
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cl.9; COMPUTER SOFTWARE, COMPUTER HARDWARE, FLIGHT CONTROLS, FLIGHT INSTRUMENTS AND ELECTRONIC DISPLAYS FOR OPERATING, CONTROLLING, GUIDING, MONITORING, LOCATING, NAVIGATING AND TESTING AIRCRAFT AND WEAPONS FOR AIRCRAFT; AIRCRAFT COCKPIT CONTROL PANELS, AIRCRAFT COCKPIT CONTROL MODULES; THROTTLES AND CONTROL STICKS FOR AIRCRAFT; HEAD-UP DISPLAYS FOR AIRCRAFT; NIGHT VISION INSTRUMENTS FOR USE ON-BOARD AIRCRAFT; COMPUTER SOFTWARE, COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SENSORS FOR AIRCRAFT FOR COMMUNICATIONS, RADAR, COMBAT AND NAVIGATION PURPOSES; RADIO TRANSMITTERS AND RECEIVERS FOR USE WITH AIRCRAFT; COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND COMPUTER HARDWARE FOR GROUND-BASED FLIGHT TRAINING EXERCISES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE, COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SENSORS FOR IN-FLIGHT TRAINING EXERCISES, IN-FLIGHT SIMULATION OF AIR-TO-AIR AND AIR-TO-GROUND COMBAT, AND IN-FLIGHT SIMULATION OF EMERGENCY SITUATIONS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE, COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SENSORS FOR AIRCRAFT COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS TRAINING, AIRCRAFT WEAPONS TRAINING, MILITARY MISSIONS TRAINING, MILITARY MISSIONS PLANNING AND IN-FLIGHT AND POST-FLIGHT ANALYSIS; AIRCRAFT SIMULATORS FOR TRAINING PERSONNEL IN THE FLYING AND NAVIGATING OF AIRCRAFT; AIRCRAFT SIMULATORS FOR TRAINING PERSONNEL IN THE OPERATION OF COMMUNICATIONS, RADAR, NAVIGATION AND WEAPONS SYSTEMS FOR AIRCRAFT; APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR CAPTURING, RECORDING, PROCESSING, COMMUNICATING, REPRODUCING AND TRANSMITTING DATA, SOUND AND IMAGES, ALL FOR USE IN RELATION TO AIRCRAFT AND/OR IN THE PROVISION OF AIRCRAFT-RELATED TRAINING; FLIGHT DATA RECORDERS; DATA STORAGE DEVICES, DATA RETRIEVAL DEVICES, DATA TRANSMISSION DEVICES AND PRE-RECORDED DIGITAL MEDIA FOR AIRCRAFT; COMPUTER SOFTWARE, COMPUTER HARDWARE AND ELECTRONICS FOR USE IN FLYING CONTROL SYSTEMS, FUEL SYSTEMS, HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS, LANDING GEAR SYSTEMS, AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS, CREW ESCAPE SYSTEMS, OXYGEN SYSTEMS, ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS, BRAKE PARACHUTE SYSTEMS, PITOT-STATIC SYSTEMS, EXTERNAL LIGHTING SYSTEMS, PROPULSION SYSTEMS, AVIONICS SYSTEMS, ARMAMENT SYSTEMS, REMOVAL ROLE EQUIPMENT AND GROUND HANDLING EQUIPMENT, ALL BEING FOR AIRCRAFT; POWER MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS FOR AIRCRAFT, NAMELY, NETWORKS OF COMPONENTS WHICH MONITOR AND REGULATE THE GENERATION, SUPPLY, TRANSMISSION, DISTRIBUTION AND USE OF POWER AND FUEL; GROUND-BASED COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND COMPUTER HARDWARE FOR PRE-FLIGHT PREPARATION OF DATA REQUIRED DURING IN-FLIGHT AND POST-FLIGHT ANALYSIS OF OPERATIONAL AND MAINTENANCE DATA COLLECTED DURING FLIGHT, SUPPORT AND TEST EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF AIRCRAFT, INCLUDED IN INTERNATIONAL CLASS 9; COVERS FOR AIRCRAFT DIAGNOSTIC EQUIPMENT; PROTECTIVE HELMETS, PROTECTIVE EYEWEAR, PROTECTIVE CLOTHING AND PROTECTIVE FOOTWEAR FOR AIR CREW AND GROUND CREW; PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR ALL OF THE AFORESAID GOODS, INCLUDED IN INTERNATIONAL CLASS 9; PUBLICATIONS, TRAINING MATERIALS, TRAINING VIDEOS, TRAINING MANUALS, INSTRUCTION MANUALS, USER GUIDES, TECHNICAL MANUALS AND MAPS IN ELECTRONIC OR DOWNLOADABLE FORM, ALL RELATING TO OR BEING FOR AIRCRAFT AND/OR THE PROVISION OF AIRCRAFT-RELATED TRAINING; NONE OF THE AFORESAID GOODS BEING FOR USE WITH HELICOPTERS; HELMET-MOUNTED DISPLAYS FOR USE WITH AIRCRAFT; NIGHT VISION GOGGLES; RADAR DETECTORS; RADAR TRANSMITTERS; RADAR JAMMING APPARATUS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE, COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SENSORS FOR AIR TRAFFIC COLLISION AVOIDANCE AND GROUND PROXIMITY DETECTION PURPOSES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE, COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SENSORS TO SEEK, LOCATE, SURVEY, AND TRACK TARGETS; INFRARED DEVICES FOR AIMING AND GUIDING WEAPONS; PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR ALL OF THE AFORESAID GOODS, INCLUDED IN INTERNATIONAL CLASS 9; NONE OF THE AFORESAID GOODS BEING FOR USE WITH HELICOPTERS"
Cl.12; “AIRCRAFT; PROTOTYPE AIRCRAFT; TRAINING AIRCRAFT; FAST JET TRAINING AIRCRAFT; MILITARY AIRCRAFT; COMBAT AIRCRAFT; AIRCRAFT FOR AERIAL AND ACROBATIC DISPLAY PURPOSES; MECHANICAL PARTS FOR USE IN AIRFRAMES, FLYING CONTROL SYSTEMS, FUEL SYSTEMS, HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS, LANDING GEAR SYSTEMS, AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS, CREW ESCAPE SYSTEMS, OXYGEN SYSTEMS, ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS, BRAKE PARACHUTE SYSTEMS, PITOT-STATIC SYSTEMS, EXTERNAL LIGHTING SYSTEMS, PROPELLER SYSTEMS, AVIONICS SYSTEMS, ARMAMENT SYSTEMS, REMOVAL ROLE EQUIPMENT AND GROUND HANDLING EQUIPMENT, ALL BEING FOR AIRCRAFT; SUPPORT AND TEST EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF AIRCRAFT, INCLUDED IN INTERNATIONAL CLASS 12; COVERS FOR AIRCRAFT, COVERS FOR AIRCRAFT ENGINES, COVERS FOR AIRCRAFT TYRES, COVERS FOR AIRCRAFT COCKPITS, COVERS FOR AIRCRAFT COCKPIT CONTROLS, COVERS FOR AIRCRAFT SEATS, PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR ALL OF THE AFORESAID GOODS, INCLUDED IN INTERNATIONAL CLASS 12; NOT INCLUDING HELICOPTERS OR PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR
HELICOPTERS"

Cl.37;"CONSTRUCTION, TESTING, SERVICING, MAINTENANCE, REPAIR, RE-FITTING, REFURBISHMENT, RENOVATION AND UPGRADING OF AIRCRAFT AND OF PARTS, FITTINGS AND SUPPORT SYSTEMS FOR AIRCRAFT (EXCLUDING COMPUTER SOFTWARE); DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, INSTALLATION, INTEGRATION, TESTING, MAINTENANCE, REPAIR AND UPGRADING OF COMPUTER HARDWARE, ELECTRONIC DISPLAYS, SENSORS, AVIONICS, LIGHT INSTRUMENTS, FLIGHT CONTROLS, ELECTRONICS, ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS (EXCLUDING COMPUTER SOFTWARE), WEAPONS AND WEAPONS SYSTEMS (EXCLUDING COMPUTER SOFTWARE), COCKPIT CONTROL PANELS, COCKPIT CONTROL MODULES, HEAD-UP DISPLAYS, HELMET-MOUNTED DISPLAYS, NIGHT VISION INSTRUMENTS, THROTTLES AND CONTROL StICKS, ALL BEING FOR AIRCRAFT; DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, INSTALLATION, INTEGRATION, TESTING, MAINTENANCE, REPAIR AND UPGRADING OF AIRCRAFT SIMULATORS (EXCLUDING COMPUTER SOFTWARE) AND OF COMPUTER HARDWARE FOR AIRCRAFT SIMULATORS; INFORMATION, ADVICE AND CONSULTANCY RELATING TO ALL OF THE AFORESAID SERVICES; INFORMATION, ADVICE AND CONSULTANCY RELATING TO SIMULATOR TRAINING FOR AIRCRAFT; NOT INCLUDING ANY OF THE AFORESAID SERVICES BEING FOR HELICOPTERS; CONTRACTING FOR AVAILABILITY SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING MAINTENANCE, SERVICING AND PREPARATORY SERVICES FOR AIRCRAFT SO THAT THE AIRCRAFT ARE ALWAYS AVAILABLE, FIT AND READY FOR USE; NOT INCLUDING ANY OF THE AFORESAID SERVICES BEING FOR HELICOPTERS; CONTRACTING FOR AVAILABILITY SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING MAINTENANCE, SERVICING AND PREPARATORY SERVICES FOR AIRCRAFT SO THAT THE AIRCRAFT ARE ALWAYS AVAILABLE, FIT AND READY FOR USE"

Cl.41;"PROVISION OF TRAINING, EDUCATION, WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS AND COURSES IN RELATION TO THE USE, OPERATION, DEPLOYMENT AND MAINTENANCE OF AIRCRAFT, AND OF AIRBORNE SYSTEMS AND GROUND-BASED SYSTEMS FOR AIRCRAFT; PROVISION OF TRAINING, EDUCATION, WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS AND COURSES IN RELATION TO THE USE AND OPERATION OF COMPUTER HARDWARE, COMPUTER HARDWARE, SENSORS, AVIONICS, ELECTRONIC, COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT, NAVIGATION SYSTEMS, RADAR SYSTEMS, INFORMATION SYSTEMS, LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS, WEAPONS SYSTEMS, FLYING CONTROL SYSTEMS, FUEL SYSTEMS, HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS, LANDING GEAR SYSTEMS, AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS, CREW ESCAPE SYSTEMS, OXYGEN SYSTEMS, ELECTRICAL PVT’ER SYSTEMS, BRAKE PARACHUTE SYSTEMS, PITOT-STATIC SYSTEMS, EXTERNAL LIGHTING SYSTEMS, PROPULSION SYSTEMS, REMOVAL ROLE EQUIPMENT AND GROUND HANDLING EQUIPMENT, ALL BEING FOR AIRCRAFT; PROVISION OF COMPUTER-BASED TRAINING IN RELATION TO AIRCRAFT; PROVISION OF IN-FLIGHT AND GROUND TRAINING FOR CREW AND GROUND CREW; NAVIGATION OF AIRCRAFT; AVIATION OPERATIONS; SURVIVAL PLANNING TRAINING; PROVISION OF TRAINING FOR INSTRUCTORS; PROVISION OF TRAINING FOR FLIGHT INSTRUCTORS; ORGANISING, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF CONFERENCES AND EXHIBITIONS RELATING TO AIRCRAFT AND AIRCRAFT-RELATED TRAINING; PUBLICATION OF TRAINING MATERIALS, TRAINING MANUALS, INSTRUCTION MANUALS, USER GUIDES AND TECHNICAL MANUALS FOR AVIONICS, ELECTRONICS, COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT, NAVIGATION SYSTEMS, RADAR SYSTEMS, INFORMATION SYSTEMS, LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS AND WEAPONS SYSTEMS, ALL BEING FOR AIRCRAFT; PUBLICATION OF TRAINING MATERIALS, TRAINING MANUALS, INSTRUCTION MANUALS, USER GUIDES, TECHNICAL MANUALS AND MAPS, ALL RELATING TO OR BEING FOR THE PURPOSES OF PROVIDING AIRCRAFT-RELATED TRAINING, ALL BEING FOR AIRCRAFT; ELECTRONIC, COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT, NAVIGATION SYSTEMS, RADAR SYSTEMS, INFORMATION SYSTEMS, WEAPONS SYSTEMS, LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS, FLYING CONTROL SYSTEMS, FUEL SYSTEMS, HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS, LANDING GEAR SYSTEMS, AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS, CREW ESCAPE SYSTEMS, OXYGEN SYSTEMS, ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS, BRAKE PARACHUTE SYSTEMS, PITOT-STATIC SYSTEMS, EXTERNAL LIGHTING SYSTEMS, PROPULSION SYSTEMS AND REMOVAL ROLE EQUIPMENT SYSTEMS FOR AIRCRAFT; INFORMATION, ADVICE AND CONSULTANCY RELATING TO ALL OF THE AFORESAID SERVICES; INFORMATION, ADVICE AND CONSULTANCY RELATING TO THE PROVISION OF SIMULATOR TRAINING IN RELATION TO AIRCRAFT; NOT INCLUDING ANY OF THE AFORESAID SERVICES BEING FOR HELICOPTERS; PROVISION OF SIMULATOR TRAINING IN RELATION TO AIRCRAFT; NOT INCLUDING SIMULATOR TRAINING FOR HELICOPTERS"

Cl.42;"ENGINEERING SERVICES RELATING TO AIRCRAFT; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF AIRCRAFT, PROTOTYPE AIRCRAFT, TRAINING AIRCRAFT, FAST JET TRAINING AIRCRAFT, MILITARY AIRCRAFT, COMBAT AIRCRAFT AND AIRCRAFT FOR AERIAL AND ACROBATIC DISPLAY PURPOSES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPONENTS, PANELS, PROTOTYPES FOR AIRCRAFT, PROTOTYPE JET TRAINING AIRCRAFT, MILITARY AIRCRAFT, COMBAT AIRCRAFT AND AIRCRAFT FOR AERIAL AND ACROBATIC DISPLAY PURPOSES; DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, INSTALLATION, INTEGRATION, TESTING, MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, REPAIR, UPDATING AND UPGRAADING OF AIRCRAFT SIMULATORS, OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR AIRCRAFT SIMULATORS, AND OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR AIRCRAFT; DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING OF ELECTRONIC DISPLAYS, SENSORS, AVIONICS, LIGHT INSTRUMENTS, FLIGHT CONTROLS, ELECTRONICS, ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS, WEAPONS AND WEAPONS SYSTEMS, COCK-PIT CONTROL PANELS, COCK-PIT CONTROL MODULES, HEAD-UP DISPLAYS, HELMET-MOUNTED DISPLAYS, NIGHT VISION INSTRUMENTS, THROTTLES, CONTROL StICKS, RADAR SYSTEMS, NAVIGATION SYSTEMS, LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS, COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS, FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEMS, FUEL SYSTEMS, HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS, LANDING GEAR SYSTEMS, AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS, CREW ESCAPE SYSTEMS, OXYGEN SYSTEMS, ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS, BRAKE PARACHUTE SYSTEMS, PITOT-STATIC SYSTEMS, EXTERNAL LIGHTING SYSTEMS, PROPULSION SYSTEMS AND REMOVAL ROLE EQUIPMENT ALL BEING FOR AIRCRAFT; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR CAPTURING, RECORDING, PROCESSING, COMMUNICATING, REPRODUCING AND TRANSMITTING DATA, SOUND AND IMAGES, FOR USE IN RELATION TO AIRCRAFT AND/OR THE OPERATION OF AIRCRAFT; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF FLIGHT DATA RECORDERS, DATA STORAGE DEVICES, DATA RETRIEVAL DEVICES, DATA TRANSMISSION DEVICES AND PRE-RECORDED DIGITAL MEDIA FOR AIRCRAFT; AIRCRAFT TESTING AND AIRCRAFT CERTIFICATION SERVICES; DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING OF SUPPORT AND TEST EQUIPMENT; DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND INSTALLATION, INTEGRATION, TESTING, MAINTENANCE, REPAIR AND UPGRADING OF AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS, INCLUDING SYSTEMS FOR MONITORING AND ADVISING ON AIRCRAFT AVAILABILITY, FOR CONDUCTING LOGISTIC SUPPORT ANALYSIS, AND FOR GENERATING MAINTENANCE POLICIES AND DEFINITION DOCUMENTATION; GENERATION OF REPORTS; INFORMATION, ADVICE AND CONSULTANCY RELATING TO ALL OF THE AFORESAID SERVICES; INFORMATION, ADVICE AND CONSULTANCY RELATING TO SIMULATOR TRAINING FOR AIRCRAFT; NOT INCLUDING ANY OF THE AFORESAID SERVICES BEING FOR HELICOPTERS; PREPARATION OF MAPS IN DIGITAL FORM, NOT INCLUDING THE PREPARATION OF MAPS FOR USE ON-BOARD HELICOPTERS"
HDINSIGHT
Priority claimed from 29/11/2012; Application No. : 85/790,919 ;United States of America
2445793  20/12/2012
MICROSOFT CORPORATION
ONE MICROSOFT WAY REDMOND WASHINGTON 98052-6399 USA
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS & SERVICE PROVIDER
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED,REGISTERED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF WASHINGON,USA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJA DODD
113, UDAY PARK, NEW DELHI-110049.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cl.9;COMPUTER SOFTWARE: COMPUTER SERVER SOFTWARE; COMPUTER DATABASE SOFTWARE.
Cl.42;COMPUTER SERVICES: CLOUD COMPUTING SERVICES; PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT COMPUTERS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND COMPUTER SERVERS: ONLINE COMPUTER AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE SUPPORT AND TROUBLESHOOTING SERVICES: SERVICES RELATED TO COMPUTER SERVER SOFTWARE AND DATABASE SOFTWARE.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1846, 23/04/2018 Class 99

Series trade mark u/s 15 of Trade Marks Act, 1999

2445922 20/12/2012

AEON KABUSHIKI KAISHA (ALSO TRADING AS AEON CO., LTD)
trading as ;AEON KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also trading as AEON Co., Ltd)
1-5-1 NAKASE, MIHAMA-KU, CHIBA-CITY, CHIBA 261-8515, JAPAN

Service Providers
A company duly organized and existing under the laws of JAPAN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA AND CHADHA
F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cl.35;Department store retail services; professional business consultancy; marketing research and studies; provision of commercial and business information; import/export agency; document reproduction; business management and administration; management of shopping complexes; management of departmental stores, convenience stores and retail outlets; rental of office machines and equipment; compilation of advertisements for use as web pages on a global computer network (the Internet); dissemination of advertising for others via an on-line electronic communications network; home shopping by means of a global computer network; auctioneering; cost price analysis; rental of advertising space; sales promotion for others; distribution of samples; retail on-line department stores; retail convenience stores; retail on-line convenience stores; computerized on-line ordering featuring general merchandise and general consumer goods; providing a searchable, on-line advertising guide featuring the goods and services of other on-line vendors; computer database processing and management including compilation and systemization of information into computer databases; compilation and rental of mailing lists; business investigation; management consultancy (personnel-); recruitment (personnel-); rental of vending machines; tax preparation

Cl.36;Provision of finance for loans; discount of bills (notes); underwriting securities; non-life insurance agency services; building leasing; building and land information supply; art appraisal; company credit investigations; tax agency services; charitable fund raising; liability guarantee; acceptance of bills; acquisition and transfer of monetary claims; sale of mortgage bills; underwriting insurance designed to indemnify customers against inability to pay charge account balances; credit card services; deposit-taking services; mortgage services; automatic teller machine services; debt factoring; insurance services and insurance brokerage for vehicle hire purchase; insurance brokerage and underwriting services; claim adjustment for non-life insurance; actuarial services; real estate management; agency services or brokerage for leasing, renting, appraisal and evaluation services for real estate, buildings and land; provision of information services relating to leasing and valuations of building and land; banking services; provision of credit facilities; processing of payments, all provided on-line via the Internet and/or a computer database and/or multimedia kiosks and/or computer devices and/or automatic teller machines; pre-paid card services

Cl.37;Repair and maintenance of bicycles, motor vehicles, motorcycles, film projectors and photographic apparatus, burners, boilers and pumps, freezers, refrigerators and freezing equipment; repair and maintenance of computers and computer peripheral devices, programmed data carrying electronic circuits or magnetic disks; repair of telephones, radio and television receivers; furniture restoration; repair of umbrellas and parasols; repair and maintenance of musical instruments; shoes repair services; repair and maintenance of clocks, watches and horological instruments; sharpening of scissors and kitchen knives; fur care, cleaning and repair services; laundering, cleaning, pressing and repair services for clothing; building construction and building construction supervision; building and construction of fair stalls and shops

Cl.39;Transport; freight brokerage; conducting of tours and tourist guide services; travel agency services; warehousing; rental of warehouses; car parking services; rental and leasing of cars; packaging and storage of goods; services for temporary safekeeping of personal belongings; travel arrangement; electricity distribution services; water distribution services; rental of wheelchair

Cl.43;Services for provision food and drink; rental of temporary accommodation and lodgings and reservation services relating thereto; restaurant, catering [food and drink] and bar services; day nurseries [crèches]
Trade Marks Journal No: 1846, 23/04/2018 Class 99

2446932 21/12/2012
RATIONAL INTELLECTUAL HOLDINGS LTD
DOUGLAS BAY COMPLEX, KING EDWARD ROAD, ONCHAN, ISLE OF MAN IM3 1DZ
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS & SERVICE PROVIDERS
A BODY ORGANISED UNDER THE LAWS OF BRITISH ISLANDS - ISLE OF MAN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VOHRA & VOHRA
L-4073, Devinder Vihar, Sector- 56, Gurgaon-122011

Proposed to be Used
DELIHI
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..

Cl.9;COMPUTER SOFTWARE; COMPUTER PROGRAMS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND COMPUTER PROGRAMS RELATING TO OR FEATURING GAMES, GAMING, CARD GAMES, GAMES OF SKILL, POKER, POKER GAMES AND CASINO GAMES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND COMPUTER PROGRAMS DOWNLOADABLE FROM OR PROVIDED VIA THE INTERNET; COMPUTER SOFTWARE PLATFORMS FOR SOCIAL NETWORKING; COMPUTER SOFTWARE TO ENABLE UPLOADING, DOWNLOADING, STREAMING, POSTING, SHOWING, DISPLAYING, ACCESSING, TAGGING BLOGGING, SHARING OR OTHERWISE PROVIDING ELECTRONIC MEDIA OR INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF VIRTUAL COMMUNITIES, ELECTRONIC GAMING, ENTERTAINMENT, AND GENERAL INTEREST VIA THE INTERNET OR OTHER COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS WITH THIRD PARTIES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND COMMUNICATION VIA LOCAL OR GLOBAL COMMUNICATION NETWORKS, INCLUDING WIFI, THE INTERNET, INTRANETS, EXTRANETS, TELEVISION, MOBILE COMMUNICATION, CELLULAR AND SATELLITE NETWORKS; COMPUTER APPLICATION SOFTWARE; COMPUTER APPLICATION SOFTWARE RELATING TO OR FEATURING GAMES, GAMING, CARD GAMES, GAMES OF SKILL, POKER, POKER GAMES AND CASINO GAMES; COMPUTER APPLICATION SOFTWARE FOR PORTABLE, MOBILE, HANDHELD AND TABLET DEVICES; VIDEO GAME PROGRAMS; INTERACTIVE VIDEO GAME PROGRAMS; DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC GAME PROGRAMS AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE PLATFORMS FOR SOCIAL NETWORKING THAT MAY BE ACCESSED VIA THE INTERNET, ELECTRONIC MAIL OR PORTABLE, MOBILE, HANDHELD OR TABLET DEVICES; COMPUTER HARDWARE; COMPUTER HARDWARE APPARATUS WITH MULTIMEDIA AND INTERACTIVE FUNCTIONS; COMPUTER HARDWARE, NAMELY GAMING DEVICES CONTAINING SOFTWARE WHICH ENABLE GAMING MACHINES TO RUN; APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMITTING AND REPRODUCING SOUND, DATA AND/OR IMAGES; DATA STORAGE MEDIA; USB (UNIVERSAL SERIAL BUS) STORAGE DEVICES; MEMORY STICKS; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; BLANK AND PRE-RECORDED CDS, DVDS, DISCS, RECORDS, TAPES AND CASSETTES; PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR ALL THE AFORESAID GOODS; DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS; ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS DISTRIBUTED VIA THE INTERNET, ELECTRONIC MAIL OR PORTABLE, MOBILE, HANDHELD OR TABLET DEVICES; SUNGLASSES; FRAMES FOR GLASSES; SPORT GLASSES (EYE GLASSES); GOGGLES FOR USE IN SPORTS; SPORTS EYEWEAR; SPECTACLE HOLDERS; BINOCULARS; CASES ADAPTED FOR BINOCULARS; BAGS AND CASES SPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR HOLDING OR CARRYING PORTABLE, MOBILE, HANDHELD AND TABLET DEVICES AND EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES FOR SUCH DEVICES; CARRIERS FOR MOBILE PHONES; HOLDERS ADAPTED FOR MOBILE PHONES; MOBILE PHONE COVERS; MOBILE PHONE STRAPS; LAPTOP CARRYING CASES; LAPTOP COVERS; MOUSE MATS; MOUSE PADS; CLEANING APPARATUS FOR SOUND RECORDING DISCS; SMART CARDS, MAGNETIC CODED CARDS, ELECTRONIC DATA CARRIER CARDS, CHARGE CARDS, BANK CARDS, CREDIT CARDS, DEBIT CARDS, CHIP CARDS, STORED VALUE CARDS, PAYMENT CARDS, PREPAID CARDS, CARDS USING MAGNETIC MEMORIES AND INTEGRATED CIRCUIT MEMORIES; CARDS CONTAINING AN INTEGRATED CIRCUIT CHIP; DATA CARRIERS WITH INTEGRATED ELECTRONIC CHIPS; DATA CARRIERS WITH INTEGRATED MICROPROCESSOR CHIPS; PRE-PAID MAGNETIC CARDS; ENCODED CHIP CARDS CONTAINING PROGRAMMING USED FOR FINANCIAL APPLICATIONS, LOYALTY PROGRAMS, REWARDS PROGRAMS AND CARD HOLDER PREFERENCES; SECURITY ENCODED CARDS; CARDS ENCODED WITH SECURITY FEATURES FOR AUTHENTICATION PURPOSES; HOLOGRAM IMPREGNATED CARDS.
CL.36: FINANCIAL AFFAIRS; MONETARY AFFAIRS; BANKING AND FINANCIAL SERVICES; BANKING AND FINANCIAL SERVICES VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK OR ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION NETWORK OR MOBILE DEVICE; THE PROVISION OF FINANCIAL SERVICES FOR THE SUPPORT OF RETAIL AND CUSTOMER SERVICES; FINANCIAL DATA SERVICES; FINANCIAL ANALYSIS; SERVICES RELATING TO PROVISION OF SMART CARD, MAGNETIC CODED CARD, ELECTRONIC DATA CARRIER CARD, CHARGE CARD, BANK CARD, CREDIT CARD, DEBIT CARD, CHIP CARD, STORED VALUE CARD, PAYMENT CARD AND PREPAID CARD; ELECTRONIC PURSE SERVICES; DIGITAL WALLET SERVICES; CASH REPLACEMENT RENDERED BY PAYMENT CARDS; VALUE EXCHANGE SERVICES, NAMELY, THE SECURE EXCHANGE OF VALUE, INCLUDING ELECTRONIC CASH, OVER COMPUTER NETWORKS ACCESSIBLE BY MEANS OF SMARTCARDS; PAYMENT PROCESSING SERVICES; ENABLING TRANSFER OF FUNDS AND PURCHASE OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK OR ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION NETWORK OR MOBILE DEVICE; ELECTRONIC DEBIT AND CREDIT TRANSACTIONS; FINANCIAL SERVICES FOR FRAUD DETECTION AND PROTECTION; PROVIDING SECURE PAYMENT TRANSACTION SERVICES VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK OR ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION NETWORK OR MOBILE DEVICE; CLEARING AND RECONCILING FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK OR ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION NETWORK OR MOBILE DEVICE; ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER; ELECTRONIC CHECK-OUT SERVICES AT POINT OF SALE; TRANSACTION AUTHENTICATION AND VERIFICATION SERVICES; DISSEMINATION OF FINANCIAL INFORMATION VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK OR ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION NETWORK OR MOBILE DEVICE; ISSUE OF TOKENS, COUPONS AND VOUCHERS OF VALUE; ISSUING OF VOUCHERS; ISSUING OF VOUCHERS FOR USE AS MONEY; ISSUING OF CASH VOUCHERS

CL.41: ENTERTAINMENT; SERVICES; TELEVISION PROGRAMMES; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES; AMUSEMENT SERVICES INCLUDING GAMING SERVICES; CASINO SERVICES; CARD GAME SERVICES; POKER SERVICES; POKER GAME SERVICES; THE PROVISION OF GAMES OF SKILL; ORGANISATION, PRODUCTION, AND PRESENTATION OF ANY OF THE AFORESAID SERVICES; ORGANISATION, PRODUCTION AND PRESENTATION OF TOURNAMENTS, COMPETITIONS, CONTESTS, GAMES, GAME-SHOWS AND EVENTS; ORGANISATION, PRODUCTION AND PRESENTATION OF TOURNAMENTS, COMPETITIONS, CONTESTS, GAMES, GAME-SHOWS AND EVENTS ALL RELATING TO OR FEATURING GAMES, GAMING, CARD GAMES, GAMES OF SKILL, POKER, POKER GAMES AND CASINO GAMES; THE PROVISION OF ANY OF THE AFORESAID SERVICES LIVE OR THROUGH THE MEDIUM OF TELEVISION OR ON-LINE FROM A COMPUTER DATABASE OR VIA THE INTERNET OR VIA PORTABLE, MOBILE, HANDHELD OR TABLET DEVICES; ELECTRONIC GAMES SERVICES PROVIDED BY MEANS OF THE INTERNET; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENTS IN WHICH USERS CAN INTERACT THROUGH SOCIAL GAMES FOR RECREATIONAL, LEISURE OR ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, FACILITATING INTERACTIVE AND MULTIPLAYER AND SINGLE PLAYER GAME SERVICES FOR GAMES PLAYED VIA COMPUTER AND COMMUNICATION NETWORKS; SERVICES RELATING TO MULTI-PLAYER CARD GAMES, CARD ROOMS AND GAMES OF SKILL PROVIDED LIVE OR BY MEANS OF THE INTERNET OR VIA TELEVISION OR VIA PORTABLE, MOBILE, HANDHELD OR TABLET DEVICES; ORGANISATION, PRODUCTION AND PRESENTATION OF ANY OF THE AFORESAID SERVICES; PROVIDING NEWS, CONSULTANCY AND ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO ANY OF THE AFORESAID SERVICES; THE PROVISION OF INFORMATION RELATING TO ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, TELEVISION ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, TELEVISION PROGRAMMES, SPORTING ACTIVITIES, CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, AMUSEMENT SERVICES INCLUDING GAMING SERVICES, CASINO SERVICES, CARD GAME SERVICES, POKER SERVICES, POKER GAME SERVICES, TOURNAMENTS, COMPETITIONS, CONTESTS, GAMES, GAME-SHOWS AND EVENTS; THE PROVISION OF ON-LINE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS; ELECTRONIC NEWSLETTERS DISTRIBUTED VIA THE INTERNET, ELECTRONIC MAIL OR PORTABLE, MOBILE, HANDHELD OR TABLET DEVICES; ELECTRONIC NEWSLETTERS REGARDING ENTERTAINMENT, TELEVISION ENTERTAINMENT, TELEVISION PROGRAMMES, SPORTING ACTIVITIES, CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, AMUSEMENT SERVICES INCLUDING GAMING SERVICES, CASINO SERVICES, CARD GAME SERVICES, POKER SERVICES, POKER GAME SERVICES, TOURNAMENTS, COMPETITIONS, CONTESTS, GAMES, GAME-SHOWS AND EVENTS; THE PROVISION OF ANY OF THE AFORESAID SERVICES LIVE OR THROUGH THE MEDIUM OF TELEVISION OR ON-LINE FROM A COMPUTER DATABASE OR VIA THE INTERNET OR VIA PORTABLE, MOBILE, HANDHELD OR TABLET DEVICES; ORGANISATION, ADMINISTRATION AND RUNNING OF ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, TELEVISION ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, SPORTING ACTIVITIES, CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, AMUSEMENT SERVICES, AMUSEMENT GAMES, GAMING SERVICES, CASINO SERVICES, CARD GAME SERVICES, POKER SERVICES, POKER GAME SERVICES, TOURNAMENTS, COMPETITIONS, CONTESTS, GAMES, GAME-SHOWS AND EVENTS.

CL.42: DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE INCLUDING IN RELATION TO OR FEATURING GAMES, GAMING, CARD GAMES, GAMES OF SKILL, POKER, POKER GAMES AND CASINO GAMES; ORGANISATION, INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; DESIGNING, DRAWING, CREATING AND MAINTAINING WEB PAGES INCLUDING IN RELATION TO OR FEATURING GAMES, GAMING, CARD GAMES, GAMES OF SKILL, POKER, POKER GAMES AND CASINO GAMES; DEVELOPMENT OF MULTIMEDIA WEBSITES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER APPLICATION SOFTWARE INCLUDING IN RELATION TO OR FEATURING GAMES, GAMING, CARD GAMES, GAMES OF SKILL, POKER, POKER GAMES AND CASINO GAMES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER APPLICATION SOFTWARE FOR PORTABLE, MOBILE, HANDHELD AND TABLET DEVICES; CREATING DATA INCLUDING IMAGES, GRAPHICS, SOUND, TEXT OR AUDIO-VISUAL INFORMATION VIA THE INTERNET OR OTHER COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; PROVISION OF AN INTERNET PLATFORM FOR SOCIAL NETWORKING SERVICES; PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF NON-SOCIAL APPLICATION SOFTWARE FOR SOCIAL NETWORKING, CREATING A VIRTUAL COMMUNITY, AND TRANSMISSION OF AUDIO, VIDEO, PHOTOGRAPHIC IMAGES, TEXT, GRAPHICS AND DATA; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, CREATING VIRTUAL COMMUNITIES FOR USERS TO ORGANISE GROUPS AND EVENTS, PLAY GAMES, PARTICIPATE IN DISCUSSIONS, AND ENGAGE IN SOCIAL, BUSINESS AND COMMUNITY NETWORKING; PROVIDING TECHNICAL SUPPORT; INFORMATION AND ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO ANY OF THE AFORESAID SERVICES.
LASERBAND

2447102    21/12/2012

ZIH CORP.
3 Overlook Point, Lincolnshire, Illinois 60069, United States of America
Manufacturers, Merchants & Service Providers
A corporation organised and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, USA

Address for service in India / Agents address:
REMFRY AND SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE, AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR - 27, GURGAON - 22 002.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cl.9; Computer software to create and process business forms; computer equipment, scanners, printers, optical character recognition devices and other peripheral computer equipment for processing business forms

Cl.16; Identification labels and bands processable through printers such as laser printers and used by healthcare professionals to identify patients

Cl.35; Business services, providing business forms to dealerships, resellers and directly to customers; and consultation services related thereto
LASTMINUTE

2448034  24/12/2012
LMNEXT UK LIMITED
77 HATTON GARDEN, LONDON, EC1N 8JS
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF ENGLAND AND WALES.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LEX ORBIS.
709/710,TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.
Used Since :01/10/1998

DELHI

Cl.35;ADVERTISING, MARKETING AND PUBLICITY SERVICES; DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING, MARKETING AND PUBLICITY MATERIALS; BUSINESS ORGANISATION, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS INFORMATION SERVICES; COMPILATION OF DATA INTO COMPUTER DATABASES; AUCTIONEERING SERVICES; OFFICE FUNCTIONS; PROMOTIONAL SERVICES; BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY, ASSISTANCE AND ADVICE; HOTEL MANAGEMENT SERVICES; THE BRINGING TOGETHER, FOR THE BENEFIT OF OTHERS, OF A VARIETY OF TRAVEL (INCLUDING CAR HIRE) RELATED, LEISURE, BEAUTY CARE (INCLUDING SPA AND PAMPERING), ENTERTAINMENT AND FINANCIAL GOODS, INCLUDING VOUCHERS, ENABLING CUSTOMERS TO CONVENIENTLY VIEW AND PURCHASE THOSE GOODS IN A GENERAL MERCHANDISING OUTLET, GENERAL MERCHANDISE KIOSK, GENERAL MERCHANDISE SHOP ONBOARD AIRCRAFT, OR FROM A GENERAL MERCHANDISE CATALOGUE, BY MAIL ORDER, OR BY MEANS OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS; INFORMATION SERVICES ENABLING CUSTOMERS TO COMPARE PRICES OF DIFFERENT COMPANIES; INFORMATION, ADVICE, ARRANGEMENT AND CONSULTATION SERVICES RELATING TO ALL THE AFORESAID; INCLUDING SUCH SERVICES PROVIDED VIA TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS, BY ONLINE DELIVERY AND BY WAY OF THE INTERNET AND THE WORLD WIDE WEB

Cl.36;TRAVEL INSURANCE SERVICES; CREDIT CARD AND DEBIT CARD SERVICES; ELECTRONIC PAYMENT SERVICES; ELECTRONIC FUND TRANSFER SERVICES; DISCOUNT CARD SERVICES; ISSUE AND REDEMPTION OF TOKENS AND VOUCHERS; INFORMATION, ADVICE AND CONSULTATION SERVICES IN RELATION TO ALL OF THE AFORESAID SERVICES; INCLUDING SUCH SERVICES PROVIDED VIA TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS, BY ONLINE DELIVERY AND BY WAY OF THE INTERNET AND THE WORLD WIDE WEB

Cl.39;TRANSPORT; TRANSPORTATION OF GOODS, PASSENGERS AND TRAVELLERS; TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT; TRANSPORTATION CHECK-IN SERVICES; ARRANGING OF TRANSPORTATION OF PASSENGERS AND TRAVELLERS BY LAND, SEA AND AIR; CAR TRANSPORT SERVICES; ARRANGING CRUISES, TOURS, EXCURSIONS AND VACATIONS; SIGHTSEEING; PARKING SERVICES; CAR RENTAL; CAR RENTAL BROKERAGE; VEHICLE RENTAL; VEHICLE RENTAL BROKERAGE; TRAVEL RESERVATION AND TRAVEL BOOKING SERVICES PROVIDED BY MEANS OF THE WORLD WIDE WEB; INFORMATION SERVICES CONCERNING TRAVEL; TRAVEL AGENCY AND TOURIST OFFICE SERVICES; TRAVEL BOOKING AND RESERVATION SERVICES; INFORMATION, ADVICE, ARRANGEMENT AND CONSULTATION SERVICES IN RELATION TO ALL OF THE AFORESAID SERVICES, INCLUDING SUCH SERVICES PROVIDED VIA TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS, BY ONLINE DELIVERY AND BY WAY OF THE INTERNET AND THE WORLD WIDE WEB; PROVIDING A WEBSITE FOR USERS TO POST RATINGS, REVIEWS, COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS RELATING TO THE AFORESAID

Cl.41;EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES AND EVENTS; TICKET BOOKING AND TICKET RESERVATION SERVICES; TICKET AGENCY SERVICES; TICKET BOOKING AND RESERVATION SERVICES FOR ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES AND EVENTS; PROVISION OF FACILITIES FOR RECREATION; ARRANGING OF GROUP RECREATION; NIGHTCLUB AND DISCOTHEQUE SERVICES; SWIMMING POOL AND WATER CHUTE COMPLEX SERVICES; AMUSEMENT PARK AND FUNFAIR SERVICES; MUSIC HALL SERVICES; PRODUCTION OF SHOWS AND CABARETS; PUBLISHING SERVICES; ORGANISING GAMES AND COMPETITIONS; GYMNASIUM SERVICES; KINDERGARTEN, NURSERY AND CRECHE SERVICES; PUBLICATION SERVICES; PROVIDING GUIDE BOOKS, NEWSLETTERS, TRAVEL MAPS, CITY DIRECTORIES AND LISTINGS FOR USE BY TRAVELLERS WHICH ARE AVAILABLE ELECTRONICALLY VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; INFORMATION, ADVICE, ARRANGEMENT AND CONSULTATION SERVICES IN RELATION TO ALL OF THE AFORESAID SERVICES, INCLUDING SUCH SERVICES PROVIDED VIA TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS, BY ONLINE DELIVERY AND BY WAY OF THE INTERNET AND THE WORLD WIDE WEB; PROVIDING A WEBSITE FOR USERS TO POST RATINGS, REVIEWS, COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS RELATING TO THE AFORESAID

Cl.42;DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; METEOROLOGICAL INFORMATION SERVICES; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, INTERACTIVE HOSTING SERVICES WHICH ALLOW THE USER TO PUBLISH AND SHARE THEIR OWN CONTENT ONLINE; APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER (ASP) SERVICES FEATURING SOFTWARE TO ENABLE UPLOADING, POSTING, SHOWING, DISPLAYING, TAGGING, BLOGGING, SHARING, PROVIDING ELECTRONIC MEDIA OR INFORMATION OVER THE INTERNET OR OTHER COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS FOR CLASSIFIEDS, VIRTUAL COMMUNITY, SOCIAL NETWORKING, ON-LINE JOURNALS, BLOGS, PHOTO SHARING, VIDEO SHARING, TRAVEL REVIEW SHARING
AND TRANSMISSION OF PHOTOGRAPHIC IMAGES; DESIGN, DRAWING AND COMMISSIONED WRITING, ALL FOR THE
COMPIlation OF WEB PAGEs ON THE INTERNET; INFORMATION PROVIDED ON-LINE FROM A COMPUTER DATABASE
OR FROM THE INTERNET; CREATING AND MAINTAINING WEB SITES; CREATING AND MAINTAINING BLOGS FOR
OTHERS; HOSTING WEB SITES OF OTHERS; HOSTING OF DIGITAL CONTENT, NAMElY, ON-LINE JOURNALS AND
BLOGS; INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; PROVISION OF INFORMATION SERVICES IN
THE FORM OF NEWS AND CURRENT AFFAIRS RELATING TO THE AFORESAID SERVICES; ALL INCLUDED IN THIS
CLASS; HOSTING, CREATING AND MAINTAINING WEBSITES FOR OTHERS

Cl.43; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION SERVICES; HOTEL SERVICES, MOTEL SERVICES, PROVISION OF
ACCOMMODATION; RESERVATION SERVICES AND BOOKING SERVICES FOR TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION AND
HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION; HOLIDAY INFORMATION AND PLANNING RELATING TO ACCOMMODATION; BAR
SERVICES; PUBLIC HOUSE SERVICES; CAFE SERVICES; RESTAURANT AND SNACK BAR SERVICES; CATERING
SERVICES FOR THE PROVISION OF FOOD AND DRINK; HEALTH RESORT SERVICES; HEALTH RESORT RESERVATION
AND BOOKING SERVICES; HOTEL AND RESTAURANT RESERVATION AND BOOKING SERVICES; INFORMATION,
ADVICE, ARRANGEMENT AND CONSULTATION SERVICES IN RELATION TO ALL OF THE AFORESAID SERVICES,
INCLUDING SUCH SERVICES PROVIDED VIA TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS, BY ONLINE DELIVERY AND BY WAY
OF THE INTERNET AND WORLD WIDE WEB; PROVIDING A WEBSITE FOR USERS TO POST RATINGS, REVIEWS,
COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS RELATING TO THE AFORESAID

Cl.44; HEALTH SPA SERVICES; HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE SERVICES; BOOKING OF HEALTH SPA, HYGIENIC AND
BEAUTY CARE SERVICES; ADVICE, INFORMATION, ARRANGEMENT AND CONSULTANCY SERVICES IN RELATION TO
ALL OF THE AFORESAID SERVICES INCLUDING SUCH SERVICES PROVIDED VIA TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS,
BY ONLINE DELIVERY AND BY WAY OF THE INTERNET AND WORLD WIDE WEB; PROVIDING A WEBSITE FOR USERS
TO POST RATINGS, REVIEWS, COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS RELATING TO THE AFORESAID

6962
MARA

2448243  24/12/2012
MARA GROUP HOLDINGS LTD (BVI)
TRIDENT CHAMBERS PO BOX 146 ROAD TOWN TORTOLA BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A BRITISH VIRGIN ISLAND COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SECTOR 27 GURGAON-122002
Used Since :31/12/2010
DELHI
Cl.35; PROVIDING ONLINE EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF RESUME CREATION, JOB APPLICATIONS, JOB RESOURCES AND JOB LISTINGS/ PROVIDING ONLINE EMPLOYMENT PLACEMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, MATCHING CANDIDATES AND POTENTIAL EMPLOYERS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING CHARITY AUCTIONS FOR CHARITABLE FUNDRAISING PURPOSES*
Cl.45; "COMPUTER DATING SERVICES"
Trade Marks Journal No: 1846, 23/04/2018 Class 99

Priority claimed from 29/06/2012; Application No.: 011005311; European Union 2449081 26/12/2012

HERE GLOBAL B.V.
DE RUN 1115 5503 LB VELDHOVEN THE NETHERLANDS
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE NETHERLANDS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP
C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.2605049.

Cl.9: COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE RELATED TO PHOTOGRAPHY, GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEMS, MAPS, PUBLIC TRANSPORT, TRAFFIC, TRAVEL AND TOURIST INFORMATION, DIGITAL DIARIES, ONLINE BLOGGING, DIGITAL PHOTO ALBUMS AND SOCIAL MESSAGING, ENTERTAINMENT, FOOD AND DRINK, SPORTING AND CULTURAL EVENTS IN THE FIELD OF MOBILE PHONES, SMART PHONES AND TABLETS.

Cl.38: Mobile telecommunications services, these services not being cable and satellite television broadcasting services, and not being transmission of movies and television series and programs via the Internet, mobile devices, or similar technology

Cl.39: GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM NAVIGATION SERVICES; TRANSPORT, TRAFFIC AND TRAVEL INFORMATION SERVICES; TOURIST INFORMATION SERVICES.
Neat Feat

2464859  23/01/2013

NEAT FEAT PRODUCTS LIMITED

trading as ; NEAT FEAT PRODUCTS LIMITED

UNIT 12, 101-111 DIANA DRIVE, GLENFIELD, NORTH SHORE, AUCKLAND, NEW ZEALAND.

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

JOHN MATHEW & ASSOCIATES.

S/14, EMPIRE BUILDING OLD RAILWAY STATION ROAD COCHIN 682018 KERALA

Used Since : 25/02/2011

CHENNAI

Cl.10; ORTHOTIC PRODUCTS AND ORTHOPAEDIC PRODUCTS

Cl.25; FOOTWEAR, SLIPPERS, SOCKS
F5

2544753  07/06/2013
F5 NETWORKS, INC.
trading as ;F5 NETWORKS, INC
401 ELLIOTT AVENUE WEST, SEATTLE, WASHINGTON, 98119-4004. U.S.A.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
JOHN MATHEW & ASSOCIATES.
S/14, EMPIRE BUILDING OLD RAILWAY STATION ROAD COCHIN 682018 KERALA

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1652551, 1652552

CHENNAI

Cl.9; computer software, computer hardware
Cl.42; COMPUTER NETWORK DESIGN AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR THE ENHANCING, OPTIMIZING, SECURING, ACCELERATING, MONITORING, ACCESSING, MODIFYING AND MANAGING OF COMPUTER NETWORK TRAFFIC AND APPLICATIONS COMMUNICATING ACROSS NETWORKS AND ACROSS NETWORK RELATED PRODUCTS.
PAM LABS INDIA HEALTHCARE PVT LTD
trading as :PAM LABS INDIA HEALTHCARE PVT LTD
KEEZHILLAM (PO), PERUMBAVOOR -683 541, ERNAKULAM DISTRICT, KERALA STATE
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZZET MARKS
DOOR NO. 17-289-C,OPP SREEKALA THEATRE, NORTH FORT GATE, TRIPUNITHURA, COCHIN-682 301,KERALA

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Cl.3; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS
Cl.5; PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
AFA Project

2589329   02/09/2013
ALDI GMBH AND CO. KG
ALDI ENIKAUF GMBH AND CO. OHG
ALDI GMBH OHG OF BURGSTR. 37, D-45476 MUELHEIM AN DER RUHR, GERMANY AND ALDI EINKAUF GMBH OHG OF ECKENBERGSTRASSE 16 A, D-45307 ESSEN, GERMANY
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A LIMITED PARTNERSHIP COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF GERMANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI.
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Cl.35; WORK ANALYSIS TO DETERMINE WORKER SKILL SETS AND OTHER WORKER REQUIREMENTS; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION CONSULTANCY; PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY
Cl.36; FINANCIAL ADVISORY AND MANAGEMENT SERVICES; FINANCIAL INFORMATION; FINANCIAL PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT; APARTMENT HOUSE MANAGEMENT; ACCIDENT INSURANCE UNDERWRITING; FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT; INSURANCE CONSULTANCY
Cl.39; FREIGHT FORWARDING; TRANSPORT BROKERAGE; STORAGE OF GOODS; STORAGE INFORMATION; PORTATION LOGISTICS; FREIGHT (SHIPPING OF GOODS); PACKAGING OF GOODS
Cl.41; TRAINING SERVICES RELATING TO THE USE OF FIRE FIGHTING EQUIPMENT; TRAINING SERVICES RELATING TO FINANCE; TRAINING SERVICES RELATING TO HEALTH AND SAFETY; TRAINING SERVICES RELATING TO BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; STAFF TRAINING SERVICES; EDUCATION SERVICES RELATING TO BUSINESS TRAINING; TRAINING IN THE MAINTENANCE OF EQUIPMENT FOR TEXTILE PROCESSING; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES RELATING TO FIRST AID; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES FOR PROVIDING COURSES OF EDUCATION AND INSTRUCTION; CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO THE TRAINING OF EMPLOYEES; CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO THE EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF MANAGEMENT AND OF PERSONNEL; SETTING OF EDUCATIONAL STANDARDS; ORGANISATION OF TRAINING COURSES; TECHNICAL TRAINING RELATING TO SAFETY
Cl.45; CONSULTING IN THE FIELD OF WORKPLACE SAFETY; FIRE-FIGHTING; ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION SERVICES; MEDIATION; INSPECTION OF FACTORIES FOR SAFETY PURPOSES
2599681  20/09/2013
BOTTEGA DI LUNGAVITA S.R.L.
VIA VERGA 13-1-24127 BERGAMO-ITALY
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF ITALY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
AZB HOUSE, PENINSULA CORPORATE PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI 400013.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Cl.3; COSMETIC CREAMS, BARRIER CREAMS, COSMETICS, ESSENTIAL OILS, PERFUMERY, SOAPS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES
Cl.5; PHARMACEUTICAL SPECIALTIES; PHARMACEUTICAL VITAMIN PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE; SUPPLEMENTS FOR FOODS; DISINFECTANTS
2607073   04/10/2013
ENTLOGICS TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD
trading as :ENTLOGICS TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD
# Suite 404, C/o Ravi Lobo & Company, Prestige Meridian II, M.G. Road, Bangalore 560 001
Manufacturers, Merchants and Service Providers
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
4121/B,6TH CROSS, 19A MAIN, HAL II STAGE (EXTENSION) BANGALORE-560 038. KARNATAKA.
Used Since :01/07/2013
CHENNAI
Cl.9;SOFTWARE FOR USE IN EDUCATION, MANUFACTURING, ANALYTICS LOGICSCOCKPIT, CLOUD TRANSACTION PLATFORM, MOBILE COMPUTING PLATFORM FOR CLOUD.
Cl.42;DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
2627136    13/11/2013
GURUDEV SIDDHA PEETH
JAYANT BUTY
PROSHANT MEHRA
ANAND PARIKH
P.O. GANESHPURI, DIST. THANE, PIN. 401206, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PUBLIC CHARITABLE TRUST REGISTERED UNDER THE BOMBAY PUBLIC TRUSTS ACT, 1950

Address for service in India/Agents address:
W. S. KANE & CO.
MERCHANT CHAMBER, 6TH FLOOR, 41, SIR VITHALDAS THACKERSY ROAD, CHURCHGATE, MUMBAI-400 020.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Cl.41; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS; RELIGIOUS EDUCATION; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES; TEACHING; LIBRARIES;
SPIRITUAL AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES; PROVIDING TRAINING; EXHIBITIONS FOR CULTURAL AND EDUCATIONAL
PURPOSES; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF WORKSHOPS AND CONGRESSES; PRESENTATION OF LIVE
PERFORMANCE; PRODUCTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION PROGRAMS

Cl.45; PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS
INDIA WEBPORTAL PRIVATE LIMITED
CONTINENTAL BUILDING, 135, DR. ANNIE BESANT ROAD, WORLI, MUMBAI-400018
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SAVEENA TEJPAL BEDI
13/358, JASMINE, NEW MIG COLONY, BANDRA-EAST, MUMBAI-40051.
Used Since :13/08/1997
MUMBAI
Cl.35; ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
Cl.36; INSURANCE, FINANCIAL AFFAIRS; MONETARY AFFAIRS; REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS
Cl.39; TRANSPORT; PACKAGING AND STORAGE OF GOODS; TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT
Cl.41; EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
Cl.43; SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
Cl.44; MEDICAL SERVICES IN RESPECT OF, VETERINARY SERVICES, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS; AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES.
BOLLYWOODLIFE

2637804   05/12/2013
INDIA WEBPORTAL PRIVATE LIMITED
CONTINENTAL BUILDING, 135, DR. ANNIE BESANT ROAD, WORLI, MUMBAI-400018
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SAVEENA TEJPAL BEDI
13/358, JASMINE, NEW MIG COLONY, BANDRA-EAST, MUMBAI-40051.
Used Since :29/05/2004
MUMBAI
Cl.35; ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS
Cl.41; EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1846 ,   23/04/2018           Class 99

2650506    27/12/2013
PANACHE CORP.
G-2, KANAIYA KUTIR, PLOT NO. 410, 14TH ROAD, KHAR (WEST), MUMBAI-400052
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SAVEENA TEJPAL BEDI
13/358, JASMINE, NEW MIG COLONY, BANDRA-EAST, MUMBAI-40051.
Used Since :27/06/2013

To be associated with:
2650505

MUMBAI

Cl.35;ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS
Cl.38;TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Cl.42;SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
Cl.43;SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK: TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
Trade Marks Journal No: 1846, 23/04/2018 Class 99

FRODEL ENTERPRISES
2654402 04/01/2014
FRODEL ENTERPRISES
103, 1/A, HEMA PARK, VEER SAVARKAR MARG, BHANDUP (E), MUMBAI-400042
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
NAMITHA K.
INTRALEGAL, 212, BIRYA HOUSE, 265 - PERIN NARIMAN STREET, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001
Used Since: 19/11/2013

MUMBAI
Cl.29; APPLE PUREE, BEANS PRESERVED, BUTTER, BUTTERCREAM, CHEESE, CONDENSED MILK, CURD, KEFIR, MARGARINE MILK, MILK BEVERAGES, MILK PREDOMINATING MILK PRODUCTS, MILK SHAKES, PANEER, VEGETABLE SALADS, TOFU, TOMATO PUREE, VEGETABLES PRESERVED, VEGETABLES COOKED, VEGETABLES TINNED/CANNED, VEGETABLES DRIED, WHIPPED CREAM, YOGHURT, CREAM, CRYSTALLIZED FRUITS, DATES, FROSTED FRUITS, FROZEN FRUITS, FRUIT STEWED, FRUIT JELLY, FRUIT PULP, FRUIT PEEL, FRUIT CHIPS, FRUIT SALADS, FRUIT PRESERVED, FRUIT-BASED SNACK FOOD, HUMMUS, JAMS, JELLY, LASSI, CHEESE, SOYA MILK.
Cl.31; DICED FRUITS, BEANS FRESH, BERRIES, FRESH FRUITS, FRESH VEGETABLES, DICED VEGETABLES, CEREAL SEEDS UNPROCESSED, FRUIT RESIDUE [MARC], GARDEN HERBS, FRESH GRAINS [CEREALS], GRAINS [SEEDS], NUTS, PULSES (UNPROCESSED).
MAHER SOFT

2676212   11/02/2014
MAHER SOFT TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED (AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT
SANKALP BUILDING, 3RD FLOOR, PLOT 1040, OFF. SAYANI ROAD, PRABHADEVI, MUMBAI-400025, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMU & ASSOCIATES,
253, SHANTIVAN CO-OP HOUSING SOCIETY, NEW LINK ROAD EXTN., ANDHERI (W) MUMBAI 400 053
Used Since :01/01/2014
MUMBAI
Cl.7;PRINTER MACHINES, 3D PRINTERS
Cl.9;CASH COUNTING MACHINE AND TRACKING MICRO CHIP
Doing Things Better

2695838  10/03/2014

UPL LIMITED
Uniphos House, Madhu Park, 11th Road, Khar (west), Mumbai-400 052, in the State of Maharashtra within the Union of India
Manufacturers, Merchants and Service Providers
a company organized and existing under the companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2503642, 2822887..

Cl.1; fertilizer and chemical products for use in agriculture, organic plant growth nutrient, additive chemical to fungicides, additive chemical to insecticides, flower preservatives, chemicals for forestry, phosphorus; artificial sweetners

Cl.5; pesticides, insecticides, fungicides, herbicides, vermicides, rodenticided, weedicides, preparations for killing weeds and destroying vermins

Cl.31; seeds, seedlings, agricultural, horticultural and forestry products and grains not included in other classes, fresh fruits and vegetable seeds, natural plants and flowers

Cl.44; Aerial and surface spreading services of fertilizers and other agricultural chemicals; Vermin exterminating services for agriculture, horticulture and forestry
ACA (ICAEW)  

2695968   11/03/2014  
THE INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND AND WALES 
trading as ;The Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales 
Chartered Accountants Hall, P.O. Box 433, Moorgate Place, London EC2P 2BJ, United Kingdom 
Manufacturer/Service Provider 
Legal Entity 
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
DR. GOPAKUMAR G. NAIR.  
3RD FLOOR, SHIVMANGAL, NEXT TO BIG BAZAR, AKURLI ROAD, KANDIVALI(E), MUMBAI-400 101. 
Proposed to be Used 
MUMBAI 
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2696033, 2696089.. 
Cl.9;Videos; educational and instructional tapes, videos, sound recordings, CD ROM's, DVD's; educational computer 
software packages relating to accountancy services, financial services, accounts, auditing, insolvency and taxation, 
vision of financial information, financial reporting and consultancy services relating to accountancy, corporate advisory 
services, recruitment of accountancy personnel; downloadable software programs; downloadable publications; 
prerecorded magnetic tapes, discs and other media bearing computer programs and recorded information and data. 
Cl.16;Periodical publications; newsletters; magazines; year books; printed matter; calendars; stationery; books; 
brochures; forms; hand books; manuals; periodicals; prospectuses; teaching materials; catalogues; diaries. 
Cl.35;Accountancy services; preparation of accounts and advisory services relating to accounts, auditing, insolvency 
taxation; consultancy services relating to accountancy; corporate advisory services; recruitment of accountancy 
personnel; internal and external auditing; bookkeeping; business research; compilation and provision of business and 
commercial information; cost analysis and consultancy services relating thereto; corporate advisory services; forensic 
accounting; business insolvency services; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid 
services. 
Cl.36;Provision of and advising on financial information; provision of and advising on financial reports and analysis; 
administration of financial affairs; financial appraisals; financial valuations; financial services all relating to accountancy 
and investment advice including underwriting and placing of securities; provision of financial information; financial 
reporting; advisory services relating to investments, grants and financing of loans; pensions advice services; financial 
advice relating to tax; real estate and property management services; customs brokerage; insurance services; risk 
management services; corporate finance including due diligence assistance, transaction management and valuation; 
actuarial services; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid services. 
Cl.41;Teaching, tuition and training services; lecturing services; education examination services; education 
information services; instruction services; organisation of exhibitions, symposia and conferences for educational 
purposes; correspondence courses; arranging and conducting of colloquiaums, conferences, congresses, seminars and 
symposiums; publication of books and of texts; rental of educational apparatus and instruments; practical training 
services; organisation and arranging of seminars, training sessions at workshops; educational consultation services; 
skills training. 
Cl.42;Quality assessment services; standard assessment services; quality assessment and standard assessment 
services relating to the provision services; quality assessment and standard assessment services relating to auditing and 
accountancy; quality assessment and standard assessment services relating to business management, business 
management accounts and accounts generally; quality control services; quality control testing services; quality 
assurance services.
2696089   11/03/2014
THE INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND AND WALES
trading as : The Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales
Chartered Accountants Hall, P.O. Box 433, Moorgate Place, London EC2P 2BJ, United Kingdom
Manufacturer/Service Provider
Legal Entity
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DR. GOPAKUMAR G. NAIR.
3RD FLOOR, SHIVMANGAL, NEXT TO BIG BAZAR, AKURLI ROAD, KANDIVALI(E), MUMBAI-400 101.
Used Since : 31/01/2007
To be associated with:
2696033
MUMBAI
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2696033..
Cl.9; Videos; educational and instructional tapes, videos, sound recordings, CD ROM’s, DVD’s; educational computer software packages relating to accountancy services, financial services, accounts, auditing, insolvency and taxation, vision of financial information, financial reporting and consultancy services relating to accountancy, corporate advisory services, recruitment of accountancy personnel; downloadable software programs; downloadable publications; prerecorded magnetic tapes, discs and other media bearing computer programs and recorded information and data.
Cl.16; Periodical publications; newsletters; magazines; year books; printed matter; calendars; stationery; books; brochures; forms; hand books; manuals; periodicals; prospectuses; teaching materials except apparatus; catalogues; diaries.
Cl.35; Accountancy services; preparation of accounts and advisory services relating to accounts, auditing, insolvency and taxation; consultancy services relating to accountancy; corporate advisory services; recruitment of accountancy personnel; internal and external auditing; bookkeeping; business research; compilation and provision of business and commercial information; cost analysis and consultancy services relating thereto; corporate advisory services; forensic accounting; business insolvency services; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid services.
Cl.36; Provision of and advising on financial information; provision of and advising on financial reports and analysis; administration of financial affairs; financial appraisals; financial valuations; financial services all relating to accountancy and investment advice including underwriting and placing of securities; provision of financial information; financial reporting; advisory services relating to investments, grants and financing of loans; pensions advice services; financial advice relating to tax; real estate and property management services; customs brokerage; insurance services; risk management services; corporate finance including due diligence assistance, transaction management and valuation; actuarial services; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid services.
Cl.41; Teaching, tuition and training services; lecturing services; education examination services; education information services; instruction services; organisation of exhibitions, symposia and conferences for educational purposes; correspondence courses; arranging and conducting of colloquiums, conferences, congresses, seminars and symposiums; publication of books and of texts; rental of educational apparatus and instruments; practical training services; organisation and arranging of seminars, training sessions at workshops; educational consultation services; skills training.
Cl.42; Quality assessment services; standard assessment services; quality assessment and standard assessment services relating to the provision services; quality assessment and standard assessment services relating to auditing and
accountancy; quality assessment and standard assessment services relating to business management, business management accounts and accounts generally; quality control services; quality control testing services; quality assurance services.
MUZAK

2696162  11/03/2014
L&T Technology Services Limited
L&T House, Ballard Estate Mumbai 400 001
Manufacturer & Merchant

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISHA SINGH NAIR
C/O LEX ORBIS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE 709/710 TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17 TOLSTOY MARG NEW DELHI 110001

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Cl.9; Data processing equipment
Cl.41; Education, providing of training and entertainment
2715114    09/04/2014
CHAITANYA REDDY MANUGUNTA
trading as ;MADRAS MASTERS,
BLOCK A PLOT NO. 285, OLD MAHABALIPURAM ROAD ,SHOLINGANALLUR VILLAGE, TAMBARAM TALUK,
KANCHIPURAM,DIST. CHENNAI - 600 119
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM FORMED UNDER THE PARTNERSHIP ACT 1932
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
Cl.29;MEAT, FISH, POULTRY, MEAT EXTRACT, PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, JAMS,
JELLIES, MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS, EDIBLE OILS, SOLID DRESSINGS, PRESERVES, PICKLES, EGG, SAUCES
Cl.30;COFFEE, TEA, SUGAR, RICE, PREPARATION MADE FROM SERIALS AND FLOUR, BREAD, BISCUITS, CAKES,
PASTRY, CONFECTIONARY, BACKING POWDER, SPICES, SALT, MUSTARD, PEPPER, SAUCES, SNACKS AND EDIBLE
ARTICLES FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION
Cl.32;MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS; FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES;
SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES
Cl.43;SERVICES RELATING TO RESTAURANTS, RESTAURANT CHAINS, TAKEAWAY OUTLETS, SNACK BARS, FAST
FOOD OUTLETS, SERVICES RELATING TO PROCUREMENT AND SALE OF FOOD AND DRINKS, SERVICES RELATING TO
CATERING, CAFÉS, CAFETERIAS, CANTEENS, HOTELS, MOTELS, INNS, LODGING HOUSES
Turndown Limited

2715276   09/04/2014

OCTRO INC trading as Octro Inc

Octro Inc, 2222 Jurgensen Lane, Sugar Land, TX 77479 USA
MANUFACTURER MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDER
Incorporated

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Used Since: 20/03/2013

CHENNAI

IN USE

Cl.9; SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, COMPUTERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE, COMPUTER PROGRAMS [DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE], COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS, DOWNLOADABLE, COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE, MEMORY CARDS FOR VIDEO GAME MACHINES, VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES

Cl.41; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, ENTERTAINER SERVICES, ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION, GAME SERVICES PROVIDED ON-LINE FROM A COMPUTER NETWORK
STERLING HOLIDAY RESORTS (INDIA) LIMITED
trading as ;STERLING HOLIDAY RESORTS (INDIA) LIMITED
NO.7, 3RD FLOOR, CITI TOWERS, 3RD CROSS STREET, KASTURIBAI NAGAR, ADYAR, CHENNAI - 600 020, STATE OF TAMIL NADU, INDIA,
MANUFACTURES AND MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU
Used Since :01/11/2010
CHENNAI

Cl.16;STATIONERY: PRINTED MATERIALS; PRINTED MATTERS, PHOTOGRAPHS; NEWS PAPERS; POSTERS;
PRINTED PUBLICATIONS; CATALOGUES; PERIODICALS; PICTURES: MAGAZINES; STICKERS; DIARIES; CALANDER;
BOOKLETS AND MANUALS
Cl.25;T-SHIRTS, TRACK SUITS, SOCKS AND STOCKINGS, CAPS, GLOVES, SHOES, SLIPPERS, ARTICLES OF CLOTHING, READYMADE GARMENTS, GARMENTS, CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR
Cl.28;GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS; GYMNASISTIC AND SPORTING ARTICLES NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; DECORATIONS FOR CHRISTMAS TREES
Cl.39;SERVICES RELATING TO TOURISM, COACH RENTAL, CRUISES, TOURS, TAXI TRANSPORT, TRAVEL RESERVATIONS, CHAUFFEUR SERVICES, AIR TICKETING AND SEAT RESERVATION SERVICES, VISAS, PASSPORT.
INBOUND AND OUTBOUND TOURS, ARRANGING TRANSPORTATION OF PASSENGERS; INFORMATION AND ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO TRAVEL, VISA, TICKETING AND SEAT RESERVATION SERVICES
Cl.41;SERVICES RELATING TO ENTERTAINMENT; EDUCATION; TRAINING, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES,
AMUSEMENT ARCADES. PARKS, CAMPS (HOLIDAY AND SPORTS), CASINO FACILITIES, CINEMA FACILITIES, LIVE PERFORMANCES, CIRCUSES, CLUB FACILITIES, DISCOTHEQUE, ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS FOR CULTURAL AND EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES, PROVIDING SPORT FACILITIES, LIBRARIES AND LIBRARY SERVICES, MUSEUM FACILITIES, MUSIC HALLS, NIGHT CLUBS, ORGANISATION OF COMPETITIONS
Cl.42;SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO;
INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
Cl.43;SERVICES RELATING TO HOLIDAY RESORTS, HOLIDAY CAMP LODGING AND HOLIDAY CAMP SERVICES,
TOURIST CENTERS, HOTELS, MOTELS, INNS, BOARDING, LODGING HOUSES, SERVICES RELATING TO RESTAURANTS, RESTAURANT CHAINS, TAKEAWAY OUTLETS, SNACK BARS, FAST FOOD OUTLETS, SERVICES RELATING TO PROCUREMENT AND SALE OF FOOD AND DRINKS, SERVICES RELATING TO CATERING, BAR, HOTEL, COFFEE SHOP, CAFÉS, CAFETERIAS, CANTEENS, CATERING".
Cl.44; SERVICES RELATING TO HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS, HEALTH SPA SERVICES
2716145  10/04/2014
PARNANDI TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS
P N NARAYANA MURTHY
SRIPRIYA SRIRENGAN trading as ;PARNANDI TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS
Plot No. 8, Bhavyas Sri Krishna Avenue, Pragathi Nagar, Kukatpally, Hyderabad-500072, Andhra Pradesh, India.
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt Ltd, H.No. 6-3-596/77/3A, Naveen Nagar, Erramanzil, Hyderabad-04
Used Since :01/11/2010
CHENNAI
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
Cl.36;Insurance, financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs.
Cl.38;Computer aided transmission of messages and images, providing internet chatrooms, teleconferencing services, transmission of digital files.
Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities, online publications.
Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software.
Cl.45;Facilitating social and business networking through the provision of data for use on business and identity, personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals; social introduction, providing access to computer databases in the fields of social networking.
WorldTray

2718445  15/04/2014

VISHNU KUMAR RAJU KAKARLAPUDI
H:No : 7-308(c), Ramaiah Nagar, Beside Sesha Baghya Lakshmi Rice Mill, South by-Pass road, Ongole, Prakasam District, Andhra Pradesh 523001
Service Provider
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KASHYAP POPAT KHANDAGALE
S.R.No 19/3, Tukaram Naik Path, Behind Chhajed Petrol Pump, Bopodi, Pune - 411020
Used Since :14/04/2014

CHENNAI

Cl.35; Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions.

Cl.42; Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software.
2719754    17/04/2014
ELGI RUBBER COMPANY LIMITED
trading as : ELGI RUBBER COMPANY LIMITED
2000, TRICHY ROAD, SINGANALLUR, COIMBATORE - 641 005, INDIA INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
J SURESH
#46 FIRST CROSS, MARAPPA GARDEN, BENSON TOWN POST, BANGALORE-560 046
Used Since : 01/04/2004
CHENNAI
Cl.7; TYRE RETREADING EQUIPMENT, TOOLS AND ACCESSORIES USED IN TYRE INDUSTRY, ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED
Cl.12; RUBBER TREADS FOR TYRE, TREADS FOR RETREADING TYRES, TREADS FOR VEHICLES (ROLLER BELTS), TREADS FOR VEHICLE TYRE, TREADS FOR VEHICLE TYRES (TRACTOR TYPE) ALL BEING GOODS, INCLUDED
Cl.17; RUBBER RAW MATERIALS USED IN TYRE INDUSTRY, ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED
Cl.37; TYRE MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR SERVICES, ALL BEING SERVICES INCLUDED
2719755  17/04/2014
ELGI RUBBER COMPANY LIMITED
trading as ;ELGI RUBBER COMPANY LIMITED
2000, TRICHY ROAD, SINGANALLUR, COIMBATORE - 641 005, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
J SUresh
#46 FIRST CROSS, MARAPPA GARDEN, BENSON TOWN POST, BANGALORE-560 046
Used Since :01/07/1984
To be associated with:
2719754, 2719755
CHENNAI
Cl.7;TYRE RETREADING EQUIPMENT, TOOLS AND ACCESSORIES USED IN TYRE INDUSTRY, ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED
Cl.12;RUBBER TREADS FOR TYRE, TREADS FOR RETREADING TYRES, TREADS FOR VEHICLES (ROLLER BELTS), TREADS FOR VEHICLE TYRE, TREADS FOR VEHICLE TYRES (TRACTOR TYPE)M ALL BEING GOODS, INCLUDED
Cl.17;RUBBER RAW MATERIALS USED IN TYRE INDUSTRY, ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED
Cl.37;TYRE MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR SERVICES, ALL BEING SERVICES INCLUDED
2719881  17/04/2014

ALPINE ELECTRONICS, INC. (A JOINT-STOCK COMPANY DULY ORGANIZED UNDER THE LAWS OF JAPAN)

1-1-8 Nishi-Gotanda, Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo, Japan

Manufacturers, Merchants and Service Providers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Cl.9; DVD players; antennas; compact disc players; computer software applications, downloadable; loudspeakers; cabinets for loudspeakers; smartphones; tablet computers; video telephones; battery chargers; video recorders; headphones; microphones; radar apparatus; navigation apparatus for vehicles [on-board computers]; vehicle radios; steering apparatus, automatic, for vehicles; kilometer recorders for vehicles; amplifiers; solar batteries; portable media players; portable telephones; directional compasses; barometers; temperature indicators; hygrometers; speed indicators; acoustic [sound] alarms; altimeters; Software for GPS navigation systems; MP3 players; analog-to-digital converters; audio mixers; graphic equalizers; downloadable computer graphics; downloadable computer software programs; downloadable video recordings; downloadable printing fonts; downloadable electronic newspapers; downloadable electronic books; downloadable telephone ring tones; downloadable video recordings featuring music; digital signal processors; electronic navigational, tracking and positioning apparatus and instruments; computer software for synchronizing data between hand-held or portable computers and host computers; multiplexers; speedometers for vehicles; visual display units; burglar alarms; video recorders for automobiles; infrared remote controls; odometers; car broadcasting tuners; car televisions; apparatus for recording, transmission, processing and reproduction of sound, images or data; video players and recorders including DVD and optical disc for the storage of high-definition video and audio, having a much larger capacity than a DVD; sound processors including surround-sound processors; memory cards containing computer programs for map data.

Cl.39; Providing driving directions for travel purposes; traffic information; vehicle routing by computer on data networks; GPS navigation services; travel guide services; providing information to travellers regarding fares, timetables and public transport; providing information relating to vehicle parking services.

Cl.42; Software as a service [SaaS]; cloud computing; computer rental; hosting computer sites [web sites]; updating of computer software; data conversion of computer programs and data [not physical conversion]; server hosting; providing search engines for the internet; installation, repair and maintenance of computer software; rental of computer software and programs.

Cl.45; Stolen vehicle recovery services; stolen vehicle tracking; alarm response and verification services; monitoring of alarms.
GET 'EM TOMMY!

2720215  17/04/2014

THE CARTOON NETWORK, INC.,
trading as ;THE CARTOON NETWORK, INC.,
1050 TECHWOOD DRIVE, NW ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30318 USA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND
FLAT NO. GA, AR VILLA, 31, III MAIN ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR, ADAYAR, CHENNAI 600 020

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER...

Cl.9; AUDIO AND AUDIO VISUAL RECORDINGS; PORTABLE AUDIO SPEAKERS, COMPACT DISC PLAYERS, PERSONAL STEREOES, ELECTRONIC DOCKING STATIONS, HEADPHONES, EARPHONES, PERSONAL COMPUTERS AND TABLET COMPUTERS, MOUSE PADS, COMPUTER MICE, COMPUTER KEYBOARDS, USB FLASH DRIVES, KARAOKE MACHINES, WALKIE-TALKIES, TELEPHONES, CALCULATORS, RULERS, COMPUTERS, CAMERAS (PHOTOGRAPHIC), FILM (PHOTOGRAPHIC), DECORATIVE MAGNETS, DIGITAL PHOTO FRAMES; PROTECTIVE HELMETS FOR SPORTS, SNORKEL TUBES, SWIM MASKS, SWIM GOGGLES; EYEGLASSES, SUNGLASSES, FRAMES AND CASES THEREFOR; DOWNLOADABLE AUDIO, VIDEO, AUDIOVISUAL AND IMAGE FILES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE, VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES, VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE, DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR MOBILE DEVICES, MEMORY CARDS FOR VIDEO GAME MACHINES; BAGS FOR PERSONAL ELECTRONIC DEVICES, NAMELY CELL PHONES, LAPTOPS, TABLET COMPUTERS, DIGITAL CAMERAS, DIGITAL AUDIO PLAYERS AND ELECTRONIC BOOK READERS, PROTECTIVE SLEEVES, COVERS AND CASES FOR CELL PHONES, LAPTOPS, TABLET COMPUTERS, DIGITAL CAMERAS, DIGITAL AUDIO PLAYERS AND ELECTRONIC BOOK READERS, CELL PHONE FACE PLATES, STRAPS AND CHARMS.

Cl.41; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAMS AND CONTENT VIA TELEVISION, SATELLITE, THE INTERNET, WIRELESS NETWORKS AND OTHER ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION NETWORKS; PROVIDING NON-DOWNLOADABLE ONLINE PUBLICATIONS; PROVIDING A WEBSITE FEATURING AUDIO VISUAL CONTENT, ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION AND ONLINE GAMES; PROVIDING ON-HIM MUSIC, NOT DOWNLOADABLE, PROVIDING ON-LINE VIDEOS, NOT DOWNLOADABLE, PRESENTING LIVE ENTERTAINMENT PERFORMANCES; AMUSEMENT PARK SERVICES; PRODUCTION OF FILMS, TELEVISION AND DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT CONTENT.
MIGHTY MAGISWORDS

2720216 17/04/2014
THE CARTOON NETWORK, INC.,
trading as; THE CARTOON NETWORK, INC.,
1050 TECHWOOD DRIVE, NW ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30318 USA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND
FLAT NO. GA, AR VILLA, 31, III MAIN ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR, ADAYAR, CHENNAI 600 020

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Cl. 9; AUDIO AND AUDIO VISUAL RECORDINGS; PORTABLE AUDIO SPEAKERS, COMPACT DISC PLAYERS, PERSONAL STEREOS, ELECTRONIC DOCKING STATIONS, HEADPHONES, EARPHONES, PERSONAL COMPUTERS AND TABLET COMPUTERS, MOUSE PADS, COMPUTER MICE, COMPUTER KEYBOARDS, USB FLASH DRIVES, KARAOKE MACHINES, WALKIE-TALKIES, TELEPHONES, CALCULATORS, RULERS, COMPUTERS, CAMERAS (PHOTOGRAPHIC), FILM (PHOTOGRAPHIC), DECORATIVE MAGNETS, DIGITAL PHOTO FRAMES; PROTECTIVE HELMETS FOR SPORTS, SNORKEL TUBES, SWIM MASKS, SWIM GOGGLES; EYEGLASSES, SUNGLASSES, FRAMES AND CASES THEREFOR; DOWNLOADABLE AUDIO, VIDEO, AUDIOVISUAL AND IMAGE FILES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE, VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES, VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE, DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR MOBILE DEVICES, MEMORY CARDS FOR VIDEO GAME MACHINES; BAGS FOR PERSONAL ELECTRONIC DEVICES, NAMELY CELL PHONES, LAPTOPS, TABLET COMPUTERS, DIGITAL CAMERAS, DIGITAL AUDIO PLAYERS AND ELECTRONIC BOOK READERS, PROTECTIVE SLEEVES, COVERS AND CASES FOR CELL PHONES, LAPTOPS, TABLET COMPUTERS, DIGITAL CAMERAS, DIGITAL AUDIO PLAYERS AND ELECTRONIC BOOK READERS, CELL PHONE FACE PLATES, STRAPS AND CHARMS.

Cl. 41; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAMS AND CONTENT VIA TELEVISION, SATELLITE, THE INTERNET, WIRELESS NETWORKS AND OTHER ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION NETWORKS; PROVIDING NON-DOWNLOADABLE ONLINE PUBLICATIONS; PROVIDING A WEBSITE FEATURING AUDIO VISUAL CONTENT, ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION AND ONLINE GAMES; PROVIDING ON-HIM MUSIC, NOT DOWNLOADABLE, PROVIDING ON-LINE VIDEOS, NOT DOWNLOADABLE, PRESENTING LIVE ENTERTAINMENT PERFORMANCES; AMUSEMENT PARK SERVICES; PRODUCTION OF FILMS, TELEVISION AND DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT CONTENT.
2720800  19/04/2014
PRO YOUNG INTERNATIONAL PVT LTD
trading as : PRO YOUNG INTERNATIONAL PVT LTD
T.F:6, 3rd Floor, Empire Square, Road No. 36, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad - 500033, Andhra Pradesh, India
Manufacturer and Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt. Ltd, #6-3-200/A, Moparthy Towers, 1st Floor, Prem Nagar, Road No.1, Banjara Hills, Hyderabad-34, A.P., India
Used Since: 25/05/2012
CHENNAI
Cl.3; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning; polishing; scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices
Cl.5; Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
QDR

2721837    21/04/2014

TOYOTA KIRLOSKAR MOTOR PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;TOYOTA KIRLOSKAR MOTOR PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO. 1, BIDADI INDUSTRIAL AREA, 562 109, RAMANAGAR TALUK, BANGALORE RURAL DISTRICT., KARNATAKA, INDIA.
Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :05/02/2014

CHENNAI

Cl.12; Vehicles, apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water.
Cl.35; Advertising services in relation to the automobile industry, business management, business administration, office functions.
Cl.37; Maintenance, repair and installation services.
Series trade mark u/s 15 of Trade Marks Act, 1999

2722188  22/04/2014
A.O.SMITH INDIA WATER PRODUCTS PVT LTD
trading as : A.O.SMITH INDIA WATER PRODUCTS PVT LTD
PLOT NO. 300, KIADB INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE 2, HAROHALLI, KANAKAPURA TAL UK, RAMANAGARA DISTRICT, 562112, KARNATAKA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANDS AND SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RNA, IP ATTORNEYS
401-402, 4TH FLOOR, SUNCITY SUCCESS TOWER, SEC-65, GOLF COURSE EXTENSION ROAD, GURGAON-122005
NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION (HARYANA)

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Cl.11; WATER TREATMENT AND PURIFICATION EQUIPMENT AND APPARATUS
Cl.17; FLAT SHEET MEMBRANES, ROLLED MEMBRANE CARTRIDGES AND HOLLOW FIBER MEMBRANES FOR USE WITH MICROFILTRATION, ULTRAFILTRATION AND OTHER WATER TREATMENT SYSTEMS
Cl.37; REPAIR, INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE SERVICES OF WATER PURIFYING APPARATUS
Cl.40; WATER TREATMENT AND PURIFICATION SERVICES
2722189  22/04/2014
A.O.SMITH INDIA WATER PRODUCTS PVT LTD
trading as :A.O.SMITH INDIA WATER PRODUCTS PVT LTD
PLOT NO. 300, KJADB INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE 2, HAROHALLI, KANAKAPURA TALUK, RANIANAGARA DISTRICT, 562112, KARNATAKA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RNA, IP ATTORNEYS
401-402, 4TH FLOOR, SUNCITY SUCCESS TOWER, SEC-65, GOLF COURSE EXTENSION ROAD, GURGAON-122005 NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION (HARYANA)

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Cl.11;WATER TREATMENT AND PURIFICATION EQUIPMENT AND APPARATUS
Cl.17;FLAT SHEET MEMBRANES, ROLLED MEMBRANE CART*LDGES AND HOLLOW FIBER MEMBRANES FOR USE WITH MICROFILTRATION, ULTRAFILTRATION AND OTHER WATER TREATMENT SYSTEMS
Cl.37;REPAIR, INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE SERVICES OF WATER PURIFYING APPARATUS
Cl.40;WATER TREATMENT AND PURIFICATION SERVICES.
2722480    22/04/2014
RNA INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LIMITED
trading as ;RNA INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LIMITED
325 WATERFRONT DRIVE, WICKHAM'S CAY, ROAD TOWN, BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS.
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Cl.35;SERVICES RELATING TO DISPLAY. ADVERTISEMENT AND BUSINESS, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION: OFFICE FUNCTIONS, SERVICES RELATING TO RETAILING, SERVICES RELATING TO BRINGING TOGETHER A VARIETY OF GOODS IN A PLACE ENABLING CUSTOMERS TO CONVENIENTLY VIEW AND PURCHASE THOSE GOODS, SERVICES RELATING TO SHOW ROOMS, RETAIL SHOPS AND OUTLETS: OUTLETS DISPLAYING GOODS, MARKETING AND DEMONSTRATION OF GOODS, SALES PROMOTION".

Cl.38;SERVICES RELATING TO TELECOMMUNICATIONS. INTERNET ACCESS SERVICES, SERVICES RELATING TO COMMUNICATION BY TELEPHONES, BY COMPUTER TERMINALS, MESSAGE SENDING, TELECOM AND MOBILE CELLULAR SERVICES, TRANSMISSION AND RECEIVING OF MESSAGES AND IMAGES. TELEPHONE SERVICES SATellite COMMUNICATION SERVICES, INCLUDING PROVIDING CONNECTIONS TO THE INTERNET, SERVICES TO INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDERS AND WIRELESS BROADBAND SERVICES".
2724625  25/04/2014
ROOPA LAKSHMI BHAT
trading as ;DREAMZ INTERNATIONAL
FLAT NO. 502, G-BLOCK, PRINCE TOWN; NEW NO. 1 AND 2, SHETTIHALLI, NEAR AIR FORCE TECHNICAL COLLEGE, BRINDAVAN LAYOUT, SHETTY HALLI, JALAHALLI WEST, BANGALORE, KARNATAKA - 560 015.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/01/2001
CHENNAI
CI.44;MEDICAL SERVICES, VETERINARY SERVICES, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS; AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES
CI.45;LEGAL SERVICES; SECURITY SERVICES FOR THE PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS; PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1846, 23/04/2018 Class 99

2724687 25/04/2014
MAHESH VORKADY
trading as MAHESH VORKADY
#201-202,BLOCK 1,PHASE 2,RMV CLUSTERS, LOTTEGOLLAHALLI,DEVINAGAR PO,BANGALORE-560094
SERVICE PROVIDER

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Cl.38;TELECOMMUNICATIONS.

Cl.41;EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES

Cl.42;SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO;
INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND
SOFTWARE, DEVELOPMENT OF MOBILE APPLICATION AND SOFTWARE
2726642  28/04/2014
FARMFRESH INDIA AGROTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
14/1, Appavoopillai Street, Udumalpet, Tirupur District, Tamilnadu-642126
MANUFACTUR AND SALES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
558E, V.M. COMPLEX, ERODE ROAD, VELLAKOVIL - 638 111, DIST. - TIRUPUR.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Cl.31; Tender Coconut Included in Class 31.
Cl.32; Fruit Juices & Tender Coconut Water Included in Class 32.
2727475  29/04/2014
RIAN HOSPITALITIES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as; RIAN HOSPITALITIES PRIVATE LIMITED
#805, SPARTA I, PRESTIGE ACROPOLIS, #20, HOSUR ROAD, KORMAGALA, BANGALORE-560 029.
MANUFACTURERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND
FLAT NO. GA, AR VILLA, 31, III MAIN ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR, ADAYAR, CHENNAI 600 020
Used Since: 07/05/2012
CHENNAI
Cl.32; BEERS, MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS, CIDER, SORBETS, SODA, AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS;
FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES; SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES
Cl.33; ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES (EXCEPT BEER),
Cl.40; SERVICE FOR TREATMENT OF MATERIALS, BREWING OF BEER.
Cl.43; SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, BAR SERVICES, PUBLIC
HOUSE SERVICES FOR PROVISION OF BEER AND ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES.
Priority claimed from 21/03/2014; Application No. : 86228030 ;United States of America

THE MEN'S WEARHOUSE,INC

trading as ;THE MEN'S WEARHOUSE,INC

6380 ROGERDALE ROAD, HOUSTON TEXAS 77072, U.S.A.

MANUFACTURES AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

FOX MANDAL & ASSOCIATES

FM HOUSE, 6/12, PRIMROSE ROAD, GURAPPA AVENUE, BANGALORE - 560 025.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Cl.14; CUFFLINKS; JEWELRY, BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS

Cl.18; CARRY-ALL BAGS; LEATHER AND IMITATION LEATHER BAGS, BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS

Cl.25; NECKWEAR; SUITS; VESTS, BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS
BIG BAD BIKES
2728845 01/05/2014
BIG BAD BIKES PVT. LTD.,
trading as ;BIG BAD BIKES PVT. LTD.,
GROUND FLOOR, #3, 1ST MAIN, 4TH FLOOR, HBR LAYOUT, BANGALORE 560043
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LYNN BOUT-LAZARO
C-401, ARGE HELIOS, 42/1B, HENNUR BAGALUR ROAD, GUBBI CROSS, KOTHANUR, BANGALORE - 560 077.
Used Since :12/02/2014
CHENNAI
Cl.12; MOTORCYCLE ACCESSORIES; AND
Cl.25; CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR
2728884  01/05/2014
JAPAN PROFESSIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE (A PUBLIC INTEREST INCORPORATED ASSOCIATION DULY ORGANIZED UNDER THE LAWS OF JAPAN)
3-10-15, Hongo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, Japan
Manufacturers, Merchants and Service Providers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
The above mark may be restricted to the colours as represented herein.

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.

Cl.16; Banners of paper; Flags of paper; Stationery and study materials; Printed matter; Photographs; Photograph stands.

Cl.24; Personal articles of woven textile (not for wear); Mosquito nets; Bedsheets; Futon and quilts; Futon and quilts cases (linen); Futon ticks (unstuffed futon); Pillowcases (pillow slips); Blankets; Banners and flags (not for paper); Labels of cloth.

Cl.25; Clothing; Garters; Sock suspenders; Suspenders (braces); Waistbands; Belts for clothing; Footwear (other than boots for sports); Masquerade costumes; Clothes for sports; Boots for sports.

Cl.41; Educational and instruction services relating to arts, crafts, sports or general knowledge; Arranging, conducting and organization of seminars; Providing electronic publications, not downloadable; Services of reference libraries for literature and documentary records; Publication of Books; Production of radio or television programs; Production of video tape film in the fields of sports; Organization, management or arrangement of sports competitions; Providing sports facilities; Booking of seats for shows; Photography.
2730130  02/05/2014
LARSEN AND TOUBRO LIMITED
trading as :LARSEN AND TOUBRO LIMITED
MOUNT POONAMALLEE ROAD, P.B.NO.979, MANAPAKKAM, CHENNAI 600 089, STATE OF TAMIL NADU, INDIA
MANUFACTURES AND MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU
Used Since :10/02/2014
To be associated with:
1705428, 1705429, 1710655, 1757928, 1761340, 1761341, 2374030, 2374031, 2374032, 2374033, 2374034, 2404847
CHENNAI
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD HELPDISH
EXCEPT SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
Cl.9;RECORDED SOFTWARE, PRE-RECORDED MAGNETIC AND OPTICAL DATA MEDIA USED TO PERFORM
BUSINESS OPERATIONS, COMPUTER PROGRAMS NAMELY COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR BUSINESS, BUSINESS
MANAGEMENT INCLUDING MANAGEMENT OF TRAVEL, PAYROLL, HUMAN RESOURCES, MARKETING, VENDOR AND
SUPPLY SIDE MANAGEMENT, TENDERS, BUSINESS SUPPORT SYSTEMS, PLANT AND MACHINERY, ASSETS, OFFICE
ADMINISTRATION, ENGINEERING, CONSTRUCTION, FINANCE, ACCOUNTING AND COGNATE GOODS AND SERVICES”.
Cl.35;BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE,
BUSINESS ORGANIZATION CONSULTANCY, BUSINESS RESEARCH, ADVISORY SERVICES FOR BUSINESS
MANAGEMENT, COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT SERVICES”.
Cl.42;SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO;
INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND
SOFTWARE”.
2731647  06/05/2014
NAJEEL K.K.P.
trading as ;SPEED WOOD INDUSTRIES
THURUTHY, CHUNGAM, PAPPINISSERY, KANNUR DIST, KERALA. INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V. JAYACHANDRAN
SECURE AND SECURE, 54/3048, TEMPLE ROAD, KADAVANTHRA, KOCHI-682020, KERALA.
Used Since :01/01/2014

CHENNAI

Cl.9; ELECTRONIC AND ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS, BATTERY, POWER INVERTER VOLTAGE, SET-UP, VOLTAGE STABILIZERS, UPS, POWER, CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT TRANSFORMERS, ELECTRICAL PANEL BOARD,

Cl.11; FANS, COOKERS, STOVE, INDUCTION COOKER, HEATERS, BATH TUBS, BATH SPA, ELECTRIC LAMPS, DRINKING WATER FILTER, ELECTRIC LIGHTS, AIR CONDITIONERS, INSTALLATIONS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES.
SPECMA

2732207  06/05/2014
SPECMA AB
trading as ; SPECMA AB
BOX 164, 401 23 GOTEBOG, SWEDEN.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDER
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED, REGISTERED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF SWEDEN

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND
FLAT NO. GA, AR VILLA, 31, III MAIN ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR, ADAYAR, CHENNAI 600 020

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Cl.6; COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; SMALL FORGINGS OF IRON AND METAL; HOSE COUPLINGS OF METAL; COUPLINGS OF METAL FOR HYDRAULIC HOSES.

Cl.7; OF HYDRAULIC HOSES FOR MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS AND PARTS AND COMPONENTS FOR THESE GOODS, INCLUDING COUPLINGS FOR HYDRAULIC HOSES AND VALVES (PARTS OF MACHINES); NONE OF THE AFORESAID GOODS COMPRISING PUMPS, PUMP CONTROLS, PRESSURE-RAISING APPARATUS AND FILTERS FOR SWIMMING POOLS AND BATHS.

Cl.17; OF RUBBER, GUTTA-PERCHA, GUM, ASBESTOS, MICA AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PACKING STOPPING AND INSULATING MATERIALS; FLEXIBLE CONDUITS AND PIPES, NOT OF METAL; HOSES, HOSE COUPLINGS (NOT OF METAL).

Cl.37; REPAIR/ MAINTENANCE; INSTALLATION SERVICES; REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF HYDRAULIC HOSES, HYDRAULIC COUPLINGS AND VALVES.
Aestuver

2732607   07/05/2014
FERMACELL GMBH
Düsseldorfer Landstraße 395, 47259 Duisburg, Germany
Manufacturers & Merchants
A German Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Cl.6; Building materials made of metals, small items of metal hardware, screws, goods made of metal for the building of fire protection cladding and fire protection ducts, air duct pipes (of metal) and associated building elements (of metal) for their creation, fire protection cable ducts

Cl.19; Liquid floor screeds; floor screed elements, prefabricated components (not of metal) for the erection of buildings, walls and ceilings; prefabricated components made of plaster fibreboard, kits (not of metal) for the erection of buildings, walls and ceilings, bottom levelling material for floors of gas concrete, plaster fibreboards, in particular for the construction of interiors; plasterboard and gypsum boards, ceiling elements, mobile partitions, in particular of plaster fibreboards, façade elements and façade cladding (not of metal), fire proof boards (not of metal); prefabricated building components made from or in combination with the aforesaid components, air duct tubes (not of metal) and related components (not of metal) for their assembly
2733476  08/05/2014
GAAWTHAMI FOODPRO PVT LTD
trading as ; GAAWTHAMI FOODPRO PVT LTD
D.NO.4-43, CANAL ROAD, MALLIPUDI, 534124 PENUMANTRA MANDAL, WEST GODAVRI DIST, AP
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
B. UMA DEVI, ADVOCATE
RANJ & ASSOCIATES, FLAT NO.404, 4th FLOOR, SAI SANDHYA APARTMENTS, STREET NO.9, HIMAYATH NAGAR,
HYDERABAD - 500029, ANDHRA PRADESH
Used Since : 01/12/2013
CHENNAI
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
Cl.29; SNACKS, SWEETS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
Cl.30; ICE CREAM, CHOCOLATES, CONFECTIONARY ITEMS, SAVARIES, BAKERY ITEMS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
Cl.31; GRAINS AND SPICES AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
JACOBS DOUWE EGBERTS

2733717  08/05/2014
KONINKLIJKE DOUWE EGBERTS B.V.
OOSTERDOKSSTRAAT 80,1011 DK AMSTERDAM, THE NETHERLANDS.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS.
A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE NETHERLANDS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.

Cl.5; DIETETIC FOODS ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC BEVERAGES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; SUGAR SUBSTITUTE FOR MEDICINAL OR THERAPEUTIC PURPOSES; HERBS; HERBAL TEAS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; MINERAL BEVERAGE SUPPLEMENTS; VITAMIN PREPARATIONS.

Cl.7; VENDING MACHINES FOR BEVERAGES OR FOOD; TEMPERATURE-CONTROLLED BEVERAGE DISPENSING UNITS IN THE NATURE OF VENDING MACHINES; ELECTRIC COFFEE GRINDERS.

Cl.11; TEMPERATURE-CONTROLLED BEVERAGE AND FOOD DISPENSING UNITS, OTHER THAN VENDING MACHINES; ELECTRIC TEA AND COFFEE MAKERS.

Cl.16; PAPER COFFEE FILTERS.

Cl.21; COFFEE AND TEA CUPS; CUPS OF PAPER OR PLASTIC; MUGS; DOUBLE WALL CUPS; COFFEE AND TEA DRINKING GLASSES; TEA SERVICES [TABLEWARE]; COFFEE SERVICES [TABLEWARE]; CREAM AND SUGAR SETS; SERVING TRAYS; COFFEE GRINDERS, HAND-OPERATED; NON-ELECTRIC COFFEE MAKERS; NON-ELECTRIC COFFEE POTS; NON-ELECTRIC COFFEE FILTERS; COFFEE FILTERS AND HOLDERS THEREOF, NOT OF PAPER, BEING PART OF NON-ELECTRIC COFFEE MAKERS; TEA INFUSERS; TEA STRAINERS; TEA POTS; NON-ELECTRIC TEA KETTLES; NON-ELECTRIC TEA MAKERS; COFFEE AND TEA BOXES (TABLEWARE); INSULATING FLASKS; FLASKS; DRIP CATCHERS.

Cl.29; MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS; MILK BEVERAGES, MILK PREDOMINATING; MILK POWDER; CREAMERS FOR BEVERAGES; DAIRY OR DAIRY REPLACEMENTS.

Cl.30; COFFEE; COFFEE IN FILTER PACKING; COFFEE CAPSULES; PORTIONED COFFEE; INSTANT COFFEE; COFFEE-BASED BEVERAGES; COFFEE SUBSTITUTES; COFFEE EXTRACTS; COFFEE ESSENCES; COFFEE FLAVOURINGS; TEA; INSTANT TEA; TEA-BASED BEVERAGES; TEA SUBSTITUTES; TEA EXTRACTS; TEA ESSENCES; TEA FLAVOURINGS; ICED TEA; HERBAL INFUSIONS, OTHER THAN FOR MEDICINAL USE; INFUSIONS CONSISTING OF TEA, HERBS, FRUITS, SPICES OR FLAVOURINGS OR A COMBINATION OF THESE PRODUCTS, OTHER THAN FOR MEDICINAL USE; COCOA; COCOA-BASED BEVERAGES; CHOCOLATE-BASED BEVERAGES; CHOCOLATE AND CHOCOLATE EXTRACTS IN POWDER, GRANULATED AND LIQUID FORM; SUGAR; HONEY; NATURAL SWEETENERS; BISCUITS; COOKIES; CAKES; PASTRY; CONFECTIONERY; EDIBLE ICES; ICE; ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; ICED COFFEE.

Cl.32; BEER; MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES; SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES; ISOTONIC BEVERAGES; ESSENCES FOR MAKING BEVERAGES; PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING LIQUEURS; BEVERAGES CONTAINING SOYA.

Cl.33; ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, EXCEPT BEER.

Cl.35; RETAIL STORE SERVICES, MAIL ORDER, CATALOG AND ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING COFFEE, TEA, COCOA AS WELL AS COFFEE AND TEA PADS, VENDING MACHINES, MAKERS, CUPS, PREPARATION EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES; RENTAL OF VENDING MACHINES; DEMONSTRATION OF GOODS; PRESENTATION OF GOODS ON ANY COMMUNICATION MEDIA FOR RETAIL PURPOSES, NAMELY SALES PROMOTION; COMMERCIAL INFORMATION AND ADVICE TO CONSUMERS.

Cl.43; FOOD AND DRINK CATERING; SERVING OF FOOD AND DRINKS IN RESTAURANTS AND BARS; COFFEE AND TEA BAR SERVICES; OFFICE CATERING SERVICES FOR THE PROVISION OF COFFEE, TEA AND NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES; SELF-SERVICE, CARRY-OUT, DRIVE-THROUGH RESTAURANT SERVICES; CAFE, CAFETERIAS, CANTEENS, TEA ROOM, DELI, SNACK BAR SERVICES.
Apranje

2737058  15/05/2014
AMBKA K NARAYAN
66, LAVELLE ROAD, BANGALORE - 560001, KARNATAKA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAMVAD PARTNERS
11/6 RAILWAY COLONY, 3RD STREET, II FLOOR, NELSON MANICKAM ROAD, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI - 600029.

Used Since : 01/12/2003

CHENNAI
Cl.14; PRECIOUS STONES' JEWELRY AND PRECIOUS METALS' JEWELRY.
Cl.35; COMMUNICATIONS, ADVERTISING AND MEDIA SERVICES.
Cl.36; REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT, COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS, AND LAYOUTS; AND FINANCIAL SERVICES.
AMBIKA K NARAYAN
66, LAVELLE ROAD, BANGALORE - 560001, KARNATAKA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAMVAD PARTNERS
11/6 RAILWAY COLONY, 3RD STREET, II FLOOR, NELSON MANICKAM ROAD, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI - 600029.

Used Since :01/12/2003

CHENNAI

Cl.14; PRECIOUS STONES JEWELRY AND PRECIOUS METALS JEWELRY
Cl.35; COMMUNICATIONS, ADVERTISING AND MEDIA SERVICES
Cl.36; REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT, COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS, AND LAYOUTS; AND FINANCIAL SERVICES
2738300    16/05/2014
DYNAMATIC TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED
trading as :DYNAMATIC TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED
DYNAMATIC PARK, PEENYA, BANGALORE - 560 058. INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA
Used Since :01/01/1974
To be associated with:
2579598
CHENNAI

CI.6;UNWROUGHT OR PARTLY-WROUGHT COMMOM METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS, ROLLED AND CAST BUILDING MATERIALS, METALLIC MATERIALS, METALLURGICAL PRODUCTS, CASTINGS, METALLURGICAL HEAT TREATMENT EQUIPMENT, GOODS IN NON-PRECIOUS METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES

CI.7;MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS; PNEUMATIC MACHINERY, HYDRAULIC MACHINERY, EARTH MOVING MACHINES, PUMPS (INCLUDED IN CLASS 7); MACHINE COUPLINGS, MOTORS (EXCEPT FOR VEHICLES) AND LARGE SIZE AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS; TANDEM HYDRAULIC GEAR PUMPS FOR EXCAVATOR LOADER APPLICATIONS

CI.9;SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING, MEASURING, SIGNALLING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE-SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; ELECTRICALLY OPERATED AND ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE, MONITORING AND SECURITY SYSTEMS, EQUIPMENT, InstallATIONS, DEVICES AND APPARATUS (OTHER THAN FOR VEHICLES); DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED FOR TRAINING PURPOSES IN HIGH END CAD/CAM APPLICATION; SOFTWARE FOR ENGINEERING APPLICATIONS

CI.12;ELECTRICALLY OPERATED AND ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE, MONITORING AND SECURITY SYSTEMS, EQUIPMENT, INSTALLATIONS, DEVICES AND APPARATUS FOR VEHICLES; MOBILE SURVEILLANCE VEHICLES; AEROSPACE PRODUCTS NAMELY AIRFRAME STRUCTURES, WINGS, FUSELAGES, AIRCRAFT PARTS INCLUDING MOTORS AND ENGINES, AIRCRAFT, AIRCRAFT SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

CI.16;PRINTED MATTER, PUBLICATION, INSTRUCTION MANUALS, TEACHING MATERIALS, MAGAZINES, BOOKLETS, STUDY MATERIAL, PRINTED NOTES RELATING TO HIGH END CAD/CAM SOFTWARE TRAINING AND ENGINEERING SERVICES BASED ON SUCH SOFTWARE

CI.35;RETAIL SERVICES; PRESENTATION OF GOODS ON COMMUNICATION MEDIA, FOR RETAIL PURPOSES; ELECTRONIC RETAIL SERVICES CONNECTED WITH INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT AND PRODUCTS

CI.40;TREATMENT OF MATERIALS; TREATMENT OF METALS
Cl.41: Education; providing of training; conducting of educational courses and training in engineering; training services relating to the use of computer aided engineering systems; education and providing of training in security systems and products

Cl.42: Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software; engineering design and consultancy; scientific and technological services and research and design relating to security systems and products

Cl.45: Security services for protection of property and individuals
2738536  16/05/2014  
GENERAL COMMODITIES PRIVATE LIMITED  
trading as : GENERAL COMMODITIES PRIVATE LIMITED  
No. 604 Queens Corner, No. 3, Queens Road, Bangalore 560001, Karnataka, India  
Manufacturers, Exporters, Merchants & Traders  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
K & S PARTNERS  
4121/B,6TH CROSS, 19A MAIN, HAL II STAGE (EXTENSION) BANGALORE-560 038. KARNATAKA.  
Used Since : 02/10/2013  
To be associated with:  
2515607, 2515609, 2738536  
CHENNAI  
Cl.29; PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES INCLUDED UNDER CLASS 29  
Cl.30; COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIoca, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS  
MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES; HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST, BAKING POWDER;  
SALT, MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES, (CONDIMENTS); SPICES; ICE INCLUDED UNDER CLASS 30  
Cl.31; AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS AND GRAINS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER  
CLASSES; FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; SEEDS, NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS; FOODSTUFFS FOR  
ANIMALS, MALT INCLUDED UNDER CLASS 31
2739350  19/05/2014
DENTCARE DENTAL LAB PVT. LTD.
trading as ;DENTCARE DENTAL LAB PVT. LTD.
130JN., NEAR KSRTC, MUVATTUPUZHA , ERNAKULAM - 686 661, KERALA, INDIA, MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.U. VINOD KUMAR
41/785, SWATHI, C.P. UMMER ROAD, KOCHI 682 035, KERALA

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION..

Cl.3; DENTIFRICES, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS.

Cl.5; PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY SUBSTANCES; INFANTS AND INVALIDS FOODS, PLASTERS
MATERIAL FOR BANDAGING; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR
KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN.

Cl.10; ARTIFICIAL TEETH, SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY INSTRUMENTS AND APPARATUS
(INCLUDING ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND TEETH)
AT&T INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY II, L.P. (A DELAWARE CORPORATION LIMITED PARTNERSHIP NEVADA)
645 East Plumb Lane Reno, Nevada 89502, USA
Manufacturers, Merchants and Service Providers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Cl.9; Security cameras; smoke detectors; carbon monoxide detectors; motion detectors; remote control units, keypads and control panels for security systems and home automation devices; electronic door locks; electronic door openers and closers; computer software used to operate, manage and monitor security systems and home automation devices; home automation systems comprising wireless and wired controllers, controlled devices and software for light, HVAC, security, safety and other home monitoring and control applications; electronic devices for object and animal locating and tracking programmed to use global positioning systems (GPS) and cellular communications.

Cl.37; Installation of home security and automation systems.

Cl.45; Security system monitoring services; home security monitoring using wireless and wired sensors for glass breakage, motion detectors, cameras, alarms, shutoff valves, and gate, door and window contact sensors; computer services, namely, providing a web-based system and online portal for customers to remotely manage, administer, modify and control home security and home automation devices.
BYOC

2741487    21/05/2014

ACER INCORPORATED (A COMPANY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF TAIWAN, REPUBLIC OF CHINA)
7F-5, No.369, Fuxing N. Rd., Songshan Dist., Taipei City 105, Taiwan (R.O.C)
Manufacturers, Merchants and Service Providers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Cl.9; Computers; computer hardware; computer hardware and downloadable cloud computer software for use in electronic storage, retrieval and transmission of data; downloadable computer software in the field of database management, audio and audiovisual media access, storage, retrieval and playback, cloud computing, and the Internet, namely, downloadable computer software for transmitting, sharing, receiving, downloading, displaying and transferring content, text, visual works, audio works, audiovisual works, literary works, data, files, documents and electronic works; handheld digital electronic devices.

Cl.38; Telecommunication access services; providing telecommunication access to websites on the Internet; electronic delivery of digital music by telecommunications networks; wireless digital messaging, paging services, and electronic mail services that enable a user to send or receive messages through a wireless data network; one-way and two-way paging services; delivery of messages by electronic transmission; providing electronic telecommunications connections and access to electronic communications networks, for transmission or reception of audio, video or multimedia content; provision of telecommunications connections to electronic communication networks, for transmission or reception of audio, video or multimedia content; providing telecommunication access to digital music web sites on the Internet; providing telecommunication access to MP3 web sites on the Internet; provision of telecommunications connections to the Internet or computer databases.

Cl.42; Databases and software applications, namely, database design and development, design of computer databases, providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for transmitting, sharing, receiving, downloading, displaying and transferring content, text, visual works, audio works, audiovisual works, literary works, data, files, documents and electronic works; graphic design for the compilation of web pages on the Internet; providing a website that features information on computer technology and programming; technical support services, namely, troubleshooting in the nature of diagnosing computer hardware and software problems; computer services, namely, cloud hosting provider services; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable cloud computing software for use in electronic storage of data; computer software development in the field of mobile applications; application service provider, namely, hosting, managing, developing, and maintaining applications, software, and web sites, in the fields of personal productivity, wireless communication, mobile, information access, and remote data management for wireless delivery of content to handheld computers, laptops and mobile electronic devices; computer services, namely, integration of private and public cloud computing environments; consulting services in the field of cloud computing; providing virtual computer systems and virtual computer environments through cloud computing; technical consulting services in the fields of datacenter architecture, public and private cloud computing solutions, and evaluation and implementation of internet technology and services; technical consulting services in the fields of datacenter architecture, public and private cloud computing solutions, and evaluation and implementation of internet technology and services; and technical support services, namely, remote and on-site infrastructure management services for monitoring, administration and management of public and private cloud computing IT and application systems; Providing a computer software platform on which to build cloud computing applications and services.
2742957  23/05/2014
UMG ABS,LTD
8-1, AKASHI-CHO,CHUO-KU,TOKYO JAPAN
Manufacturer, Merchant & Trader
A corporation duly organized and existing under the laws of Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 1119079.

Cl.1;ABS resin; reinforced ABS resin; heatproof ABS resin; maleimide-modified high heat ABS resin; ASA resin; transparent ASA resin; AES resin; SAS resin; styrenic transparent polymer resin; alloy resin; reinforced alloy resin; ABS recycled plastics; ABS/PET resin; recycled resource resin; plant-based resin; ABS/PC resin, ABS/Nylon (Polyamide) resin; synthetic resin moulding materials; unprocessed artificial resins; unprocessed plastics; unprocessed plastics in the form of powder, beads and pellets; chemicals; plastic modifier.

Cl.17; Synthetic resin sheets, tubes, blocks and rods; plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; and other plastic semi-worked products.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1846 , 23/04/2018 Class 99

Priority claimed from 31/01/2014; Application No. : 86/181,092 ;United States of America

2744040 26/05/2014

SIRIUSDECISIONS, INC. (A CORPORATION LEGALLY ORGANIZED UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE)
187 Danbury Road, Wilton, Connecticut 06897, United States of America
Manufacturers, Merchants and Service Providers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2744039

CHENNAI
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..2744039.

Cl.9;Downloadable electronic newsletters in the field of business-to-business advertising, sales and marketing; business publications, namely, downloadable research reports and briefs relating to sales and marketing; business publications, namely, downloadable database reports relating to sales and marketing; downloadable webcasts in the field of sales and marketing; computer software for use in development of sales and marketing strategies and concepts; computer software for use in providing sales and marketing analysis and research services; computer software for use in sales and marketing plan development; computer software for use in statistical evaluations of sales and marketing data; computer software for business data analysis; computer software for market research and business analysis.

Cl.16;Research briefs in the field of business-to-business sales and marketing; newsletters in the field of advertising, sales and marketing.

Cl.35;Advertising, sales, and marketing consultancy; business consultation and management regarding sales and marketing activities and launching of new products; assistance, advisory services and consultancy with regard to business planning, business analysis, business management, business organization, marketing and customer analysis; research and analysis services in the field of business-to-business sales and marketing; development of sales and marketing strategies and concepts; sales and marketing plan development; statistical evaluations of sales and marketing data; business data analysis; market research and business analysis; providing in-person business forums in the fields of sales and marketing.

Cl.41;Training courses in the field of business-to-business advertising, sales and marketing; arranging and conducting business seminars, workshops and conferences in the field of business-to-business advertising, sales and marketing; providing online publications in the nature of research reports and briefs relating to sales and marketing; providing online publications in the nature of database reports relating to sales and marketing; organization of on-line and in-person study groups in the fields of sales and marketing, for educational purposes.
LIFTRONIC

2751933   06/06/2014

SCAGLIA INDEVA SPA
VIA MARCONI 42,24012 BREMBILLA (BERGAMO),ITALY
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS.
A CORPORATION (LIMITED COMPANY) DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF ITALY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Used Since :24/11/1983

KOLKATA

Cl.7; MACHINES, MOTORS AND ENGINES (OTHER THAN FOR VEHICLES) AND ESPECIALLY LOAD HANDLING AND CONVEYING LIFTS, WHETHER STAND-ALONE OR TO BE MOUNTED ONTO APPROPRIATE TRUCKS.

Cl.9; OPTICAL, ELECTRICAL, WEIGHING, MEASURING, SIGNALLING AND MONITORING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, EXCEPT LIFT CONTROLLING APPARATUS, NAMELY, DEVICES LINKING SEVERAL FLOORS AND DESIGNED FOR THE VERTICAL OR DIAGONAL TRANSPORTS OF PERSONS, LOADS AND PALLETS.

Cl.12; AUTOMOBILE VEHICLES AND TRUCKS, IN PARTICULAR INDUSTRIAL LIFT TRUCKS LOT HANDLING AND CONVEYING LOADS; VEHICLE ENGINES
ADEKA CORPORATION
2-35, Higashiogu 7-chome, Arakawa-ku, Tokyo 116-0012, JAPAN
A corporation organized under the laws of Japan, Manufacturers and Merchants
A corporation organized under the laws of Japan, Manufacturers and Merchants
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
10 Government Place East, Kolkata 700 069, India

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DEVICE OF SQUIRREL EXCEPT AS DEPICTED.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..

Cl.29; Edible oils and fats; milk products; protein for human consumption; frozen vegetables; frozen fruits; processed fisheries products; curry, stew and soup mixes; furikake (seasoned powder for sprinkling on rice); powdered processed foods mainly made from polysaccharides extracted from barley; powdered and liquid processed foods mainly consisting of whey minerals; powdered and liquid processed foods mainly consisting of vegetable extracts; processed mince of fisheries products in paste form; prepared meals mainly made from processed meat; prepared meals mainly made from processed seafood; prepared meals mainly made from processed seaweeds; prepared meals mainly made from processed fruits; prepared meals mainly made from processed vegetables; prepared meals mainly made from processed raw pulses; prepared meals mainly made from processed eggs; dried nuts; processed beans; raisins; miscellaneous processed vegetables and fruits; okonomiyaki (a thin, flat cake of unsweetened batter fried with various ingredients) mixes; ingredients of piroshki; liquid, powder granularity and paste processed foods mainly consisting of polysaccharides obtained through fermentation of yeast; retort-packed curry; instant or pre-cooked curry; miscellaneous pre-cooked curry; soup preparations; soups.

Cl.30; Binding agents for ice cream [edible ices]; meat tenderizers, for household purposes; stiffening whipped cream (preparations for-); ice; Worcester sauce; meat gravies; ketchup [sauce]; soya sauce; vinegar; vinegar mixes; soba-tsuyu (dipping sauce for soba noodle); dressings; white sauce (used as the base for many other sauces); mayonnaise; sauce for barbecued meat; cube sugar; fructose [for food]; crystal sugar [condiment]; sugar; maltose; honey; glucose for food; powdered starch syrup [for food]; starch syrup [for food][condiment]; ice cream mixes; sherbet mixes; gluten for food; confectionery; bread and buns; aromatic preparations for food; miso (fermented soy bean paste); table salt mixed with sesame seeds; cooking salt; roasted and ground sesame seeds; celery salt; chemical seasonings; powdered condiments processed from seafood; koshi-an (pureed sweet red-bean); sarashi-an (powder of sweetened bean jam); pizza sauce; soft cream mixes; frozen pie dough; frozen cake dough; cake paste; miscellaneous cereal preparations; okonomiyaki (a thin, flat cake of unsweetened batter fried with various ingredients); piroshki.
ADEKA DRAW

2758021  18/06/2014

ADEKA CORPORATION
2-35, Higashiogu 7-chome, Arakawa-ku, Tokyo 116-0012, JAPAN
A corporation organized under the laws of Japan, Manufacturers and Merchants
A corporation organized under the laws of Japan, Manufacturers and Merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
10 Government Place East, Kolkata 700 069, India

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 1376749.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.

Cl.1; Surface-active agents [surfactants], heating or ice cooling gels, binders for metal powder injection molding, pretreatment chemicals for processing metal plasticity.

Cl.2; Rust preventives, anti-rust oils.

Cl.4; Lubricants for metal powder injection molding, lubricants for processing metal plasticity, lubricants for hot forging, lubricants for powder metallurgy, lubricants.
VISION FOR WEALTH

2787720    06/08/2014
ICICI SECURITIES LIMITED
ICICI Centre, H.T. Parekh Marg, Churchgate, Mumbai - 400 020
Traders and Service Providers
An Indian Company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2787657

MUMBAI
Cl.36; Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs.
Cl.41; Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.
INTERNATIONAL FOOD POLICY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
2033 K STREET, N.W. WASHINGTON, DC 20006, US
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS

Mumbai

Cl.29; MEAT, FISH, SEA FOODS, POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT, FISH, VEGETABLES AND FRUIT EXTRACTS; PRESERVED, FROZEN, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; EXTRACTS OF FRUIT AND/OR VEGETABLES; MEAT PRODUCTS; SAUSAGES; PREPARED MEALS; SNACK FOODS; JELLY, JAMS, FRUIT PRESERVES, VEGETABLE PRESERVES; DESSERTS; EGGS; MILK; DAIRY PRODUCTS; YOGURT; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS; NUTS AND NUT BUTTERS; PICKLES; HERBS; TOFU; WEED EXTRACTS FOR FOODS; FOOD SPREADS CONSISTING WHOLLY OR SUBSTANTIALLY WHOLLY OF VEGETABLES, MILK, MEAT, POULTRY, FISH, SEA FOODS OR OF EDIBLE FATS; SOUPS; BOUILLONS; NUT PASTE

Cl.30; COFFEE, COFFEE ESSENCES, COFFEE EXTRACTS; MIXTURES OF COFFEE AND CHICORY; TEA, TEA EXTRACTS; COCOA; PREPARATIONS MADE PRINCIPALLY OF COCOA; CHOCOLATE; CHOCOLATE PRODUCTS; SUGAR, MALTOSE, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, COUSCOUS; FLOUR; PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS; PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS RICE; PREPARATIONS MADE FROM FLOUR; CONFECTIONERY AND CANDY; BREAKFAST CEREALS; PASTRY; PIZZA, PASTA AND PASTA PRODUCTS; BREAD; BISCUITS; COOKIES; CAKES; ICE, ICE CREAM, WATER ICES, FROZEN CONFECTIONS; PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING ICE CREAM; PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING FROZEN CONFECTIONS; HONEY; SUGAR, SYRUP, TREACLE; KETCHUP; SAUCES (CONDIMENTS); PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING SAUCES; CUSTARD POWDER; PREPARED MEALS; MOUSSES; DESSERTS; PUDDINGS; YEAST, BAKING POWDER; SALT, PEPPER, MUSTARD; VINEGAR; CHUTNEY; SPICES AND SEASONINGS; VEGETAL PREPARATIONS FOR USE AS DRINKS; INFUSIONS (OTHER THAN FOR MEDICINAL USE); MEAT PIES; MAYONNAISE; MEAT TENDERIZERS FOR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ROYAL JELLY FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION (OTHER THAN FOR MEDICINAL PURPOSES); NATURAL SWEETENERS, SYRUPS; SALAD DRESSINGS; SAUCES; FROZEN YOGURT

Cl.31; GRAINS, AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; LIVE ANIMALS; FRESH FRUITS; VEGETABLES; HERBS; SEEDS; NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS; FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS; MALT

Cl.41; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES; PROVIDING TRAINING FOR STAFF, ARRANGING OF COURSES, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES, EXHIBITIONS; EDITING AND PUBLISHING OF BOOKS, PAMPHLETS, NEWSPAPERS, AND PRODUCTION OF FILMS AND RECORDINGS; EDUCATION ON NUTRITION AND FOOD; WORKSHOPS AND COURSES OF INSTRUCTION ON THE USE OF PLANT BREEDING TO COMBAT MICRONUTRIENT DEFICIENCIES

Cl.42; SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO;
2792929  19/08/2014
INTERNATIONAL FOOD POLICY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
2033 K STREET, N.W. WASHINGTON, DC 20006, US
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANA LAW GROUP
Indiabulls Finance Centre, Tower-2, 11th Floor, 1103, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai - 400013, India
Used Since :01/06/2010
To be associated with:
2330350, 2330351
MUMBAI
Cl.29;MEAT, FISH, SEA FOODS, POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT, FISH, VEGETABLES AND FRUIT EXTRACTS; PRESERVED, FROZEN, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; EXTRACTS OF FRUIT AND/OR VEGETABLES; MEAT PRODUCTS; SAUSAGES; PREPARED MEALS; SNACK FOODS; JELLY, JAMS, FRUIT PRESERVES, VEGETABLE PRESERVES; DESSERTS; EGGS; MILK; DAIRY PRODUCTS; YOGHURT; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS; NUTS AND NUT BUTTERS; PICKLES; HERBS; TOFU; WEED EXTRACTS FOR FOODS; FOOD SPREADS CONSISTING WHOLLY OR SUBSTANTIALLY WHOLLY OF VEGETABLES, MILK, MEAT, POULTRY, FISH, SEA FOODS OR OF EDIBLE FATS; SOUPS; BOUILLONS; NUT PASTE
Cl.30;COFFEE, COFFEE ESSENCES, COFFEE EXTRACTS; MIXTURES OF COFFEE AND CHICORY; TEA, TEA EXTRACTS; COCOA; PREPARATIONS MADE PRINCIPALLY OF COCOA; CHOCOLATE; CHOCOLATE PRODUCTS; SUGAR, MALTOSE, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, COUSCOUS; FLOUR; PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS; PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS RICE; PREPARATIONS MADE FROM FLOUR; CONFECTIONERY AND CANDY; BREAKFAST CEREALS; PASTRY; PIZZA, PASTA AND PASTA PRODUCTS; BREAD; BISCUITS; COOKIES; CAKES; ICE, ICE CREAM, WATER ICES, FROZEN CONFECTIONS; PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING ICE CREAM; PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING FROZEN CONFECTIONS; HONEY; SUGAR, SYRUP, TREACLE; KETCHUP; SAUCES (CONDIMENTS); PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING SAUCES; CUSTARD POWDER; PREPARED MEALS; MOUSSES; DESSERTS; PUDDINGS; YEAST, BAKING POWDER; SALT, PEPPER, MUSTARD; VINEGAR; CHUTNEY; SPICES AND SEASONINGS; VOGETAL PREPARATIONS FOR USE AS DRINKS; INFUSIONS (OTHER THAN FOR MEDICINAL USE); MEAT PIES; MAYONNAISE; MEAT TENDERIZERS FOR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ROYAL, JELLY FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION (OTHER THAN FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES); NATURAL SWEETENERS, SYRUPS; SALAD DRESSINGS; SAUCES; FROZEN YOGHURT
Cl.31;GRAINS, AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; LIVE ANIMALS; FRESH FRUITS; VEGETABLES; HERBS; SEEDS; NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS; FOODSTUDDS FOR ANIMALS; MALT
Cl.41;EDUCATIONAL SERVICES; PROVIDING TRAINING FOR STAFF, ARRANGING OF COURSES, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES, EXHIBITIONS; EDITING AND PUBLISHING OF BOOKS, PAMPHLETS, NEWSPAPERS, AND PRODUCTION OF FILMS AND RECORDINGS; EDUCATION ON NUTRITION AND FOOD; WORKSHOPS AND COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
ON THE USE OF PLANT BREEDING TO COMBAT MICRONUTRIENT DEFICIENCIES

CI.42; SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH; RESEARCH RELATING TO THE PRODUCTION OF SEEDS; SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN CONNECTION WITH FOOD; SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH IN THE FIELD OF PLANT BREEDING TO COMBAT MICRONUTRIENT DEFICIENCIES.
2798465    27/08/2014
AAREM EXIM PVT.LTD.
A2/7 SARVODAYA COMPLEX, N.I.B.M.ROAD, PUNE-411 048
MANUFACTURER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Cl.29; PREPARATION FROM EDIBLE OILS, FATS AND PICKLES
Cl.30; PREPARATIONS OF COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, RICE, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY YEAST, BAKING-POWDER; SALT, MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES (CONDIMENTS); SPICES
ARISE
Think Different
2807356  11/09/2014
(ACPL) ADVERTISING CONCESSIONARIES PRIVATE LIMITED
602, MAKER CHAMBERS-V, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400021
MANUFACTURES, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY GOVERNED BY THE COMPANIES ACT, 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHAH AND SANGHAVI
114-a, Mittal Court, Nariman Point, Mumbai- 400021
Used Since :01/06/1999

MUMBAI

Cl.16; PRINTED MATTER, PHOTOGRAPHS, STATIONERY AND INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL
Cl.25; CLOTHING
Cl.35; ADVERTISING
Cl.41; EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
Cl.45; PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS
3165772  20/01/2016
MEDIA FUSION INDIA PVT. LTD.
NO. 50/A3 - 2, PALACE ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 052.
Publishing - create & deliver multilingual, multicultural & multinational content, primarily for children across various platforms.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
YAMUNA KUMARASWAMY
C/O. PRAGATI LAW CHAMBERS, 5A, BHARAT APARTMENTS, 44/1, FAIRFIELD LAYOUT, RACE COURSE ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 001.
Used Since :23/04/2015
CHENNAI
Cl.9; All recorded content including media content, animated cartoons, animated cartoons in the form of cinematographic films, prerecorded video cassettes, tapes, disks, data storage devices and other media and platforms.
Cl.16; Printed matter, stationery and educational supplies, adhesives for stationery or household purposes, decoration and art materials and media, works of art and figurines of paper and card board, wrapping and packing bags and articles, and disposable paper products, paper and cardboard and parts and fittings of all the aforesaid goods, included in the class
Cl.41; Education, entertainment and sports, including audio, sound and video production, films, photography related to animated cartoons, in various forms, providing online and video games, entertainment, educational instruction, books, publications, services, organizing educational and entertainment related training, workshops, exhibitions, competitions, seminars, parties and other group activities
3518748    03/04/2017
DECCAN FINE CHEMICALS (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;DECCAN FINE CHEMICALS (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
8-2-293/82/A/74A, ROAD NO . 9 , JUBILEE HILLS, HYDERABAD - 500 033 , TELANGANA , INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEVAL PATEL ASSOCIATES
DEVAL CHAMBERS, 2 NANABHAI LANE, FLORA FOUNTAIN, FORT, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :01/04/2013

CHENNAI

Cl.1;INDUSTRIAL AND AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS INCLUDING MANUFACTURING OF CUSTOM AGROCHEMICALS , ACTIVE INGREDIENTS, INTERMEDIATES, AND FINE.
Cl.5;MANUFACTURING OF VETERINARY PRODUCTS , FUNGICIDES AND HERBICIDES.
3520745  07/04/2017
DECCAN FINE CHEMICALS (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;DECCAN FINE CHEMICALS (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
8-2-293/82/A/74A, ROAD NO.9, JUBILEE HILLS, HYDERABAD - 500033, TELANGANA INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEVAL PATEL ASSOCIATES
DEVAL CHAMBERS. 2 NANABHAI LANE, FLORA FOUNTAIN, FORT, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :01/04/2013
CHENNAI
Cl.1; INDUSTRIAL AND AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS INCLUDING MANUFACTURING OF CUSTOM AGROCHEMICALS, ACTIVE INGREDIENTS INTERMEDIATES, AND FINE.
Cl.5; MANUFACTURING OF VETERINARY PRODUCTS, FUNGICIDES AND HERBICIDES.
ACRO BIOMEDICAL CO., LTD
3 F., NO. 57, LUKE 2ND RD., LUJHU DIST., KAOHSIUNG CITY 82151, TAIWAN, R.O.C.
A corporation organized and existing under the laws of Taiwan, R.O.C.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI – 400018

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Cl. 5; Human living tissues; surgical implants living tissues; preparations to facilitate teething; greases for medical purposes; medicines for dental purposes; surgical bone cement; bone cement for plastic surgery; diagnostic test reagents; nutritional supplements; biomaterial-based dressing materials for use in general and plastic surgery only; gum for medical purposes; biomaterial-based absorbent wadding for use in general and plastic surgery only; teeth filling materials; biological tissue cultures for veterinary purposes; stem cells for veterinary purposes; air purifying preparations; skin filling agents (made from collagen).

Cl. 10; Stents; nerve braces (made from collagen); blood vessel prosthesis; artificial organs; vascular stents; artificial skins for surgical purposes; corneas for artificial human living tissues; artificial skin tissues for artificial human living tissues; regeneration membranes for dental use; artificial implants for surgical use; medical instruments; medical devices; sprayers for cleaning gum and teeth used in dentists’ offices during dental procedures; medical devices for dental use; testing apparatus for medical purposes; synthetic absorbable sutures; suture materials; massage apparatus; cosmetic electronic instruments; medical supports for the body; belts for medical purposes.
STARPRENE
Priority claimed from 30/11/2017; Application No. : 017544511 ;European Union
3698270 08/12/2017
WASHINGTON PENN PLASTIC CO., INC.
450 Racetrack Road, Washington, Pennsylvania 15301, United States of America
A corporation formed under the laws and regulations of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NITIN MASILAMANI
Masilamani Law Partners, B-25, Sector 92, NOIDA, Uttar Pradesh, 201304, India

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cl.1; Unprocessed thermoplastic materials for industrial use.
Cl.17; Semi-processed thermoplastic materials in pellet and flake form for industrial use.
3735466    24/01/2018
MICROLAND LIMITED
1B, Ecospace, Bellandur, Outer Ring Road, Bangalore-560103, Karnataka
A company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEXORBIS
709/710 Tolstoy House, 15-17 Tolstoy Marg, New Delhi-110001
Used Since :09/01/2018
CHENNAI
Cl.37; Upgrading, repair, maintenance and installation of hardware.
Cl.42; Software services relating to wide area networks; monitoring of network systems; design and development of computer networks; design and development of wireless computer networks; computer network design for others; computer network configuration services; configuration of computer networks by software; computer network security services; computer security services for protection against illegal network access; software as a service; designing of computer hardware.
RAMBACH

3737378    25/01/2018

BALEL S.A.
33 rue Adolphe Fischer, L-1520 Luxembourg
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Used Since :02/09/2002

MUMBAI

Cl.1;Diagnostic preparations for scientific purposes; Diagnostic reagents for in vitro use in biochemistry, clinical chemistry and microbiology; Media for cell culture for use in non-medical research laboratories; Compositions for scientific use in the preparation of culture media.

Cl.5;Diagnostic reagents for medical use; Diagnostic preparations for medical purposes; Reagents and media for medical diagnostic purposes; Reagents for microbiological analysis [for medical purposes].

Cl.42;Scientific research and development for medical purposes, Biological research and medical research; Research and testing services in the fields of bacteriology; Research and development in the field of diagnostic preparations; Microbiological testing; Chemical research and analysis services.
HAYDEN ROSE

Priority claimed from 31/08/2017; Application No. : 87592702 ;United States of America

3748133  08/02/2018

Skeleton Jack LLC
103 Foulk Road, Suite 202, Wilmington Delaware 19803, U.S.A
a limited liability company organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, U.S.A

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cl.18; Purses, and handbags, all-purpose carrying bags, tote bags, traveling bags, shoulder bags, clutch purses, backpacks, athletic bags, wallets, coin purses and cosmetic bags sold empty.

Cl.25; Clothing, footwear, and headgear, namely, blouses, shirts, t-shirts, sweatshirts, hooded sweatshirts, pants, denim jeans, slacks, shorts, skirts, tunics, tank tops, dresses, jumpsuits, leggings, sweaters, scarves, jackets and coats, raincoats, fashion headbands and hats, belts, sleepwear, lingerie, socks, gloves, and hosiery.
B K Fashions

H No 1-8-601, Achaiah Nagar, Baghlingampalli, Hyderabad-500044, Telangana, India.
Sole Proprietorship Firm, Proprietor Name Is: NAGA PRATHIMA BANDARU

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt Ltd, J-801, Jain's Carlton Creek, Beside Delhi Public School, Khajaguda, Hyderabad-500008, Telangana, India.

Used Since :11/01/2018

CHENNAI

Cl.14; Pearls, precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, jewellery, imitation jewellery, precious stones; horological and other chronometric instruments.

Cl.26; Embroidery for garments, Lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid; buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and needles; artificial flowers; hair decorations; false hair.
CHEEZ CRAFT

3752929    14/02/2018
GENEX SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGIES PVT LTD
1,2,3, 'C' Wing, 2nd floor, Tex Centre, Chandivali road, Andheri (East), Mumbai 400072
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Body incorporate

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Cl.29; Preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; Jellies, jams, compotes; Milk and milk products; oils and fats for food; Cheese and Cheese production; different types of cheese all included in Class 29

Cl.35; Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; import-export services for cheese, milk and milk products all included in class 35
3754390  15/02/2018
DEVENDRA KUMAR JAIN
trading as ;INDER INDUSTRIES
301, SHOBHNA APARTMENT, CHANDAWARKAR LANE, BORIVALI (W), MUMBAI-400 092.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT.
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Cl.9; ELECTRIC BELLS AND BUZZERS, TRANSFORMERS, ELECTRIC CHOKES, PLUGS, SOCKETS, SWITCHES, ELECTRIC CONNECTORS, ELECTRIC CONNECTIONS AND CONTRACT DEVICES, HOLDERS, STARTERS, WIRES, CABLES, ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS-9

Cl.11; INSTALLATION FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, COOLING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES, APPARATUS, APPLIANCES, ALL TYPES LAMPS, LEDS, CFL, LUMINARIES, TUBES, BULBS, TORCHES, FANS, EMERGENCY LIGHTS, GEYSERS, TOASTERS, ELECTRIC FIXTURES AND WATER FILTERS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS-11
3757115  19/02/2018
MAHINDRA HOLIDAYS & RESORTS INDIA LIMITED
“Mahindra Towers”, II Floor, 17/18, Pattulous Road, Chennai – 600 002, State of Tamil Nadu, India
Manufactures, Merchants & Service Provider

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Cl.16; STATIONERY; PRINTED PROMOTIONAL, CORRESPONDENCE COURSE MATERIALS, INSTRUCTIONAL, EDUCATIONAL, AND TEACHING MATERIALS; PRINTED MATTER; PHOTOGRAPHS; NEWSPAPERS; POSTERS; PRINTED PUBLICATIONS; CATALOGUES; PERIODICALS; PICTURES; MAGAZINES [PERIODICALS]; STICKERS; DIARIES; CALENDARS; BOOKLETS; MANUALS

Cl.41; CONDUCTING ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS, CULTURAL EVENTS, LIVE SPORTS EVENTS, EDUCATIONAL EVENTS, AND ENTERTAINMENT AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF CONFERENCES AND EXHIBITIONS FOR CULTURAL OR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES; PROVIDING SPORT FACILITIES; LIBRARY SERVICES; ONLINE LIBRARY SERVICES; MOBILE LIBRARY SERVICES; PROVIDING MUSEUM FACILITIES AND SERVICES; ORGANISATION OF EDUCATIONAL, ENTERTAINMENT, CULTURAL AND SPORTING COMPETITIONS; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF GAMES; ORGANIZATION, PRODUCTION, PRESENTATION AND CONDUCTING OF MUSIC CONCERTS, FESTIVALS, TOURS AND OTHER MUSICAL AND CULTURAL PERFORMANCES, EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES

Cl.43; RESORT LODGING SERVICES; RESORT HOTEL SERVICES; HOTEL, MOTEL AND RESORT SERVICES; HOLIDAY CAMP SERVICES [LODGING]; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION SERVICES PROVIDED BY HOLIDAY CAMPS; PROVISION OF TEMPORARY LODGING AT HOLIDAY CAMPS; CATERING SERVICES; BAR AND CATERING SERVICES; HOTEL, MOTEL, RESTAURANT, BAR AND CATERING SERVICES; COFFEE SHOP SERVICES; CAFÉS; CATERING IN FAST-FOOD CAFETERIAS
CITI WELCOME WHAT’S NEXT

Priority claimed from 21/08/2017; Application No.: 81395; Kazakhstan
3758482 20/02/2018

CITIGROUP INC.
388 Greenwich Street, New York, New York 10013, United States of America
a corporation organized under the laws of Delaware, United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, South Extension Part - 2, New Delhi - 110049

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cl.35: Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; employee incentive and recognition programs to promote and reward productivity, performance, recognition and morale; promoting the sale and use of financial products and services through the administration of incentive award, reward and redemption programs; promoting the sale of goods and services of others by distributing awards for credit and debit card use and customer loyalty.

Cl.36: Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs; financial services; banking services; mobile banking services; credit and debit card services; financial services, namely, commercial and consumer lending and financing; securities brokerage, trading, consulting and underwriting services for others; financial and investment management, planning and consulting; investment banking services; providing credit consultation and inquiry services; providing information on credit education; financial research and information; providing electronic processing of electronic funds transfer, ACH, credit card, debit card, electronic check and electronic payments via a global computer network; providing financial services, namely, facilitating financial transactions in the field of payment services, namely, electronic funds transfers; distribution services in connection with life, accident, disability and property insurance, and annuity contracts.
GUANGZHOU DUOYI NETWORK CO., LTD.
Room 301, No. 1 Building, No. 90 Banhe Road, Luogang District, Guangzhou City, Guangdong Province, China
a limited liability company incorporated under the laws of the People’s Republic of China

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAi RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Cl.9: Computer peripheral devices; computer programs [downloadable software]; computer game software; downloadable music files; downloadable image files; computer software applications, downloadable; interactive multimedia computer game program; computer game software downloadable via a global computer network and wireless devices; virtual reality game software; electronic publications, downloadable; video game cartridges; downloadable mobile applications; memory cards for video game machines; computer screen saver software, recorded or downloadable; computer terminals; computer software, recorded; computer programs [downloadable software]; computer programs for editing images, sound and video; computer game software for cellular phones.

Cl.41: Organization of competitions [education or entertainment]; on-line publication of electronic books and journals; entertainment services; providing recreation facilities; production of radio and television programmes; amusement arcade services; game services provided on-line from a computer network; games equipment rental; providing games for children; providing amusement arcade services; instruction services; providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; organization of electronic game competitions; organization of cultural events; layout services, other than for advertising purposes; publication of the editorial content of sites accessible via a global computer network; providing online virtual reality games via computer networks; providing online computer games; game services provided online from a computer network; virtual reality amusement arcade services; provision of children's playgrounds at service stations.
EVANSFIELD

Priority claimed from 11/09/2017; Application No. : 87603802 ;United States of America

Evansfield Distillery LLC
3013 S. Shrank Road, Independence, Missouri 64055 USA
a limited liability company organized under the laws of the state of Missouri, USA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cl.33; Distilled spirits; Whiskey spirits; Whiskey.

Cl.40; Alcohol distillery services; Spirits distillery services; Whiskey distillery services; Distilling of spirits for others; Distilling services; Consulting in the field of distilling; Providing information in the field of distilling; Providing information about distilling, aging of alcoholic beverages, and a proprietary process for aging of alcoholic beverages.
3775267    12/03/2018
BIJU UMMER
"MOIDEENS", COLONY GATE, AZHIKODE P. O., KANNUR - 670 009, KERALA
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAWYERS' ARCADE
SUPEX CORNER, 2ND FLOOR, SUB REGISTRAR OFFICE ROAD, NEAR GOVT, TRAINING SCHOOL, KANNUR-670 002.
KERALA, INDIA.
Used Since :01/01/2018
CHENNAI
Cl.9; SOLAR PANELS, SOLAR CELL PANELS, SOLAR PANEL ARRAYS, SOLAR PANELS FOR ELECTRICITY
GENERATION, INVERTER USED IN SOLAR POWER GENERATION
Cl.37; INSTALLATION, CLEANING, REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SERVICES, MACHINERY INSTALLATION SERVICES,
ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION SERVICES, SOLAR PANEL INSTALLATION
3775268  12/03/2018
DR. RAMACHANDRAN P. T.
CLEAR PHARMA, PAVAMANI ROAD, PUTHIYARA P.O., KOZHIKODE – 673004
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAWYERS' ARCADE
SUPEX CORNER, 2ND FLOOR, SUB REGISTRAR OFFICE ROAD, NEAR GOVT, TRAINING SCHOOL, KANNUR-670 002.
KERALA, INDIA.
Used Since : 05/01/2006

CHENNAI

Cl.5: PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, HERBAL MEDICINES, TONICS, CAPSULES, TABLETS

Cl.35: WHOLESALING, RETAILING, EXPORTING, IMPORTING AND TRADING OF HERBAL PREPARATIONS, HEALTHCARE FORMULATIONS AND AYURVEDIC PRODUCTS
SPATIAL TRANSCRIPTOMICS

Priority claimed from 14/09/2017; Application No.: EUTMA No. 017208745; Sweden

3776514  13/03/2018

SPATIAL TRANSCRIPTOMICS AB
Södra Fiskartorpsvägen 15 C SE-11433 Stockholm
A company registered in Laws of Sweden

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NANAVATI & NANAVATI ADVOCATES
7th FLOOR, CORPORATE HOUSE, SARKHEJ - GANDHINAGAR HIGHWAY, JUDGES BUNGLOWS CROSS ROAD,
BODAKDEV, AHMEDABAD - 380054, GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

Cl.1: Biomolecule labelling kits comprising reagents for use in scientific research; Chemical diagnostic reagents for industrial use; Diagnostic reagents, other than for medical laboratory use; Diagnostic reagents, other than for medical use for sale in kit form; Diagnostic reagents, except for medical or veterinary use; Diagnostic reagents for scientific use; Diagnostic reagents for scientific or research use; Diagnostic reagents for in vitro use in biochemistry, clinical chemistry and microbiology; Diagnostic kits comprising specimen receptors and reagents for testing for selected bacteria; Diagnostic reagents for use in diagnostic tests, other than for medical or veterinary use; Diagnostic reagents and preparations, except for medical or veterinary use; Chemical reagents for use in diagnostic tests, other than for medical or veterinary use; Genetic identity tests comprised of reagents; Passivating agents; Chemical reagent mixtures, other than for medical or veterinary use; Chemical reagent mixtures in kit form, other than for medical or veterinary use; Chemical reagents for use in in vitro diagnostic tests, other than for medical or veterinary use; Chemical reagents for use in biotechnology, other than for medical or veterinary use; Chemical reagents for use in analytical tests, other than for medical or veterinary use; Chemical reagents for susceptibility determinations, other than for medical or veterinary use; Chemical reagents for identification of microorganisms, other than for medical or veterinary use; Chemical reagents for use in science, other than for medical or veterinary use; Chemical reagents for molecular biology, other than for medical or veterinary use; Chemical reagents for laboratory use, other than for medical or veterinary use; Chemical reagents for decontaminating gases; Chemical reagents for use in industry; Chemical reagents for non-medical purposes; Chemical reagents for testing for chlorine; Test paper, chemical; Reagents used for analytical moisture determinations; Reagents for use in analytical tests [other than for medical or veterinary purposes]; Reagents for use in the development of hybridoma antibodies [other than for medical or veterinary purposes]; Reagents for use with analyzers [other than for medical or veterinary purposes]; Reagents for use in the development of monoclonal antibodies [other than for medical or veterinary purposes]; Reagents for bacteriological analysis of culture water [other than for medical or veterinary purposes]; Reagents for scientific or medical research use; Nucleic acid amplification reagents [other than for medical use]; Reagents for microbiological analysis [other than for medical or veterinary use]; Reagents for use in analysis [other than for medical or veterinary purposes]; Reagents for blood grouping [other than for medical or veterinary purposes]; Reagents for use in microbiological analysis [other than for medical or veterinary purposes]; Reagents for use in biological processing [other than for medical or veterinary purposes]; Reagents for use with evacuated ampoules in fluid analysis [other than for medical or veterinary purposes]; Reagents for in-vitro laboratory use [other than for medical or veterinary purposes]; Insemination result control diagnosis reagents [for scientific use]; Reagents for testing aqueous solutions [other than for medical or veterinary purposes]; Reagents in kit form for conducting enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (elisa) [other than for medical or veterinary purposes]; Reagents for use in scientific apparatus for chemical or biological analysis; Reagents for protein folding [other than for medical or veterinary purposes]; Reagents for use in environmental testing; Reagents for use in environmental analysis; Reagents for use in immunoserology; Immunossay reagents, other than for medical use; Reagents for industrial purposes; Reagents for chemical analyses; Reagents for medical research; Reagents for research purposes; Reagents for scientific purposes; Reagents for testing water; Reagents for testing the sterility of pharmaceuticals and injectable solutions; Test paper, [iltmus paper] for industrial use; Test paper, [iltmus paper] for scientific use; Test paper, [iltmus paper]; Reagents for detecting labelled helicobacter pylori antigens [other than for medical or veterinary purposes]; Reagents for detecting helicobacter pylori organisms [other than for medical or veterinary purposes]; Reagent paper, other than for medical or veterinary purposes; Chemicals for use in industry and science; Reagent strips; Inorganic chemical for use in science; Chemical products for aquarium water [other than pharmaceuticals]; Mould releasing agents having a water and solvent base; Chemical preparations for use in DNA analysis [other than medical].

Cl.5: Diagnostic chemical reagents for medical use; Diagnostic reagents for medical use; Chemical reagents for medical or veterinary purposes; Clinical medical reagents; Reagents for analytical purposes [for medical purposes]; Reagents for analytical purposes [for veterinary purposes]; Reagents for use in diagnostic tests [for veterinary purposes]; Reagents for use in diagnostic tests [for medical purposes]; Reagents for use with analyzers [for veterinary purposes]; Reagents for use in diagnostic pregnancy tests; Reagents for use in analysis [for veterinary purposes]; Reagents for use with analyzers [for medical purposes]; Reagents for in-vitro laboratory use [for veterinary purposes]; Reagents for in-vitro laboratory use [for medical purposes]; Reagents for microbiological analysis [for veterinary purposes]; Reagents for...
microbiological analysis [for medical purposes]; Reagent paper for medical or veterinary purposes; Veterinary diagnostic reagents; Chemical preparations for use in DNA-analysis [medical]; Pharmaceutical preparations; Chemico-pharmaceutical preparations; Chemical preparations for pharmaceutical purposes.

Cl.9; Chips (DNA-); DNA chips; Scientific research and laboratory apparatus, educational apparatus and simulators.

Cl.10; Medical and veterinary apparatus and instruments.

Cl.42; DNA testing services to determine paternity (laboratory services); DNA screening for scientific research purposes; Scientific services and design relating thereto; Science and technology services; Scientific services and research relating thereto; Scientific research; Scientific research for medical purposes in the area of cancerous diseases; Scientific research in the field of genetics and genetic engineering.

Cl.44; DNA screening for medical purposes; Medical services for the diagnosis of conditions of the human body; Medical services for the treatment of conditions of the human body; Medical services.
WARNER BROS. ENTERTAINMENT INC.
4000 Warner Boulevard, Burbank, CA 91522, U.S.A.
a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, South Extension Part - 2, New Delhi - 110049

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cl.9: Motion picture films featuring comedy, drama, action, adventure and/or animation, and motion picture films for broadcast on television featuring comedy, drama, action, adventure and/or animation; audio video discs, and digital versatile discs featuring music, comedy, drama, action, adventure, and/or animation; stereo headphones; batteries; cordless telephones; CD players; CD-ROM computer game discs; telephone and/or radio pagers; compact disc players; radios; mouse pads; eyeglasses, sunglasses and cases therefore; game equipment sold as a unit for playing a parlour-type computer game; downloadable software for use in playing online computer games, downloadable computer game software; Computer game software for use on mobile and cellular phones; video and computer game programs; video game cartridges; computer and video games which are designed for hardware platforms, namely, game consoles and personal computers; computer game software for gaming machines including slot machines; computer software or firmware for games of chance on any computerized platform, including dedicated gaming consoles, video based slot machines, reel based slot machines and video lottery terminals; CD-ROM and digital versatile computer game discs and computer programs, namely, software linking digitized video and audio media to a global computer information network; downloadable audio-visual media content in the field of entertainment featuring animated motion pictures, television series, comedies, and dramas; computer software, namely, computer software for streaming audio-visual media content via the Internet; downloadable computer software for streaming and storing audio-visual media content, downloadable audio and video players for media content with multimedia and interactive functions; computer programs for accessing, browsing and searching online databases, software that enables users to play and program entertainment-related audio, video, text and multi-media content; computer application software for streaming and storing audio-visual media content; computer application software for streaming audio-visual media content via the Internet; downloadable computer software for streaming audio-visual media content via the Internet; downloadable computer software for streaming and storing audio-visual media content; downloadable publications in the nature of books featuring characters from animated, action adventure, comedy and/or drama features, comic books, children’s books, strategy guides, magazines featuring characters from animated, action adventure, comedy and/or drama features, comic books, children’s books, strategy guides, magazines featuring characters from animated, action adventure, comedy and/or drama features, comic books, children’s books, strategy guides, magazines featuring characters from animated, action adventure, comedy and/or drama features, comic books, children’s books, strategy guides, magazines featuring characters from animated, action adventure, comedy and/or drama features, comic books, children’s books, strategy guides, magazines featuring characters from animated, action adventure, comedy and/or drama features, comic books, children’s books, strategy guides, magazines featuring characters from animated, action adventure, comedy and/or drama features, comic books, children’s books, strategy guides, magazines featuring characters from animated, action adventure, comedy and/or drama features, comic books, children’s books, strategy guides, magazines featuring characters from animated, action adventure, comedy and/or drama features, comic books, children’s books, strategy guides, magazines featuring characters from animated, action adventure, comedy and/or drama features, comic books, children’s books, strategy guides, magazines featuring characters from animated, action adventure, comedy and/or drama features, comic books, children’s books, strategy guides, magazines featuring characters from animated, action adventure, comedy and/or drama features, comic books, children’s books, strategy guides, magazines featuring characters from animated, action adventure, comedy and/or drama features, comic books, children’s books, strategy guides, magazines featuring characters from animated, action adventure, comedy and/or drama features, comic books, children’s books, strategy guides, magazines featuring characters from animated, action adventure, comedy and/or drama features, comic books, children’s books, strategy guides, magazines featuring characters from animated, action adventure, comedy and/or drama features, comic books, children’s books, strategy guides, magazines featuring characteristics from animated, action adventure, comedy and/or drama features, coloring books, children’s activity books and magazines in the field of entertainment; cellular telephone accessories, namely hands-free accessories, cellular telephone covers and cellular telephone face covers; encoded magnetic cards, namely, phone cards, credit cards, cash cards, debit cards and magnetic key cards; and decorative magnets.

Cl.16: Printed matter and paper goods—namely, books featuring characters from animated, action adventure, comedy and/or drama features, comic books, children’s books, magazines featuring characters from animated, action adventure, comedy and/or drama features, coloring books, children’s activity books and magazines in the field of entertainment; stationery, writing paper, envelopes, notebooks, diaries, note cards, greeting cards, trading cards; lithographs; pens, pencils, cases therefor, erasers, crayons, markers, colored pencils, painting sets, chalk and chalkboards; decals, heat transfers; posters; mounted and/or unmounted
photographs; book covers, book marks, calendars, gift wrapping paper; paper party favors and paper party decorations—namely, paper napkins, paper place mats, crepe paper, paper hats, invitations, paper table cloths, paper cake decorations; printed transfers for embroidery or fabric appliqués; printed patterns for costumes, pajamas, sweatshirts and t-shirts in International Class 16.

Cl.25; Clothing goods for men, women and children - namely, shirts, t-shirts, sweatshirts, jogging suits, trousers, pants, shorts, tank tops, rainwear, cloth baby bibs, skirts, blouses, dresses, suspenders, sweaters, jackets, coats, raincoats, snow suits, ties, robes, hats, caps, sun visors, belts, scarves, sleepwear, pajamas, lingerie, underwear, boots, shoes, sneakers, sandals, socks, booties, slipper socks, swimwear and masquerade and Halloween costumes and masks sold in connection therewith in International Class 25.

Cl.28; Toys and sporting goods, including games and playthings--namely, action figures and accessories therefor; plush toys; balloons; bath tub toys; ride-on toys; equipment sold as a unit for playing card games; toy vehicles; dolls; flying discs; electronic hand-held game unit; game equipment sold as a unit for playing a board game, a card game, a manipulative game, a parlor game and an action type target game; stand alone video output game machines; jigsaw and manipulative puzzles; paper face masks; skateboards; ice skates; water squirting toys; balls—namely, playground balls, soccer balls, baseballs, basketballs; baseball gloves; swimming floats for recreational use; kickboard flotation devices for recreational use; surfboards; swim boards for recreational use; swim fins; toy bakeware and toy cookware; toy banks; toy snow globes; and Christmas tree ornaments in International Class 28.

Cl.35; Retail store services and on-line retail store services featuring consumer goods, namely, clothing, toys, sporting goods, household linen, household tableware, housewares, carrying bags and packs, wallets, paper goods, writing instruments; jewelry and watches and consumer electronics; compiling of information into computer databases; marketing, advertising and promotion services; market research and information services; advertising services, namely, promoting the goods and services of others via computer and communication networks; operating on-line marketplaces for sellers of goods and/or services; online retail store services featuring digital media, namely, pre-recorded digital sound, video and data recordings featuring music, text, video, games, comedy, drama, action, adventure, animation; promoting the goods and services of others over the internet; providing on-line computer databases and on-line searchable databases in the field of entertainment; on-line advertising and marketing services; providing and rental of advertising space on the internet; providing on-line auction services; comparison shopping services, namely providing commercial information and advice for consumers and providing price comparison service.

Cl.41; Entertainment services, namely, providing online video games, providing online computer games, providing temporary use of non-downloadable video games; Production of video and computer game software; entertainment services in the nature of live-action, comedy, drama, animated, and reality television series; production of live-action, comedy, drama, animated and reality television series; distribution and display of live-action, comedy, drama and animated motion picture theatrical films; production of live-action, comedy, drama and animated motion picture theatrical films; theatrical performances both animated and live action; Internet services providing information via an electronic global computer network in the field of entertainment relating specifically to games, music, movies, and television; providing a web site featuring film clips, photographs and other multimedia materials; providing news about current events and entertainment, and information related to education and cultural events, via a global computer network; and providing information for and actual entertainment via an electronic global communications network in the nature of live-action, comedy, drama, and animated programs and production of live-action, comedy, drama and animated motion picture films for distribution via a global computer network; providing a computer game that may be accessed by a telecommunications network; and electronic publishing services, namely, publication of text and graphic works of others on-line featuring articles, novels, comic books, strategy guides, photographs and visual materials; non-downloadable publications in the nature of books featuring characters from animated, action adventure, comedy and/or drama features, comic books, children’s books, strategy guides, magazines featuring characters from animated, action adventure, comedy and/or drama features, coloring books, children’s activity books and magazines in the field of entertainment; amusement parks services; amusement park rides; live or pre-recorded shows and/or movies; entertainment and/or recreation information; entertainment club services; electronic game(s) services provided via a global computer network; providing of casino and gaming facilities; entertainment services in the nature of multiplex cinema and theater development, film exhibition, film distribution and marketing services.

Cl.42; Computer services, namely, creating an on-line community for registered users to participate in discussions, get feedback from their peers, form virtual communities, and engage in social networking services in the field of international video entertainment; computer software, namely, providing online, non-downloadable computer software for streaming of downloadable, on-demand, audiovisual content on the internet; providing technical support and technical consultation services for managing computer systems, databases and applications; graphic design for the compilation of web pages on the internet; providing technical information relating to computer hardware or software provided on-line from a global computer network or the internet; creating and maintaining web-sites; hosting the web-sites of others; computer software design for others and computer consultancy services; consultancy and information relating thereto; providing temporary use of web-based software to enable uploading, capturing, posting, showing, creating, editing, playing, streaming viewing, previewing, displaying, tagging, sharing, manipulating, distributing, publishing, and reproducing electronic media, multimedia content, videos, movies, films, pictures, images, text, photos, audio content and information via global computer networks; providing temporary use of web-based software to enable the sharing of multimedia content among users; providing a forum; namely, providing a website that allows computer users the ability to upload and share user-generated videos, films and other content; providing temporary user of software that allows users to upload multimedia content; designing and developing computer game software and video game software for use with computers, video game program systems and computer networks; computer programming services for creating augmented reality videos and games; computer programming of video games; designing and modifying computer programs and video games for others; video game development services; video game programming development services.
MYSALESPLUS

3778492   15/03/2018
INNVONADA CONSULTING PVT. LTD.
S-7, A60, SECTOR 2, NOIDA-201301, U.P.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JITENDRA KUMAR SHARMA
D 349, Block D Govindpuram, Ghaziabad 201013, U.P.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cl.9; DOWNLOADABLE APPLICATION SOFTWARE FOR MOBILE DEVICES FOR RECORDING AND ORGANIZING ALL OF A USER’S DIGITAL INTERACTIONS AND PROVIDING REPORTS, REMINDERS AND INFORMATION ON THOSE INTERACTIONS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT (CRM); DOWNLOADABLE APPLICATION SOFTWARE FOR MOBILE DEVICES; COMPUTER HARDWARE; DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE IN THE NATURE OF A MOBILE APPLICATION; DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE IN THE NATURE OF A MOBILE APPLICATION FOR SHARING, ORGANIZING, RECORDING, REPORTING, CHARTING AND ANALYZING ALL OF A USER’S DIGITAL INTERACTIONS, DIGITAL AND ELECTRONIC CORRESPONDENCE, E-MAILS, INSTANT MESSAGES, CALENDAR ITEMS, SOCIAL MEDIA POSTINGS, PHONE CALLS BY LANDLINE, CELL PHONE AND VOIP, VOICE MESSAGES, TEXT MESSAGES AND COMMUNICATIONS THROUGH A PROGRAM’S APPLICATION PROGRAMMING INTERFACE, APPLICATION SOFTWARE FOR CLOUD COMPUTING SERVICES.

Cl.42; SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE (SAAS) SERVICES FEATURING SOFTWARE FOR RECORDING AND ORGANIZING ALL OF A USER’S DIGITAL INTERACTIONS AND PROVIDING REPORTS, REMINDERS AND INFORMATION ON THOSE INTERACTIONS; SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE SERVICES (SAAS); PLATFORM AS A SERVICE SERVICES (PAAS); SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE (SAAS) SERVICES FEATURING SOFTWARE IN THE FIELD OF CUSTOMER, BUSINESS AND PERSONAL CORRESPONDENCE MANAGEMENT FOR SHARING, ORGANIZING, RECORDING, REPORTING, CHARTING AND ANALYZING ALL OF A USER’S DIGITAL SIGNALS, NAMELY, DIGITAL AND ELECTRONIC CORRESPONDENCE, EMAILS, INSTANT MESSAGES, CALENDAR ITEMS, SOCIAL MEDIA POSTINGS, PHONE CALLS BY LANDLINE, CELL AND VOIP, VOICE MESSAGES, TEXT MESSAGES AND COMMUNICATIONS THROUGH A PROGRAM’S APPLICATION PROGRAMMING INTERFACE; PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF ON-LINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE, CLOUD COMPUTING SERVICES, CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF CLOUD COMPUTING.
3778535  15/03/2018
K & E ENTERPRISES
Door No: XI/306, Parakkadava, Payyavoor P.O, Kannur, Kerala, Pin-670633
Registered
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JIMMI JOSE
LAWWORDS 4TH FLOOR, EDASSERY BUILDING, BANERJI ROAD, ERNAKULAM, KERALA
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3752802
CHENNAI
Cl.30; Ice, Ice creams
Cl.43; Services for providing food and drink
KESHIKI

3778870  15/03/2018

PARAMOUNT BED CO., LTD.
14-5 Higashisuna 2-chome, Koto-ku, Tokyo 136-8670, Japan.

A corporation duly organized and existing under the Laws of Japan

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
UNIT NO. 201D, TOWN SQUARE, NEW VIP ROAD, VIMAN NAGAR, PUNE 411014

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
3256609

MUMBAI

Cl.10; Beds, specially made for medical purposes; mattresses for medical purposes.
Cl.20; Beds; hospital beds; mattresses
3778969  15/03/2018
ANTONY JOHN
trading as :DELICIOUS CASHEW CO
X/162, ALOOR P.O, KALLETTUMKARA TRICHUR DIST-680683, KERALA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDER
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINOD KUMAR P U
NAMIJITH IP WORLD, 37/2001, BHATTATHIRIPAD ROAD, KADAVANTHARA, COCHIN-682020
Used Since :01/01/1993
CHENNAI
Cl.29; ROASTED CASHEW, ALMONDS, DRIED NUTS AND FRUITS, PRESERVED, DRIED COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT EXTRACTS; PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; JELLIES, JAMS, EGGS, MILK AND OTHER DAIRY PRODUCTS, EDIBLE OILS AND FATS; PICKLES
Cl.35; SUPERMARKET, WHOLESALE, RETAIL, EXPORT OF CASHEW NUTS, DRIED FRUITS, NUTS AND VEGETABLES, PROCESSED FOOD PRODUCTS.
3778991    15/03/2018
AKASH MITTAL
903, BARBERY TOWER, OMAXE FOREST SPA, SURAJKUND ROAD, SECTOR-43, FARIDABAD, HARYANA - 121006
THE TRADE MARKS ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cl.9; Sunglasses, Sunglass cases, Sunglass lenses, Sunglass temples, Prescription sunglasses, Sunglass nose pads,
Frames for sunglasses, Straps for sunglasses, Chains for sunglasses, Cords for sunglasses, Cases for sunglasses and
protective eyewear, Optical lenses for use with sunglasses
Cl.35; Provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services, Online marketing, Online retail
store services featuring clothing, Online wholesale store services featuring clothing, Online retail store services featuring
jewelry, Online retail services relating to cosmetics
FLETTER FUSE

3778998 15/03/2018

BINCA
37/41, Picket Road, Shahviri Building, 3rd Floor, Room No 8, Kalbadevi, Mumbai-400002
A Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BOAZZ LAW CHAMBER
313, Churchgate Chambers, 5 New Marine Lines, Churchgate, Mumbai-400 020

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3011768

MUMBAI

Cl.28; Games and playthings including board games; word games; portable games, game equipment set, hand-held computer games equipment which is self contained; Electronic interactive board games for use with external monitor, apparatus for games, controllers for game consoles, portable games, video game machines, toys.

Cl.35; Retailing, wholesaling and online selling of games and playthings including board games; word games; portable games; advertising, marketing and distribution services through online stores, email order, catalogues, electronic media, mobile applications, television and other media of the above mentioned board games/word games/portable games.
WHITE WASHERS

3778999  15/03/2018

BINCA
37/41, Picket Road, Shahviri Building, 3rd Floor, Room No 8, Kalbadevi, Mumbai-400002
A Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BOAZZ LAW CHAMBER
313, Churchgate Chambers,5 New Marine Lines, Churchgate, Mumbai- 400 020

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Cl.28; Games and playthings including board games; word games; portable games, game equipment set, hand-held computer games equipment which is self contained; Electronic interactive board games for use with external monitor, apparatus for games, controllers for game consoles, portable games, video game machines, toys.

Cl.35; Retailing, wholesaling and online selling of games and playthings including board games; word games; portable games; advertising, marketing and distribution services through online stores, email order, catalogues, electronic media, mobile applications, television and other media of the above mentioned board games/ word games/portable games.
WaterCockpit

3779317  15/03/2018

Siemens Aktiengesellschaft
Werner-von-Siemens-Straße 1, München, Germany
A company incorporated under the laws of Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Cl.9;Computer software
Cl.42;Development and design of software
3779361  15/03/2018
ANKER INNOVATIONS LIMITED.
RM 1318-19 13/F HOLLYWOOD PLAZA, 610 NATHAN ROAD, MONGkok KL, HONG KONG.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES
HUBTOWN SOLARIS 121 1ST FLOOR N.S PHADKE MARG OPP. TELI GALI ANDHERI E MUMBAI 400 069

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Cl.7; CLEANING APPLIANCES; ROBOTIC VACUUM CLEANER; ROBOTIC CLEANER; CLEANING APPLIANCES UTILIZING STEAM; MIXING MACHINES; JUICE EXTRACTORS, ELECTRIC; FOOD PROCESSORS, ELECTRIC; COFFEE GRINDERS, OTHER THAN HAND-OPERATED.

Cl.9; POWER BANKS; CHARGERS FOR ELECTRIC BATTERIES; BATTERY CHARGERS; BATTERY BOXES; CHARGERS FOR ELECTRONIC CIGARETTES; POWER CHARGING STATIONS; SOLAR PANELS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF ELECTRICITY; THIN CLIENT COMPUTERS; PLUGS, SOCKETS AND OTHER CONTACTS [ELECTRIC CONNECTIONS]; SWITCHES, ELECTRIC; MEASURING DEVICES, ELECTRIC; CABLES, ELECTRIC; DATA CABLES; PROTECTIVE FILMS ADAPTED FOR COMPUTER SCREENS; PROTECTIVE COVERS AND CASES FOR TABLET COMPUTERS; PROTECTIVE FILMS ADAPTED FOR SMARTPHONES; CASES FOR SMARTPHONES; ACCESSORIES FOR BATTERIES; CAMERA ACCESSORIES; SELFIE STICKS [HAND-HELD MONOPODS]; LENS HOODS; DASHBOARD CAMERAS; APPARATUS FOR RECORDING DISTANCE; VEHICLE CAMERA MOUNTS; HEAD-UP DISPLAYS FOR USE IN AUTOMOBILES; COMPUTER MEMORY DEVICES; SOUND REPRODUCTION APPARATUS; MEASURING APPARATUS; VIDEO SYSTEMS AND TELEVISIONS FOR USE IN CARS; STAND-ALONE VOICE CONTROLLED INFORMATION DEVICES; COMPUTER KEYBOARDS; MOUSE [COMPUTER PERIPHERAL]; NETWORK HUBS; SWITCHBOARDS; ADAPTERS, NAMELY, WIRELESS ADAPTERS FOR COMPUTERS; AUDIO- AND VIDEO-RECEIVERS; PERSONAL ASSISTANT DEVICE; WIRELESS COMMUNICATION DEVICES; VIDEO SCREENS; HEADPHONES; EARPHONES; WIRELESS HEADSETS; LOUDSPEAKERS; WIRELESS ADAPTERS FOR COMPUTERS AND AUDIO EQUIPMENT; VOICE CONTROL DEVICES; AMPLIFIERS; SOUND RECORDING APPARATUS; AUDIO APPS; SCALES WITH BODY MASS ANALYSERS; WEARABLE ACTIVITY TRACKERS; KILOMETER RECORDERS FOR VEHICLES; WATCHES THAT TRACK HUMAN FITNESS; TELEVISION APPARATUS; SCANNERS [DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT]; WEBCAMs; CAMERAS [PHOTOGRAPHY]; FISH-EYE CONVERSION LENSES FOR CAMERAS; MONITORS [COMPUTER HARDWARE]; VIDEO TELEPHONES; ELECTRIC DOOR BELLS; THERMOSTATS; THERMOMETERS, NOT FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; SENSORS; TOUCHSCREEN SENSORS; DETECTORS; SMOKE DETECTORS; MOTION DETECTORS; FIRE AND SMOKE DETECTORS; PROJECTORS; PROJECTION APPARATUS; SLIDE PROJECTORS; PORTABLE MEDIA PLAYERS; ALARMS; BABY MONITORS; FIRE ALARMS; SOUND ALARMS; ANTI-THEFT WARNING APPARATUS; TIME RECORDING APPARATUS; DISTANCE RECORDING APPARATUS; RADIO-FREQUENCY IDENTIFICATION (RFID) READERS; LOCKS, ELECTRIC; VOICE-CONTROLLED SPEAKERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS, DOWNLOADABLE.

Cl.11; SOLAR THERMAL COLLECTORS [HEATING]; LAMPS; LIGHT-EMITTING DIODES [LED] LIGHTING APPARATUS; ELECTRIC LAMPS; ELECTRIC FLASHLIGHTS; BICYCLE LIGHTS; CHINESE LANTERNS; COFFEE PERCOLATORS, ELECTRIC; COFFEE MACHINES, ELECTRIC; HUMIDIFIER; FABRIC STEAMERS; AIR PURIFYING APPARATUS AND MACHINES; DEHUMIDIFIER; KETTLES, ELECTRIC; MICROWAVE OVENS [COOKING APPARATUS]; RADIATORS [HEATING].
VIXOIL

3779783  16/03/2018
COUNCIL OF SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH
ANUSANDHAN BHAWAN, 2 RAFI MARG, NEW DELHI-110001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cl.5; PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE

Cl.31; AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS AND GRAINS; LIVE ANIMALS; FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; SEEDS, NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS; FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS, MALT.
SEKUSEPT

3779925  16/03/2018

ECOLAB USA INC.
1, Ecolab Place, Saint Paul, Minnesota 55102 United States of America
a Delaware Corporation, USA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Used Since : 31/03/2001

DELHI

Cl.1; Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesives used in industry

Cl.3; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices

Cl.5; Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides, disinfectants with or without cleaning properties
Acidulik

3779926  16/03/2018

NEOVIA
Talhouët F-56250 Saint-Nolff, France
a Simplified Joint-Stock Company organized and existing under the laws of France

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cl.1; Chemicals for preserving foodstuffs, organic acids, acidifiers
Cl.5; Veterinary preparations, fungicides, antibacterial preparations, plant regulators
Cl.31; Foodstuffs for animals
SONATA SOFTWARE LIMITED  
#1/4, APS Trust Building, NR Colony, Bull Temple Road, Bangalore-560019, Karnataka, India  
Merchants & Service Providers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUDESHNA BANERJEE  
K&S PARTNERS, 4121/B, 6th Cross, 19 "A" Main, HAL II Stage (Ext.), Bangalore-560038, Karnataka, India

Used Since: 09/02/2018

To be associated with:
3690281

CHENNAI

Cl.9; COMPUTER SOFTWARE PLATFORMS FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, RETAIL INVENTORY MANAGEMENT AND DATABASE MANAGEMENT; COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC FINANCIAL PLATFORM THAT ACCOMMODATES MULTIPLE TYPES OF PAYMENT AND DEBT TRANSACTIONS IN AN INTEGRATED MOBILE PHONE, PDA, AND WEB-BASED ENVIRONMENT; COMPUTER E-COMMERCE SOFTWARE TO ALLOW USERS TO PERFORM ELECTRONIC BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK.

Cl.42; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE; PLATFORM AS A SERVICE [PaaS]; PLATFORM AS A SERVICE (PaaS) FEATURING COMPUTER SOFTWARE PLATFORMS FOR A SECURE, SCALABLE CUSTOMIZABLE AND OPEN SOURCE E-COMMERCE PLATFORM WITH MULTICHANNEL CAPABILITY; HOSTING OF PLATFORMS ON THE INTERNET; HOSTING OF E-COMMERCE PLATFORMS ON THE INTERNET; SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE [SaaS] FOR IMPROVING THE EFFICIENCY AND ACCURACY OF BUSINESS OPERATION; SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE PROVIDING A SECURE, SCALABLE CUSTOMIZABLE AND OPEN SOURCE E-COMMERCE PLATFORM WITH MULTICHANNEL CAPABILITY; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT; PROGRAMMING OF SOFTWARE FOR E-COMMERCE PLATFORMS; CUSTOMIZING COMPUTER SOFTWARE; CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND PLATFORM INTEGRATION; CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO SOFTWARE USED IN THE FIELD OF E-COMMERCE; PROGRAMMING OF SOFTWARE FOR INTERNET PLATFORMS; SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES, A SECURE, SCALABLE CUSTOMIZABLE AND OPEN SOURCE E-COMMERCE PLATFORM WITH MULTICHANNEL CAPABILITY IN THE FIELD OF RETAIL AND DISTRIBUTION; MAINTENANCE OF SOFTWARE USED IN THE FIELD OF E-COMMERCE.
FLOUREON

3780805    17/03/2018
SHENZHEN AITI FEIER E-COMMERCE CO., LTD.
B01-73,11F, Building F, West Sea Pearl Garden, Nantou Street, Nanshan District, Shenzhen, China
A Chinese Company.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

Cl.9; Electronic pocket translators; Notebook computers; Pedometers; Electronic agendas; Scales; Navigational instruments; Portable telephones; Audio- and video-receivers; Camcorders; Headphones; DVD players; Cameras; Slide projectors; Gauges; Computer keyboards; Stereoscopes; Electric wires; Anti-theft warning apparatus; Galvanic cells; Battery chargers.

Cl.11; Pocket searchlights; Lighting apparatus and installations; Light-emitting diodes [LED] lighting apparatus; Fairy lights for festive decorations; Lamps for directional signals of automobiles; Automobile lights; Cooking apparatus and installations; Coffee roasters; Cookers; Electric coffee machines; Bread baking machines; Refrigerating cabinets; Refrigerators; Refrigerating display cabinets [display cases]; Installations for conditioning air; Hair dryers; Faucets for pipes (Am.); Bath fittings; Pocket warmers; Fabric steamers.

Cl.28; Games; Conjuring apparatus; Toys for domestic pets; Novelties for parties, dances [party favors, favours]; Parlor games; Radio-controlled toy vehicles; Scale-model vehicles; Plush toys; Chess games; Balls for games; Bowling apparatus and machinery; Billiard balls; Golf clubs; Golf bags, with or without wheels; rackets; Bats for games; Nets for sports; Body training apparatus [exercise]; Archery implements; Machines for physical exercises.
EXCELVAN
3780806    17/03/2018
SHENZHEN AI TI FEIER E-COMMERCE CO., LTD.
B01-73,11F, Building F, West Sea Pearl Garden, Nantou Street, Nanshan District, Shenzhen, China
A Chinese company.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

Cl.9; Electronic pocket translators; Notebook computers; Pedometers; Electronic agendas; Scales; Navigational instruments; Portable telephones; Audio- and video-receivers; Camcorders; Headphones; DVD players; Cameras; Slide projectors; Gauges; Computer keyboards; Stereoscopes; Electric wires; Anti-theft warning apparatus; Galvanic cells; Battery chargers.

Cl.11; Pocket searchlights; Lighting apparatus and installations; Light-emitting diodes [LED] lighting apparatus; Fairy lights for festive decorations; Lamps for directional signals of automobiles; Automobile lights; Cooking apparatus and installations; Coffee roasters; Cookers; Electric coffee machines; Bread baking machines; Refrigerating cabinets; Refrigerators; Refrigerating display cabinets [display cases]; Installations for conditioning air; Hair dryers; Faucets for pipes (Am.); Bath fittings; Pocket warmers; Fabric steamers.

Cl.28; Games; Conjuring apparatus; Toys for domestic pets; Novelties for parties, dances [party favors, favours]; Parlor games; Radio-controlled toy vehicles; Scale-model vehicles; Plush toys; Chess games; Balls for games; Bowling apparatus and machinery; Billiard balls; Golf clubs; Golf bags, with or without wheels; rackets; Bats for games; Nets for sports; Body training apparatus [exercise]; Archery implements; Machines for physical exercises.
ALLROS

3780808  17/03/2018

SHENZHEN AITI FEIER E-COMMERCE CO., LTD.

B01-73,11F, Building F, West Sea Pearl Garden, Nantou Street, Nanshan District, Shenzhen, China

A Chinese company.

Address for service in India/Agents address:

S. MAJUMDAR & CO.

5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

Cl. 11; Lamps; Pocket searchlights; Electric Chinese lanterns; Flashlights; Bicycle lights; Diving lights; Aquarium lights; Roasting spits; Grills [cooking appliances]; Ice chests; Hot plates; Pocket warmers; Searchlights; Bicycle lamps; Light bulbs; Pocket torches, electric; Safety lamps; Automobile lights; Lighting fixtures; Fairy lights for festive decoration.

Cl. 28; Body-building apparatus; Climbers' harness; Surf boards; Skis; Spring boards [sports articles]; Roller skates; Rods for fishing; Decoys for hunting or fishing; Reels for fishing; Fish hooks; Machines for physical exercises; Racket covers; Balls for games; Chest expanders [exercisers]; Grips for sporting articles; Elbow guards [sports articles]; Chest expanders; Swimming kick boards; Trampolines; Exercise balls.
suaoki
3780811 17/03/2018
SHENZHEN DIKA NA'ER E-COMMERCE CO., LTD.
ROOM1907-38-85, GUANGYING BUILDING, NO.38, Futian South Road, Futian DIST, Shenzhen
A Chinese company.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Cl.9; Batteries, electric; Electricity mains (Materials for -) [wires, cables]; Switches, electric; Contacts, electric; Plugs, sockets and other contacts [electric connections]; Batteries for lighting; Dimmers [regulators] (Light -), electric; Solar batteries; Stage lighting regulators; Blinkers [signalling lights]; Accumulators, electric, for vehicles; Inverters [electricity]; Lighting ballasts; Fluorescent screens; Signals (Transmitters of electronic -); Wires, electric; Measuring instruments; Chargers for electric batteries; Batteries for pocketlamps.
Cl.35; Ordering services [for others]; Business management consulting; Provision of Commercial information; Auctioneering; Dissemination of advertising matter; Business assistance; Provision of on-line business and commercial information; Sales management services; On-line advertising on computer networks; Ordering services for third parties; Sales promotion for others; Business consultancy; Advertising and promotion services; Provision of business information; Production of television commercials; Providing an on-line commercial information directory on the internet; Advertising services; Business management consulting services in the field of information technology; Business management consultation; Business acquisitions consultation.
Cl.42; Computer programming; Computer software design; Computer software (Updating of -); Consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; Rental of computer software; Computer software (Maintenance of -); Computer system design; Conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; Creating and maintaining web sites for others; Hosting computer sites [web sites]; Installation of computer software; Data conversion of computer programs and data [not physical conversion]; Computer software consultancy; Rental of web servers; Providing search engines for the internet; Monitoring of computer systems by remote access; off-site data backup; electronic data storage; providing information on computer technology and programming via a web site; cloud computing.
Virhuck

3780812  17/03/2018
SHENZHEN QIANHAI PULI RUIAN INVESTMENT CO., LTD.
Room 201,A Block, No.1,Qianwan First Road, Qianhai Shengang Cooperation Zone, Shenzhen, Guangdong
A Chinese company.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

Cl.9; Camcorders; Cameras [photography]; Batteries, electric; Radios; Vehicle radios; Global Positioning System [GPS] apparatus; Receivers (Audio- and video-); Stereoscopes; Stereoscopic apparatus; Eyepieces (Instruments containing -); Ammeters; Galvanometers; Dynamometers; Measuring devices, electric; Remote control apparatus; Electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control of signals; 3D spectacles; Eyeglasses.

Cl.12; Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs); Remote control vehicles, other than toys; Electric vehicles; Vehicles for locomotion by land, air, water or rail; Air vehicles; Amphibious airplanes; Aeroplanes; Seaplanes.

Cl.28; Toy models; toy cars; Electronic toys; Model aircraft; Scale model vehicles; Toy vehicles; Radio-controlled toy vehicles; Scale model kits [toys]; Games (Apparatus for -); Video game machines; Portable games with liquid crystal displays; Arcade video game machines; Stuffed toys; Toy watches; Toy cameras [not capable of taking a photograph]; Ice skates; Skating boots with skates attached; Roller skates; In-line roller skates.
LANGRIA

3780813  17/03/2018
SHENZHEN YOUKE COMMERCE & TRADING CO., LTD
506, Building 2, Nanyou 4th Industrial Zone, Nanshan Street, Nanshan District, Shenzhen, China

A Chinese company.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

Cl.20; Furniture; Footstools; Bedsteads of wood; Seats; Tables; Mattresses; Sofas; Beds; Racks [furniture]; Office furniture; Covers for clothing [wardrobe]; Furniture of metal; Coatstands; Bookshelves; Spring mattresses; Tables of metal; Tea tables; Furniture made of rattan; Cushions; Pillows.

Cl.35; Ordering services [for others]; Business management consulting; Provision of commercial information; Auctioneering; Dissemination of advertising matter; Business assistance; Provision of on-line business and commercial information; Sales management services; On-line advertising on computer networks; Ordering services for third parties; Sales promotion for others; Business consultancy; Advertising and promotion services; Provision of business information; Production of television commercials; Providing an on-line commercial information directory on the internet; Advertising services; Business management consulting services in the field of information technology; Business management consultation; Business acquisitions consultation; Ordering services [for others].

Cl.42; Computer programming; Computer software design; Computer software (Updating of -); Consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; Rental of computer software; Computer software (Maintenance of -); Computer system design; Conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; Creating and maintaining web sites for others; Hosting computer sites [web sites]; Installation of computer software; Data conversion of computer programs and data [not physical conversion]; Computer software consultancy; Rental of web servers; Providing search engines for the internet; Monitoring of computer systems by remote access; off-site data backup; electronic data storage; providing information on computer technology and programming via a web site; cloud computing.
ENKEEO

3780814   17/03/2018

SHENZHEN YAMEIDI COMMERCE & TRADING CO., LTD

105, 1F, Blk 13, Zhongxing Industrial Town, Chuangye Rd, Nanshan Dist., Shenzhen, Guangdong, China

A Chinese company.

Address for service in India/Agents address:

S. MAJUMDAR & CO.

5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

Cl.9: Batteries, electric; Materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; Switches, electric; Contacts, electric; Plugs, sockets and other contacts [electric connections]; Lighting (Batteries for -); light dimmers [regulators], electric; Solar batteries; Stage lighting regulators; flashing lights [luminous signals]; Batteries, electric, for vehicles; Battery chargers; Inverters [electricity]; Batteries for pocketlamps; Lighting ballasts; Fluorescent screens; Transmitters of electronic signals; Wires, electric; Measuring instruments.

Cl.11: Chinese lanterns; Lamps; pocket torches, electric; Searchlights; torches for lighting; Diving lights; Lighting apparatus and installations; Light bulbs; Bicycle lights; Light bulbs, electric; Incandescent burners; Pocket searchlights; Safety lamps; Aquarium lights; Luminous tubes for lighting; Luminares; Lights for vehicles; Headlights for automobiles; Automobile lights; Cycle lights.

Cl.12: Bicycles; Mopeds; Bicycle frames; Scooters [vehicles]; Bicycle pumps; Cycle; Trailer hitches for vehicles; Bicycle tires [tyres]; Repair outfits for inner tubes; Launches; Bicycle stands; Bicycle chains; Bicycle handle bars; Bicycle brakes; Bicycle rims; Pedals for cycles; Bicycle spikes; Bicycle saddles; Bicycle bells; Water vehicles.

Cl.22: Ropes; Rope ladders; Fishing nets; Network; Sails; Hammocks; Tents; Tarpaulins; Flock [stuffing]; Down [feathers]; Ropes (Car towing -); Car towing ropes; Snares [nets]; Bags [sacks] for the transport and storage of materials in bulk; Cotton waste [flock] for padding and stuffing; Grasses for upholstering; Gaskets (Fibrous -) for ships; Vehicle covers, not fitted.

Cl.28: Body-building apparatus; Climbers' harness; Surfboards; Skis; Spring boards [sports articles]; Roller skates; Rods for fishing; Lures for hunting or fishing; Reels for fishing; Fish hooks; Treadmills for use in physical exercise; Golf bags; Balls for games; Chest expanders [exercisers]; Starting blocks for sports; Skateboards; Bodysurfing boards; Swimming kick boards; Trampolines; Surfboard leashes.
Lampwin

3780815    17/03/2018

SHENZHEN YAMEIDI COMMERCE & TRADING CO., LTD
105, 1F, Blk 13, Zhongxing Industrial Town, Chuangye Rd, Nanshan Dist., Shenzhen, Guangdong, China
A Chinese company.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

Cl.11; Light bulbs; Lamps; Lamp casings; Lighting apparatus and installations; Chandeliers; Ceiling lights; lamp globes; Diffusers (Light-); Safety lamps; fairy lights for festive decoration; Electric lights for Christmas trees; torches for lighting; Aquarium lights; Light-emitting diodes [LED] lighting apparatus; Stage lighting apparatus; Fluorescent tubes; Headlights for automobiles; Bicycle lights; Vehicle headlights; Automobile lights.

Cl.35; Bill-posting; outdoor advertising; Dissemination of advertising matter; Direct mail advertising; Publicity; advertising; Television advertising; Publicity agency services; Advertising by mail order; On-line advertising on a computer network; Rental of advertising time on communication media; Presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; Layout services for advertising purposes; Business organization consultancy; Organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; Sales promotion for others; Procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; Marketing; Telemarketing services; Systemization of information into computer databases.

Cl.42; Research and development of new products for others; Quality control; Surveying; Chemistry services; Biological research; Weather forecasting; Vehicle roadworthiness testing; Mechanical research; Industrial design; Packaging design; Styling [industrial design]; Design of interior decor; Dress designing; Computer software design; Conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; Providing search engines for the internet; Outsource service providers in the field of information technology; Authenticating works of art; Graphic arts designing; Testing, analysis and evaluation of the goods and services of others for the purpose of certification.
ExquizOn
3780816 17/03/2018
SHENZHEN QILANGE E-COMMERCE CO., LTD
101, 1 F, Blk 13, Zhongxing Industrial Town, Chuangye Rd, Nanshan Dist., Shenzhen, Guangdong, China
A Chinese company.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Cl.9; Electronic pens [visual display units]; Close-up lenses; Enlarging apparatus [photography]; Frames for photographic transparencies; Cinematographic cameras; Drying racks [photography]; Cameras [photography]; Slide projectors; Projection screens; Projection apparatus; Magnifying glasses [optics]; Fluorescent screens; Video screens; Remote controls; Pince-nez; 3D spectacles; Goggles; Anti-glare glasses; Remote control apparatus.
Cl.35; Bill-posting; outdoor advertising; Dissemination of advertising matter; Direct mail advertising; Publicity; advertising; Television advertising; Publicity agencies; Advertising by mail order; On-line advertising on a computer network; Rental of advertising time on communication media; Presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; Layout services for advertising purposes; Business organization consultancy; Organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; Sales promotion for others; Procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; Marketing; Telemarketing services; Systemization of information into computer databases.
Cl.42; Research and development of new products for others; Quality control; Surveying; Chemistry services; Biological research; Weather forecasting; Vehicle roadworthiness testing; Mechanical research; Industrial design; Packaging design; Styling [industrial design]; Design of interior decor; Dress designing; Computer software design; Conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; Providing search engines for the internet; Outsource service providers in the field of information technology; Authenticating works of art; Graphic arts designing; Testing, analysis and evaluation of the goods and services of others for the purpose of certification.
VETOMILE
3780817  17/03/2018
SHENZHEN ZHUOLIANYI E-COMMERCE CO., LTD
Room 1403-1-80, Building A, Tian'an Innovation, Science & Technology Square Unit 1, Chegongmiao, Shatou Street, Futian District, SHENZHEN, China
A Chinese company.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

Cl.9: Videorecorders; Radar detectors; audio and video receivers; Radios; navigational instruments; Battery jump starters; inverters; marine depth finders; Plug adaptors; current rectifiers; Motorcycle helmets; battery chargers; Extension Cords.

Cl.12: Roof racks; luggage nets for vehicles; anti-theft devices for vehicles; rearview mirrors; sun-blinds adapted for automobiles; anti-skid chains.

Cl.22: Tents.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1846, 23/04/2018  Class 99

Finether
3780818  17/03/2018
SHENZHEN JIALAN YUJING INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT CO.,LTD.
Room 201A,Block,No.1, Qianwan First Road, Qianhai Shengang Cooperation Zone, Shenzhen, Guangdong, China

A Chinese company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

Cl.6: Props of metal; Ladders of metal; Step stools of metal; Steps [ladders] of metal; Safes [metal or non-metal]; Stair treads [steps of metal]; Stringers [parts of staircases] of metal; Firedogs [andirons]; Cabanas of metal; Roofing tiles of metal; Palings of metal; Fences of metal; Mobile boarding stairs of metal for passengers; Chicken-houses of metal; Greenhouse frames of metal; Tent pegs of metal; Gratings of metal; Latticework of metal; Bicycle parking installations of metal; Furnace fireguards of metal; Roof flashing of metal; Ironwork for windows; Rails of metal; Railway material of metal; Steel wire; Wire of common metal; Clips of metal for cables and pipes; Ironmongery; Rings of metal; Furniture casters of metal; Fittings of metal for furniture; Hooks of metal for clothes rails; Hardware of metal, small; Locks of metal, other than electric; Safety cashboxes; Trays of metal; Handling pallets of metal; Transport pallets of metal; Tool boxes of metal, empty; Preserving boxes of metal; Containers of metal [storage, transport]; Baskets of metal; Boxes of common metal; Cask stands of metal; Tool chests of metal, empty; Cask stands of metal; Signboards of metal; Metal cages for wild animals; Soldering wire of metal; Anchors; Handcuffs; Weather- or wind-vanes of metal; Tree protectors of metal; Stakes of metal for plants or trees; Traps for wild animals; Statues of common metal; Iron orres; Bronzes for tombstones.

Cl.7: Converters for steelworks; Oil refining machines; Agitators; Jacks [machines]; Die-stamping machines; Foundry machines; Steam engines; Carburettor feeders; Hydraulic turbines; Can openers, electric; Journal boxes [parts of machines]; Cutting machines; Scissors, electric; Springs [parts of machines]; Taps [parts of machines, engines or motors]; Rotary printing presses; Painting machines; Alternators; Centrifuges [machines]; Axes for machines; Welding machines, electric; Cleaning appliances utilizing steam; Dust exhausting installations for cleaning purposes; Vacuum cleaners; Dust removing installations for cleaning purposes; Machines and apparatus for cleaning, electric; Washing apparatus; Brushes for vacuum cleaners; Disintegrators; Washing installations for vehicles; Trash compacting machines; Machines and apparatus for wax-polishing, electric; Road sweeping machines, self-propelled; Garbage disposals; High pressure washers; Snow ploughs; Machines and apparatus for carpet chemicals; Vacuum cleaner attachments for disseminating perfumes and disinfectants; Vacuum cleaner hoods; Vacuum cleaner bags; Pigs for cleaning pipes; Suction nozzles for vacuum cleaners; Central vacuum cleaning installations; Shredders [machines] for industrial use; Shoe polishers, electric; Electroplating machines.

Cl.8: Abrading instruments [hand instruments]; sharpening steels; whetstone holders; stropping instruments; hand tools, hand-operated; spades [hand tools]; picks [hand tools]; hand tools, hand-operated; rakes [hand tools]; shovels [hand tools]; agricultural forks [hand tools]; hoes [hand tools]; garden tools, hand-operated; insecticide vaporizers [hand tools]; agricultural implements, hand-operated; trowels [gardening]; grafting tools [hand tools]; fruit pickers [hand tools]; hand tools, hand-operated; harpoons; manicure sets, electric; gouges [hand tools]; frames for handsaws; saws [hand tools]; wrenches [hand tools]; axes; screwdrivers, non-electric; pliers; fire irons; stamping-out tools [hand tools]; riveters [hand tools]; metal band stretchers [hand tools]; ski edge sharpening tools, hand-operated; fireplace bellows [hand tools]; air pumps, hand-operated; hobby knives [scalpels]; pruning scissors; tree pruners; pruning shears; lawn clippers [hand instruments]; pruning knives; penknives; truncheons; table cutlery [knives, forks and spoons]; handles for hand-operated hand tools; fruit pickers [hand tools].

Cl.11:Lamps; electric flashlights; bicycle lights; gas lamps; fruit roasters; barbecues; cookers; bread baking machines; coffee roasters; grills [cooking appliances]; coffee machines, electric; coffee appliances for making yoghurt; coffee roasters; barbecues; ice machines and apparatus; refrigerators; fabric steamers; air dryers; air-conditioning installations; air purifying apparatus and machines; electric fans for personal use; fans [air-conditioning]; gas scrubbing apparatus; laundry dryers, electric; air deodorising apparatus; heaters for heating iron; hearths; heat accumulators; furnaces; drip irrigation emitters [irrigation fittings]; hydrants; watering installations, automatic; mixer taps for water pipes; Turkish bath cabinets, portable; water filtering apparatus; bread baking machines; filters for drinking water; radiators, electric; pocket warmers; foot warmers, electric or non-electric; electrically heated carpets; lighters. 

Cl.21: Cups; glass flasks [containers]; porcelain ware; china ornaments; beer mugs; smoke absorbors for household purposes; mop wringers; mop wringer buckets; dustbins; flat-iron stands; boot jacks; tie presses; sprinklers; boxes for dispensing paper towels; dustbins; shoe horns; deodorising apparatus for personal use; toilet paper holders; waste paper baskets; electric brushes, except parts of machines; scrubbing brushes; dishwashing brushes; toilet brushes; brushes for cleaning tanks and containers; toothbrushes, electric; floss for dental purposes; cosmetic utensils; coolers [ice pails]; reusable ice cubes; mops; dusting apparatus, non-electric; sponge holders; gardening gloves; Wax-polishing appliances, non-electric, for shoes; glass bowls; carpet sweepers; cleaning instruments, hand-operated; furniture dusters; gloves for household purposes; barbecue mitts; carpet beaters [hand instruments]; dusting cloths [rags]; sponges for household purposes; bath sponges; lint removers, electric or non-electric; crystal [glassware]; birdcages;
insect traps.

Cl.28; Ring games; Foosball tables; Dolls’ houses; Chess games; Nets for sports; Tennis nets; Ball pitching machines; Pumps specially adapted for use with balls for games; Body rehabilitation apparatus; Body-training apparatus; Body-building apparatus; Stationary exercise bicycles; Chest expanders [exercisers]; Gym ball; Billiard markers; Chest expanders [exercisers]; Fitness swing machine; Hang gliders; grip balls in the nature of rubber ball for hand exercise; Archery target; Archery implements; Punching bags; Bar-bells; Sports rope (rope skipping, tug of rope); Darts; Ascenders [mountaineering equipment]; Trampolines; Appliances for gymnastics; Climbers’ harness; Swimming pools [play articles]; Knee guards [sports articles]; Elbow guards [sports articles]; Boxing gloves; Ornaments for Christmas trees, except illumination articles and confectionery; Rods for fishing; Twirling batons; Chest protectors for sports use; Leg guards adapted for playing sport.
zinsoko

3780820  17/03/2018

SHENZHEN QILANGE E-COMMERCE CO., LTD
101, 1 F, Blk 13, Zhongxing Industrial Town, Chuangye Rd, Nanshan Dist., Shenzhen, Guangdong, China

A Chinese company.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

Cl.9; Tape recorders; Cabinets for loudspeakers; Loudspeakers; Record players; Audio- and video-receivers; Megaphones; Microphones; Sound transmitting apparatus; Sound recording apparatus; Television apparatus; Video recorders; Horns for loudspeakers; Acoustic couplers; Camcorders; Personal stereos; Headphones; DVD players; Portable media players; Baby monitors; Earphones.

Cl.35; Bill-posting; outdoor advertising; Dissemination of advertising matter; Direct mail advertising; Publicity; advertising; Television advertising; Publicity agencies; Advertising by mail order; On-line advertising on a computer network; Rental of advertising time on communication media; Presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; Layout services for advertising purposes; Business organization consultancy; Organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; Sales promotion for others; Procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; Marketing; Telemarketing services; Systemization of information into computer databases.

Cl.42; Research and development of new products for others; Quality control; Surveying; Chemistry services; Biological research; Weather forecasting; Vehicle roadworthiness testing; Mechanical research; Industrial design; Packaging design; Styling [industrial design]; Design of interior decor; Dress designing; Computer software design; Conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; Providing search engines for the internet; Outsource service providers in the field of information technology; Authenticating works of art; Graphic arts designing; Testing, analysis and evaluation of the goods and services of others for the purpose of certification.
ZEEKMEE
Priority claimed from 19/09/2017; Application No. : 1874056 ;Australia
3780995    17/03/2018
PROJECT LEGACY PTY LTD
41 King William St, Kent Town, SA 5067, Australia
An Australian company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, Sector 47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cl.9;Computer software, application software; computer programs (downloadable software); downloadable software applications (apps); software to assist users to locate persons of interest; software to assist users to locate objects of interest; software to assist users to locate family members; software to assist users to record details of personal history; software to assist users to record details of family history; all the aforementioned software operable under any operating system and any device including workstations, tablets or smartphones.
Cl.42;Computer services including, hosting online web facilities for users to locate persons, objects of interest and family members; hosting online web facilities and an online portal for users to collect, store, post and organise documents, records, videos and other electronic data; creating an online community for users to engage in social networking; creating an online community for family members to engage in social networking; computer services for developing customized web pages featuring user-defined information, personal profiles and information.
3781379  17/03/2018
SHIVAM AGRAWAL
Ground Floor,S-1/17,Chaturbhuj Mart,Swarn Park,Mundka,New Delhi-110041
PROP.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Cl.18; LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, LEATHER BAGS, BRIEFCASES AND CASES, SUITCASES AND WALLETS, LEATHER CASES, LEATHER HANDBAGS, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS, WALLETS AND BELTS

Cl.25; READYMADA GARMENTS, HOSIERY, WEARING APPARELS AND ACCESSORIES INCLUDING BELTS
WHOLE PAWS

3781754  19/03/2018
AMAZON TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
410 Terry Avenue North, Seattle, Washington 98109 USA
A Nevada corporation

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARCHER & ANGEL
K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cl.3; Pet shampoo; odor removers for pets; deodorizers for pets; pet stain removers; non-medicated mouth washes for pets

Cl.5; Dietary supplements for pets; herbal anti-itch and sore skin ointment for pets; medicated pet shampoo; vitamins for pets; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of worms in pets; insect repelling tags for pets; pet hair bows and ornaments; pet tags specially adapted for attaching to pet leashes or collars; product tags, namely, pet restraining devices consisting of leashes, collars, harnesses, restraining strips, and leashes with locking devices; animal leashes; backpacks for pets; non-metal pet tags; plastic lids for cans; pet ramps

Cl.18; Collars for pets; clothing for pets; pet hair bows and ornaments; pet tags specially adapted for attaching to pet leashes or collars; product tags, namely, pet restraining devices consisting of leashes, collars, harnesses, restraining strips, and leashes with locking devices; animal leashes; backpacks for pets; non-metal pet tags; plastic lids for cans; pet ramps

Cl.20; Pet cushions; beds for household pets; pet playhouses; crate covers for pets; non-metal safety gates for pets; pet furniture; pet crates; non-metal pet tags; plastic lids for cans; pet ramps

Cl.21; Pet feeding and drinking bowls; cages for pets; litter trays for pets; scoops for the disposal of pet waste; racks and stands for elevating pet feeding bowls and dishes; pet litter boxes; pet litter box liners; pet brushes; pet food scoops; scoops; pet treat jars; Pet feeding dishes; cat litter boxes; household storage containers for pet food; toothbrushes for pets; feeding vessels for pets; animal-activated pet feeders

Cl.28; Pet toys

Cl.31; Animal litter; dog biscuits; pet treats; pet food; beverages for pets; canned foodstuffs for cats and dogs

Cl.35; Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; retail services and online retail services connected with the sale of pet shampoo, odor removers for pets, deodorizers for pets, pet stain removers, non-medicated mouth washes for pets, dietary supplements for pets, herbal anti-itch and sore skin ointment for pets, medicated pet shampoo, vitamins for pets, pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of worms in pets, insect repelling tags for pets, diapers for pets, disposable housebreaking pads for pets, plastic bags for disposing of pet waste, paper pet crate mats, collars for pets, clothing for pets, pet hair bows and ornaments, pet tags specially adapted for attaching to pet leashes or collars, product tags, namely, pet restraining devices consisting of leashes, collars, harnesses, restraining strips, and leashes with locking devices; animal leashes; backpacks for pets; non-metal pet tags; plastic lids for cans; pet ramps, pet feeding and drinking bowls, cages for pets, litter trays for pets, scoops for the disposal of pet waste, racks and stands for elevating pet feeding bowls and dishes, pet litter boxes, pet litter box liners, pet brushes, pet food scoops, scoops, pet treat jars, Pet feeding dishes, cat litter boxes, household storage containers for pet food, toothbrushes for pets, feeding vessels for pets, animal-activated pet feeders, pet toys, animal litter, dog biscuits, pet treats, pet food, beverages for pets, canned foodstuffs for cats and dogs all featured via retail delivery services; computerized online ordering featuring general consumer merchandise; on-line retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others, namely, pet shampoo, odor removers for pets, deodorizers for pets, pet stain removers, non-medicated mouth washes for pets, dietary supplements for pets, herbal anti-itch and sore skin ointment for pets, medicated pet shampoo, vitamins for pets, pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of worms in pets, insect repelling tags for pets, diapers for pets, disposable housebreaking pads for pets, plastic bags for disposing of pet waste, paper pet crate mats, collars for pets, clothing for pets, pet hair bows and ornaments, pet tags specially
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adapted for attaching to pet leashes or collars, pet products, namely, pet restraining devices consisting of leashes, collars, harnesses, restraining straps, and leashes with locking devices, animal leashes, backpacks for pets, pet cushions, beds for household pets, pet playhouses, crate covers for pets, non-metal safety gates for pets, pet furniture, pet crates, non-metal pet tags, plastic lids for cans, pet ramps, pet feeding and drinking bowls, cages for pets, litter trays for pets, scoops for the disposal of pet waste, racks and stands for elevating pet feeding bowls and dishes, pet litter boxes, pet litter box liners, pet brushes, pet food scoops, scoops, pet treat jars, pet feeding dishes, cat litter boxes, household storage containers for pet food, toothbrushes for pets, feeding vessels for pets, animal-activated pet feeders, pet toys, animal litter, dog biscuits, pet treats, pet food, beverages for pets, canned foodstuffs for cats and dogs; promoting the goods and services of others; promoting public awareness of healthy lifestyle choices and practices; promoting public awareness in the fields of nutrition and proper diet; providing consumer information on-line relating to money saving tips, food, beverages, recipes, and shopping; customer loyalty rewards program for shoppers via retail grocery store services; administration of a discount program for enabling participants to obtain discounts on shipping services through use of a discount membership program and variable rate shipping program; administrative processing of purchase orders; advertising by mail order; advertising management; advertising services, namely, promoting the goods and services of others; arranging media subscriptions, for others; arranging telecommunications subscriptions, for others; assistance with purchasing goods and services, for others; assistance with the procurement of goods and services, for others; business information services; business intermediary services for the sale and purchase of goods and services; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; commercial management assistance; comparison services (price -); compilation and systemization of data into computer databases; compilation of business information into a searchable databases available via a global computer network; compilation of computer databases for transmitting, displaying and storing transaction, identification and financial information; computerized data management; computerized database management services; computerized online ordering of services for others of general goods and general consumer goods; computerized processing of on-line purchase orders; computerized on-line ordering of services for general merchandise and general consumer goods; customer loyalty program services featuring rewards in the form of discounted shipping services; database management services; database services to enable others to conveniently view and select services from a website; demonstration of goods; development of advertising articles; direct mail advertising; dissemination of advertising for others via an online electronic communications network; dissemination of advertising for others via the internet; dissemination of advertising matter; distribution of samples; online advertising on computer networks; online advertising on the internet and other global computer network systems; online business information services, namely analyzing an individual’s preferences and providing product reviews and recommendations; on-line ordering services; opinion polling; order fulfillment services, namely services relating to order processing; organization or exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; outdoor advertising; price comparison; product merchandising; promoting the grinds and services of others through limited availability discount offers via an on-line electronic-communications network; promoting the goods and services of others through limited availability discount offers via the internet promoting the use, energy from solar farms; promoting the use of energy from wind turbine farms; providing a searchable on-line advertising guide featuring the goods and services of others; provision of business information via a searchable database and via a global computer network; psychological tests in connection at selection of personnel; public relations; outfit relations services; radio advertising; retail advertising services, namely the dissemination of advertising matter for others via an online electronic communications network; sales promotion for others; television advertising; promoting the goods and services of others by means of a loyalty rewards card scheme; administration of customer loyalty and incentive schemes; administration of loyalty programs involving discounts or incentives; sales promotion through customer loyalty programs; administration of a discount program enabling participants to obtain discounts on goods and services, discounted shipping, expedited shipping and early access to sales events; provision information, advisory, arid consultancy services in relation to all of the aforesaid services.
PASTICCINO

3781902  19/03/2018
PARVEZ NAUZER NOWROJEE
trading as PARVEZ NAUZER NOWROJEE
793, SECTOR-14, GURUGRAM-122001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Proposed to be Used
DELI

Cl.29; FOODS PREPARED FROM MEAT, PORK, FISH AND POULTRY PRODUCTS, MEAT SANDWICHES, CHICKEN SANDWICHES, PRESERVED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, EGGS, CHEESE, MILK, MILK PREPARATIONS, PICKLES, DESSERTS.

Cl.30; EDIBLE SANDWICHES, FISH SANDWICHES, CHICKEN SANDWICHES, BISCUITS, BREAD, CAKES, COOKES, CHOCOLATE, COFFEE, COFFEE SUBSTITUTES, TEA, MUSTARD, OATMEAL, PASTRIES, SAUCES, SEASONINGS, SUGAR AND SWEETMENTS.

Cl.32; BEERS, MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS, FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES, SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES INCLUDED IN CLASS 32.
DREX
3782602  20/03/2018
SAGAR MEHTA
C-5/85, SECOND FLOOR, SECTOR-11, ROHINI, DELHI-110085
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARUL SINGH
B-57, FIRST FLOOR, LAJPAT NAGAR-I, NEW DELHI-110024
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cl.9; CAMERA, BLUETOOTH STERIO, MUSIC SYSTEM AND SPEAKER.
Cl.12; CAR ACCESSORIES
BABY EINSTEIN

3783111  20/03/2018

BABY EINSTEIN, LLC
3333 Piedmont Road, Suite 1800, Atlanta, Georgia 30305, U.S.A.
a Delaware limited liability company in the U.S.A.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING
2B, Ground Floor, Solitaire Plaza, MG Road, Gurgaon 122 002, National Captial Region, India

Proposed to be Used
DELI

Cl.3: Hair shampoo; hair conditioner; hair cream rinse; skin cleansing cream; facial, hand, and body cream; facial, hand, and body lotion; facial, hand and body moisturizer; scalp conditioner; bath oil; bath powder; body powder; bar soap; liquid soap; skin soap; talcum powder; bubble bath; dentifrices.

Cl.5: Baby food, adhesive bandages, vitamin supplements, and first aid kits.

Cl.9: Audio cassettes; phonograph records; compact discs; video cassettes; laser video discs; digital video discs; digital versatile discs; CD-ROMs; motion picture films; eyeglasses; sunglasses; compact disc players; compact disc recorders; DVD players; DVD recorders; video cassette players; video cassette recorders; audio cassette players; audio cassette recorders; minidisks; mouse pads; pagers, walkie-talkies; telephones; mobile telephones; mobile telephone accessories; cameras, digital cameras; video cameras; radios; decorative refrigerator magnets.

Cl.10: Baby bottles, baby bottle liners; baby pacifiers, teething rings; feeding bottle valves, feeding bottle teats.

Cl.12: Baby carriages, covers for baby carriages; strollers, stroller covers; car seats, bicycles, and tricycles.

Cl.16: Address books; photograph albums; appliques in the form of decals; appointment books; arts and craft paint kits; autograph books; baby books; party bags; ball-point pens; binders; bookmarks; books; paper gift wrap bows; paper cake decorations; calendars; gift cards; greeting cards; cartons; pen and pencil cases; decorative paper centerpieces; chalk; children's activity books; modeling clay; paper table cloths; coloring books; comic strips; comic books; paper party decorations; diaries; gift wrapping paper; magazines; paper party hats; periodicals; paper napkins; pens; pencils; stationery; stickers; posters; notebooks; memo pads; erasers; pencil sharpeners; staplers; writing paper; envelopes; paper weights; paper coasters; paper mats; non-calibrated rulers; newspapers; photographs; postcards; trading cards; flash cards; disposable diapers for babies.

Cl.18: Athletic bags; baby backpacks; backpacks; beach bags; book bags; diaper bags; duffel bags; gym bags; tote bags; coin purses; fanny packs; knapsacks; waist packs; shopping bags; umbrellas; wallets; handbags; purses.

Cl.20: Sleeping bags; plastic cake decorations; drinking straws; figurines of wood, wax, plastic, or plastic; picture frames; jewelry cases not of precious metal; mobiles (decoration); pillows; decorative wall plaques; statues of wood, wax, plaster, or plastic; trays not of metal; mirrors; ornamental novelty buttons; plastic ornamental badges; wind chimes; toy chests; beds; infant walkers; seats; bassinets; cradles; play pens; nesting boxes; high chairs for babies.

Cl.21: Wastepaper baskets; beverage glassware; bowls; lunch boxes; hair brushes; cake molds; wind chimes; hair combs; cups; decorative boxes; decorative plates; figurines of china, crystal, earthenware, glass, porcelain, and terra cotta; cookie jars; tea kettles; mugs; paper cups; paper plates; dishes; plates; soap dishes; trivets; vacuum bottles; toothbrushes; coasters; plastic cups; removable insulators for drink cans and bottles; insulated containers; plastic trays.

Cl.24: Afghans; bath linen; blankets; sheets; crib bumpers; pillow cases; comforters; curtains; bed skirts; kitchen towels; table linen; bed linen; quilts; towels; washcloths; handkerchiefs; bed spreads; flags and pennants of textile; wall hangings; shower curtains.

Cl.25: Bathing suits; beachwear; belts; bibs; underwear; sweaters; Halloween costumes; dresses; gloves; hats; caps; hosiery; infant wear; jackets; mittens; pajamas; pants; sweat pants; sweat shirts; shirts; shoes; shorts; sleepers; socks; T-shirts; tank tops; tights; vests; jerseys; scarves; neckties; robes; night shirts; night gowns; head bands; wrist bands; skirts; coats; leotards; stockings; tights; athletic shoes; slippers; boots; sandals; outerwear.

Cl.28: Rubber balls; action figures and accessories; action skill games; bean bag dolls; plush toys; balloons; golf balls; tennis balls; bath toys; Christmas tree ornaments; board games; building blocks; equipment sold as a unit for playing card games; dolls and doll clothing; doll playsets; crib toys; electric action toys; manipulative games; puzzles; kites; mobiles; music box toys; party favors in the nature of small toys; inflatable pool toys; multiple activity toys; wind-up toys; target games; disc-type toss toys; toy vehicles; toy cars; toy trucks; toy bucket and shovel sets; musical toys; bubble making wands and solution sets; toy figurines; toy banks; puppets; yo-yos; playing cards.

Cl.29: Flavored milk drinks, milk shakes, and yogurt drinks; fruit preserves; fruit-based snack food; jams; jellies; chips; potato chips; nuts.
Cl. 30: Breakfast cereals and preparations made from cereals, cereal bars, bread, muffins, muffin bars, pastry, waffles, pancakes, cookies, crackers, biscuits, confectionery; bakery goods; chewing gum; candy cake decorations; candied fruit snacks; candy; corn chips; chocolate; cones for ice cream; frozen confections; ice cream; pastries; popcorn; pretzels; frozen yogurt; puddings.

Cl. 41: Production, presentation and distribution of motion picture films; production, presentation and distribution of television and radio programs; production, presentation and distribution of sound and video recordings; entertainment information; production of entertainment shows and interactive programs for distribution via television, cable, satellite, audio and video media, cartridges, laser discs, computer discs and electronic means; production and provision of entertainment, news, and information via communication and computer networks; amusement park and theme park services; educational and entertainment services rendered in or relating to theme parks; live stage shows; presentation of live performances; theater productions; entertainer services.